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Abstract

Electrical energy generated from a tidal lagoon turbine system is intermittent leading
to long periods of no power generation. A system consisting of electrolysers and
compression produce hydrogen to storage, while fuel cells supplying power from that
storage can bridge the intermittency to meet a continuous unpredictable power demand.
This requires start-stop signals for the equipment as well a references to run at the
required load.

Mixed Logical Dynamical Model Predictive Control (MLD MPC) uses a mathe-
matical model of a system to predict actions required by the system using logical and
continuous control. In this thesis MLD MPC is used at a supervisory level, in a novel
manner, to optimise the start-stop of equipment in the hydrogen storage system, and
provide continuous output references. It uses a novel implementation of the logical
and continuous interaction within the MLD-MPC to set logical inputs to start and
stop the hydrogen storage equipment first, while feedback into the controller from the
equipment confirms that start or stop instruction has been carried and releases the
continuous references to be tracked.

This thesis is the first demonstration of supervisory control of a tidal lagoon gener-
ation system to meet power demand using only hydrogen energy storage. In addition,
a novel aspect of the physical system modelled allows the fuel cells to provide power to
start the electrolysers making the tidal lagoon system independent of import from the
power grid, and would facilitate private wire arrangements or be available for islanded
systems.

This research demonstrates that MLD-MPC supervisory control of a hydrogen
storage system optimises the tidal lagoon generated power to meet a continuous power
demand pattern, which can include the special case of large amplitude changes that
require a dispatchable supply capability. Alternatively, it shows the maximum power to
the grid can be limited. It demonstrates the control can start and stop the equipment
and track a required power demand closely. For the proposed Swansea Bay 320
MW tidal lagoon system the thesis shows an electrolyser system of 285 MW or 225
MW would suffice to produce enough hydrogen to meet an average continuous annual
demand pattern of 12.3 MW and for an ebb and flow tidal lagoon generation pattern.
Using a 285 MW electrolyser system ebb only tidal lagoon generation supplied an
average continuous demand pattern of 9.3 MW for 303 days before the hydrogen
storage emptied, and for an ebb and flow pumped generation pattern 15.9 MW average
was supplied continuous for a year. The thesis provides evidence that would be
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achieved with the fuel cells using 1 % to 3 % of the hydrogen produced to support the
electrolysers making the tidal lagoon independent of imported power or other energy
storage. It is applicable to any tidal lagoon system, and could be applied to tidal stream
systems. Despite the novel approach of hydrogen storage system use and control design
it can be implemented in commercially available control software.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The world is still dependent on fossil fuels, but the science overwhelmingly shows that
they are one of the main drivers of climate change by increasing the average global
temperature. This is because of the carbon dioxide the fossil fuels generate when
burnt to produce energy - either as a fuel for transport, driving industrial processes by
heating, or producing electricity. Through the United Nations (UN) the governments
of the world are trying to co-ordinate action to reduce the world’s dependence on
fossil fuels. With the 26th UN Climate Change Conference of the Parties (COP26)
coming up in Scotland and hosted by the United Kingdom (UK) in November 2021,
the hope is that the focus of the worlds governments will move from agreeing targets
to accelerated action to reach those targets. The overall UN task is complex balancing
the requirements of all nations - but the aim of global net zero carbon by 2050 with
a limit to global warming to an increase of 1.5 degrees centigrade (from pre-industrial
levels (1850–1900)) requires alternative sources of renewable energy to be developed.

The power of the sea tides driven by the interaction of the sun and the moon
on the earth’s oceans is one energy source that can supply energy on a large scale
were it to be harnessed in enough locations. Neill et al. (2018, p. 771) lists global
potential for tidal range1 power generation of which the UK could provide up to 13
%. Bristol Channel tidal range projects would contribute 2.3 % from Swansea, Cardiff,
and Newport Lagoons; and 6.8 % from the Cardiff-Weston Barrage towards the UK
electricity requirement (Angeloudis and Falconer, 2017, p. 350).

1.1 Motivations

The energy available due to the tidal action in the oceans can be extracted by using the
height difference between the low and high tides to generate electrical power through
turbines. This provides a known timetable for the power that can be generated because
the tides can be predicted; but for substantial periods around the change of tide from
ebb (tide going out from shore) to flow (or flood, tide coming in to shore) or vice versa,
the possible tidal power generation drops to zero.

1Tidal range schemes generate power using the height difference between the low and high tides,
whereas tidal stream generates power due to the velocity of a tide as it ebbs or flows
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Either the power grid connected to such tidal action power generators must be able
to accept the potentially large variation of power into its system, or some way must be
found to smooth out the power generation because the drop to zero generation makes
it difficult to supply a specific demand profile. The demand profile can be a variable
power demand, including the special case of large amplitude change that requires a
dispatchable supply capability, i.e. meet a sudden peak demand on the power grid for
a limited period. Having the capability to meet that demand profile would give the
tidal lagoon operator the option to act as a private supply to an area or company, or
support the power grid in times of high demand. In addition, there are two cases where
the tidal lagoon operator is not able to generate maximum power in any given tidal
generation period. The first is where the tidal lagoon power output is constrained by
the size of its own connection to the power grid. The second is when matching the
tidal lagoon power output to the grid by contract as expected by Hendry (2016) is not
possible, and energy-trading to balance supply and demand on the system forces the
tidal lagoon to turn down its output. To be able to continuously meet a variable power
demand, or limit the tidal lagoon power to the grid system requires the electrical power
generated to be stored.

A number of methods can be used to store the electrical power - as heat, mechanical,
hydraulic, electro-chemical or chemical energy either individually or in combination.
This thesis examines the use of generating green hydrogen to store the electrical energy
from the tidal lagoon using electrolysers. Hydrogen has been chosen as it is capable of
being stored in large quantities. That storage can be in geological formations suited to
the task, in relatively easy to manufacture land based steel storage cylinders, or buried
steel pipelines (both the latter made from abundant, rather than rare minerals). The
hydrogen can be used to produce power in fuel cells to provide power to a system that
requires it and so can continuously meet a variable power demand. Hydrogen also
has the ability to be used as a clean fuel, in that it only produces water (certainly
in a fuel cell, it may produce nitrous oxide(s) (NOx) if used in combustion under
certain conditions). As part of its reply to the Committee on Climate Change 2020
progress report the UK government listed heating for homes with hydrogen as part of
decarbonising the natural gas grid, and use of hydrogen fuel cells for vehicles as under
consideration (BEIS, 2020). Both the fuel cell and combustion of hydrogen require
a hydrogen source. The tidal lagoon could provide green hydrogen for both those
purposes should it be required as part of the wider hydrogen strategy for the UK.

The use of water based electrolysers to produce hydrogen when power is available
from tidal action and fuel cell technology to provide power when the tidal system is
not generating power needs a control system. In this thesis the focus is the control
to integrate the hydrogen storage system with the tidal lagoon power generation,
and demonstrate that the hydrogen storage system can operate independently of any
power other than that generated by the tidal lagoon. That ability would facilitate the
private wire arrangements mentioned above, be available for islanded systems or allow
operation where contractual or power grid constraints do not allow power import to
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the system. This entails use of the fuel cell system to support the electrolysers and
auxiliary systems when the tidal lagoon system is not yet generating power.

The investigations are based on the tidal lagoon power generation designed for
Swansea Bay in South Wales, UK which has one of the highest tidal ranges in the world.
An optimal model predictive control method that combines logical and continuous
control is used as a supervisory controller to demonstrate the ability of such a system
to continuously meet a variable power demand, or limit the tidal lagoon power to the
grid system. The controller has the advantage over other types because of its ability
to directly combine logical and continuous optimisation with model predictive control,
which enables it to optimise the start-stop of equipment in the hydrogen storage system
as well as their continuous control.

1.2 Aims and Objectives

This aim of this thesis is to examine the possibility that the supervisory process control
and optimisation of a hydrogen storage system attached to a tidal lagoon can facilitate
the deployment of the tidal lagoon power generation to meet a specific variable demand
pattern, or smooth its output to the power grid.

To address the aim, the objectives of this project are to:

1. To establish control methods to enable more flexible use of tidal lagoon power
generation by the integration of hydrogen energy storage.

2. Exploit optimisation techniques to determine how tidal generation can be used
as effectively as possible in a number of scenarios.

3. Adopt a novel approach make the hydrogen storage system independent of any
power other than that generated by the tidal lagoon.

To achieve the objectives several issues had to be addressed. The control selected had
to take account of the requirement for the supervisory control to be able to provide
start-stop signals to the equipment in the hydrogen storage system and continuous
running references for the level of operation of the equipment once it had been started.
In the case of the requirement to meet a demand pattern the supervisory references
provided were required to track the demand closely. The tight tracking needed to
include changeover of power supply sources.

Model subsystems had to be developed for the hydrogen storage system components
to act as a proxy for the real equipment and provide feedback to the control system of
the equipment running status. The overall model had to encompass the tidal lagoon
power generation patterns, demand patterns to be examined, and auxiliary system
power usage. The latter needed to take account of power that is used before cell stacks
can take power to either make hydrogen or use hydrogen to provide power e.g. cooling
and compression systems.
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Once the control and models were defined a detailed control strategy and optimi-
sation method was developed to meet the control requirements. The requirements
included allowing the hydrogen storage system to support all equipment requiring
power when the tidal lagoon power was not available. The developed model and control
were used to examine a number of scenarios to control the hydrogen storage system
integrated with the tidal lagoon generation to meet a demand pattern as stated in the
hypothesis.

In summary, the central hypothesis is that it is possible to manage output of a tidal
lagoon generation system to meet a variable power demand using only hydrogen energy
storage; with a novel approach allowing the fuel cells to provide power to auxiliaries and
start the electrolyser system; making the system independent of other power sources.

1.3 Contributions

The use of hydrogen storage with renewable energy systems has been investigated by
others (Cau et al., 2014; Gao et al., 2014; Valverde et al., 2016a) with a case for tidal
stream (current) based systems examined by Barakat et al. (2019), but the author
cannot find a case of the use of hydrogen storage integrated with tidal range systems.
This thesis approaches the use of hydrogen storage with tidal lagoon generated power
in a way that extends the potential of the storage method to be self sufficient in power
terms. The main contribution of this project is the first demonstration of supervisory
control to manage output of a tidal lagoon generation system to meet power demand
imposed requirements using only hydrogen energy storage.

1. Application of supervisory model predictive control with embedded logic to allow
equipment start-stop instructions to be included in the ‘dynamic control’ directly
and integrated with the tidal generation patterns.

2. The supervisory model predictive control optimises to direct the control to allow
the tidal generation to be used as effectively as possible in a number of scenarios;
by the use of the hydrogen energy storage to modify tidal lagoon generation
pattern in the cases of:

(a) Guaranteed electrical power supply to variable power demands.

(b) Provide a dispatchable supply for peak lopping of a power demand on the
power grid.

(c) Reduction of tidal lagoon electrical power generation magnitude onto the
power grid, using the hydrogen storage to facilitate that control.

(d) Carry out the tasks 2 (a) to (c) using a hydrogen storage system only, by
allowing the fuel cell to support the electrolyser systems on start-stop when
the tidal lagoon power is not available. This is a novel approach in which the
fuel cell and electrolyser operational time windows are allowed to intersect.
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3. The model used examines the effect of different sized electrolyser systems on the
ability of the hydrogen storage system to manage the tidal lagoon power output.

The method used can be implemented in a commercially available control system mak-
ing it possible to implement directly from this work (Gallestey et al., 2009; ABBcmp,
2014).

1.4 Achievements

This thesis develops detail for the practical application of the combined logical and
continuous control of hydrogen storage systems attached to tidal lagoons, with an
innovation on the control of the electrolyser and fuel cell systems:

1. The system develops auxiliary power required by the electrolyser systems; in-
cluding specific start up conditions and transfer to a running condition so that
the required power to the auxiliary systems power varies as the electrolyser(s)
start-stop and ramp up and down. This represents the auxiliary power that
would be measured from installed electrolysers in a real system. In the literature
hydrogen storage system papers that include consideration of auxiliary systems
power are not common.

2. The supervisory controller developed to allow the fuel cell systems to support the
electrolysers as they start-stop so other power sources are not required. This is
in support of the electrolyser auxiliary power including compression to storage
when running, and the minimum turn-down power for the cell stack for the first
electrolyser to start.

3. Simplification of the control for the hydrogen storage system by utilising the fuel
cell to support the electrolyser. The fuel cell is running to supply the demand
prior to the tidal power becoming available so only one change of power supply
is required to meet the demand pattern from the tidal lagoon generated power
rather than switch to grid power for a few seconds then to tidal power.

4. The MLD-MPC-SC has been used to develop two sets of conditionals:

(a) The first set of conditionals drives Boolean states that set the discrete
Boolean inputs to start-stop equipment. This set of states and inputs do
not need a reference, as they act strictly on the Boolean states.

(b) The second set releases the continuous control to set inputs that provide ref-
erences to the equipment that has been started, or stop providing references
when the equipment stops. The continuous references follow either the tidal
lagoon power available to be used by the electrolyser system, or the demand
pattern for the power supply from the fuel cell or tidal lagoon power when
it is available.
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5. The following paper has been published based on some of the work in this thesis:
A. Procter, F. Zhang and J. Maddy, "Control of a Tidal Lagoon Power Genera-
tion Hydrogen Storage System," 2022 UKACC 13th International Conference on
Control (CONTROL), 2022, pp. 30-37, doi: 10.1109/Control55989.2022.9781373.

1.5 Thesis Outline

Chapter 2

Chapter 2 reviews previous work in the areas of hydrogen storage use in conjunction
with renewable energy sources including tidal sources, and control types that could be
used in a supervisory capacity to optimise the hydrogen storage with the tidal lagoon
power. It gives the reasoning based on the literature survey presented for the work
that follows in the thesis.

Chapter 3

Chapter 3 introduces the supervisory controller and develops the detail of the power
demand pattern part of the control; along with the fuel cell subsystem and the subsys-
tem representing the tidal power supplying power to the demand. It demonstrates how
the controller is able to send both start-stop signals and continuous references to the
subsystems. The response of the fuel cell and tidal power subsystems is demonstrated
including the changeover from one to the other. The power demand includes power in
support of the electrolyser auxiliary power including compression to storage, and the
minimum turn-down power for the cell stack for the first electrolyser to start.

Chapter 4

Chapter 4 develops three versions of the supervisory controller based on a hydrogen
inventory2 to allow the power demand to be supplied. The hydrogen inventory is
controlled using the combined logic and continuous control optimised in the model
predictive controller.

The model includes the derivation of the auxiliary power required for the electrolyser
system to start-stop and transition to the running condition. This is a proxy for the
auxiliary power that would be measured from installed electrolysers in a real system.

Chapter 5

Chapter 5 gives the development and reasoning for the supervisory controller opti-
misation cost function, the optimisation method used, and its ability to be used in
mixed logical and continuous optimisation. Detail is provided of the three different
supervisory control options open to the operator of the system - primarily hydrogen

2The hydrogen inventory is controlled by managing the hydrogen balance between hydrogen
produced by the electrolyser subsystems and the hydrogen used by the fuel cell subsystem
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inventory control, the dispatchable supply option or control maximum power to the
grid.

The chapter then moves on to show the operational practicalities of the tidal lagoon
power generation hydrogen storage system (TLPG-HSS) through the analysis of a series
of case studies. This includes an analysis of the effect of electrolyser size and tidal
lagoon operating pattern on hydrogen storage fill times, the effect of electrolyser size
on the ability to run, and how the auxiliary systems affect that. The analysis also
shows hydrogen use for electrolyser support is small in percent terms.

Chapter 6

Chapter 6 concludes the work carried out in the thesis and the results for the tidal
lagoon power generation system with hydrogen storage. It also includes suggestions
and guidance for future work.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

This chapter examines previous literature pertinent to the work carried out and the
motivations to carry it out. Section 2.1 summarises the possible role of renewable
hydrogen in the UK’s path to net zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. Section
2.2 examines types of tidal power generation and the issues with integrating it into
the national power production mix as renewables in general increase. The section
goes on to discuss the detail of tidal lagoon power generation and considers the use
of hydrogen storage as a pathway to addressing some of the issues with tidal lagoon
power generation. Section 2.3 considers the possible control of such a storage system
and focuses in on a method that uses a combination of discrete and continuous signals to
provide optimised supervisory control. The detail of this control is discussed in more
detail in Section 2.4. The last Section 2.5 draws all the previous sections together,
giving an overview of the system to be considered and how the supervisory control
interacts with the TLPG-HSS equipment to optimise its operation.

2.1 Renewable Energy in the UK Power Genera-
tion System

The UK Government Climate Change Committee delivered its report, The Sixth
Carbon Budget - The UK’s Path to Net Zero (Gummer et al., 2020) in December
2020 to the Secretary of State as required by section 34 of the Climate Change Act
2008. Although the report is produced to set out the UK’s sixth carbon budget from
2033 to 2037 it also plots a pathway to net zero carbon by 2050. To achieve the net
zero target the report recommends the UK uses its “Balanced Net Zero Pathway” to
reduce its greenhouse gas emissions by 78% by 2035 relative to 1990 (or 63% from
2019). This brings forward the UK’s previous target of an 80% reduction relative to
1990 by around 15 years. The report covers many areas of greenhouse gas emission
reduction. This thesis section focuses on the recommendations for improvement that
could be made by reducing the carbon that the electrical power grid contributes to
emissions. In Gummer et al. (2020, p134) the committee reports in the Balanced Net
Zero Pathway that electricity generation will only be emitting carbon dioxide from
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natural gas generation by 2024 and this can be phased out by 2035 using renewables.
Renewables in the report include nuclear power generation, carbon capture and storage
and hydrogen at large scale. The hydrogen at large scale is envisaged to provide
“dispatchable generation similar to unabated gas” (Gummer et al., 2020, p135) which
includes electrolytic hydrogen as costs continue to fall (Gummer et al., 2020, p246).
The report projects 25% of hydrogen could come from electrolysis by 2035, and 45%
by 2045 (Gummer et al., 2020, p136). As the tidal lagoon hydrogen generation is a
renewable energy form linked to electrolytic hydrogen it has both a renewable energy
source and provides a clean fuel, while supplying a power demand independent of the
tidal cycle. In the tidal lagoon power generation hydrogen system, the hydrogen is
used in fuel cells to supply the demand. The hydrogen could be used or combusted as
a conventional fuel.

An additional factor is that the steel industry is investigating decarbonising steel
manufacture using hydrogen (Gummer et al., 2020, p291). Hydrogen produced in bulk
locally such as with tidal lagoon power generation from the proposed Swansea Bay
Tidal Lagoon (Hendry, 2016) could be used as hydrogen production for steel making
at the nearby Port Talbot steelworks.

Within the report there is a specific section on the contribution of Wales to the
total UK net zero target. The situation in Wales differs markedly from the rest of
the UK as measured in 2018 as far as the split of emissions across the various energy
uses. Gummer et al. (2020, p210) shows that of the four UK nations Wales has a
higher proportion of its emissions from electricity production at around 15%, whereas
Scotland is around 3%, Northern Ireland around 11% and the whole of the UK about
11%. That indicates that there is a place for renewable power production as part of
the Welsh decarbonisation plan and tidal lagoon power generation as recommended
in the Hendry report (Hendry, 2016) could be reconsidered in the light of the Net
Zero goal. Tidal lagoon power generation is not specifically mentioned as a possible
renewable power source, but the political landscape has changed markedly since the
Hendry report was rejected. As Wales has the opportunity for three tidal lagoons on
its South Wales coast it may be reconsidered.

The UK Climate Change Committee has also produced specific guidance for the
devolved government of Wales to meet its obligations as part of the UK wide goals
which gives more information on Wales specific advice (Gummer et al., 2020b). In
the document low carbon electricity is due to increase from 37% to 100% by 2035
but it is not prescriptive about the mix of generation and advises that the system be
flexible enough prevent intermittent power supplies from causing an issue (Gummer
et al., 2020b, p17-18).The committee does mention existing and planned policies from
UK government on low-carbon generation that includes tidal energy - but the author
cannot find an opinion on whether tidal energy should be used. The guidance suggests
there will be the equivalent of around one third of the current UK electricity generation
as hydrogen by 2035 (90 TWh) but all from natural gas or biomass with carbon capture
and storage (CCS) rather than fully renewable energy. It envisages within that 58%
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of manufacturing energy demand will be as decarbonised electricity or hydrogen and
low carbon hydrogen demand will reach 6.5 TWh (Gummer et al., 2020b, Table 1).
This ramp up of hydrogen use is to be aligned with hydrogen use and production paths
which include the South Wales Industrial Cluster and potential renewable hydrogen
generation using electrolysis as well as use in the vehicular and domestic fuel supplies
(Gummer et al., 2020b, Table 1.3).

The UK government response to the report (BEIS, 2020) accepts The Sixth Carbon
Budget - The UK’s Path to Net Zero (Gummer et al., 2020). However, the Net Zero
target has changed the goal posts somewhat and hydrogen for electricity, industrial,
vehicular and domestic fuel supplies as part of the changeover to renewable energy
strategy, if adopted, may open the door for tidal lagoon energy with hydrogen storage
off the South Wales coast once more.

2.2 Tidal Power Generation Integration

2.2.1 Tidal Power Generation

Tidal generation consists of two main methods - tidal stream and tidal range. Tidal
stream or current is still considered in the development stage (Lewis, 2011; Uihlein and
Magagna, 2016). Tidal range is more developed and is the method discussed here in a
little more depth.

2.2.1.1 Tidal Range Power Generation

Tidal range is generation of power based on the ebb and flow of the tides generated
by the gravitational forces between the Sun, Moon and Earth. The technology used
to harness the power is mainly through turbine technology with the most common
form being ‘Bulb’ type turbines. There is a version of turbine modified to optimise
generation in both directions (Waters and Aggidis, 2016). The generation pattern in
the ebb only (Single Action at Drainage on Fig. 2.1) and ebb and flow (Double Action
on Fig. 2.1) cases is shown in Fig. 2.1 taken from Laleu (2009). In Fig. 2.1 each white
area between red vertical lines has the ‘Phases’ label ‘turbine action’ indicating the
time period the turbines are running generating power from the tidal system. As can
be seen there is significantly more time available for the ebb and flow case. For both
tidal operating patterns extra generating time can be gained ‘with pumping’, referred
to as ebb and flow pumped in this thesis, when the turbines are used to pump water
into the lagoon on an incoming tide. In principle tidal lagoon power generation using
ebb tides only, ebb and flow tides, or pumped cases can be changed by the tidal lagoon
operator at any time depending on operational requirements.

Tidal range generation is present in only a few locations around the world, the
largest installations being in France and South Korea (around mid 200 MW); with
smaller installations in Canada, China and Russia; but several other sites have been
identified around the world including sites around the UK (Waters and Aggidis, 2016).
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Figure 2.1: Ebb only and ebb and Flow Electrical Power Generation from a Tidal
System (Laleu, 2009)

The tidal barrage in France at La Rance has been generating since 1967 and so is a
well established operating system (Laleu, 2009).

The management of tidal range power generation is considered in this thesis because
tidal range power is the more developed form of tidal energy installed at large scale
around the world and has the potential for further large scale deployment (Neill et al.,
2018, p. 771).

2.2.1.2 Proposed Swansea Bay Tidal Lagoon

In Wales at the time this work began there were planned tidal systems in the Severn
estuary, the most developed idea being a tidal lagoon in Swansea Bay (Hendry, 2016).
As far as the author can ascertain the UK Government never formally provided a
response to the Hendry (2016) Report. The latest response found in a search promised
“A Government response to the Hendry Review will be published in due course”
(UKParliament, 2018). However, with the UK striving to reach net zero greenhouse gas
emissions by 2050 it may come back into the mix as part of renewable energy supply.
The development was planned to be 16 times 20 MW modified Bulb type turbines to
give a total of 320 MW of generation (Angeloudis and Falconer, 2017). The proposed
Swansea Bay Tidal Lagoon is shown in Fig. 2.2, where the red line is the boundary of
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the whole project for planning permission purposes and the white dotted line represents
the position of the tidal lagoon enclosure.

Figure 2.2: Proposed Swansea Bay Tidal Lagoon (Tidal Lagoon Ltd, 2016)

The Swansea Bay Tidal Lagoon turbines will generate at 9kV, stepped up to 33kV
(for each pair of turbines) and then stepped up again to 275kV to be connected to the
national electricity transmission system (NETS) (DLA Piper UK, 2014). Whilst the
Swansea Bay Tidal Lagoon is to be connected to the transmission system, in the cable
and power grid connection statement there is inclusion of the possibility of connection to
Dwr Cymru Welsh Water site at Fabian Way and the Swansea University Bay Campus
by either 11kV or 33kV connections (DLA Piper UK, 2014). In addition, the proposal
includes import power connection normally from their own auxiliary transformer (with
backup on a diesel generator for when the turbines are not generating) and/or including
possible connection from the Distribution Network Operator (DNO). Supplies direct
to other demands and the Tidal Lagoon Swansea Bay internal demand could form part
of a micro-grid.

At the time of the original literature survey the Swansea Bay Tidal Lagoon instal-
lation was being considered in the UK parliament following the Hendry (2016) Report
recommending its use as a pilot scheme for all future UK tidal range power generation
schemes. The Swansea Bay Tidal Lagoon case is used in this thesis as it was the most
likely scheme to be adopted.

2.2.1.3 Considering Tidal Lagoon Power Generation Intermittency

Due to the nature of the tides the electrical power generated is predictable but inter-
mittent and variable. This makes it impossible to use tidal lagoon power generation to
meet a continuous electrical power demand direct from the electrical power generation
even though at its peak tidal lagoon electrical power generation can be in the order of
hundreds of mega-watts (MW).
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The tidal generation pattern is predictable because the tides are predictable so if the
generation strategy is known the extent of the requirement to smooth the generation
output is also known.

The criteria for smoothing are a choice to be made depending on the electrical
power system requirement to meet a specific demand pattern type. The cases are:

1. no smoothing required - accept the tidal lagoons cyclic power generation.

2. a requirement to specifically match a specific continuous demand pattern.

3. specific requirements to hold power generated to the power grid within a maxi-
mum band and/or

4. a requirement to provide dispatchable generation e.g. a large power boost to
the power grid in times of relatively short term high power demand as requested
by the electricity system operator. This is alternatively known as dispatchable
supply requirement.

Case four requires some further explanation. To be dispatchable generation of power
must be capable of being available on demand at any time at the request of the
electricity system operator. Tidal lagoon power alone is not dispatchable. Tidal
lagoon generated power can be made dispatchable by introducing energy storage so
that power availability becomes independent of the tidal lagoon generating pattern.
That dispatchable capability could be a sudden increase in generation in a similar way
to the operation of the Dinorwig Power Station (First Hydro Company, 2020) over a
number of hours, or fast reserve power that requires the capability to respond “within
2 minutes of instruction at rates equal to or greater than 25 MW per minute” for a
minimum period of 15 minutes (NationalGrid, 2019, p. 14). A special case is provision
of black start capability1.

The peak in electrical power generated by the tidal lagoon means that in the UK
tidal lagoon power would normally be connected to the electrical transmission system
rather than the distribution network. As a consequence, it is entirely feasible that
given the size of the transmission system it could absorb the intermittent and variable
nature of the generation. However, UK National Grid has stated that on connection to
the transmission system it expects that variation to be met by contracts with suppliers
rather than the balancing mechanism (Hendry, 2016, p. 165-166). If that is not
possible, other methods of generation management are required. The tidal lagoon
operators plan mentioned above include the possibility of supplying directly individual
industrial sites (DLA Piper UK, 2014, p. 5). The intermittent and variable nature of

1Black start capability is defined by National Grid as a service to restore power in the event of a total
or partial shutdown of the UK power transmission system and “The Black Start service is procured
from generators that have the capability to start main blocks of generation from an on-site auxiliary
generator, without reliance on external site supplies” (NationalGrid, 2017). This is being reviewed and
renamed from ’black start’ to ’restoration’ in a new approach under consultation (nationalgridESO,
2021) by the new National Grid Electricity System Operator (ESO) in April 2022 which has taken
over the ESO duties formerly taken by National Grid.
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the tidal lagoon power generation could be alleviated by the ability to use the power
elsewhere and limit the power to the grid, and the supplies to individual industrial sites
would be enabled by the ability to provide a continuous power supply. Both options
require energy storage of some type, and would enable the tidal lagoon to become a
dispatchable power supply should that be required.

Energy storage using hydrogen is one option. Although Manchester et al. (2013)
mentions hydrogen storage in conjunction with renewable energy in general; as far as
the author is aware, hydrogen storage has not yet been considered for use integrated
with tidal lagoons. Hydrogen produced from tidal lagoon energy, stored in compressed
gas cylinders or in salt caverns where the local geology allows (ERP, 2016) can produce
power from fuel cells to manage variations in tidal generation. In addition, hydrogen
storage can provide a relatively quick response via the fuel cell as discussed by Lund
et al. (2015, p792-3). This thesis investigates that option of integrating hydrogen
storage with tidal lagoon electrical power generation.

There are two basic types of response to a change in the electrical power demand:

1. The ability to modulate power generating systems quickly to react to the change
in demand.

2. The ability to manage power using equipment to reduce the load so extra gener-
ation is not required or allow users to take power if more becomes available.

The latter is called demand side management, and can include dispatchable demand,
i.e. system user power demands that can be switched off to reduce load on the power
grid rather than request extra power from generators of electricity. This thesis does
not consider demand side management.

The cases presented in this thesis are power generation from the TLPG-HSS to meet
a variable continuous power demand, limit the power to the grid below a maximum
value, and meet a dispatchable supply requirement. The latter is chosen to be a sudden
increase in generation to mirror the operation of the Dinorwig Power Station because
hydrogen storage with large energy capacity can potentially enable substantial power
generation over long periods. That demonstrated, the shorter duration dispatchable
cases would also be possible. As would be the management of other renewable energy
inputs to meet these demand patterns such as wind and photo-voltaic power.

2.2.2 The System and Requirements

The system for the combined tidal lagoon power generation fuel cell system to supply
power demand requires hydrogen production by electrolysis and power production using
fuel cells linked by stored hydrogen.

2.2.2.1 Hydrogen Production and Fuel Cells

This thesis bases its TLPG-HSS on hydrogen produced from splitting water by elec-
trolysis using electrical power from the tidal lagoon, and then compressing and storing
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it for use by a fuel cell to generate power when tidal lagoon power is not available.
Fig. 2.3 shows a simplified alkaline electrolyser and Fig. 2.4 a simplified Polymer
Electrolyte Membrane (PEM) fuel cell. The two different technologies reflect the most
developed types used in industry for electrolysers and fuel cells. NelHydrogen (2017)
have developed large scale alkaline electrolysers, and Asahi Kasei Corporation have an
operational 10 MW unit with a 100 MW in progress (AsahiKaseiCorporation, 2021),
though PEM electrolysers are increasing in size (NelHydrogen, 2019; thyssenkrupp,
2021; Cooley, 2021). The alkaline technology was more developed for electrolysers at
large scale than the PEM, but this is changing quickly. In fuel cell technology where
PEM has been predominant with Siemens deploying up to 120 kW in submarines
(Siemens, 2016), and ABB developing 1MW units for ships with Nedstack (2021)
offering 1 MW fuel cells on land, and HDF Energy offering MW scale units (HDF,
2020).

In Fig. 2.3 water is fed into the cathode side of the electrolyser. An electrical
current is applied across the diaphragm and a chemical reaction occurs at the cathode
to produce hydrogen as in Eq.(2.1), and at the anode to produce oxygen as in Eq.(2.2).

4H2O + 4e− → 4OH− + 2H2 (2.1)

4OH− → O2 + 2H2O + 4e− (2.2)

Figure 2.3: Alkaline Electrolyser(Procter et al., 2019)

In Fig. 2.4 hydrogen is fed into the anode; an external electrical demand is applied
across the fuel cell and a chemical reaction occurs to produce the current to provide
the supply to that demand:

2H2 → 4H+ + 4e− (2.3)

In doing so it causes a chemical reaction at the cathode with oxygen from the air
and protons that cross the polymer electrolyte membrane to produce by-product water.

4H+ +O2 + 4e− → 2H2O (2.4)
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Figure 2.4: Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cell

As a consequence of the hydrogen generation using electrolysis and power generation
using fuel cells by-products become available. From the electrolyser, there is oxygen,
and from the fuel cell there is pure water. The uses of pure oxygen as a substance are
many; from blast and arc furnaces, gasification to produce syn-gas, and medical care
(Kato et al., 2005). The issues to be considered are volumes available and locality to
the point of use. In addition, energy storage as hydrogen has some benefits over other
energy storage systems. All the other systems mentioned in this section can only store
either electrical energy or be easily converted to just electrical energy. Hydrogen, once
produced and stored, can be converted back to electrical energy either through a fuel
cell or potentially via a turbine system (Gao et al., 2014). It can be used as vehicle
fuel, in industrial complexes for chemical reactions, and for domestic heating systems
(once equipment is converted to use hydrogen) as in the proposed project in Leeds UK
(ERP, 2016). In this regard hydrogen storage is more flexible than renewable generation
systems that can only store their energy as electrical energy. These additional available
benefits of the hydrogen energy storage system are not considered further in this thesis
which focuses on the control of a TLPG-HSS using fuel cell(s) to facilitate the use of
stored renewable energy to meet an electrical power demand.

2.2.2.2 Energy Storage using Hydrogen

Energy storage comes in various forms. The main storage options that are considered in
the literature at the time of writing are super-capacitors, flywheels, batteries, pumped
hydro, compressed air and hydrogen (Bocklisch, 2016). This section examines the
potential of hydrogen storage in partnership with tidally generated electrical energy.

Energy storage is usually included in some combined form in electrical systems with
intermittent renewable power generation depending on the requirement for response
time based on the function they are being asked to carry out. Many combinations
have been included in the literature (Bocklisch, 2016; Cau et al., 2014; Mallol-Poyato
et al., 2015; García and Bordons, 2013). The most common storage type in use is
batteries; with super-capacitors as an alternative or in partnership with batteries. The
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use of hydrogen storage within these systems is commonly reported in the literature,
usually with batteries; and sometimes with super-capacitors (García-Triviño et al.,
2014; Mallol-Poyato et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2013). This thesis examines the use
of a TLPG-HSS alone to meet a demand using hydrogen fed fuel cells, with the
hydrogen produced from electrolysis using the predictable intermittent renewable power
generation of a tidal lagoon.

One of the identified issues with hydrogen energy storage when considered only as
storage for electrical energy is the low round trip efficiency, around 30-35% compared to
battery storage, at around 75-90% (Pellow et al., 2015). However, in the same paper an
analysis is given of an alkaline electrolyser, hydrogen storage and PEM fuel cell based
on a ratio - the energy stored on invested ESOIe2. This allows comparison of whether
curtailing generation that cannot be used immediately is preferable to building energy
storage which enables use of the energy later. It does the comparison by comparing
the total energy available from each scenario taking into account the energy required
to build the storage system. Pellow et al. (2015) give a reference case for the hydrogen
storage system of an electrolyser, hydrogen storage and fuel cell system compared to a
lithium battery system to prevent curtailment of power generated. This analysis which
includes the overall round trip efficiency for both systems in its equations finds that
the hydrogen system at a ratio of 0.59 has a higher ESOIe ratio than lithium batteries
at 0.35 (Pellow et al., 2015, p. 1943). This is because the hydrogen system has less
energy input to manufacture steel storage cylinders and the other equipment required
to store electrical energy as hydrogen, compared to the energy used to make battery
electrolyte and separators to store the equivalent amount of electrical energy. Even
with the overall round-trip efficiency of 30 % assumed in the hydrogen storage system
ESOIe, Pellow et al. (2015) conclude the hydrogen storage system is an attractive
investment of manufacturing energy to provide storage, and also discuss the sensitivity
of the hydrogen storage ESOIe to various factors. That sensitivity is discussed in Pellow
et al. (2015, Fig. 3) which shows that the ESOIe always stays above that of the lithium
battery value of 0.35. To compare net energy of using energy storage versus curtailment
of renewables Pellow et al. (2015) introduce ESOIgen, ESOIcurt, and ESOIgrid3. If for
the particular type of energy storage ESOIgrid is greater than ESOIcurt then despite
the overall round trip efficiency of the energy storage the system building the energy
storage is preferable to curtailment. With wind power input ESOIgrid makes hydrogen
storage a benefit compared to curtailment for diversion ratio θ greater than around 75
%, and with solar photo-voltaic cells it is a benefit for a diversion ratio greater than
around 10 %. The tidal lagoon case was not covered. However, the analysis suggests

2ESOIe: the ratio of electrical energy returned by the device over its lifetime to the electrical-
equivalent energy required to build the device

3ESOIgen: the renewable energy generation energy return on investment. ESOIcurt= (1-
θ)×ESOIgenwhere the diversion ratio θ is a fraction of the generated power that must be diverted
away from the power grid, either stored for later use, or curtailed and lost. ESOIgrid= [1− θ+ ηst ×
θ]/[(1/ESOIgen) + (θ/ESOIe)] where ηst is the efficiency of the storage type.
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that pure round trip efficiency is not a reason to rule out hydrogen storage for electrical
energy storage.

A techno-economic analysis of energy storage systems includes hydrogen storage
and makes the statements that “The efficiency of HES4 is about 20–66%, and the life
cycle is about 1,000–20,000 cycles. The lifetime of HES is around 5–20 years, and
the time of discharge varies from seconds to hours” and for lithium ion batteries have
“high efficiency (85–97%), ... long cyclability (1,000–10,000 cycles), ... the lifetime
of Li-ion batteries is around 5–15 years and time of discharge varies from minutes
to hours” (Mostafa et al., 2020, p. 5). The paper uses annualised life cycle cost of
storage (LCCOS). Examining Mostafa et al. (2020, Fig. 19) the graph for variation of
LCCOS with the lifetime and life cycles of the hydrogen storage at the midpoint of the
ranges given (12.5 years and 10,500 cycles) gives 330-360 €/kW-yr, and Mostafa et al.
(2020, Fig. 25) for the lithium ion battery at its mid point of the ranges given (10.0
years and 5,500 cycles) gives 409 - 559 €/kW-yr. These numbers favour the hydrogen
storage, but they have to be qualified with numbers on Mostafa et al. (2020, Fig. 15)
which shows the impact of project time span on LCCOS and favours the lithium ion
battery until year 15. The costs are about equivalent for years 15 to 20 and favour
hydrogen storage beyond 20 year project life. This variation over time is explained by
the cost split for each storage technology shown in Mostafa et al. (2020, Fig. 14) which
gives replacement costs as a far higher proportion of the total costs for the lithium
ion battery compared to the hydrogen storage. The techno-economic analysis suggests
that hydrogen energy storage is not priced out of consideration for use as renewable
energy storage.

This thesis does not delve further into these aspects. It accepts hydrogen storage
for use in large scale systems and continues to look at the control aspects on that basis.

Hydrogen storage has the advantage that it uses a relatively simple storage system
in compressed gas cylinders, or for really large scale systems salt caverns (ERP, 2016).
An alternative is using steel pipe storage (buried a couple of metres underground) as
is used with natural gas. With pipes up to 100 barg, 1.4 m diameter the claim is that
using storage similar to natural gas storage each kilometre could store up to 12 tonnes
of hydrogen (Andersson and Grönkvist, 2019, p11903-11904). In addition, the same
authors mention a lined cavern in Sweden in which the rock takes the pressure of up to
200 barg with the steel lining just provided to seal in the gas, stating that if that were
feasible for hydrogen it could store 740 tonnes of hydrogen. These potential storage
methods mean tidal lagoon hydrogen stored locally may be a viable at large scale as an
engineered, or part geological and part engineered solution wherever the tidal lagoon
is located.

The hydrogen energy storage system requires the water based electrolyser(s), gas
compression, gaseous storage and fuel cell(s) to be sized to suit the stated aims of the
storage system. The maximum sizes selected for the systems examined in this work

4HES is Hydrogen energy storage
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were based on a maximum electrical power output of 320 MW from the Swansea Bay
Tidal Lagoon scheme consisting of 16 off 20 MW turbines.

This thesis demonstrates hydrogen storage to enable the management of the output
of the Swansea Bay Tidal Lagoon system to meet various demand patterns indepen-
dently of the tidal lagoon generation pattern. The ability of hydrogen to storage energy
to support those demands over long periods containing both neap and spring tides is
examined.

2.3 Possible Types of Supervisory Control and Op-
timisation

There are different options for both continuous and discrete control. Common types
of control used in industry are Proportional, Integral, Derivative (PID) control, fuzzy
logic, and model predictive control (MPC). All three types of control modulate contin-
uous variables and require interaction with other control types to include starting and
stopping equipment.

2.3.1 PID Control (with Separate Logic)

PID control in the area of renewable energy and hydrogen ranges from simple control
based on PID control only to more complex control that uses PID control alongside
other methods to provide logic for start-stop operations.

Barakat et al. (2019) uses an electrical model in which a continuous control signal
based on PI controls a boost converter to instruct a fuel cell to provide power for a load;
or a buck converter to provide excess power from a marine current turbine (which are
much like wind turbines placed in a tidal current) to an electrolyser. The instruction to
start or stop each device and provide a continuous reference for the electrolyser or fuel
cell is provided by the sign of the error between a direct current reference voltage and
the direct current voltage measurement from the system. The continuous reference to
the electrolyser or fuel cell is then just the difference between the power generated by
the marine current turbine and the system demand. In this case the auxiliary power
use is not explicitly stated in the models which focus on the cell stacks.

In Bhuyan et al. (2018) a power grid connected hybrid energy system uses a voltage
source controller for the grid connection based on PI controllers. The electrolyser is
given its reference from photo-voltaic cells control based on Maximum Power Point
Tracking to give a voltage and the resulting hydrogen goes to storage. The solid oxide
fuel cell is controlled by a PID controller on its hydrogen feed flow to meet a demand.
Logic for how the equipment items interact is listed, and based on the DC-AC converter
taking information from the voltage source controller for the grid connection. If the
photo-voltaic cells are providing more power than the demand the extra power goes
to the electrolyser; if the power from the photo-voltaic cells is less than the demand
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the solid oxide fuel cell provides the demand. In addition, if the photo-voltaic cells
provide power equal to the demand neither the electrolyser or fuel cell run, and if there
is no power from the photo-voltaic cells the fuel cell provides all the power. There
do not appear to be any specific start-stop signals to the electrolyser and fuel cell,
just the continuous references to control to the required level; though the control does
appear to meet its goals based on PI and PID controls for individual controllers for
each equipment item. The model does not appear to include any allowance for the
power use of auxiliary systems.

Baumann and Boggasch (2016) use a separate supervisory start-stop logic and
supervisory references with local PI controllers. This paper and the corresponding
thesis (Baumann, 2015, Section 5.4) uses a first (supervisory) level control termed the
energy management unit. That has the aim of increasing the amount of renewable
energy used in the local microgrid, while reducing fluctuations of power into the power
grid with the specific tasks of optimising start-stop and reference signals for the energy
systems that make up the hybrid storage system. The logic uses Matlab/SimulinkTM

Stateflow with the power to the grid given as the difference between power demand and
renewable energy plus the change in the power stored. The power is stored as hydrogen
or in a variable flow battery. Because of this Baumann (2015) uses a prediction method
of exponential smoothing to predict the future state of each storage type and decide on
the required signals to start and stop the electrolyser, fuel cell or flow battery taking
into account the start up time of the equipment. These start and stop signals are then
sent to the local logic control as instructions in the second level of control. The energy
management unit then sends a reference to the third level of control, the PI controllers,
which control the operating power at which the piece of equipment is to operate. This
reference is filtered using a first order filter in order to smooth the calculated reference
which can fluctuate quite quickly and widely. The fluctuation is due to, in the case of
the fuel cell or flow battery in battery mode, the power demand, or in the case of the
electrolyser the renewable energy from the photo-voltaic cells. Baumann and Boggasch
(2016, p747) discusses a particular issue with the system which is the start-up time
of the equipment used in the system, dealt with at the first level of control by taking
account of the different start times - especially for the electrolyser which is longer than
the fuel cell or flow battery. Both Baumann (2015) and Baumann and Boggasch (2016)
refer to Balance of Plant and Baumann (2015) explains this is the auxiliary power used
by each piece of equipment, which is additional to the power used or generated or
stored by that piece of equipment and so reduces the overall efficiency of the system.
The Balance of Plant is referred to as auxiliary power within this thesis.

In an on-board vehicle fuel cell Yuan et al. (2021) control the pressure to the fuel
cell using PI control alone, PI control with fuzzy logic and PI control with fuzzy logic
and feed-forward control. The PI control with fuzzy logic uses the fuzzy logic to modify
the proportional and integral gains to improve the overall control compared to PI only
control. That improved control is enhanced adding a feed-forward function. There is
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no apparent use of the fuzzy logic to control start-stop actions, but the models do take
account of auxiliary power used.

Fares et al. (2014) examines the control of a fuel cell vehicle using PID control and
linear programming to manage the hydrogen tank and fuel cell along with a battery
to control the drive systems for the vehicle. PID controllers are used to minimise the
error between the required and actual vehicle speed. The PID control acts after the
linear programming has been used to optimise the drive cycle by giving references for
the fuel cell and battery currents, as well as the motor torque and braking torque. The
linear programming optimisation is external to the PID controllers; and out performs a
compared state machine control method. In neither case is it explained how the linear
program or state machine gives a signal to start and stop. The models do include
auxiliary power used by the vehicle components.

So, although PI and PID control is a well established control method, it has to be
combined externally with other methods of dealing with logic to start and stop equip-
ment in order to control the whole system. The various combined systems examined
carry out that requirement well. Though the combined methods work together they
are not combined such that they can be optimised as one control system. The lack of
integrated optimisation in these combined PI and PID control with external logic leads
to the idea that control methods which do include this integrated optimisation could
improve the performance of a system.

2.3.2 Fuzzy Logic

Various papers have looked at fuzzy logic, the system which takes a series of input
statements and ascribes values between zero and one (rather than in full logic which
only uses zero or one). That then allows a combination of those values to be converted
via a set of rules giving a function representing the response of the system, once
defuzzified, as a continuous variable. The fuzzy rules are developed from knowledge
of the components of the system and attempt to incorporate both design features of
a system and learning from operating previous systems. The designs and lessons are
defined as conditions and turned into logic as a result. Fuzzy logic can potentially
incorporate practical operating knowledge other control types cannot.

In Zhang et al. (2013) combinations of statements High, Correct and Low for the
state of charge of a battery and Negative large, Negative medium, Negative small,
Zero, Positive small, Positive medium, Positive large, and Positive extreme large for
the differential power flow (the difference between the photo-voltaic power and the
demand which is a load from a specific office block) to define the inputs. This led to a
power output which if negative sends a reference to a fuel cell in the system to make
up a power deficit or if positive allows excess power to be used to make hydrogen in
an electrolyser or charge a battery. The fuzzy logic allows values to be assigned to
none numeric statements for their use in continuous control. In this system no specific
signals are sent to start or stop the fuel cell or electrolyser; they are inferred by the sign
of the output. Abadlia et al. (2016) uses a fuzzy logic control system similar to Zhang
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et al. (2013) to control an analogous system. García et al. (2013) adds a wind turbine
to the system to be controlled by the fuzzy logic. None of these papers apparently
mentions auxiliary power use.

In a paper that combines battery and hydrogen control Vivas et al. (2020) cite
Zhang et al. (2013) to develop a two stage fuzzy logic control that manages a hydrogen
storage system with electrolyser and fuel cell, two batteries (one lead acid, one lithium);
two loads (including an electric vehicle) and renewable energy input from photo-voltaic
cells. One of the fuzzy logic controllers manages the control with the power grid link,
the other controls the energy storage systems and they link together to control the
whole system. The defuzzification process for the energy storage systems supplies the
references to control the lithium battery (charging or discharging) and the hydrogen
system power (which can be power to the electrolyser or a request for power to the
fuel cell). The defuzzification process for grid link fuzzy controller provides a reference
for the grid power (which can be import or export). The link to the energy storage
system is given by a repeat of the grid power reference into the energy storage systems
fuzzy logic controller. The lead acid battery sits directly on the bus, separate from the
energy storage system. The control managed the grid connected system within all the
required parameters for a test period of three days. Again, this paper apparently does
not mention auxiliary power use.

Fuzzy logic, because it takes a set of logical rules and uses that alone to control a
system, at first sight seems to have the ability to control both continuous and logical
start-stop variables. In fact, the defuzzification process gives a continuous control
reference to the controlled equipment, and it does that well. To obtain start-stop
variables to send to the equipment would require separate logic outputs based on the
initial fuzzy logic rules and the author could not find any papers specifically stating
that as a possibility.

2.3.3 Model Predictive Control

There is a body of work that examines renewable power generation control and optimi-
sation summarised in the review by Khan et al. (2016) and includes the integration of
various power storage systems and their optimisation with the generation and demand
side. It includes MPC in its optimisation methods. Valverde et al. (2016b) examines
short term power management strategies to set the references for a battery, hydrogen
storage, fuel cell, electrolyser and power to grid, integrated with a photo-voltaic power
supply. The power management is at an “interval of seconds”. As part of the control
options, it discusses hysteresis band control, artificial neural networks and fuzzy logic,
and optimal control specifically model predictive control (MPC). It then focuses on
comparing hysteresis band control to MPC. Hysteresis band control uses a series of
hysteresis bands to set the requirements for the battery to be charged or the electrolyser
to run when there is excess energy above the demand, and for the fuel cell to run if
the demand cannot be met by the photo-voltaic cells. MPC is well suited to work
on multi-variable, multi-input, multi-output systems with constraints using a defined
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cost function that is minimised at each time step to use the prediction to improve the
control action. The paper concludes that MPC is better suited to the battery, hydrogen
storage power demand control than the hysteresis control. In the paper neither method
directly sets control on-off signal inputs; just continuous inputs and in this context they
provide the references to the battery, electrolyser and fuel cell. The MPC discussed in
Valverde et al. (2016b) was detailed in an earlier paper by the same author Valverde
et al. (2016a) for control of a hydrogen storage system. All the control methods in this
section, in some sense, have rules to ‘optimise’ the operation of the equipment with
one, MPC using a specific optimisation function for that purpose. As MPC has that
optimisation function, and is well suited for systems with many inputs and outputs
which tidal generation with a hydrogen energy storage system possesses; this project
will investigate the use of MPC for overall system continuous supervisory control.

One of the notable attributes of MPC is that it is an accepted method of control in
industry and has recently become more common in control systems designed to be used
with micro-grid and power systems (ABB, 2013; SiemensAG, 2014; Emerson, 2013).
One company includes in its offer for control “Flexible: new algorithms and major
modifications can be developed on request . . . . . . These algorithms are modelled and
tested in . . . .. modelling tools like Matlab/SIMULINK, Powerfactory, etc” (ABB,
2013).

2.3.3.1 Model Predictive Control with inbuilt Logic

The control methods discussed in this section, including MPC, can be used provide con-
tinuous control references for the equipment components in an intermittent renewable
power storage system using hydrogen as a storage vector. The control methods and
hydrogen storage combined allow the renewable power source to satisfy a continuous
power demand pattern. Some of the control methods use external logic to provide
start-stop signals for the equipment, while some convert the calculations used in the
continuous input generations to set the start-stop signals (occasionally converted via
relays) and some of them infer the start-stop signals. None of the methods discussed
in the previous sections combine the logic variables with the continuous variables and
attempt to optimise both discrete and continuous at the same time. The direct inclusion
of logic would provide a non-linear discontinuity which is difficult for continuous control
methods to accommodate. As a result, in its ‘standard’ form MPC does not deal
directly with logic such as the start-run-stop logic for equipment items. However,
there is one type of MPC that can accommodate logic as auxiliary variables in a Mixed
Logical Dynamical (MLD) system. Bemporad and Morari (1999) developed this this
technique by defining inequalities as constraints to set Boolean logic within the MPC
to provide logical conditions, switches and start-stop type inputs. All of which are
included in the optimisation function to give MLD MPC as a control method. Parisio
et al. (2014) demonstrates the use of this method to optimise a microgrid using a battery
storage system. This ability to accommodate logic and dynamic control means this will
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allow start-run-stop of electrolysers, compressors and fuel cells used in hydrogen storage
systems.

The implementation of MPC with in built logic using MLD is possible with existing
industrial control systems (Gallestey et al., 2009) but no published information about
industrial use has been discovered by the author other than that associated with control
of kiln systems (ABBcmp, 2014).

2.3.3.2 Optimisation with Model Predictive Control

MPC can be used with various types of optimisations, i.e. maximising renewable
power use and/or minimising energy storage cost or power grid import costs (Khan
et al., 2016). The cost functions for such optimisations can be many and varied, and
usually maximise or minimise one or more state, input or output variables. When MLD
MPC is used for start-run-stop logic optimisation the cost functions to be optimised
can also include discrete values. In the use of MLD MPC the optimisation procedures
include various types of Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) such as Mixed Integer
Quadratic Programming (MIQP) (Bemporad and Morari, 1999) and Mixed Integer
Linear Programming (MILP) (Bemporad and Morari, 1999; Parisio et al., 2014). In
their recent papers Marocco et al. (2021) and Mansoor et al. (2021) used MILP to
design optimal energy storage systems including hydrogen storage, but not to control
those systems. Mansoor et al. (2021, p. 19289) does mention that MILP designed
systems can then use “MILP based model predictive control strategies”. The use of
MLD MPC for hydrogen based energy storage systems could be directly linked to the
design process should system designers chose to use MILP as a design tool.

There are various types of common industrial control that could be used to manage
the TLPG-HSS system that have been discussed in this section. The literature in-
vestigated revealed only MLD MPC combines the ability to optimise both continuous
and logical systems within one controller. MLD MPC literature is investigated further
to confirm it is capable of providing those features required manage the TLPG-HSS
system.

2.4 MLD MPC - An Overview

MLD MPC was first proposed in 1999 (Bemporad and Morari, 1999). In this section
the structure of MLD MPC is discussed beginning with MPC, its interaction with
Kalman Filters and the main optimisation techniques it can use. Following that the
integration of the MLD part and its optimisation techniques is outlined to illustrating
its usefulness for systems that need both continuous and discrete states, inputs and
outputs and why that applies to a TLPG-HSS.
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2.4.1 The MPC and Kalman Filters

MPC is a well used technique in industry. As highlighted by Qin and Badgwell (2003, p.
734) it was first developed as a Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) controller by Kalman
(1960). LQG consists of a Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) that in its design assumes
all states and outputs are measurable; combined with an observer (estimator) which
can generate estimated values for states and outputs that are not measurable due to
either their none physical nature or inaccessibility. If the observer can also compensate
for disturbances to the system, it is a Kalman Filter based observer.

The system is based on a state space model expressed in Eq.(2.5) in which the states
xt of the system, and the (control) inputs ut are updated in a discrete time model to
give the next state xt+1. The output yt is a function of the states xt . The matrix A
is an n row by n column matrix, and B is an n row by m column matrix. C is a p
row by n column matrix and D is a p row by m column matrix. In these matrices n is
the number of states; m is the number of inputs; and p is the number of outputs. The
state space form is also shown in Fig. 2.5.

xt+1 = Axt +But (2.5)
yt = Cxt +Dut

However, D represents a pass through of input direct to output and it is rarely used
because systems do not usually have inputs that impact immediately on the outputs.
For example, energy storage and use from that storage takes varying time periods -
the storage and then use is not immediate. Hence, the term using D is not required in
this thesis beyond this point, i.e. D = 0 so the output can be expressed as Eq.(2.6).

yt = Cxt (2.6)

B z-1 C

D

A

x0

Process
x(t + 1) x(t)

Process

u(t) y(t)

Input Output

In this thesis
D = 0 so is
not shown
again

Figure 2.5: Simplified Discrete State Space Model
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The LQR seeks to find an optimal input into the system to be controlled such that
the input is as given in Eq.(2.8) for the closed loop by solving the quadratic objective
function for the controller, Eq.(2.7).

J =
∞∑
j=1

(
xTt+jQxt+j + uTt+jRut+j

)
(2.7)

ut = −Kcxt|t (2.8)

where Control Gain Kc
5 can be solved from the Ricatti matrix equation. The state xt|t

is the state at time t using information up to and including time t. If an observer is used,
the estimated state x̂t|t replaces xt|t. The objective function J is solved over all future
time j, where Q and R are the weighting matrices which govern how influential that
part of the objective function is within the function’s overall calculation. In order to do
that, it is assumed that all states in the system are observable6 and that an estimate of
the states x̂t+1 can be based on the outputs yt by using the feedback of the estimator
error, yt− ŷt as yt−Cx̂t|t−1 to correct that estimate as in Eq. (2.9); a format developed
by Luenburger (Luenberger, 1964, 1966). This is a prediction observer because x̂t+1|t

implies the state is estimated for t + 1 with measurements at time t. The measured
output yt is the measurement at time t, and the input ut is the input at time t.

x̂t+1|t = Ax̂t|t−1 +But +Ke(yt − Cx̂t|t−1) (2.9)

whereKe is the prediction observer gain matrix. When the prediction observer Eq.(2.9)
is combined with the LQR input Eq.(2.8) it forms a controller as represented in diagram
shown in Fig. 2.6.

5The derivation of the controller gain, Kc is shown in Borrelli et al. (2017, Chapter 8)
6A linear system is observable if for any time the state of the system can be determined by observing

the input and output vectors over a finite number of sampling periods.
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However, the use of a prediction observer means the estimate is not with the latest
measurements. The equation can be modified to include the most recent measurements
of y so the estimate becomes a current estimator. The current state estimate at the
current time in Eq.(2.10) is made up of the state estimate at the previous time step
given by the Eq.(2.11), and the state feedback error correction in Eq.(2.12) also at the
previous time step based on the output error. The value of the input ut−1 in Eq.(2.11)
is the input sent to control the process in the previous time step.

x̂t|t = x̂t|t−1 +4x̂t|t (2.10)
where

x̂t|t−1 = Ax̂t−1|t−1 +But−1 (2.11)
4x̂t|t = Ke(yt − Cx̂t|t−1) (2.12)

Taking Eq.(2.11) and advancing it one time-step to match the time-step being
estimated in the prediction observer Eq.(2.9) gives Eq.(2.13) to move the prediction to
the current time.

x̂t+1|t = Ax̂t|t +But (2.13)

It can be seen that in Eq.(2.13) the update gives the new state estimate x̂t+1|t based
on the latest state estimate x̂t|t, and uses the current input ut.
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Substituting Eq.(2.10) into (2.13) the current observer Eq.(2.14) is formed.

x̂t+1|t = A[x̂t|t−1 +4x̂t|t] +But (2.14)
A[x̂t|t−1 +Ke(yt − Cx̂t|t−1)] +But

= Ax̂t|t−1 +But + AKe(yt − Cx̂t|t−1)] (2.15)

Re-arranging as Eq.(2.15) gives the current observer in the same form as the
prediction observer given in Eq.(2.9). By comparison, the current observer gain AKe

differs from the prediction observer gain Ke by the product with the A matrix.
So far, the model and controller assume all information from the process and the

measurement instruments does not have any disturbances within them, and in real
systems that is rarely the case. To take account of that the original state space model
can also include a state disturbance (process noise) and measurement disturbance
(error) as in Eq.2.16:

xt+1 = Axt +But +Gwt (2.16)
yt = Cxt + vt

in which wt is the state disturbance (where G is an n row by n column matrix) and
the measurement disturbance (error) is vt. Both are included as Gaussian noise with a
zero mean. Eq.(2.16) is used to develop the current observer taking account of process
noise and measurement errors. The resulting gain known as the Kalman filter Kf ,7 can
be solved from the Ricatti matrix equation and is the technique developed by Kalman
(1960) to overcome the issues with disturbances in signals. The current observer takes
place in a two step process:

1. a ‘correction’ step using Eq.(2.12) as a measurement update based on the most
recent yt followed by

2. a ‘prediction’ step using Eq.(2.13) as a time update based on the model of the
system to obtain the next predicted state x̂t+1|t

7The derivation of the Kalman filter gain, Kf is shown in detail in Mulholland (2016, p. 213 - 216)
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The resulting LQG controller as shown in Fig.2.7 based on a Kalman Filter observer
laid the foundation for the development of MPC. It was not widely used in the process
industry for control because of the lack of state, input, and output constraints; model
uncertainty or non-linearity; and requirement for specific process models which are
complex, and therefore expensive to produce compared to models for other industries
with systems more easily modelled (Qin and Badgwell, 2003, p735). However, by 1987
the process industry interest had contributed to its development into MPC including
Dynamic Matrix Control (DMC) by Cutler and Ramaker in 1980, Generalised Predic-
tive Control (GPC) in 1985, and Predictive Functional Control which is developed for
robot control by Richalet et al. (1987, p251) after mentioning DMC and GPC.

These changes driven by industry became known model predictive control (MPC).
It has the features:

• it implements online (rather than using a pre-calculated control law) an optimal
cost function at each time step over a prediction horizon denoted as P ; for which
all the optimal states, and outputs are calculated, and

• it computes the optimal (control) input over a (normally shorter) horizon repre-
sented by M ; of which only the first input is used as an input to the process

• the whole procedure is repeated at the next time interval (so the horizon recedes
at each calculation; hence the alternative name of MPC as Receding Horizon
Control) after updating with new process measurements
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• the optimal parameters are calculated based on a cost function that defines the
required response of the system. This is minimised over the prediction horizon.

• it includes state, input and output constraints where applicable

In industry the models can be developed from first principles, but often they are
empirical models developed from examination of process data such that the states are
not identifiable as having a specific meaning - but they lead to a model that accurately
predicts the relationship between inputs and outputs (Qin and Badgwell, 2003, p743).

Fig. 2.7 forms the basis of MPC, with the change that industrial use of MPC seeks
to control an output compared to a reference, so the positioning of elements of the
diagram is changed slightly such that it has a general form as shown in Fig. 2.8. In
addition, it includes an observer based on a Kalman Filter constraints (which is present
in some industrial applications but not all), and the cost function that carries out the
optimisation. Most industrial versions of MPC use a quadratic cost function to give a
feedback control gain as in Eq. (2.7) and Eq. (2.8) working with a linear model (Qin
and Badgwell, 2003). There is also the option that the cost function can be linear not
quadratic - it is included in standard constrained MPC (Shamma and Xiong, 1997) as
an option compared to the constrained quadratic cost function (Primbs and Nevistic,
1997).

The result is a controller that optimises a requirement in terms of minimising (or
maximising) a cost function (such as the error between a reference and a controlled
output) within stated constraints to provide a control input to a process. The solution
to the optimisation is calculated in the online form at each time-step up to and including
the prediction horizon, with the control inputs being calculated up to the control
horizon. The first input from the optimisation solution is sent to the process. The
optimisation system moves forward one time-step and the calculations are repeated -
which gives the receding (prediction) horizon discussed previously. At each time-step
before optimisation takes place an observer estimates the future states and outputs
corrected by a process measurement of the outputs.
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Figure 2.8: Simplified MPC Diagram
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The result of the MPC working as described is shown in Fig. 2.9. The states
x, and output y are predicted over the prediction horizon P , taking account of the
measured output, and the optimised predicted input u over the control horizon M .
The first predicted input ut is sent to the process to control8 the output y then the
whole optimisation calculation and input update are repeated over the two horizons at
the next time-step.

yOutput,
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uInput,

Reference

Control Horizon, M

Prediction Horizon, P

t t+1 t+2 t+M t+Pt+3

Predicted

Optimised

Output

Measured
Output
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Figure 2.9: MPC Response Diagram

The use of MPC models using linear models is potentially an issue as many processes
are non-linear. That can be dealt with by linearising the model around a particular
operating point and using constraints to keep within the linear bounds. If the control
is required over the non-linear range several models can be linearised around different
operating points and the control can switch between them as in MLD MPC (Bemporad
and Morari, 1999); or alternatively non-linear MPC (NLMPC) can be used (Qin and
Badgwell, 2003, p742).

The advantage of MLD MPC control is it can also include logic in the control.

2.4.2 The Generation of Logic, Constraints and MLD MPC
Optimisation

In its ‘standard’ form MPC does not deal directly with logic such as the start-stop
logic for equipment items. However, MPC can include within its structure logic as
constraints in a MLD system. Bemporad and Morari (1999) developed this technique
by defining inequalities as constraints to set Boolean logic within the MPC to provide
logical conditions.

The MLD MPC system developed by Bemporad and Morari (1999) uses a method
that allows logic to be introduced by creating an auxiliary state z(t) given by the

8A linear system is controllable if an external input can drive the state of the system from a
starting value to a given final state over a finite number of sampling periods. This is also referred to
as reachability. If it is applied to the outputs rather than the states it is called output controllability.
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equation z(t) = δ(t)x(t) as in Eq.(2.17) where δ(t) is a discrete value, either 0 or 1
based on some other condition. The auxiliary variable z(t) allows a non-linear logic
variable to be introduced into a linear system. The result is that the standard state
space process model can be switched from one form to another where in Eq.(2.18) A1

and B1 represent one state space model and A2 and B2 represent a second.

x(t+ 1) = z(t) (2.17)

z(t) =

A1x(t) +B1u(t) δ(t) = 1

A2x(t) +B2u(t) δ(t) = 0
(2.18)

The use of the auxiliary state z(t) given by the operation of the discrete state δ(t)
on alternative forms of the continuous state x(t) gave rise to a new formulation of the
state equation as represented by Eq.(2.19); which in turn results in a modified output
equation given in Eq.(2.20). Logic and constraints are included in the MLD model by
a set of matrices, E1 to E5 as given in Eq.(2.21) which convert the logic or constraints
into a set of inequalities9. Using the three Eq’s (2.19) to (2.21) the model used for the
optimal sequence changes dependent on the logic as well as the continuous states, and
observes the constraints.

x(t+ 1) = Ax(t) +B1u(t) +B2δ(t) +B3z(t) (2.19)
y(t) = Cx(t) +D1u(t) +D2δ(t) +D3z(t) (2.20)

E2δ(t) + E3z(t) ≤ E1u(t) + E4x(t) + E5 (2.21)

The matrices E1 to E5 convert the logic and constraints to inequalities as detailed
in Bemporad and Morari (1999) with a list of conversions given in Bemporad et al.
(2001, Table 1). The method involves converting the logic based decisions involved in
the various switches, logic or constraint requirements to Conjunctive Normal Form10

(CNF) which can then be converted into inequalities to become the E1 to E5 inequality
matrices. The result is the aforementioned system model for the states Eq. (2.19) and
outputs Eq. (2.20) that include the auxiliary variables and the discrete values. The
system model also incorporates a constraint and logic matrix set Eq. (2.21). The
resulting MLD model is used in the optimal MPC controller (Bemporad and Morari,
1999, Eq. 9(a), 9(b) and 9(c)).

The optimal sequence is then obtained using a MIQP methodology to take account
of the integer and dynamic values for the auxiliary states z(t), the states x(t), the
logic state δ(t) as an integer (0,1), and the input u(t). This system is used so that
the whole MPC system is linear but allows non-linear, i.e. logic and constraints, to
be introduced and used as part of the optimisation system using Eq.(2.22) (Bemporad

9The Eq’s (2.19) to (2.21) drop the t subscripts At, B1t to B3t, Ct, D1t to D3t, and E1t to E5t in
Bemporad and Morari (1999, p. 410) by assuming the system is time invariant.

10Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF): A conjunction uses ‘and’ (represented by the ∧) between two
statements; and a disjunction uses ‘or’ (∨) between two statements. In succinct terms Conjunctive
Normal Form is an ‘and’ of ‘or’s’ (a conjunction of disjunctions)
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and Morari, 1999, Eq. (45) and Eq. (46)) to find the input sequence that satisfies the
MIQP up to the time step before the final time step for the sequence; where Q1 to Q5

are the weighting matrices for each part of the function to be optimised. Of that input
sequence, the first input u(t) is sent to the process to control it. In the case of MLD
MPC the input u(t) can be a continuous value as in normal MPC, or a discrete input
used to start and stop equipment, or change mode or gears.

J
(
uT−1

0 , x0
)

,
T−1∑
t=0

(‖u(t)− uf‖2
Q1 + ‖δ(t, x0, u

t
0)− δf‖2

Q2

+ ‖z(t, x0, u
t
0)− zf‖2

Q3 + ‖x(t, x0, u
t−1
0 )− xf‖2

Q4

+ ‖y(t, x0, u
t−1
0 )− yf‖2

Q5) (2.22)
s.t. x(T, x0, u

t−1
0 ) = xf

where x0, u0 are initial states, and xf , yf , zf , uf , and δf are offset vectors that satisfy
Eq’s (2.19) to (2.21), while Q1 to Q5 are weighting matrices.

The state x(t) is then updated from Eq.(2.19) as Eq.(2.23)(Bemporad and Morari,
1999, Eq. (47)).

x(t) = Atx0 +
t−1∑
i=0

Ai[B1u(t− 1− i) +B2δ(t− 1− i) +B3z(t− 1− i)] (2.23)

The ability to accommodate logic and dynamic control means this will allow start-
stop of electrolysers, compressors and fuel cells used in complete hydrogen storage
systems. Parisio et al. (2016) used MLD MPC in an energy storage system with
batteries and fuel cells; in Alavi et al. (2016) the use of fuel cell cars to provide power
to the grid while parked was investigated; whereas Araujo Elias et al. (2019) used an
MLD model with non-linear MPC to control solar fields converting sunlight into heat.
Conte et al. (2020) used an MLD MPC controller to develop an economic microgrid
controller that included battery storage. Although Mendes et al. (2016) used MLD
MPC to control a scheme to use hydrogen storage with PV and batteries the author
cannot find its use for hydrogen storage systems on tidal systems, and this project will
fill that gap.

The implementation of MPC with inbuilt logic using MLD is possible with existing
industrial control systems (Gallestey et al., 2009) but no published information about
industrial use has been discovered by the thesis author other than that associated with
control of kiln systems (ABBcmp, 2014).

In the Hybrid toolbox (Bemporad, 2004) Bemporad has configured the general
equations Eq.(2.22) so that they take on the detailed form of an MPC controller
incorporating MLD (Bemporad, 2004, Eq. 4.5(a), 4.5(b) and 4.6), with MIQP or
MILP as the optimisation function, and constraints on inputs, states and outputs
depending on the requirements of the system to be controlled. The Hybrid toolbox
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(Bemporad, 2004) uses the HYSDEL11 language to allow the MLD MPC models to be
configured (Torrisi and Bemporad, 2004). Various desired characteristics of control, and
specifically MPC control have been investigated for MLD MPC. The observability and
controllability of MLD MPC is established in Bemporad et al. (2000b); with stability
of MILP systems given in Bemporad et al. (2000a); and closed loop control with MLD
MPC demonstrated by Bemporad et al. (2002).

Further investigation of MLD MPC in this section demonstrates it is capable
of using its control features to manage the TLPG-HSS system. This thesis takes
advantage of the flexibility of the MLD MPC developed by Bemporad and Morari
(1999) and subsequently shown to be a stable control method, to optimise the control
of equipment in the TLPG-HSS by providing supervisory references to the system
components. This work will develop optimisation using MIP for a tidal lagoon system
with hydrogen storage based on MPC with logic via MLD control. The author cannot
find any examples of the technique being used for this case.

2.5 Tidal Lagoon Power Generation Hydrogen Stor-
age System and Control

There is a body of work that examines renewable power generation control and optimi-
sation summarised in the review by Khan et al. (2016) and includes the integration of
various power storage systems and their optimisation with the generation and demand
side. It includes MPC in its control and optimisation methods. MLD MPC (Bemporad
and Morari, 1999) is a development of that standard MPC which can be applied to the
tidal lagoon electrical power production and the electrolyser, compression and fuel cell
hydrogen energy storage system which is the subject of this thesis.

The cost functions for such optimisations can be many and varied, and usually
maximise or minimise one or more state or control variables, i.e. maximising renewable
power use and/or minimising energy storage cost or power grid import costs; and/or
minimising tracking errors (Khan et al., 2016). This optimisation for medium and
long-term prediction of generation and demand usually occurs at a ‘supervisory level’
which works over the long term (days to weeks) for the whole TLPG-HSS, and sends
references to the local control for each equipment item. The local control uses those
references for its start, running and stop strategy while reacting to disturbances as
they occur based on local measurements and constraints. MPC is used as a cascaded
system by García and Bordons (2013) to optimise a wind/PV generation system with
hydrogen and battery storage to control short term demand over an hour, with longer
term forecasting over 40 hours in the higher level MPC. MPC is used by Bartolucci
et al. (2019) to optimise a ‘hybrid renewable energy system’ with a fuel cell included to
meet a multiple house domestic demand over a 24 hour period. In Morin et al. (2018)

11HYSDEL stands for HYbrid Systems DEscription Language
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a 12 hour ahead MPC with 1/2 hour time steps has been used with photo-voltaic cells
a battery and hydrogen energy storage to meet an electrical load.

By combination of the standard primary, secondary and tertiary control and the
various cost functions for each level, MPC can be used at all levels which are delineated
as previously discussed. The alternative control strategy envisaged in this thesis for the
tidal lagoon power generation because of its intermittent but periodic nature is that
energy storage as hydrogen with a fuel cell can be considered as either a continuous
power supply or a ‘spinning reserve’ to start in good time to meet a demand and
modulate thereafter to satisfy that demand. Thereafter, fuel cells have a fast response
time in the order of seconds to meet a power demand. It allows the fuel cell to cover
more of the response time ‘window’ normally covered by multiple storage systems
as long as the fuel cell can start in good time to replace the tidal lagoon generated
electrical power. It is postulated that the time required to allow the fuel cell to start
up to meet the electrical power demand, or the electrolysers to use the tidal lagoon
power as generated can be gained by using MPC with an appropriate optimisation cost
function at a supervisory level operating in the time scale of seconds for the TLPG-HSS
components.

One consequence of the use of TLPG-HSS exclusively to store energy from the tidal
lagoon is that only the TLPG-HSS or the tidal lagoon power generation are available
to support the electrolysers and auxiliary systems when they call for power. This
consequence is investigated in this thesis as part of the MLD MPC optimisation for
the TLPG-HSS that culminates from the examination of past work in this Section.

2.6 Summary

From the above review the pressing requirement to move from a predominantly fossil
fuel based energy system to a predominantly renewable based system requires all
methods of renewable energy to be considered, especially if that energy generation
can be local to boost energy security. Tidal lagoon generation of power is one option
open to Wales and the UK due to the large tidal range around the coasts. In theory
the tidal lagoon generation can be taken onto the national power grid by a system of
contracts that allow the variation of supply to be used when available. Alternatively,
the energy it generates can be stored and used to supply a specific continuous power
demand, or fuel for vehicles. That can be achieved with use of hydrogen as a storage
medium. The equipment to enable the system to operate to meet the power demand
requires not only a reference to set its level of operation, but the ability to start and
stop equipment as required. The various types of control available led to a form of
MPC that can optimise both signal types to achieve the aims stated for this PhD as
given in Section 1.2.
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Chapter 3

Supervisory Control of the Demand
Pattern

Before focusing on the control of the power supply to the demand pattern an overview
of the TLPG-HSS is given followed by a description of the supervisory control system.

The TLPG-HSS consists of electrolyser to produce the hydrogen, with compression
to hydrogen storage vessels, and a fuel cell system to provide power to an electrical
demand pattern. A simplified schematic of the system is shown in Fig. 3.1 in which
solid grey lines represent power flow and light blue lines represent hydrogen flow.

Hydrogen 
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System

Hydrogen
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System
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Power

Grid

PowerTidal 
Lagoon Power
Generation

Figure 3.1: Tidal Lagoon Power Generation and Hydrogen Storage System

The tidal lagoon generation system can put power to the grid in addition to
satisfying the electrical demand, but it is assumed that power cannot be imported from
the power grid. This is because in the Hendry Report (Hendry, 2016, p166) expects the
variation in supply to be met by contracts with customers; this may include connection
to a Dwr Cymru Welsh Water site on Fabian Way and the Swansea University Bay
Campus (DLA Piper UK, 2014). All these connections suggest either a direct or
virtual private connection which according to the local network provider model do not
allow import to the generator (WesternPowerDistribution, 2017). The model developed
allows a lack of import power to be tested as part of the investigation in the thesis.
This would facilitate ability to enter into private wire power supply arrangements, and
be available for islanded systems, or allow operation where contractual or power grid
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constraints do not allow power import to the system. The alternative power supply
available is from the fuel cell system. In this thesis the fuel cell is used to provide
internal demand of the TLPG-HSS in addition to the power demand, i.e. it provides
auxiliary and minimum turn-down power for the electrolyser and compression system
to start up prior to tidal lagoon electrical power being available. The focus in this
thesis on local supervisory control and local use of the power output of the tidal lagoon
is to enable the tidal lagoon operators to be able to manage the tidal lagoon power
output themselves. Local control and use alleviate the need to meet the large variation
in supply with customer contracts. The work does not examine the feasibility of using
the import and export power grid trading mechanisms to absorb the effects of the rise
to 320 MW nominal output and fall to zero MW throughout each day. Although the
thesis concentrates on local control and does not examine the use of energy trading
mechanisms it recognises that those mechanisms may force the tidal lagoon operator
to reduce the lagoons power output from maximum. The use of hydrogen storage to
limit the power output of the tidal lagoon in preference to turning the turbine systems
down is examined.

The assumption is made in this work that the company running the tidal generation
will want to maximise the power output, or period of generation of the turbines it
has available to operate at any time within the tidal pattern. The tidal generation
patterns are 0-D data generated & provided by Dr Angeloudis using methods stated
in Angeloudis and Falconer (2017). They are ebb direction operation (tide going out);
ebb and flow operation (tide going out and tide coming in) and ebb and flow pumped
operation to increase generation time period and the lagoon’s time at maximum gen-
eration. Using the turbines to pump into the lagoon warrants further discussion. The
thesis focuses on the control of the TLPG-HSS using the tidal lagoon power generation
as an input into the system, and does not attempt to analyse the economics of the
system. The thesis does explore pumped mode as one aspect of the system control.
In pumped mode the tidal lagoon uses imported power to run the turbines in reverse
as pumps to raise the lagoon level above the high tide level. This pumped “enhanced
operation was shown to increase energy capture further, though only by approximately
10 per cent” (Yates et al., 2013, p. 6 of 14). This enhanced power availability can be
used with different purposes. The La Rance tidal power plant (Laleu, 2009, p. 14) used
the pumping ability 15 - 20 % of the time to increase the power generation by building
tidal lagoon water level around minimum head required for the turbines to generate.
Alternatively, pumped mode could be used continuously to generate maximum power
all the time, or it could be used to enable the support for a continuous demand pattern
when required.

The power generation period from the tidal lagoon is extended because the increased
water level take longer to empty the lagoon. The extended period of generation provides
greater total energy output than the non-pumped cases for each generation period.
However, the effect is confined to extending the tidal lagoon generation around the
normal tidal range generation periods. It does not allow the tidal lagoon in pumped
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mode to support a continuous power demand unaided. The operational choice to
use pumping to give more energy output potentially has a nuanced effect on the
TLPG-HSS. That nuanced effect is explored in the thesis for its potential beneficial
effect of supporting the the combined tidal lagoon and hydrogen storage to meet a
continuous power demand in specific circumstances where non-pumped operation may
fail to supply. The greater energy output from the pumped system enables the tidal
lagoon to provide power to the continuous power demand directly for a longer period,
which in turn means the fuel cell should have to run for less time to provide that power.
The reduced use of the fuel cell would reduce the hydrogen usage. Those two effects
mean hydrogen inventory may be rebuilt more quickly when the electrolysers run than
in the non-pumped tidal lagoon power generation cases. Therefore, the use of pumping
could become an extra option where the hydrogen storage is in danger of emptying,
leading to a failure of the whole system to meet the continuous power demand. A
low hydrogen storage may be caused by a short-term surge in power demand causing
larger hydrogen use or a prolonged demand that is not able to be supported by the
non-pumped cases. These scenarios could empty the hydrogen storage when running
on a non-pumped generation pattern and cause a failure of the whole system to meet
the power demand. Use of ebb and flow pumped generation may allow the hydrogen
storage level to be rebuilt before returning to non-pumped tidal lagoon operating
patterns. Hence, the use of imported power for ebb and flow pumped generation
in specific circumstances is exploited when appropriate as it can potentially enhance
the tidal lagoon operator’s ability to manage the tidal lagoon power output to meet a
continuous power demand. The generation patterns used are the 0-D results from Dr
Angeloudis kindly provided for this work. The power generated for each tidal operation
case is 216 second interval data for a whole year. The model uses interpolation to a
one second interval.

The assumption in this thesis is that the tidal lagoon generation company would
want to maximise the power production in each scenario so the power available off the
tidal lagoon system is given as a reference, r into the supervisory control. Hence, the
control developed does not include control of the turbines. Similarly, there is a reference
given for a power demand pattern, with the power grid taking up excess power. In this
way the supervisory control system can aim to meet a demand pattern, balance the
hydrogen storage or set a power to grid. The power demand to be met aligns with the
requirements to smooth (or not) the tidal lagoon power generation discussed in Section
2.2.1.3.

As can be seen from Section 2.4 MLD MPC allows start-stop of equipment as well
as continuous control of equipment from one controller by using both continuous and
logical discrete inputs set from the MLD MPC optimisation. This thesis uses that
functionality applied to the TLPG-HSS in a unique fashion to control electrolysers and
a fuel cell to meet a base power demand pattern continuously from an intermittent, but
regular, tidal lagoon pattern power generation. To investigate import power or other
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types of energy storage not being available, the MLDMPC supervisory controller allows
the fuel cell to support start up of the first electrolyser to make maximum use of the
tidal lagoon generated power by providing the auxiliary power to run the minimum
turn down power on the first electrolyser to start. The electrolysers are switched off
before the fuel cell is required to support them. This fuel cell support means that the
electrolysers do not need power from the power grid or other types of energy storage
to run. The control is simplified by the fuel cell system is running to provide a base
demand pattern, swapping with the tidal lagoon generation to supply that demand.
Before the fuel cell system switches off it also supplies the first electrolyser start power
for a short period. The direct swap from fuel cell system to the tidal lagoon removes
the requirement to switch from fuel cell to import power for a short period to tidal
lagoon power, which simplifies the control.

In this way the Mixed Logical Dynamical Model Predictive Control Supervisory
Controller (MLD-MPC-SC) as developed in the thesis and given in outline in Fig. 3.2
controls all aspects of the TLPG-HSS interaction with the demand pattern, the power
grid and the tidal lagoon generation.
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Figure 3.2: Tidal Lagoon Power Generation and TLPG-HSS System MLD MPC
Supervisory Control

The simplified schematic of the system in Fig. 3.2 has solid grey lines that represent
power flow and light blue lines represent hydrogen flow. The dashed lines depict signals;
with the purple lines being demand power references, and blue lines representing
feedback signals from the TLPG-HSS back to the MLD-MPC-SC, while the red lines
are inputs from the MLD-MPC-SC to the TLPG-HSS.

The ‘Tidal Lagoon Power Generation’ block is represented by the data provided
by Dr Angeloudis, which provides power to the ‘Hydrogen Production’ comprising the
electrolyser and compression system, and the ‘Gross Power Demand’ consisting of the
external ‘Base Power Demand’ and ‘Electrolyser Auxiliary Power’. The ‘Hydrogen
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Production’ provides hydrogen to the ‘Hydrogen Storage’, which is used by the ‘Power
Production Fuel Cell’ to meet the ‘Gross Power Demand’ when tidal lagoon power is
not available.

A simplified description of the MLD-MPC-SC is given. The controller takes in
references r(t) representing the gross power demand and the amount of tidal lagoon
power available. The MLD-MPC-SC produces inputs u(t) which become the super-
visory continuous references and discrete start-stop instructions to the TLPG-HSS
and tidal power used to supply the gross demand power when the tidal lagoon is
generating power. The controller uses feedback systems from all the subsystem models
representing the equipment in its optimisation. As the MLD-MPC-SC is a supervisory
controller providing references for the equipment the models within it are simple state
space models that use feedback from the sub-system models to correct for non-linearity
in equipment characteristics. It should be noted that to provide what would be real
equipment process parameters read into the controllers as feedback from the model
subsystems introduces algebraic loops, and may cause issues that make the model
working correctly. In this thesis those instances have been minimised by use of the
SimulinkTM methods detailed in Mathworks (2021, p. 3-27). After use of all other
mechanisms available to reduce the algebraic loops, the model includes three unit
delays in the feedback loops from the subsystems to eliminate the remaining algebraic
loops.

The MLD-MPC-SC contains a ‘Process Model’ that reflects the system described in
3.2 along with ‘Constraints’ and the ‘Cost Function’ and uses a ‘Realtime Optimisation
Solver’ to provide the supervisory control of the system in the MLD-MPC-SC. It
uses the Hybrid Toolbox (Bemporad, 2004) in SimulinkTM to deploy the control. An
overview of the MLD-MPC-SC is shown in Fig. 3.3. The PARAMETERS contains the
model settings including the state space model parameters as given in Eq.(2.5), and
switch settings for the auxiliary variables (Eq.(2.18)). The continuous and Boolean
variables STATES x(t) , INPUTS u(t), and OUTPUTS y(t) are defined in the same
INTERFACE section. In the IMPLEMENTATION section, the auxiliary variables are
defined in AUX. The analogue to digital conversion (AD) defines the Boolean discrete
values δ(t) using the PARAMETER settings, and then forms the auxiliary variables
z(t) in the digital to analogue (DA) section by using the Boolean to choose the model
to use as in Eq. (2.18). The auxiliary variables are then allocated to the correct state
in the CONTINUOUS section, along with those models that do not require switching.
Output equations are defined in the OUTPUT section. The AUTOMATA section
combines Boolean states to define one Boolean state used in the MUST section to set
the Boolean inputs that start-stop the equipment in the system when the optimisation
allows. The MUST section also includes ‘Constraints’ on continuous variables. The
MLD ‘Process Model’ formed by the definitions described in this section is used with
the ‘MPC’ part which provides the prediction horizon P ; tuning weightings Q; cost
function norm; solver to use, and the definition of which variables require references.
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Figure 3.3: MLD-MPC-SC Components

Using the fuel cell as an example, this structure allows switches to be defined to
control the logic for the fuel cell in the AD section of the configuration. Those switches
are converted to continuous control actions to allow it to supply the gross power demand
using the DA section by switching the auxiliary variables defined in the VAR section.
Similarly, switches from the AD section are used in logic in AUTOMATA section to
provide discrete signals used in the MUST section to facilitate start-stop of the fuel cell.
The actions from this configuration occur when the MLD MPC optimisation becomes
the inputs to control the fuel cell sub-system.

The MLD-MPC-SC has been used to develop two sets of conditionals:

1. The first set of conditionals drives Boolean states that set the discrete Boolean
inputs to start-stop equipment. This set of states and inputs do not need a
reference, as they act strictly on the Boolean states.

2. The second set releases the continuous control to set inputs that provide refer-
ences to the equipment that has been started, or stop providing references when
the equipment stops. The continuous references follow either the tidal lagoon
power available to be used by the electrolyser system, or the demand pattern for
the power supply from the fuel cell or tidal lagoon power when it is available.

The optimisation incorporates all the conditionals, auxiliary variables, Boolean, and
continuous states to set a combination of Boolean and continuous inputs from the
MLD-MPC-SC to manage the TLPG-HSS. The novel aspect of this control is that the
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MLD-MPC-SC uses both Boolean and continuous feedback. The Boolean feedback
enables the release of electrolysers and fuel cells to take up continuous control, and the
continuous feedback to correct any errors in the internal model of the system compared
to reality, while using an internal integration of the error between the reference and
the measured value to track the reference more accurately.

The MLD-MPC-SC is based on a hydrogen inventory for the system. The fuel
cell subsystem is used to supply the gross demand pattern when tidal lagoon power
generation is not available. The electrolysers run to maintain the hydrogen storage level
to ensure there is sufficient hydrogen to run the fuel cell subsystem when required. The
MLD-MPC-SC uses its ability to include switches to make electrolysers available to run
while the tidal lagoon is generating power depending on the hydrogen storage level, base
demand pattern, and the number of electrolysers beyond that base demand pattern the
tidal power can support. The hydrogen level switches to enable electrolysers to run
are configurable. In this thesis the switch levels are initially set to ensure the hydrogen
storage does not approach full quickly, and seeks to maintain the level close to the
50% storage when the controller is in hydrogen inventory mode. Three controllers have
been developed based on the MLD-MPC-SC principle with switch settings developed
specific to each controller.

3.1 The Gross Demand Pattern

The gross demand pattern, is the sum of the base demand pattern and the demand
arising from the power taken for the auxiliary equipment required for the electrolyser
to be able to run.

3.1.1 The Base Demand Pattern

A major aim for the project is to supply an electrical demand pattern using the tidal
lagoon energy either directly or from energy storage in the form of hydrogen when the
tidal lagoon is not generating power. This is the base demand pattern which is not
predictable because it depends on the power users’ requirements at any time. There
are two basic types of demand pattern investigated, which can be combined to give
four overall patterns. The two basic types are:

1. a continuous demand pattern. The size of the demand that can be supported
depends on the size of the electrolyser used to produce the hydrogen and the fuel
cell available to meet the demand when the tidal lagoon power is not generat-
ing. The electrolyser maximum size limits the amount of hydrogen that can be
produced at each tidal generation event, which in turn limits the size of power
demand can be met between those tidal generation events.
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2. a requirement to provide dispatchable supply, i.e. the requirement to meet a
peak demand from the main electrical power grid when an increase in demand is
required to be met for a short period.

The dispatchable supply pattern in (2) is the sort of demand met by Dinorwig Power
Station that claims 5 hours running at 6 × 2881 = 1728 MW power output on its
website. First Hydro Company (2020) can refill the reservoir in 7 hours. In addition,
the claim is that the generation can reach 1320 MW in 12 seconds. The case used in
the thesis will provide the 500 MW for 5 hours based on the hydrogen storage size
required, and how often that load could be supported given different electrolyser sizes.
This work will demonstrate the ability of the TLPG-HSS to meet a dispatchable type
demand, and indicate the total electrolyser and hydrogen storage size required for the
different tidal generation patterns. In addition, the same fuel cell system could provide
fast reserve services or black start support for the power grid should it be required.

Indicative demand patterns used in the thesis are given in Fig. 3.4. There are
two continuous demand patterns available to the model. The first continuous demand
case is a flat demand as in Fig. 3.4(a) used to test for the mean demand that can be
supported from the available electrical power generated by the tidal lagoon; and the
second is a variable demand pattern as in Fig. 3.4(b) is for the whole of the UK from
Gridwatch UK (Gridwatch, 2020).

30 300

0 0

Days Days

30 30Days Days

Figure 3.4: Power Demand Pattern Types Used in Thesis
1Each of the six turbines at the Dinorwig Power Station can generate a maximum of 288 MW

(First Hydro Company, 2020)
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The requirement for a dispatchable supply pattern is given by Fig. 3.4(c) has been
developed manually. It is a demand pattern that is normally zero (but could be set at
a flat demand that is none zero). The dispatchable supply part of the pattern is the
response to a sudden increase in the demand for 5 hours in order operate in a similar
way to the Dinorwig Power Station. And the final demand pattern is a combined
dispatchable plus variable demand pattern which mixes a base demand pattern with
the dispatchable supply pattern as in Fig. 3.4(d).

The Gridwatch (2020) data is used for the demand pattern to investigate the cases
of the tidal lagoon where it needs to meet a base demand pattern such as that to the
Dwr Cymru Welsh Water site on Fabian Way or the Swansea University Bay Campus
in addition to power going to the grid - as shown in Fig. 3.1. More detail is given
of the demand pattern data from Gridwatch UK (Gridwatch, 2020) for 2 years from
06:00 on 21st August 2018 to 06:00 on 21st August 2020 with Fig. 3.5 showing the first
year in the series. This represents a realistic demand pattern and has been scaled to
be the demand for a sensible demand from the tidal lagoon power generation because
if the demand is large enough it will have a pattern similar to that of the UK and is a
reasonable representation.
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Figure 3.5: Power Demand - UK Data 2018-19

For all demand pattern types, cases can be investigated for ebb only; ebb and flow;
and pumped ebb and flow tidal lagoon power generation.

3.2 Control of Fuel Cell to Supply Demand Pattern

The MLD-MPC-SC controls all aspects of the tidal lagoon generation interaction with
the demand pattern. The descriptions given in this section detail the control for the
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demand pattern configured within the MLD-MPC-SC. The inputs from the MLD-
MPC-SC form the start-stop instructions and the continuous references for the sub-
system models that represent the electrolyser and its hydrogen compression, and fuel
cell. So, the MLD-MPC-SC has a logic part and a continuous part.

The logic uses the structure of MLD MPC control as developed by Bemporad and
Morari (1999) to extend standard MPC to include logic in addition to continuous
control.

In its standard form MPC does not deal directly with logic such as the start-stop
logic for equipment items. However, because MPC can include logic within its structure
as constraints in a MLD system as discussed in Section 2.4.2, Bemporad and Morari
(1999) developed this technique by defining inequalities to set Boolean logic within the
MPC to provide logical conditions. The ability to accommodate logic and continuous
control means this will allow start-stop equipment items used in the TLPG-HSS.

3.2.1 Supervisory Control - Fuel Cell and Tidal Lagoon Power
Logic

3.2.1.1 Introduction to Fuel Cell Start-Stop Control

The logic for the fuel cell uses the structure of the MLD-MPC-SC to set up the logic
for managing the fuel cell control. Switches are set up in the AD section and used
in the DA section to allow the model in use for the continuous control to be chosen
depending on the state of the system, i.e. should the fuel cell be on or off to supply
the electrical power demand, or is it to be provided by the electrical power from the
tidal lagoon. In addition, the logic is formed in the AUTOMATA section and used
in the MUST section to set Boolean inputs to start-stop equipment fuel cell. For this
and subsequent chapters in the thesis the following symbols for the Boolean algebra
are used: ∧ for ‘and’; ∨ for ‘or’; → for ‘implies’; ∼ for ‘not’ and ↔ for ‘if and only if’.

This logic for the fuel cell start-stop is shown in Fig. 3.6 and introduced in this
section. The control for the fuel cell to be started or stopped by input F̊C2 (in the
MUST section) is based on the logic represented by Boolean state ˚FCcond in the
AUTOMATA section. ˚FCcond is in the form of a standard latched signal based on
the tidal lagoon power available to provide the demand pattern using Boolean states

˚FCunset and ˚FCset. The states ˚FCunset and ˚FCset are set by switches ˚sFCunset and
˚sFCset respectively in the AD section of the configuration.
In the 3.6 ‘AD - Analogue to Discrete’ grey background section, inputs are evaluated

against the condition in the diamond. The condition goes forward into the ‘Automata
- the Logic’ green background section as either a one for condition met, or zero for
condition not met. Any action from the logic goes forward to the ‘ MUST - Constraints’
section (grey background).

2In this thesis any variable with a circle above it represents a discrete value, i.e. in this case F̊C
is the input to instruct the fuel cell start-stop.
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Figure 3.6: Fuel Cell Start-Stop Logic for Input F̊C

As given in Eq.(3.1) if the tidal lagoon power Pl is less than or equal to the demand
reference for the fuel cell PD_bal_h2 multiplied by a factor α, plus a constant β, the
switch ˚sFCset is set. The state ˚FCset is then set equal to switch ˚FCset. α and β are
given in Table 3.1.

[ ˚sFCset = 1] ↔ Pl ≤ αPD_bal_h2 + β

˚FCset = ˚sFCset (3.1)

where PD_bal_h2 is the fuel cell power demand reference in the form of an equivalent
hydrogen flow.

Similarly, the state ˚FCunset is set equal to switch ˚sFCunset which is the condition
that Pl is greater than (or equal to) PD_bal_h2 multiplied by a factor γ, plus the constant
β, as given in Eq.(2.2). γ is given in Table 3.1.

[ ˚sFCunset = 1] ↔ Pl ≥ γPD_bal_h2 + β

˚FCunset = ˚sFCunset (3.2)

Table 3.1: Equation Parameters for Chapter 3
Parameter Value Comment

α 1.20× (1/60.0600) (1/60.0600) converts kg/hr H2 to MW; 1.20 is factor
β Varies Electrolyser Minimum turn down value, MW
γ 1.19× (1/60.0600) (1/60.0600) converts kg/hr H2 to MW; 1.19 is factor

The factors 1.20 in α and 1.19 in γ were set in this work by ‘trial and error’
examination of the tidal data to ensure the fuel cell is able to change-over correctly
with the tidal lagoon generated power to supply the gross demand pattern at all times.
This is discussed in more detail in Section 3.4.3 that addresses the continuous control
changeover of supply from the fuel cell to the tidal lagoon power and vice versa.

Eq.(3.3) shows how a combination of ˚FCset and ˚FCunset set ˚FCcond(which latches
itself until ˚FCunset resets). In turn ˚FCcond, in the MUST section, going to a true value
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sets the Boolean input F̊C to the fuel cell to run, and ˚FCcond going to a false sets the
Boolean input to the fuel cell to stop, as given in Eq.(3.4).

˚FCcond = ( ˚FCset ∨ ˚FCcond)∧ ∼ ˚FCunset (3.3)
˚FCcond → F̊C (3.4)

Now that the fuel cell has been set to run or stop by ˚FCcond it is ready to accept a
continuous input when called upon to run.

The discrete states ˚FCcond, ˚FCunset, ˚FCset, and discrete input F̊C have to be
included in the MLD-MPC-SC optimisation by conversion into inequalities as do the
switches ˚sFCset and ˚sFCunset. E1 to E5 given in Eq.(2.21) include all of these discrete
values as inequalities so that optimisation can take place.

In the next three sections the detail of the equivalence of the inequality condition
to logic for a switch is demonstrated. For switch ˚sFCset Section 3.2.1.2 provides the
detail. Following that, the logic for ˚FCcond, ˚FCunset, ˚FCset is converted from logic to
inequalities in Section 3.2.1.3; with the final logic for ˚FCcond converted to input F̊C
shown in Section 3.2.1.4.

3.2.1.2 Switch ˚sFCset Condition as Inequalities for the Hybrid Controller

Considering the switch ˚sFCset. It is set by a condition which has to be changed into a
set of inequalities that can be used in the MLD-MPC-SC as shown in Table 3.2.

The conversion takes place when the controller configuration is compiled in the
Hybrid toolbox (Bemporad, 2004). The switch examines the current value of the tidal
lagoon generation power Pl with the fuel cell demand pattern reference PD_bal_h2;
converted to power from hydrogen equivalent and a factor to ensure that the tidal
lagoon generation power is below the demand pattern as given in Eq.(3.1).

The switch can be represented in two inequalities as given in Bemporad et al. (2001,
Table 1):

(a′x− b) ≤M −Mδ

(a′x− b) ≥ ε+ (m− ε) δ
(3.5)

in which M ≥sup
x∈X

(
a
′
x− b

)
3and m ≤inf

x∈X

(
a
′
x− b

)
4; a′x is the states involved in the

condition; b is the constant in the condition and ε is a small tolerance introduced to
set the point at which the condition is violated. δ is the switch.

In order to convert from the condition Eq.(3.1) to the two inequalities in Eq.(3.5)
the values for a′x, b, M, and m must be derived from the knowledge of the switch
settings and parameters in Eq.(3.1). The value for M is the defined as the smallest
upper bound of (a′x − b). Defining a′x = Pl − PD_bal_h2 × α, b = β the bounds can

3The sup is the supremum: defined as the smallest upper bound, B for the set, S of real numbers
such that x ≤ B for all x ∈ S . An upper bound which belongs to the set is a maximum.

4The inf is the infinum: defined as the largest lower bound, B for the set, S of real numbers such
that B ≤ x for all x ∈ S . A lower bound which belongs to the set is a minimum.
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be calculated. Given the range of Pl as −320 to 320 MW; the range of PD_bal_h2 is
−1 × 10100 to 1 × 10100 (set very large to effectively leave this value unrestricted);
α = 1.2 × (1/60.0600) = 0.01998; and factor β= (285/5) × 0.3 = 17.1. The value
285 MW is the combined electrolyser size in this example, with five electrolysers and
a minimum turn-down of 30% . Taking the values that would maximise (a′x − b) as
(Pl−PD_bal_h2×α)−β givesM = 320−(−1×10100×0.019980)−17.1 ≈ 1.9980×1098. By
a similar substitution process it can be shown that the largest lower bound of (a′x− b)
is given by m = −320 − (1 × 10100 × 0.019980) − 17.1 ≈ −1.9980 × 1098. ε is defined
as 1× 10−6.

With a
′
x, b, M, m and ε known it can be shown how the inequalities for the

switch ˚sFCset match the equations found in the Hybrid toolbox (Bemporad, 2004) as
the E Matrix in Eq.(2.21). The detailed steps appear in Table 3.2. In Steps 1 and 2 of
Inequality 1 given in Table 3.2 the values of a′x, b, M, m and ε are substituted into
(a′x− b) ≤M −Mδ. In Steps 3 and 4 they are re-arranged such that they match row
40 of the E1 to E5 matrices in the compiled version of the Hybrid toolbox (Bemporad,
2004), thus demonstrating the conversion from conditional to MLD model used in the
MLD-MPC-SC. Similar substitutions into Inequality 2, (a′x−b) ≥ ε+(m− ε) δ in Table
3.2 lead to row 39 of the E1 to E5 matrices of the MLD model in the MLD-MPC-SC.
The conversion procedure is applicable to the second switch ˚sFCunset so it is not
duplicated in detail.

The switch ˚sFCset as Boolean state ˚FCset combined with ˚sFCunset as Boolean state
˚FCunset is used to determine the overall fuel cell logic state ˚FCcond which in turn sets

the discrete input F̊C. Prior to that ˚FCcond has to be included in the MLD-MPC-SC
controller as inequalities as developed in the next Section 3.2.1.3.

3.2.1.3 Fuel Cell State ˚FCcond as Inequalities for the Hybrid Controller

For the fuel cell to start-stop the state ˚FCcond in the configuration for the MLD
model as ˚FCcond = ( ˚FCset ∨ ˚FCcond)∧ ∼ ˚FCunset has to be converted to inequalities.
That operation is ASSIGNMENT as listed in Bemporad et al. (2001, Table 1, L7 and
Equation 3, p385) as X3 ↔ X1 ∧X2or X3 = X1 ∧X2 . All logic statements have to be
in the CNF before they can be turned into inequalities. Converting X3 ↔ X1 ∧X2 to
CNF takes several steps using logical operators as listed below:

1. Operator 1: A↔ B = (A→ B) ∧ (B → A)

2. Operator 2: A→ B =∼ A ∨B

3. Operator 3: A ∨ (B ∧ C) = (A ∨B) ∧ (A ∨ C)

4. Operator 4: ∼ (A ∧B) =∼ A∨ ∼ B

5. Operator 5: ∼ (A ∨B) =∼ A∧ ∼ B

6. Operator 6: ∼ (∼ A) = A
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Substituting Operator (1) assuming X3 ≡ A and (X1 ∧X2) ≡ B:

X3 ↔ X1 ∧X2

= [X3 → (X1 ∧X2)] ∧ [(X1 ∧X2)→ X3]

Using Operator (2):

X3 = [∼ X3 ∨ (X1 ∧X2)] ∧ [∼ (X1 ∧X2) ∨X3] (3.6)

Taking the first part of Eq.(3.6) before the ∧ as being the form of Operator (3) with
∼ X3 ≡ A; X1 ≡ B and X2 ≡ C :

X3 = [(∼ X3 ∨X1) ∧ (∼ X3 ∨X2)] ∧ [∼ (X1 ∧X2) ∨X3] (3.7)

Moving to the second part of Eq.3.6 after the ∧, taking ∼ (X1 ∧X2) as being the form
of Operator (4) with X1 ≡ A and X2 ≡ B then:

X3 = [(∼ X3 ∨X1) ∧ (∼ X3 ∨X2)] ∧ [∼ X1∨ ∼ X2 ∨X3] (3.8)

Rearranging the right hand side gives the CNF with X1, X2 and X3 as:

X3 = [∼ X3 ∨X1] ∧ [∼ X3 ∨X2] ∧ [∼ X1∨ ∼ X2 ∨X3]
= [X1∨ ∼ X3] ∧ [X2∨ ∼ X3] ∧ [∼ X1∨ ∼ X2 ∨X3] (3.9)

Within the complied configuration ˚FCcond = ( ˚FCset∨ ˚FCcond)∧ ∼ ˚FCunset is carried
out such that it is an update version where δ = ( ˚FCset ∨ ˚FCcond)∧ ∼ ˚FCunset and
δ becomes the next ˚FCcond. Taking that into account comparing X3 ↔ X1 ∧ X2

which is also X3 = X1 ∧ X2 to δ = ( ˚FCset ∨ ˚FCcond)∧ ∼ ˚FCunset so that δ ≡ X3;
( ˚FCset ∨ ˚FCcond) ≡ X1; and ∼ ˚FCunset ≡ X2 substituting into Eq.(3.9) gives:

δ = [( ˚FCset ∨ ˚FCcond)∨ ∼ δ] ∧ [∼ ˚FCunset∨ ∼ δ] ∧
[∼ ( ˚FCset ∨ ˚FCcond)∨ ∼ (∼ ˚FCunset) ∨ δ] (3.10)

Examination of the third part of Eq.(3.10) after the second ∧ shows it has ∼
( ˚FCset ∨ ˚FCcond) which when operated on by Operator (5) reveals that this part is no
longer in CNF as it introduces another ∧. Carrying out that operation while simplifying
∼ (∼ ˚FCunset) using Operator (6) leads to:

δ = [( ˚FCset ∨ ˚FCcond)∨ ∼ δ] ∧ [∼ ˚FCunset∨ ∼ δ] ∧
[∼ ˚FCset∧ ∼ ˚FCcond ∨ ˚FCunset ∨ δ] (3.11)

From here [∼ ˚FCset∧ ∼ ˚FCcond∨ ˚FCunset∨δ] can be converted to CNF using Operator
(3) by defining ˚FCunset ∨ δ ≡ A; ∼ ˚FCset ≡ B and ∼ ˚FCcond ≡ C , and re-arranging
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so that:

[∼ ˚FCset∧ ∼ ˚FCcond ∨ ˚FCunset ∨ δ] = ∼ ˚FCset∧ ∼ ˚FCcond ∨ [ ˚FCunset ∨ δ]

= [ ˚FCunset ∨ δ] ∨ (∼ ˚FCset∧ ∼ ˚FCcond) (3.12)

= ([ ˚FCunset ∨ δ]∨ ∼ ˚FCset) ∧ ([ ˚FCunset ∨ δ]∨ ∼ ˚FCcond)

Substituting Eq.(3.12) back into Eq.(3.10) gives the update equation δ = ( ˚FCset ∨
˚FCcond)∧ ∼ ˚FCunset in CNF as four separate equations that can be converted to four

inequalities:

δ =(( ˚FCset ∨ ˚FCcond)∨ ∼ δ)∧
=(∼ ˚FCunset∨ ∼ δ)∧
=([ ˚FCunset ∨ δ]∨ ∼ ˚FCset)∧
=([ ˚FCunset ∨ δ]∨ ∼ ˚FCcond)

(3.13)

The four equations are independently converted to inequalities as shown in Table
3.3. Each follows the same two steps (Steps 1 and Step 2 in Table 3.3) to convert CNF
to inequalities:

1. Each disjunction (the four parts of the CNF separated by an ∧).

(a) is one inequality of the form ‘Disjunction ≥ 1’

(b) and each ∨ in the Disjunction is replaced by +

2. Substitution in the Disjunction part, any ∼ A (negation) is replaced by (1−A).

Step 3 in Table 3.3 re-arranges the resulting inequality into the same format as the E
matrix E2tδ(t) + E3tz(t) ≤ E1tu(t) + E4tx(t) + E5t as in Eq.2.21.

Table 3.3 shows the conversion of each CNF to E Matrix inequality form for each of
the disjunctions in Eq.(3.13) which allows the logic to be included in the MLD-MPC-SC
and optimised as part of the MPC.

δ = ( ˚FCset ∨ ˚FCcond)∧ ∼ ˚FCunset appears as in the compiled Hybrid Toolbox
(Bemporad, 2004) MLD model δ41 = (̊x39 ∨ x̊37)∧ ∼ x̊38; which in the E1 to E5

matrices E2δ(t) + E3z(t) ≤ E1u(t) + E4x(t) + E5 form where E2 has its values for δ41

in column 41. Examining column 41, shows that rows 191, 192, 193, and 194 have
entries other than zero. Examining the E1 to E5 matrices for rows 191, 192, 193, and
194 reveals the equivalent inequalities to the logic developed in Steps 1 to 3 in Table
3.3.

The switch ˚sFCunset is used within the configuration as ˚FCunset and is converted
to E1 to E5 matrices in the same way as ˚sFCset is to ˚FCset so, its configuration is not
detailed here. As shown, ˚FCunset and ˚FCset combine to give fuel cell start-stop state

˚FCcond. The last step for the controller is a conversion of the ˚FCcond to the input into
the fuel cell subsystem FC. This last part of the configuration completes the fuel cell
discrete control summarised in Fig. 3.6.
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Table 3.3: The Conversion of Logic to Inequalities from Theory and Comparison to E1
to E5 Matrices

Conversion of Logic for ˚FCcond to Inequalities from Theory and
Comparison to E1 to E5 Matrices
ASSIGNMENT is X3 ↔ X1 ∧X2or X3 = X1 ∧X2 and when the update equation
δ = ( ˚FCset ∨ ˚FCcond)∧ ∼ ˚FCunset is substituted as described in Section 3.2.1.3 is given by
(( ˚FCset ∨ ˚FCcond)∨ ∼ δ) ∧ (∼ ˚FCunset∨ ∼ δ) ∧ ([ ˚FCunset ∨ δ]∨ ∼ ˚FCset) ∧ ([ ˚FCunset ∨ δ]
∨ ∼ ˚FCcond) in CNF as derived in Eq.(3.13). δ = ( ˚FCset ∨ ˚FCcond)∧ ∼ ˚FCunset is as
compiled in the Hybrid Toolbox (Bemporad, 2004) MLD model δ37 = (̊x39 ∨ x̊37)∧ ∼ x̊38.
Conditional Represented Inequality Information Derivation
CNF Logic Equation 1 is: ˚FCset ∨ ˚FCcond)∨ ∼ δ . Now convert to inequalities

Step 1
˚FCset ∨ ˚FCcond)∨ ∼ δ

becomes:
˚FCset + ˚FCcond+ ∼ δ ≥ 1

Convert as LHS ≥ 1; replace
∨ by +

Step 2 ˚FCset + ˚FCcond + (1− δ) ≥ 1
Substitute negated variables
as ∼ A = 1−A

Step 3 δ ≤ ˚FCcond + ˚FCset

Cancelling 1’s and
re-arranging

which matches E1 to E5

matrices Row 193

(1)δ37 + (0)z ≤ (0)u+
(1)̊x37 + (0)̊x38 + (1)̊x39 + 0
δ ≤ ˚FCcond + ˚FCset

Given ˚FCcond = x̊37;
˚FCunset = x̊38; ˚FCset = x̊39;

δ = δ37; and simplifying
CNF Logic Equation 2 is: ∼ ˚FCunset∨ ∼ δ. Now convert to inequalities

Step 1
∼ ˚FCunset∨ ∼ δ becomes:

˚FCunset+ ∼ δ ≥ 1
Convert as LHS ≥ 1; replace
∨ by +

Step 2 (1− ˚FCunset) + (1− δ) ≥ 1
Substitute negated variables
as ∼ A = 1−A

Step 3 δ ≤ − ˚FCunset + 1
Cancelling 1’s and
re-arranging

which matches E1 to E5

matrices Row 194

(1)δ37 + (0)z ≤ (0)u+
(0)̊x37 + (−1)̊x38 + (0)̊x39 + 1
δ ≤ − ˚FCunset + 1

Given ˚FCcond = x̊37;
˚FCunset = x̊38; ˚FCset = x̊39;

δ = δ37; and simplifying
CNF Logic Equation 3 is: [ ˚FCunset ∨ δ]∨ ∼ ˚FCset Now convert to inequalities

Step 1
( ˚FCunset ∨ δ)∨ ∼ ˚FCset

becomes:
˚FCunset + δ+ ∼ ˚FCset ≥ 1

Convert as LHS ≥ 1; replace
∨ by +

Step 2 ˚FCunset + δ+ (1− ˚FCset) ≥ 1
Substitute negated variables
as ∼ A = 1−A

Step 3 −δ ≤ − ˚FCset + ˚FCunset
Cancelling 1’s and
re-arranging

which matches E1 to E5

matrices Row 191

(−1)δ37 + (0)z ≤ (0)u+
(0)̊x37 + (1)̊x38 + (−1)̊x39 + 0
−δ ≤ − ˚FCset + ˚FCunset

Given ˚FCcond = x̊37;
˚FCunset = x̊38; ˚FCset = x̊39;

δ = δ37; and simplifying
CNF Logic Equation 4 is: ([ ˚FCunset ∨ δ]∨ ∼ ˚FCcond). Now convert to inequalities

Step 1
( ˚FCunset ∨ δ)∨ ∼ ˚FCcond

becomes:
x201 + δ+ ∼ ˚FCcond ≥ 1

Convert as LHS ≥ 1; replace
∨ by +

Step 2 ˚FCunset +δ+(1− ˚FCcond) ≥ 1
Substitute negated variables
as ∼ A = 1−A

Step 3 −δ ≤ − ˚FCcond + ˚FCunset

Cancelling 1’s and
re-arranging

which matches E1 to E5

matrices Row 192

(−1)δ37 + (0)z ≤ (0)u+
(−1)̊x37 + (1)̊x38 + (0)̊x39 + 0
−δ ≤ − ˚FCcond + ˚FCunset

Given ˚FCcond = x̊37;
˚FCunset = x̊38; ˚FCset = x̊39;

δ = δ37; and simplifying
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3.2.1.4 Fuel Cell State ˚FCcond to Discrete Input FC as Inequalities for the
Hybrid Controller

As with the derivation from first principles of the fuel cell start-stop state ˚FCcond the
conversion of ˚FCcond to the input F̊C in the MUST section of the MLD-MPC-SC
requires use of CNF conversion to inequalities before comparison to the E1 to E5

matrices.
Compared to the previous sections this is a relatively simple instruction. The

conditions for starting and stopping the fuel cell ˚FCcond → F̊C makes use of the
MUST section of the configuration where the state ˚FCcond sets input to the fuel cell
on when it acts to come on, and allows the MLD MPC optimisation to set the input
F̊C to the fuel cell off when it goes off. Using Operator 2 for an IMPLY instruction
such that ˚FCcond → F̊C =∼ ˚FCcond ∨ F̊C the instruction can be converted from CNF
into inequalities with the Step 1 to Step 3 procedure as given in Section 3.2.1.3.

That procedure produces an inequality set that can be compared with the E Matrix
in the MLD-MPC-SC internal MLD model and shown to be the same as carried out
in Fig. 3.4. For the ˚FCcond → F̊C =∼ ˚FCcond ∨ F̊C case row 128 of the MLD the E1

to E5 matrices can be shown to be equivalent.

Table 3.4: The Conversion of State ˚FCcond to Input F̊C
Logic Being Considered for ˚FCcond → F̊C from First Principles Compared
to E1 to E5 Matrices
In the MUST section; IMPLY is X1 → X2 given by X1 → X2 =∼ X1 ∨X2 in Conjunctive
Normal Form (CNF)
Conditional Represented Inequality Information Derivation
For Equation compare X1 → X2 =∼ X1 ∨X2 and ˚FCcond → F̊Cso X1 =∼ ˚FCcond;
X2 = F̊C

Logic Equation is: ˚FCcond → F̊C =∼ ˚FCcond ∨ F̊C . Now convert to inequalities

Step 1
∼ ˚FCcond ∨ F̊C becomes:
∼ ˚FCcond + F̊C ≥ 1

Convert as LHS ≥ 1; replace
∨ by +

Step 2 (1− ˚FCcond) + F̊C ≥ 1 or
Substitute negated variables
as ∼ A = 1−A

Step 3
− ˚FCcond + F̊C ≥ 0 or
0 ≤ F̊C − ˚FCcond

Cancelling 1’s and
re-arranging

which matches E1 to E5

matrices Row 128

(0)δ + (0)z ≤
(1)u13 + (−1)̊x37 + 0
0 ≤ F̊C − ˚FCcond

Given ˚FCcond = x̊37;
F̊C = u13; and simplifying

This completes the transformation from conditionals, to logic Boolean states from
first principles, to CNF and on to inequalities that allow the fuel cell to start-stop as
part of the MLD model within the MLD-MPC-SC that set discrete states as inputs to
a system first summarised in Fig. 3.6.

The implies instruction works correctly in combination with the MLD-MPC-SC
optimisation using the MUST section to start and stop the fuel cell; with the standard
fail safe structure within the state ˚FCcond structure used to set the input F̊C. As a
result, only one input to the equipment is needed to operate the fuel cell sub-system.
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This can be shown by a simplified example with a model that extracts the fuel cell logic
parts of the overall MLD-MPC-SC configuration shown in Fig. 3.7 (both of which are
implemented in SimulinkTMusing Hybrid Toolbox (Bemporad, 2004).

Figure 3.7: Fuel Cell On / Off Simplified Model Giving Input F̊C Action

The model used in this example works by using a sine wave (labelled x1 on Fig.
3.7) as a proxy for the tidal lagoon power generation which is used in the switches

˚sFCset and ˚sFCunset, and read to the Hybrid MLD-MPC controller as states ˚FCunset

and ˚FCsetand state ˚FCcond. The switches ˚sFCset and ˚sFCunset and state ˚FCcond take
the place of the MLD block in the Hybrid toolbox (Bemporad, 2004) examples. The
model in the Hybrid MLD-MPC controller is as given in Section 3.2.1.1. Three versions
of the model were run. In those three versions all parameters remained the same apart
from the configuration of the MUST section within the Hybrid MLD-MPC controller.

The cases for the MUST section were:

1. ˚FCcond → F̊C only

2. ∼ ˚FCcond →∼ F̊C only and

3. Both ˚FCcond → F̊C and ∼ ˚FCcond →∼ F̊C.
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The graph shown in Fig. 3.8 for Case 1 shows that the switch ˚sFCset acting at 40
units (rising and falling) and ˚sFCunset acting at 20 units (rising and falling) changes
the states ˚FCunset, ˚FCset respectively. The two states ˚FCunset, ˚FCset combine to set

˚FCcond, and within the MUST section using ˚FCcond → F̊C (in Fig. 3.7 Input (u) ==
FC). Hence, the Hybrid MLD-MPC optimisation acts to stop the fuel cell sub-system
as the tidal lagoon generated power comes on (left hand red ellipse), and start when
the tidal lagoon generated power reduces (right hand red ellipse). In both cases the
switches act at different times as the tidal lagoon generation power changes, and the
input to the fuel cell sub-system input F̊C (Input (u)) acts as ˚FCcond is triggered one
way or the other. The centre occurrence of tidal lagoon power rising (centre red ellipse)
shows that if the rise is fast enough that ˚sFCset and ˚sFCunset act together the switch
changes cannot be distinguished - but the control input is correctly operated Hybrid
MLD-MPC controller optimisation.
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Figure 3.8: Case 1 - Fuel Cell Switching with On Implies Instruction Only

Alternatively, the graph shown in Fig. 3.9 for Case 2 shows that the switches ˚sFCset

and ˚sFCunset acting and states ˚FCunset, ˚FCset and ˚FCcond act together, and within the
MUST section using ∼ ˚FCcond → ˚∼ FC (Input (u)) and hence the Hybrid MLD-MPC
controller optimisation. But with this instruction alone in the MUST section the
Hybrid MLD-MPC controller optimisation never starts the fuel cell. Although ˚FCcond

is triggered correctly by the switches to cause the fuel cell to start-stop; the fuel cell
sub-system input F̊C (Input (u)) is never activated to start by the Hybrid MLD-MPC
controller optimisation. This result is shown in all three red ellipses.
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Figure 3.9: Case 2 - Fuel Cell Switching with Off Implies Instruction Only

The expectation therefore is that a combined MUST instruction will act as in Case
1. This is demonstrated in Case 3 as shown in Fig. 3.10. On close examination Fig.
3.8 and Fig. 3.10 are identical; which means that the instruction ∼ ˚FCcond →∼ F̊C

adds nothing to the configuration, and so is not required for the fuel cell. This is also
case for the start-stop instructions in the case of electrolyser as well so this general
form is adopted throughout the thesis. In both uses though there is only one input
into the subsystem, it is fail-safe because of the structure of the ˚FCcond state.
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Figure 3.10: Case 2 - Fuel Cell Switching with On and Off Implies Instructions
Combined

The example in this section demonstrates how switches and logic are integrated
into the MLD model in the Hybrid toolbox (Bemporad, 2004) MLD MPC supervi-
sory controller (MLD-MPC-SC). The MLD-MPC-SC can then include them in the
optimisation functions required to implement the start-stop control of equipment in
the combined tidal lagoon power generation hydrogen energy storage system to meet
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a power demand. The MLD-MPC-SC controller incorporates a number of switches
and associated logic in order to optimise the generation of discrete and continuous
references for the equipment in the system configured in a similar way to the detail
given for the specific case in this Section 3.2.1.

3.2.2 Supervisory Control - Continuous First Principles Re-
sponse

The continuous supervisory control model within the controller uses a first order model
relating the input power to the output hydrogen flow used to produce that power:

1. The model is based on 54 % LHV claimed by the operating instructions (Hy-
drogenics, 2007a) for the Baglan Hydrogen Centre Hydrogenics fuel cell (not
including power used for the cooling fans). To account for the cooling system
50 % LHV has been use to set the mass of hydrogen required by the fuel cell
(the controlled output) to produce the demand power (the controller input)
in kilograms per mega-watt (kg/MW). This was used as the factor in the first
principles calculation of the state space model. (In a very recent paper Crespi
et al. (2021) found that a 120 kW fuel cell was between 47 % and 55 % LHV
at currents between 100 % and 20 % of a nominal value of one amp/square
centimetre cell stack current density)

2. The continuous first order response of the fuel cell is based on the Baglan Hy-
drogen Centre Hydrogenics fuel cell operating instructions that give a response
of no more than four seconds from 0 to 12 kilo-watts (kW). The response in a
running condition for a 1.2 kW fuel cell was examined by Tang et al. (2010, p.
1413) showing a response to current and voltage changes in one second, and in
Latha et al. (2013) the response to a step change on another 1.2 kW cell was
well within one second including after the boost converter with a current mode
controller. These changes were not full range as in the Baglan Hydrogen Centre
Hydrogenics fuel cell operating instructions.

3.2.2.1 Response Magnitude from Manufacturers Information

The models take a value of power as the input u (MW), and give an output y kilograms
per hour (kg/hr) of hydrogen; giving a conversion of kg/hr hydrogen used per MW
generated i.e (kg/hr)/MW or kilograms per mega-watt hour (kg/MWh) if you multiply
both top and bottom by ‘hour’5. They are in the stated units because Dr Angeloudis
provided tidal lagoon power generation data in MW and flows of kg/hr give reasonable
magnitude numbers to use for the scaling of numbers within the model.

The development of the state space model for the fuel cell uses manufacturer data
for efficiency based on LHV to find the conversion for flow of hydrogen required to give

5The output y, is converted to kilograms per second (kg/s) for use in the integrators in the model
as it is running with a sample time of seconds - both inside the controller and the hydrogen storage
subsystem.
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a power output. The LHV efficiency is calculated as:

η
LHVfc

= (Efc/LHVH2)× 100 % (3.14)

where Efc is output energy as power from the fuel cell; and LHVH2 is the LHV of
hydrogen. Rearranging Eq.(3.14) gives Eq.(3.15).

Efc = (η
LHVfc

× LHVH2)/100 (3.15)

Efcdescribes the power output per kg of hydrogen used as MWh/kg, but for the
model the kg of hydrogen used per MWh of power produced is required as kg/MWh
((kg/hr)/MW). So inverting, gives the mass flow of hydrogen as Eq.(3.16).

mfcH2 = 1/Efc
= 1/[(η

LHVfc
× LHVH2)/100]

(3.16)

wheremfcH2 is mass of hydrogen in kg used in the fuel cell per MWh of power produced.
Taking the LHVH2 from List 1, and converting to kg/MWh gives LHVH2 = 119.9405

MJ/kg ÷ 3600 MJ/MWh = 0.0333 MWh/kg. The manufacturer of the fuel cell claims
54 % efficiency against the LHVH2 (Hydrogenics, 2007a, p10) not including cooling
system power, so using 50 % LHVH2 for the cooling system accounts for fuel cell
auxiliary systems within the efficiency calculation of the fuel cell model used.

Substituting an efficiency η
LHVfc

of 50 %, and LHVH2 of 0.0333 MWh/kg into
Eq.(3.16) gives the mass flow of hydrogen conversion required for the fuel cell model
as Eq.(3.17):

mfcH2 = 1/[(50× 0.0333)/100]
= 60.0600 kg/MWh or (kg/hr)/MW

(3.17)

The value 60.0600 (kg/hr)/MW value is used in the fuel cell model as the dynamic
response magnitude in Section 3.2.2.2.

The calculations use some basic values and conversions:
List 1:

1. 1 MWh ≡ 1 MJ/s × 1 hour ≡ 1 MJ/s ×3600s ≡ 3600 MJ. Inverting 1MJ ≡
1/3600 MWh ≡ 2.7778×10-4MWh.

2. Molecular Mass of Hydrogen = 2.016 kg/kmol.

3. LHVH2 is the LHV of hydrogen = 241.8 MJ/kmol. Or 241.8 MJ/kmol /2.016
kg/kmol = 119.9405 MJ/kg.

4. HHVH2 is the HHV of hydrogen = 285.8 MJ/kmol. Or 285.8 MJ/kmol /2.016
kg/kmol = 141.7658 MJ/kg
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3.2.2.2 Dynamic Response from Manufacturers Information

The state space model is based on a simple gain on the input u (MW) and gives output
y (kg/hr) as discussed above. That results in a model based on a first order response
without any zeros. This was first developed as continuous transfer function, with a
unit step input. Building up the Laplace transform.

An input step of magnitude A is given by:

U(s) = A

s
(3.18)

Simplifying to a unit step has A = 1 giving:

U(s) = 1
s

(3.19)

and a first order system without zeros is:

G(s) = ks
(τs+ 1) = ks

[
(1/τ)

(s+ 1/τ)

]
(3.20)

where τ is the time constant of the system, and ks is the input to output gain; so the
output response will be:

Y (s) = U(s)G(s) = ks

[
(1/τ)

s(s+ 1/τ)

]
= ks

[
k1

s
+ k2

(s+ 1/τ)

]
(3.21)

where to solve for k1 and k2 as partial fractions. Multiply both sides by the denominator
s(s+ 1/τ) and cancel ks gives Eq. (3.22):

(1/τ) = k1(s+ 1/τ) + k2s (3.22)

When s→ 0 in Eq.(3.22)

(1/τ) = k1(1/τ) + 0 (3.23)
k1 = 1 (3.24)

and when s→ −1/τ :

(1/τ) = 0 + k2(−1/τ) (3.25)
k2 = −1 (3.26)

so:
Y (s) = ks

[
1
s
− 1

(s+ 1/τ)

]
(3.27)
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where Yf (s) = 1
s
is the forced response originating from the pole of the input function

and Yn(s) = − 1
(s+1/τ) is the natural response from the transfer function pole; and taking

the inverse of the Laplace transform, the step response is:

Y (t) = Yf (t)− Yn(t) = ks
[
1− e−t/τ

]
(3.28)

where t is time. When the time, t is equal to the time constant, τ this gives a
characteristic value when time of e−t/τ |t=τ= e−1 = 0.37 and substituting into Eq.(3.28)
:

Y (t) = Yf (t)− Yn(t) = ks [1− 0.37] = 0.63ks (3.29)

which shows that for a step response the value reaches 63% of the final value at time
equal to the system time constant. Using the time constant a value called the settling
time can be derived. The settling time is the time taken for the output response to
reach a value within a set percentage of the steady state value. A common value used
is the 2% settling time, ts . The 2% settling time, ts can be obtained from the time
constant by solving Eq.(3.28):

1− 0.02 = 1− e−ts/τ

ln(0.02) = −ts/τ

−3.91 = ts/τ

so re-arranging:
ts = 3.91τ ≈ 4τ (3.30)

The 2% settling time, tswas used for the design of the response for the fuel cell based
on the operating instructions (Hydrogenics, 2007a, p10) in which they give a claimed
response time of ≤ 4seconds from 0 to 12 kW. So, the model response was based on a
2% settling time, ts of 5 seconds to allow for settling (the manual says “time from idle
to 12 kW” it does not mention settling). Substituting into Eq.(3.30) gives

τ = ts
4 = 5

4 = 1.25 (3.31)

The magnitude from a unit-change in the input u, to give an output y, is represented
as the gain ks of the system. ks = 60.06 kg/MWh or (kg/hr)/MW as described earlier
in this section. Finding the output response by including the magnitude ks = 60.06,
τ = 1.25, and substituting in to Eq.(3.28):

Y (t) = Yf (t)− Yn(t) = ks
[
1− e−t/τ

]
= 60.06

[
1− e−t/1.25

]
= 60.06

[
1− e−0.8t

]
(3.32)

Eq.(3.32) is the solution of the continuous function to give the step response re-
quired, and given by its input u, to output y by the transfer function in Eq.(3.20)
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as

Y (s)
U(s) = G(s) = ks

(τs+ 1) = ks

[
(1/τ)

(s+ 1/τ)

]
= 60.0600× (1/1.25)

s+ (1/1.25) = 48.0480
s+ 0.8 (3.33)

However, the controller is discrete controller based so the transfer function based
on Laplace transforms F (s) needs converting to a discrete form, the z-transform Z(s),
before converting to a state space system. To convert to a discrete system the contin-
uous system, T is the period of the pulse train for which values for states, inputs and
outputs are calculated as x(kT ), u(kT ), and y(kT ); where kT is the sample interval;
k is an integer that determines the current sample time between −∞ and ∞. The
continuous signal x(t) is split using an impulse δ to represent the switch, and gives a
sampled signal as given in Eq. (3.34) with a pulse width of Tp (which is assumed to be
small compared to period T ):

f ∗Tp(t) = Tp
∞∑

k=−∞
x(kT )δ(t− kT ) (3.34)

The discrete sample in Eq.(3.34) as well as a pulse with of Tp has an amplitude of x∗(t)
as given in Eq.(3.35).

x∗(t) =
∞∑

k=−∞
x(kT )δ(t− kT ) (3.35)

and taking the Laplace transforms using an impulse L{δ} = 1 and the time-shift
theorem L{f (t− T )} = e−sTF (s) between 0 and ∞ gives Eq.(3.36):

L{x∗(t)} =
∞∑
k=0

x(kT )e−ksT (3.36)

Defining z = esT to map the s domain to the z domain the z-transform is defined as
Eq.(3.37):

Z {x(t)} = Z {x∗(t)} =
∞∑
k=0

x(kT )z−k (3.37)

and as a result for a general function F (kT ) for the sample interval kT , can be
transformed into a z-transform F (z) and can be inverted such that F (z) is converted
back to F (kT ) which is a discrete system that matches the Laplace transform for
continuous systems.

Returning to the conversion from continuous to discrete transforms, the sample
system from s to z domain is converted by a zero order sample and hold (or zero order
hold, zoh) which gives a constant output for the length of each time period T , i.e.
kT < t < (k + 1)T . The response is modelled on unit impulse over each time period
which is represented by a unit step at the end of the time period t = T subtracted
from a unit step at the start of the time period t = 0 :

Fzoh (s) = 1
s
− e−sT

s
= 1− e−sT

s
(3.38)
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where 1
s
is a unit step and time shift L{f (t− T )} = e−sTF (s). Converting the original

first order transfer function Eq.(3.20) from continuous to discrete, including magnitude
ks becomes:

Y (s)
U(s) = Fzoh (s)G (s) =

(
1− e−sT

s

)
ks

[
(1/τ)

(s+ 1/τ)

]
= ks

(
1− e−sT

) [ (1/τ)
s(s+ 1/τ)

]
(3.39)

Substituting
[

(1/τ)
s(s+1/τ)

]
by

[
1
s
− 1

(s+1/τ)

]
as developed in Eq.(3.21) to (3.27) gives:

Y (s)
U(s) = ks

(
1− e−sT

) [1
s
− 1

(s+ 1/τ)

]
(3.40)

Inserting z transforms: z = esT , z
z−1 = 1

s
, z
z−e−T/τ = 1

s+1/τ gives:

Y (z)
U(z) = ks

(
1− z−1

)( z

(z − 1) −
z

(z − e−T/τ )

)

= ks
(
1− z−1

)(z(z − e−T/τ )− z(z − 1)
(z − 1)(z − e−T/τ )

)

= ks
(
1− z−1

)(z2 − ze−T/τ − z2 + z)
(z − 1)(z − e−T/τ )

)

= ks
(
1− z−1

)( (z − ze−T/τ )
(z − 1)(z − e−T/τ )

)

= ks
(
1− z−1

)( z(1− e−T/τ )
(z − 1)(z − e−T/τ )

)

= ks (z − 1)
(

(1− e−T/τ )
(z − 1)(z − e−T/τ )

)

= ks

(
1− e−T/τ
z − e−T/τ

)

(3.41)

As magnitude ks = 60.0600, τ = 1.25, and for the MLD-MPC-SC and MLD model
T = 1 second, the discrete transfer function is

Y (z)
U(z) = 60.0600

(
1− e−0.8

z − e−0.8

)
= 33.0733
z − 0.4493 (3.42)

converted from the continuous Eq.(3.20) i.e Eq.(3.42) is the discrete form of the con-
tinuous transfer function Eq.(3.43) with the same ks, τ , and T .

Y (s)
U(s) = ks

[
(1/τ)

(s+ 1/τ)

]
= 60.0600

[
(1/1.25)

(s+ 1/1.25)

]
= 48.0480

s+ 0.8 (3.43)

All that remains now is to convert the discrete transfer function into a state space
model to be used in the MLD-MPC-SC. This can be carried out by equivalence working
from the discrete state equations to the transfer function; for a single output, single
input system:
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x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +Bu(k)
y(k) = Cx(k) +Du(k)

(3.44)

Taking z-transforms of Eq.(3.44) where X(z) = Z [x(k)] , U(z) = Z [u(k)] and Y (z) =
Z [y(k)], with starting condition x(0) :

zX(z)− zx(0) = AX(z) +BU(z) (3.45)

assuming a zero starting condition:

zX(z) = AX(z) +BU(z) (3.46)
Y (z) = CX(z) +DU(z) (3.47)

Re-arranging Eq.(3.46) :

zX(z)− AX(z) = BU(z) (3.48)
X(z)(zI − A) = BU(z) (3.49)

Multiplying both sides by (zI − A)−1 :

X(z) = (zI − A)−1BU(z) (3.50)

Substituting into Eq.(3.47):

Y (z) = C((zI − A)−1BU(z)) +DU(z) (3.51)

So, the equation equivalent to the discrete transfer function Eq.(3.43) is:

Y (z)
U(z) = C(zI − A)−1B +D (3.52)

Comparing directly:

33.0733
z − 0.4493 = C(zI − A)−1B +D (3.53)

D is zero as there is no input to output direct pass through, and I = 1 as the
system is first order, so:

33.0733
z − 0.4493 = CB

(z − A) (3.54)

By comparison A = 0.4493 and CB = 33.0733. Select B = 1 because the response
is for a unit step input so C = 33.0733.

The discrete state space model for the system in the transfer function Eq.(3.43) to
give a 2% settling time of 5 seconds is:
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x(k + 1) = 0.4493x(k) + u(k)
y(k) = 33.0733x(k)

(3.55)

The response of this system, working from the continuous transfer function through
the discrete transfer function to the discrete state space model is shown in Fig. 3.11.
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Figure 3.11: Fuel Cell Step Response

To provide a continuous demand the fuel cell must interact with the tidal lagoon
generated power. The control for this aspect is introduced in the Section 3.2.2.3.

3.2.2.3 Supervisory Combined Demand Control - the Discrete State that
Defines Fuel Cell or Tidal Power in Use

Although this Section 3.2 primarily discusses the fuel cell operation in the MLD-MPC-
SC, that operation is closely linked to the tidal lagoon generated power and at this
stage it is necessary to introduce that connection which is via a discrete state that sets
the tidal lagoon power availability.

The fuel cell or the tidal lagoon generated power can provide the gross demand
pattern depending on whether the tidal lagoon power is available. In Section 3.2 so
far, the specific control for the fuel cell - its start-stop discrete and continuous control
has been provided. This section outlines how the control fuel cell interacts with the
tidal lagoon power to provide the required continuous demand PD_gross. In Fig. 3.12 Pl
is the tidal power available, Pl_rising is a switch setting, elsize is the total electrolyser
size in the system, elnumber is the number of electrolysers, and elmin is the minimum
turn-down factor for the electrolysers. Afc and Bfc are state space model values for the
fuel cell model state xfc and input ufc in the state space equation of form Eq.(3.44).
Al , Bl, xl, and ul are the state space model for the tidal lagoon power used to supply
the demand. zfc and input zl are the auxiliary states used dependent on a discrete
state ˚Lcond.
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In Fig. 3.12 the ‘AD - Analogue to Discrete’ grey background section, and the
‘Automata - the Logic’ green background section are as described for Fig. 3.6. Any
action from the logic goes forward to the ‘DA - Continuous from Automata’ section
(sand background) to control the state space model used.

DA - Continuous from Automata

0

Not   =1
Yes

No

0

=1
Yes

No

AD - Analogue to Discrete

Pl

Automata - The Logic

Or

And
Not   

<=

>=

Figure 3.12: Fuel Cell Continuous Control by Auxiliary Variable

In order to facilitate the change-over from fuel cell to tidal lagoon power and back
to provide the continuous demand, PD_gross the discrete state ˚Lcond is used. The
switches converted to states, that make up ˚Lcond, configured in AUTOMATA section,
are shown in Fig. 3.12. They are:

[
sP̊l_set = 1

]
↔ Pl ≥ Pl_rising

L̊set = sP̊l_set (3.56)

and

[
sP̊l_unset = 1

]
↔ Pl ≤ PD_gross + (elsize/elnumber)× elmin

˚Lunset = sP̊l_unset (3.57)

sP̊l_set compares the tidal lagoon power to a set power level Pl_rising that informs
the MLD-MPC-SC the tidal lagoon is generating power and it is available for use. If
the tidal lagoon power is greater (or equal) than that value, then L̊set is set as shown
in Eq.(3.56). Similarly, sP̊l_unset compares the tidal lagoon power to the gross demand
pattern PD_gross plus the minimum turn-down for one electrolyser (elsize/elnumber) ×
elmin. If the value is not less than or equal to that value, then ˚Lunset as in Eq.(3.57) is
set. Following on from that the logic for tidal lagoon generated power being available
to use to meet the gross demand is given by ˚Lcond in the form of a standard latched
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signal shown in Eq.(3.58):

˚Lcond = (L̊set ∨ ˚Lcond)∧ ∼ ˚Lunset (3.58)

3.2.2.4 The Fuel Cell Continuous Control

The discrete state ˚Lcond is then used to select which continuous state space variable is
used to the fuel cell and its integral control. In order to make that choice an auxiliary
variable, z is used. As the auxiliary variable is the key to allowing logic to be included
in the MPC as MLD MPC thereby allowing the supervisory control optimised in this
thesis as the MLD-MPC-SC, it is worth re-stating its function. z is given by Eq.(2.17)
where δ is a discrete value 0 or 1 based on some other condition. z allows a non-linear
logic variable to be introduced into a linear system. This leads to the standard state
space process model capable of being switched from one form to another as in Eq.(2.18).
In relation to the fuel cell control are two auxiliary variables - one that decides which
state equation to use for the fuel cell zfc as shown in Fig. 3.12, and one that decides
which integral equation to use zfc_int. (The structure of how zfc_int is formed is the
same as zfc so it is not repeated in a separate figure). In this thesis the suffix (t + 1)
and (t) are used where it enhances the explanation.

For the fuel cell state the auxiliary variable is as zfc(t) = ˚∼ Lcond(t)xfc(t) which
allows xfc(t+ 1) as in Eq.(3.59) to be defined:

xfc(t+ 1) = zfc(t) (3.59)

zfc(t) =

Afcxfc(t) +Bfcufc(t) if ˚∼ Lcond(t) = 1

0 if ˚∼ Lcond(t) = 0
(3.60)

and the state space model, xfc(t + 1) is calculated as shown in Eq. (3.60) if the tidal
lagoon generated power is not available, but is set to zero if the tidal lagoon power is
available. The values Afc, and Bfc take the values from Eq.3.55.

When the fuel cell is running it uses the integral control via its auxiliary variable
zfc_int(t + 1) = ˚∼ Lcond(t)xfc_int(t) . The integral error term xfc_int(t + 1) given in
Eq.(3.61) is only generated when a state for the fuel cell is generated in Eq.(3.59) which
allows the fuel cell to track the demand more accurately.

xfc_int(t+ 1) = zfc_int(t) (3.61)

zfc_int(t) =

xfc_int(t) + Ts(PD_gross_h2 − Cfcxfc(t)) if ˚∼ Lcond(t) = 1

0 if ˚∼ Lcond(t) = 0
(3.62)

where state value xfc_int is the integral of the demand pattern reference (as hydrogen),
PD_gross_h2 minus the power supplied from the fuel cell (as hydrogen) Cfcxfc (which
represents the error between the required power and the power provided by the fuel
cell). xfc_int is then set equal to the auxiliary variable zfc_int in the CONTINUOUS
section of the MLD-MPC-SC configuration as Eq.(3.61).
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3.2.2.5 Fuel Cell Auxiliary Power

The fuel cell needs auxiliary power to run. The manufacturers data claims an efficiency
for the fuel cell not including the fuel cell cooling system. The cooling system has been
accounted for by degrading the claimed efficiency of the fuel cell when converting
hydrogen to power. This is outlined in subsection 3.2.2.1. The power required for the
auxiliary systems is therefore included in the hydrogen to power conversion used in the
model (more hydrogen is used per unit power produced).

3.2.3 Fuel Cell Model Subsystem - Logic and Continuous

Models were built of the fuel cell based on logic from the University of South Wales
(USW) Baglan Hydrogen PEM fuel cell (Hydrogenics, 2007a); and the relationships
between the process variables and the outputs of the system based on a thesis Baumann
(2015)and paper by (Baumann and Boggasch, 2016).

3.2.3.1 The Fuel Cell Model Subsystem Logical Control

The logic in the model is based on the USW Baglan Hydrogen Centre PEM Fuel Cell
and shown in Fig. 3.13 and Fig. 3.14. The figures together give a representation of
the logic and timers in the control as implemented in the SimulinkTM model used to
represent a fuel cell sub-system to be controlled.

The fuel cell has a number of operating modes in its control logic. The modes are
only allowed to be set by the power being on or off shown as a manual input block,
Power On/Off in Fig. 3.13 and Fig. 3.14. There are 12 modes in the fuel cell control
of the USW Baglan Hydrogen Centre PEM Fuel Cell (Hydrogenics, 2007a), of which
only modes 0, 1, 2, 5, 8 and 9 are required to give a representative model of the fuel
cell for this thesis6. They are given in Table 3.5.

Table 3.5: Logic Modes in the Fuel Cell Subsystem
Mode Name Description

0 Initialise On power up the fuel cell internal controller starts and moves to
Start Mode

1 Start Mode The fuel cell is awaiting manual input from the user to set the
required Mode

2 Standby Mode After the fuel cell receives a Standby Mode command it is checked
for errors and out of range signals. If all is well it enters Standby
Mode.

5 Run Mode -
Closed Loop

The fuel cell runs in this mode (with internal mode 11: Run Mode
- Closed Loop for load reference changes)

8 Fault State The fuel cell goes to fault for various error or signals out of range
9 Run Mode -

Blower Start Up
The fuel cell air blower starts

6Modes 3, 4, 6, 7, and 10 to 12 are internal checks for the fuel cell and do not affect the start up
times taken as the logic starts the fuel cell. As an additional input a separate manual input block
indicates that the manual emergency stop will not allow the fuel cell in to Standby mode (this signal
is normally on so on a power or emergency stop fail it acts safely by not allowing the fuel cell to run).
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The model uses the operator selected fuel cell mode (in a manual input block) to
set the required level of operation of the fuel cell by comparison with each possible
fuel cell mode. To start the fuel cell model Power On/Off must be On, and a Mode of
Run Mode - Closed Loop (Mode 5) is set. When the fuel cell is powered down it takes
around 20 seconds to start up and get to Run Mode in Closed Loop Control (Mode 5).
If it is already powered the manufacturer claims it can respond over full scale in around
4 seconds. The fuel cell subsystem is assumed to sit powered in the model requiring a
signal to tell it to respond.

Fig. 3.13 shows the logic for fuel cell sub-system model. The coloured sections
contain the flow diagram parts as explained for Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.12. In addition,
the off page connector arrows (in this case in green, red and in blue with labels A, B,
C and D) depict information flowing on to the next logic diagram.
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Figure 3.13: Fuel Cell Logic Flow Chart 1
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Figure 3.14: Fuel Cell Flow Chart 2

3.2.3.2 The Fuel Cell Model Subsystem Continuous Model

The fuel cell model subsystem continuous model is a simplified version of the model
developed by Baumann that takes different current values to calculate the power usage
(Figure 4-14, Baumann, 2015, p 71). The model uses data from experiment in Baumann
(Figure 4-16, 2015, p 73) that has a settling time of five seconds for a step change. The
sub-system uses Baumann (2015) internal model and is scaled to match the model in
the controller as in Eq.(3.42).

This is configured as first order discrete transfer function that is equivalent to the
response of the state space model for the fuel cell response used in the MLD-MPC-SC.
The transfer function in Eq.(3.63) has a response that matches the response time
of around five seconds used in the Hydrogenics fuel cell, but the magnitude of the
response is within the sub-system model developed from (Figure 4-14, Baumann, 2015,
p 71) so the gain values differ. In Eq.(3.63) U(z) is the reference for the continuous
power demand as ufc (from the MLD-MPC-SC optimisation, in MW) scaled to current
(Amps) for the input into the Baumann based continuous model and Y (z) is the output
from the Baumann based model as 0 - 100% of range scaled to Power produced (MW).

Y (z)
U(z) = 0.5507

z − 0.4493 (3.63)

The model takes in power as a reference and tracks that. The hydrogen used is
calculated external to this model using the power used in the fuel cell in this sub-system
model.

The fuel cell size is based on the size of the fuel cell used by Baumann and scaled
up by multipliers to use hydrogen from storage for a full sized TLPG-HSS.

The model produces an output y a power value which is then converted back to a
hydrogen flow value using the conversions above and fed back into the Kalman Filter
external to the MLD-MPC-SC controller to give an estimated state to feedback into
the controller.
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3.2.3.3 The Fuel Cell Model Subsystem Continuous Control

The fuel cell model subsystem control is a SimulinkTM standard MPC block that
takes a reference of the continuous power demand as ufc (from the MLD-MPC-SC
optimisation, in MW) for its continuous control. The model within the fuel cell
subsystem MPC is a standard first order model as a representative system. The
standard MPC block includes a switch that will use an external signal to enable or
disable its optimisation.

The SimulinkTMMPC block optimisation enable-disable switch for the fuel cell
subsystem MPC is switched to start or stop by the logic from the MLD-MPC-SC
as given by Eq. (3.4) that sets discrete input F̊C. When the fuel cell is requested
to run by the MLD-MPC-SC, the fuel cell subsystem logic in Section 3.2.3.1 goes
through its steps and fuel cell subsystem MPC optimisation is activated to provide
continuous control inputs to the subsystem model representing the fuel cell. When the
MLD-MPC-SC as given by Eq. (3.4) discrete input F̊C requests the fuel cell to stop,
the continuous control input from the fuel cell subsystem MPC is set to zero and the
optimisation in the fuel cell Subsystem MPC block is not carried out.

3.3 Tidal Lagoon Power meets the Demand Pattern

When the tidal lagoon is generating power the demand pattern is met direct from that
generation. The response of the control to meet the power demand from the tidal
generation in the MLD-MPC-SC is a model developed by the same method as the
state space fuel cell model in the MLD-MPC-SC as in Section 3.2.2. The tidal lagoon
power used to supply the demand pattern is modelled with a 2% settling time of 6
seconds to give the state space model within the MLD-MPC-SC. Rectifiers to convert
alternating current to direct current can control considerably faster than the gross
demand requirement when the tidal lagoon power is available to meet the gross demand
(including the electrolyser system). The system is effectively limited by the response of
the fuel cell system, so the settling time was set to match that system with an allowance
for the rectifier of one second settling time. This enables a smooth change-over from
the fuel cell to the tidal lagoon power supplying the gross demand pattern. It provides
a reference that that the electrical systems to supply the electrolyser and demand
pattern will be able to follow.

The sub-system model representing the tidal lagoon power used to supply the
demand pattern is the same as the model in the MLD-MPC-SC.
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3.3.1 Tidal Power Control - Logic

The logic value, ˚Lcond is used to swap between fuel cell provision of the demand pattern
and tidal lagoon power provision of the demand pattern. The detail of how ˚Lcond is
generated is given in Section 3.2.2.3.

3.3.2 Tidal Power Control - Continuous First Principles Re-
sponse

This model gives the tidal power used to supply the demand pattern dynamic response.
Although the tidal lagoon power generation is meeting a power demand; the state space
model includes the conversion to hydrogen so that the hydrogen inventory based system
is consistent, i.e. all the outputs generated in the MLD-MPC-SC for the electrolyser,
fuel cell and tidal lagoon power generation and from the subsystems are in terms of
hydrogen flows. This enables the demand pattern control to swap over from the tidal
lagoon power generation to the fuel cell, and vice versa, with a smoother action than
if tidal lagoon power state space model were in terms of power and the fuel cell state
space model were in terms of hydrogen.

The result of this is that the method used to give the magnitude and dynamic
response of the tidal lagoon power generation to a demand uses the method in Section
3.2.2 for the fuel cell. The 2% settling time was set at 6 seconds. The result is the
discrete state space model for the system as in Eq.(3.64):

x(k + 1) = 0.5134x(k) + u(k)
y(k) = 29.2242x(k)

(3.64)

The response of this system, working from the continuous transfer function through
the discrete transfer function to the discrete state space model is shown in Fig. 3.15.
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Figure 3.15: Tidal Power Step Response
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As with the fuel cell the discrete state ˚Lcond is then used to select which continuous
state space variable is used for the tidally generated power supply to the demand and
its integral control. The state space model, xl(t+1) is calculated as shown in Eq.(3.65)
if the tidal lagoon generated power is available, but is set to zero if the tidal lagoon
power is not available. The auxiliary variable, zl(t) = ˚Lcond(t)xl(t) is used in Eq.(3.66)
to allow xl(t+ 1) to be determined.

xl(t+ 1) = zl(t) (3.65)

zl(t) =

Alxl(t) +Blul(t) if ˚Lcond(t) = 1

0 if ˚Lcond(t) = 0
(3.66)

In the opposite case to the fuel cell the state space model, xl(t+ 1) is calculated as
shown in Eq.(3.66) if the tidal lagoon generated power is available, but is set to zero
if the tidal lagoon power is not available; so, ensuring tidal power provides the gross
demand PD_gross in preference to the fuel cell when available. The values Al, and Bl

take the values from Eq.3.64.
xl_int(t+1) the integral error term given in Eq.3.67 allows the tidal lagoon power to

track the demand more accurately and is generated when a state for the tidal lagoon
generation is calculated as in Eq.3.65. xl_int(t + 1) uses the integral control via its
auxiliary variable zfc_int(t) = ˚Lcondxfc_int(t) to eliminate tracking errors as given by
Eq.(3.68).

xl_int(t+ 1) = zl_int(t) (3.67)

zl_int(t) =

xl_int(t) + Ts(PD_gross_h2 − Clxl(t)) if ˚Lcond(t) = 1

0 if ˚Lcond(t) = 0
(3.68)

Mirroring the fuel cell case, the state value xl_int(t+1) is the integral of the demand
pattern reference (as hydrogen), PD_gross_h2 minus the power supplied from the tidal
lagoon generated power (as hydrogen), Clxl(t). xl_int(t + 1) is then set equal to
the auxiliary variable zl_int(t) in the CONTINUOUS section of the MLD-MPC-SC
configuration as Eq.(3.68).

3.3.3 Tidal Power to Demand Pattern Model Subsystem

A simple state space model matching the model in the MLD-MPC-SC is configured in
the subsystem representing the response of tidal lagoon power generation required to
satisfy the gross power demand, PD_gross. The model subsystem takes the optimised
input, ul and givesoutput feedback into the Kalman Filter external to the MLD-MPC-
SC controller to give an estimated state to feedback into the controller.

There is no specific logic associated with this model subsystem as the input only
sets a value above zero when it has been selected as the power source to meet the gross
power demand from the already running tidal lagoon turbine system.
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3.4 Combined Demand Pattern Control

There are four types of control to meet PD_gross the gross demand pattern. From the
fuel cell alone, from the tidal lagoon generated power alone, on changeover from the
fuel cell to the tidal lagoon generated power when the tidal lagoon begins to generate,
and the opposite of that as the tidal lagoon generation drops off. The control from
the fuel cell or tidal lagoon generated power alone has been described previously. The
control as described in this Section deals with the changeover of the power supply.

As discussed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 the fuel cell and tidal lagoon power work to
meet the gross demand pattern which includes running the auxiliary power systems of
the electrolyser as well as the external power demand. As an example, Fig. 3.16 shows
over slightly more than four tides the external demand pattern as variable demand;
the electrolyser auxiliary power variable; and the combined pattern as PD_gross the
Gross Demand Pattern. The Demand Value Met shows that either the fuel cell or tidal
lagoon power meet the demand and the logic shows which is meeting that demand.

˚FCcond shows when the fuel cell is being told to run or stop, and ˚Lcond shows when the
demand reference is being met by the fuel cell or the tidal lagoon power generation.

Figure 3.16: Demand Pattern Four Tides Ebb and Flow Generation

The timing of the changeover from fuel cell supply to tidal lagoon power supply to
the gross demand pattern, and conversely changeover from tidal lagoon supply to fuel
cell supply is shown more clearly for the single tidal pattern shown as labelled in Fig.
3.17. It reveals an important detail of the model as controlled from the logic in the
MLD-MPC-SC detailed Section 3.2.1. As the tidal lagoon power rises with the fuel
cell still running indicated by ˚FCcond as a one, the tidal power reaches a level where it
can support the gross demand pattern, PD_gross so ˚Lcond as described in Section 3.4.1
changes from one to zero and the changeover of power supply occurs; following which
the fuel cell switches off as ˚FCcond goes to a zero. The fuel cell remains off until the
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end of the tidal lagoon generation pattern when ˚FCcond changes to a one using the
logic in Eq.(3.3) and Eq.(3.4). At this point the fuel cell starts, but it only takes over
supplying the gross demand pattern, PD_gross when ˚Lcond changes from one to zero as
the tidal power falls below the demand.

At first sight this may not seem an important control logic beyond allowing gross
demand pattern, PD_gross to be met at all times. However, in addition, this logic is
totally independent of the electrolyser start-stop logic hence it is possible for the fuel
cell and electrolyser to run at the same time. This is important as it allows the fuel cell
to provide start up or shut down power for the electrolyser when required - negating
the need for other external power sources for that purpose.

Figure 3.17: Demand Pattern One Tide Ebb and Flow Generation

3.4.1 Supervisory Combined Demand Control - Logic

This logic for the combined demand control to allow the smooth transition of the power
supply to the gross demand pattern, PD_gross from either the fuel cell or from the tidal
lagoon power generation is a direct result the interaction in the MLD-MPC-SC between
the fuel cell logic control as summarised in Section 3.2.1.1 and the choice between the
use of the fuel cell power or the tidal lagoon generated power as detailed in Section
3.2.2.3. They act together to allow the gross demand pattern to be met from the either
power source. The transition of the continuous supply from fuel cell to tidal lagoon
power or vice versa is described in the next section.

3.4.2 Supervisory Combined Demand Control - Continuous

Once the logic is optimised by the MLD-MPC-SC the power supply from the fuel cell
or the tidal lagoon power generation are combined to meet the gross demand pattern,
PD_gross at all times. To include a smooth changeover period between the two supplies
a combined state the demand pattern balance PD_bal_h2 is introduced.
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The fuel cell continuous control is as described in Section 3.2.2.4 and the tidal
lagoon power control to meet the demand is given in Section 3.3.2. They interact in
order for the gross demand pattern PD_gross to be met by the demand pattern balance
(as hydrogen equivalent), PD_bal_h2 that is defined as in Eq.(3.69):

PD_bal_h2 = PD_gross_h2 − Cfcxfc − Clxl (3.69)

where PD_gross_h2 is the demand pattern reference (as hydrogen); and Cfc, Cl7 are given
as 33.0733 and 29.2242 respectively from Eq.(3.55) and Eq.(3.64). This means that as
the tidal lagoon power generation rises and can meet the gross demand pattern, the
switching using ˚Lcond causes xfc for the fuel cell to drop to zero and xl takes up the
control via PD_bal_h2. The opposite occurs when the tidal lagoon power generation
cannot meet the gross power demand.

In the case of PD_bal_h2 an integral state as given in Eq.(3.70) ensures that the gross
demand is met as closely as possible when the change between the two power supplies
is taking place as shown in Eq. Eq.(3.70). The value PD_balh2_int is the integral of
the gross power demand pattern balance reference (as hydrogen) PD_balh2_ref minus
the power supplied from the fuel cell (as hydrogen) Cfcxfc, and the power supplied
by the tidal lagoon generation (as hydrogen) Clxl. The minimisation of the integral
error PD_balh2_int ensures the power supply tracks the gross demand pattern, PD_gross

closely at all times including changeover of the fuel cell and tidal power generation.

PD_balh2_int(t+ 1) = PD_balh2_int(t) + Ts× (PD_balh2_ref − Cfcxfc(t)− Clxl(t))
(3.70)

The gross power demand pattern balance reference (as hydrogen) PD_balh2_ref is set
at zero so that the error between the gross power demand and the power supply set to
meet that demand is minimised even when the changeover from fuel cell to tidal lagoon
power or vice versa is occurring. This occurs because PD_bal_h2 given in Eq.(3.69) and
PD_balh2_int given in Eq.(3.70) are both continuous states which allows a smooth change
from fuel cell to tidal lagoon power supply (either way) despite the fact that they have
to start-stop using auxiliary variables.

In order to assist in meeting the gross demand pattern PD_gross there are some
continuous constraints in the MUST section of the configuration. The first, given
in Eq.(3.71) limits the fuel cell to less or equal to the demand pattern reference as
hydrogen rate (multiplied by the conversion factor back to power). The second does
the same for the tidal generation power equivalent hydrogen rate as in Eq.(3.72), and
also limits that to less or equal to the tidal power available using Eq.(3.73). The final
constraint limits the sum of the fuel cell and tidal lagoon power to less or equal to the
demand pattern reference as hydrogen rate (multiplied by the conversion factor back
to power) as given in Eq.(3.74). The latter is required to assist the changeover of the

7Within Eq.(3.69) Cfcxfc and Clxl are used rather than yfc and yl respectively because the MLD-
MPC-SC configuration requires that format
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fuel cell and tidal lagoon power.

ufc ≤ PD_gross_h2 × (1/60.0600) (3.71)
ul ≤ PD_gross_h2 × (1/60.0600) (3.72)
ul ≤ Pl (3.73)

and:
ufc + ul ≤ PD_gross_h2 × (1/60.0600) (3.74)

The state space control for the fuel cell and tidal pattern as developed in this chapter
are based on a hydrogen inventory. The hydrogen used by the fuel cell to produce the
power required to meet the gross demand pattern is defined such that the input is the
power and the output is the hydrogen used. This is mirrored for the power used from
the tidal lagoon to meet the gross demand when it is running. As a result, as shown
in Fig. 3.18 the response of the system is in rate of hydrogen use by the fuel cell or
its equivalent tidal power converted to hydrogen rate, so the demand pattern balance,
PD_bal_h2 is a hydrogen balance. As would be expected the demand pattern balance
PD_bal_h2 is controlling towards zero to ensure the gross demand pattern is met.

Figure 3.18: Demand Pattern As Hydrogen Use One Tide Ebb and Flow Generation

3.4.3 Change-over of supply: Fuel Cell or Tidal Power

The MLD-MPC-SC has logic within it giving non-linear actions caused by the states
controlling the fuel cell ˚FCcond and the changeover of the power supply ˚Lcond. By using
the auxiliary variables zfc and zl based on ˚Lcond and introducing the demand pattern
balance state PD_bal_h2, the smooth changeover of power supply after the optimisation
ensures a power supply change has been achieved.
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The change from fuel cell to tidal power can be seen in Fig. 3.19. As the tidal
lagoon generated power rises ˚Lcond switches from zero to one at two seconds while the
fuel cell is still running as indicated by the value of one for ˚FCcond. The change in ˚Lcond
causes zfc to switch its state space model from being calculated to a zero value, and zl
to do the opposite as shown in Eq.(3.60) and Eq.(3.66) respectively. The resultant swap
of power supply based on the demand pattern balance, PD_bal_h2 as given by control
output from the subsystem models of the fuel cell and tidal power supply shows that
throughout the change the gross demand pattern PD_gross is met with a slight deviation
as indicated by the small variation of the demand pattern balance PD_bal_h2 from zero.
Once the change has occurred, at five seconds the fuel cell is sent a signal to switch off
as ˚FCcond is set to zero, and that is shown as completed at nine seconds well before
the return logic signal from the fuel cell subsystem (12 seconds) indicates the fuel cell
is shut down.
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Figure 3.19: Demand Pattern As Hydrogen Use - As the Fuel Cell Stops

Alternatively, the change from tidal power to fuel cell running shown in Fig. 3.20.
The fuel cell has already been told it can begin to run as indicated by ˚FCcond being set
to one. At five seconds ˚Lcond is set to zero, and sets in transition the swap to the fuel cell
power from the tidal lagoon generated power. Again, there is a slight deviation from
the gross demand pattern, PD_gross as indicated when zl switches its state space model
from being calculated to a zero value, and zfc takes over the control. The deviation of
the supply power is reduced because of the use of the auxiliary variables zfc (Eq.(3.60))
and zl (Eq.(3.66)). The auxiliary variables smooth the changeover from the fuel cell to
the tidal lagoon power state space model and vice versa by working with the demand
pattern balance PD_bal_h2 (Eq.(3.69)); using the output of those state space models to
track the gross demand pattern as the supply is swapped. In this case the fuel cell is
running well before the changeover is started and the changeover from tidal generated
power starts at five seconds and is complete 10 seconds later.
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Figure 3.20: Demand Pattern As Hydrogen Use - As the Fuel Cell Starts

The timing of the continuous changeover when the fuel cell is starting depends
on the fuel cell starting early enough to be available to changeover. Three cases of
switching were examined. For a small tide, medium tide and large tide, based on the
size of the maximum tidal power generation in each case. These cases were used to set
the values of 1.20 and 1.19 in α and γ in Table 3.1.

As can be seen the small tide in Fig. 3.21 takes 117 seconds (24 to 141) from the
fuel cell be sent start signal ˚FCcond (red dashed logic line) to the change-over when

˚Lcond (magenta solid line) changes and the continuous control stops. From Fig. 3.22
the time is 67 seconds (18 to 85), and from Fig. 3.23 the time is 42 seconds (26 to 68).
All these times are greater than the 26 seconds for start up of a PEM fuel cell given
by Tang et al. (2010, Fig. 3).
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Figure 3.21: Fuel Cell Start Prior to Changeover of Power - 88 MW Maximum
Generation
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Figure 3.22: Fuel Cell Start Prior to Changeover Of Power - 254 MW Maximum
Generation
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Figure 3.23: Fuel Cell Start Prior to Changeover Of Power - 289 MW Maximum
Generation

3.4.4 Other Model Subsystems used by the Demand Pattern
Control

In the use of the Hybrid toolbox (Bemporad, 2004) the MLD MPC Hybrid controllers
require feedback of each of the states used within the controller except in very specific
circumstances. The examples given with the toolbox use the inbuilt Hybrid MLD
block which has a model within it that mirrors the model in the Hybrid control block
to give the states x (and if required the switches δ, the outputs y, and the auxiliary
variables z). However, for real world systems some of those states and outputs will
be measured values that can be fed back into the system, so the MLD block will not
be required for those specific states, and the other unmeasured states may still need
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external calculation to mirror the MLD MPC Hybrid controller. In the case of this
model some measured states are given by the model subsystems and the states requiring
calculation in place of the Hybrid MLD block are carried out using other SimulinkTM

functions.
The switches and states fall into three broad categories related to the MLD-MPC-SC

controller:

1. dependent on states that are read into the controller from totally external sources
and are not modelled directly within the controller.

2. states are not required to be fed back into the MLD-MPC-SC controller because
they are only dependent on fixed values defined within the controller definition.
Examples of this are switches and logic states that depend only on fixed values
for their conditions and those values are defined within the controller when it is
configured; or continuous values that are based on values calculated completely
within the controller based on the type of switches and logic states defined within
the controller when it is configured. These include the MUST conditions that
act directly on any state or input they are defined for. There is no physical way
of feeding an equivalent external SimulinkTM functions back into the controller.
The controller just includes them as internal constraints on the system.

3. dependent on states that are read into the controller as an external calculation
and mirrored in the controller, such as states for linear state space models, integral
calculations and logic states that would all occur in the Hybrid MLD block as
the external states if it was being used. These include states from the Model
Subsystems in this thesis.

All these states are dependent on the starting state condition for the model. There is
a need to set initial state start conditions in the external SimulinkTM functions when
they are being used (to mirror the list as defined for the single Hybrid MLD block used
in the Hybrid toolbox (Bemporad, 2004) examples). The model needs to understand
its start conditions and can fail on this technicality as it compiles to run if the initial
states do not form a coherent set of conditions and values.

3.4.4.1 States from Sources External to the MLD-MPC-SC

States read into the controller from totally external sources and used in this chapter are
the tidal lagoon power generation Pl, and the gross demand pattern PD_gross. These
external states are being read into the controller to allow the logic for switches and
states to be defined and continuous model selections to occur correctly.

3.4.4.2 States Configured Only in the MLD-MPC-SC

Within this chapter there are no examples of states or switches configured only in
the MLD-MPC-SC controller. The MUST conditions that fall under this category are
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given at the end of Section 3.4.2 which gives the constraints on the inputs to the fuel
cell ufc, and power to supply the demand pattern to the tidal lagoon power ul.

3.4.4.3 States from Subsystems or Other External Proxys for MLD-MPC-
SC Configuration

The states calculated in other SimulinkTM functions for this chapter, required to replace
the MLD Block configuration that would be ‘mirrors’ of the MLD-MPC-SC controller
configuration in a ‘standard’ MLD MPC example; whose configuration file is given in
the Appendix 6.4:

1. The logic for ˚Lcond , ˚Lunset , L̊set , ˚FCcond , ˚FCunset , ˚FCset , and their various
associated switches.

2. The continuous variables:

(a) those Subsystems that feedback information to the controller. In this case
they are the Fuel Cell Subsystem and the Tidal Lagoon Power Demand
Pattern Response Subsystem. The former is described in Section 3.2.3 and
the latter is in Section 3.3.1.

(b) those state space variables in the model xfc and xl within the MLD-MPC-SC
controller are mirrored externally with the Kalman Filter block with the A,
B, C, and D values set to match those in the model. The Kalman Filter
block works as developed in Section 2.4.1. The Kalman Filter block receives
the associated input u for that state space model from the MLD-MPC-SC
controller and the output y from the model subsystem configured within the
model. In the case of xfc this is as described in Section 3.2.2.4, and in the
case of xl is given in Section 3.3.2.

(c) the integral of some states to represent the equivalent integral time for
the MPC on xfc_int, xl_int, and PD_balh2_int are carried out using discrete
integrator blocks.

3.4.5 Switch Settings for the Demand Pattern Control

The demand pattern control contains various values that set the switches for the aux-
iliary variables and the logical control within the MLD-MPC-SC controller. However,
in the case of the demand pattern the switch settings are all common and so are listed
in Table 3.6.
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Table 3.6: Demand Pattern Switch Settings for Auxiliary Variables and Logic
Switch Label Used

in
State

Value
(Units)

Used for
Auxiliary
Variable
("/$)

Used
for

Logic
("/$)

Used
for

Boolean
Inputs
("/$)

˚sFC
˚FCset 1.20

(None)
" $ "

˚sFCunset ˚FCunset 1.19
(None)

" $ "

sP̊l_set set by Pl_rising
(Set to detect tidal

power available)
L̊set 0 (MW) " " $

eltotal_size
(This is total

electrolyser system
size)

None Depends
on

controller
(MW)

" " $

elnumber
(This is the number of

electrolysers in the
system)

None 5 (None) " " $

elmin
(Minimum
electrolyser
turn-down)

None 0.3 (None) " " $

3.5 Results: Cases Considered for Demand Pat-
terns

The cases considered for the demand patterns show that throughout a time period
the demand pattern can be met by the MLD-MPC-SC controller as discussed in this
chapter. All graphs in this section have the same data presented against two y axes:

1. Left hand y axis. Plotted against this axis are continuous variables as Power
(MW). They are the ‘Demand Value Met’ a measure of the difference between the
gross demand pattern as ‘PD_gross Gross Demand Pattern’; which is a sum of the
‘PD_base Base Demand Pattern’ (an external demand pattern to be supported),
and the ‘PD_aux Electrolyser Auxiliary Demand’ (the power required to support
the electrolyser and its compressor system that is not available to the electrolysers
cell stacks to make hydrogen)

2. Right hand y axis. Plotted against this axis are discrete variables as 0 or 1. They
are ‘ ˚Lcond Tidal or Fuel Cell’ which indicates that the supply of the demand
pattern can change from / to the tidal lagoon generated power or the fuel cell,
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and ‘ ˚FCcond Fuel Cell Stop/Start’ which indicates whether the fuel cell should
be started or stopped.

3.5.1 Base Case - Flat

The base case is a flat base demand pattern with any variability introduced by the
electrolyser auxiliary power demand when it is called up on to run. The control is
indicated in Fig.3.17 for a single tidal generation period, and the detail is given in
further figures in Section 3.4.

3.5.2 Continuous Cases

For each case shown in this section an indicative 30 day run with a focused 4 day graph
has been presented. In each case the base demand pattern PD_base is the data from
UK Gridwatch as shown in Fig. 3.5 Section 3.1.1.

3.5.2.1 Ebb Only Case

The ebb only tidal lagoon power generation case is illustrated by Fig. 3.24. The
gross demand pattern PD_gross is made up of the base demand pattern PD_base and the
electrolyser auxiliary demand power PD_aux.

Figure 3.24: Demand Pattern Met 30 Day Ebb Only Lagoon Power

Zooming in on a 4 period starting at day 16 in Fig. 3.24 (represented as 0 to 96
hours in Fig. 3.25) the detail can be seen - with 8 tidal generation periods indicating
that the tidal lagoon was generating only on ebb tides; and the Demand Value Met
meeting the gross demand pattern PD_gross whether the variation is due to the base
demand pattern PD_base, or that and a combination with the electrolyser auxiliary
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demand power, PD_aux. The demand is satisfied whether it is being met from the fuel
cell or the tidal lagoon power generation.

Figure 3.25: Demand Pattern Met 4 Day Ebb Only Lagoon Power

3.5.2.2 Ebb and Flow Case

The Ebb and Flow tidal lagoon power case is illustrated by Fig. 3.26. In this case
it shows the same control as in ebb only tidal lagoon power generation responses in
Section 3.5.2.1; but as can be seen when a 4 day period (Fig. 3.27) is examined there
are twice as many tidal lagoon generation periods which allow the electrolysers to run
and require electrolyser auxiliary demand power PD_aux.

Figure 3.26: Demand Pattern Met 30 Day Ebb and Flow Lagoon Power
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The same 4 day period starting at day 16 as in Fig. 3.24 but with ebb and flow
tidal lagoon power generation is examined in Fig. 3.27. Again, the demand is satisfied
whether it is being met from the fuel cell or the tidal lagoon power generation as
indicated by the Demand Value Met tracking the gross demand pattern, PD_gross.

Figure 3.27: Demand Pattern Met 4 Day Ebb and Flow Lagoon Power

3.5.2.3 Ebb and Flow Pumped Case

The ebb and flow pumped tidal lagoon power case is illustrated by Fig. 3.28. It
responds to the gross demand pattern PD_gross much the same as the previous two cases,
but after day 12 the electrolysers stopped running as illustrated by the electrolyser
auxiliary demand power PD_aux dropping to zero. This is because hydrogen storage
reached its high level switch and requested the electrolysers stay off until a set storage
level as described in Section 4.2.1.1.

The same 4 day period starting at day 16 as in Fig. 3.24 but with ebb and flow
pumped tidal lagoon power generation is examined in Fig. 3.29. Only one tidal lagoon
generation period requires electrolyser auxiliary demand power PD_aux power before it
drops to zero, and shows that the generation period is longer than in the ebb and flow
case without pumped assistance when filling the lagoon.
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Figure 3.28: Demand Pattern Met 30 Day Ebb and Flow Pumped Lagoon Power

Figure 3.29: Demand Pattern Met 4 Day Ebb and Flow Pumped Lagoon Power

3.5.3 Dispatchable Supply Pattern Case

The dispatchable supply capability allows the system to meet a spike in power demand
in a similar way to the Dinorwig Power Station as explained in Section 3.1.1. To meet
that demand spike, it can provide (i.e. dispatch) 500MW base demand pattern PD_base

for 5 hours with a start-up time (from zero to full load) of 60 seconds. The fact that
the fuel cell time to full load cannot meet the 12 second time claimed by the Dinorwig
Power Station is explained in Section 3.4.3, where the fuel cell system switching is set
to ensure its start time from standby is included in the control. The fact that the
fuel cell time to full load cannot meet the 12 second time claimed by the Dinorwig
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Power Station is explained in Section 3.4.3, where the fuel cell system switching is set
to ensure its start time from standby is included in the control.

The time required between dispatchable supply events is to allow for the hydrogen
storage to refill, and the cases illustrated are where the underlying base demand PD_base

is 0 MW to illustrate the system works for all tidal lagoon power generation patterns.
The resulting graphs for ebb only in Fig. 3.30 with the 4 day detail in Fig. 3.31, ebb
and flow in Fig. 3.32, and ebb and flow pumped shown in Fig. 3.33 are given.

In the ebb only case, Fig. 3.30 reveals that the gross demand pattern PD_gross

consists of the base demand pattern PD_base when, as an example, every 12 days (days
0, 12, 24) the demand rises to 500 MW. Between those dispatchable supply events
the gross demand pattern PD_gross consists of the electrolyser auxiliary demand power
PD_aux as the electrolysers run to replenish the hydrogen storage. Fig. 3.31 shows the
detail of that over just 4 days.

Figure 3.30: Dispatchable Supply Pattern Met 30 Day Ebb Only Lagoon Power
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Figure 3.31: Dispatchable Supply Pattern Met 4 Day Ebb Only Lagoon Power

In the 30 day cases for ebb and flow Fig. 3.32 and ebb and flow pumped Fig. 3.33
again the base demand pattern, PD_base rises from zero every 12 days (days 0, 12,
24) to 500 MW; and between those dispatchable supplies it consists of the electrolyser
auxiliary demand power, PD_aux as the electrolysers run to replenish the hydrogen
storage.

Figure 3.32: Dispatchable Supply Pattern Met 30 Day Ebb and Flow Lagoon Power
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Figure 3.33: Dispatchable Supply Pattern Met 30 Day Ebb and Flow Pumped Lagoon
Power

The patterns in ebb and flow shown in Fig. 3.32 and ebb and flow pumped in Fig.
3.33 are different from the ebb only case in two ways. They both have tidal power
available to make hydrogen at twice the frequency of the ebb only case; and in the ebb
and flow pumped case each tidal lagoon power generation period is longer as indicated
by the longer length of the electrolyser auxiliary demand power PD_aux peaks. This is
clarified by examining the electrolyser auxiliary demand power peaks in the 4 day ebb
and flow case Fig. 3.35 compared to the ebb and flow pumped case in Fig. 3.34.

Figure 3.34: Dispatchable Supply Pattern Met 4 Day Ebb and Flow Lagoon Power
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Figure 3.35: Dispatchable Supply Pattern Met 4 Day Ebb and Flow Pumped Lagoon
Power

3.5.4 Discussion of Results

The results show the gross demand pattern PD_gross of the system can be met by
either the fuel cell, the tidal lagoon generated power, or a combination of both as they
changeover when the tidal lagoon power generation starts or stops. As the change-over
occurs from fuel cell to tidal lagoon power generation or vice versa there is a small
deviation from demand pattern. This is for three seconds as shown in Fig. 3.19 as the
fuel cell stops and Fig. 3.20 as the fuel cell starts. These deviations can show as spikes
in the ‘Demand Value Met’ (the red line) on longer time-framed graphs as in Fig. 3.29.

In the Ebb and Flow Pumped case only occasionally the ‘Demand Value Met’ (the
red line) in Fig. 3.29 drops to zero. Fig. 3.36 ‘zooms in’ on the occurrence between
hours 42 and 45 in Fig. 3.29 during which the demand pattern supply changing from
the tidal demand pattern to the fuel cell. The fuel cell is instructed to switch on at
four seconds by ˚FCcond moving 0 to 1 as indicated by the red ellipse. At 27 seconds the
fuel cell responds to say it is running, as indicated by ˚FCfdk switching 0 to 1, shown in
the red ellipse, and begins to ramp up to meet the gross demand PD_gross. The issue
is that in this case the changeover from the tidal lagoon power starts between those
two events as indicated by ˚Lcond moving from 1 to 0 as indicated in the blue ellipse as
the condition in Eq.(3.57) is met. This occurs when ‘Tidal Power as H2’ falls below
the sum of ‘PD_gross + Electrolyser Min Turndown’ represented by the dark green and
dotted grey lines in Fig. 3.36. The tidal lagoon power switches off before the fuel
cell is completely started so the ‘Demand Value Met’ (the red line) in Fig. 3.29 drops
to zero. This unusual situation can be prevented from occurring by adjusting one or
more of the settings on conditions in Eq.(3.1), Eq.(3.2) and Eq.(3.57) slightly. There
are three options. Delaying the changeover from tidal lagoon power to fuel cell supply
by adjusting Eq.(3.57) to reduce its right hand side; or making the fuel cell switch
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on sooner by increasing the right hand side of Eq.(3.1) and Eq.(3.2). The advantage
of delaying the changeover using Eq..(3.57) is more tidal power is used to supply the
demand reducing hydrogen use in the fuel cell. The disadvantage is there may be a
failure to supply because the tidal power drops too low to supply all the demand. The
disadvantage of adjusting Eq.(3.1) and Eq.(3.2) as described is the fuel cell will use
more hydrogen, the advantage is there will be no failure to supply there has been in
this unusual case. Or a combination of adjustments on all three switches could be
made to balance the advantages and disadvantages.
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Figure 3.36: Demand Pattern Met - Occasional Ebb and Flow Pumped Case

3.6 Summary

The MLD-MPC-SC is configured as one supervisory controller with two fundamental
aims - control of a power supply to meet a demand pattern and control of the TLPG-
HSS to allow that demand pattern to be met irrespective of the state of the tidal lagoon
power generation. This chapter details the components that make up the various
demand patterns and the control of the supply to meet that demand pattern. It shows,
by example, how the fundamental MLD MPC control is configured to allow logic in
the form of discrete conditions / switches δ, and therefore auxiliary variables z, into
inequalities in such a way that they can be included in a combined continuous and
MLD system that can then be optimised as MPC.

This chapter then goes on to look in detail at the requirement of the MLD-MPC-SC
to meet the gross demand pattern PD_gross of the system. That power demand pattern
has as a base of either a continuous demand pattern alone, or a continuous demand
pattern with a dispatchable power supply element - to meet a sudden surge in power
requirement. Meeting the gross demand pattern is achieved using Boolean input F̊C
to start or stop the fuel cell based on the state of ˚FCcond, and continuous inputs ufc
as the fuel cell subsystem reference, or ul as the tidal power to demand fuel system
reference.
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The results show that apart from very specific case discussed in Section 3.5.4 in
each case the gross demand pattern PD_gross of the system can be met by either the
fuel cell, the tidal lagoon generated power or a combination of both as they changeover
when the tidal lagoon power generation starts or stops.
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Chapter 4

Supervisory Control of the
Electrolyser and Hydrogen Storage

4.1 Tidal Lagoon Power Generation Patterns

For electrical power generation patterns and amplitude from the Swansea tidal lagoon
real data is not available as the tidal lagoon has not yet been constructed; so, the
data is taken from modelling of that system by methods reported in Angeloudis and
Falconer (2017). Dr Angeloudis provided the 0-D data for ebb only; ebb and flow;
and ebb and flow pumped operating cases for the Swansea Bay Tidal Lagoon electrical
power generation.

The data is in the form of data files in 216 second (3.6 minute) intervals and
consists of 3 data files. There is one year of data for ebb only, ebb and flow, and ebb
and flow pumped operating cases for the tidal lagoon power generation of Swansea Bay
Tidal Lagoon. The data represented in the files is water level upstream of the turbine
and downstream of the turbine in metres; water head difference in metres; turbine
flow rate and sluice gate flow rate in cubic metres per second; mode of operation; an
integer value representing what step of the tidal lagoon power operation it is currently
in; electrical power generated in megawatts (MW); and cumulative energy in mega-
watt hours (MWh). The data was provided as a general data file and imported into
MatlabTM.

The model only uses the generated electrical power within the control system con-
figuration for the three input cases: ebb only; ebb and flow; and ebb and flow pumped
operation. That data is taken directly from the data provided by Dr. Athanasios
Angeloudis now at Imperial College London. In principle the tidal lagoon generation
pattern being used can be changed by the tidal lagoon operator at any time depending
on operational requirements.

Fig. 4.1 shows the power generation pattern for each case over a 24 hour period
chosen at random from the one year data set in the cases of ebb only generation, ebb
and flow generation and ebb and flow pumped generation.
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Figure 4.1: Tidal Lagoon Electrical Power Generation Operating Patterns

4.2 Electrolyser Control

The electrolyser system consists of five electrolysers operated to form one electrolyser
system to allow testing of combined control for optimisation. The initial total elec-
trolyser system size was one that is capable of using all the power available from the
tidal lagoon system. Following that the electrolyser system size was varied to allow
comparison of system sizes. The choice of five electrolysers was so that the system
presented is a reasonable representation of a real system given size constraints on
electrolysers that are increasing in size with companies claiming development units
of between 10 MW and 100 MW (AsahiKaseiCorporation, 2021; NelHydrogen, 2017,
2019).

An electrolyser can only run when tidal lagoon is generating power, and for this
thesis the assumption is made that the tidal lagoon operating company want to generate
the maximum power they can at all times within the generating mode they have
chosen. That means that the combined TLPG-HSS controller the MLD-MPC-SC will
not modulate the tidal lagoon turbine generation itself as part of the control - it will
take the generated power as given by the Dr Angeloudis data for each generation mode
and work with those generation patterns.

The base MLD-MPC-SC controls the hydrogen storage level. The descriptions given
in this section detail the control for the electrolysers configured within the MLD-MPC-
SC, based on a combination of logical and continuous control optimised to balance the
hydrogen with the demand pattern discussed in Chapter 3.

The MLD-MPC-SC provides start-stop logic and continuous references for each
electrolyser in the subsystem models of electrolysers. Like the sub-system models the
MLD-MPC-SC has logic and continuous variables.
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4.2.1 Supervisory Control - Electrolyser Logic

The MLD-MPC-SC configuration is used to set out the logic for managing the elec-
trolyser control and is carried out as explained in the detail of Chapter 3.

4.2.1.1 Base Electrolyser Logic Control - The Availability of Tidal Lagoon
Power

The logic for the electrolysers to run is based on the switch represented by Boolean
state ˚ELcond given in Eq.(4.4). ˚ELcond is in the form of a latched signal based on
the tidal lagoon power available to run the electrolysers using Boolean states ˚ELunset

and ˚ELsetas given in Eq.(4.3) and Eq.(4.1) along with the high hydrogen level as in
Eq.(4.2). The method for the conversion of logic to inequalities so that logic can be
included in the MLD-MPC-SC is detailed in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.1.

Fig. 4.2 shows the logic for the start of the first electrolyser to run once the tidal
lagoon power is available. The sections of the diagram explained are as in Chapter
3. As a reminder in the ‘AD - Analogue to Discrete’ inputs are evaluated against the
condition in the diamond. The condition goes forward into the ‘Automata - the Logic’
green background section as either a one for condition met, or zero for condition not
met. Action from logic goes forward to the ‘DA - Continuous from Automata’ section
or the ‘ MUST - Constraints’ section. The arrows (in this case in red and labelled A)
depict information flowing on to the next logic diagram.

AD - Analogue to Discrete

 

Automata - The Logic

Or

And
Not   

And

Or

Not   

A

DA - Continuous from Automata MUST - Constraints

Figure 4.2: Control of the Electrolysers: Base Logic and First Electrolyser

˚ELstatus is an external signal mirroring a real single that would exist from the
electrolyser telling the controller that the electrolyser is available to run by giving its
status, then ˚ELset is set.

˚ELset = ˚ELstatus (4.1)
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Similarly, ˚sELunset compares the grid power to the value Pl_falling (MW) as in
Eq.(4.2). As Pl_falling is set to 1.0 MW the switch looks at the condition that there is
no power available to go to grid. As a result, the power required to run the electrolysers
is down to its minimum which switches the electrolysers off under normal conditions
as there is no power available for the cell stacks.

[ ˚sELunset = 1] ↔ xg ≤ Pl_falling (4.2)

The value of ˚ELunset, the unlatch state is given by the high hydrogen storage
condition to switch the electrolysers off in the case of high hydrogen storage (an
abnormal condition) as given by Eq.(4.3).

˚ELunset = ˚H2_cond (4.3)

The result of values set in Eq.(4.1) to Eq.(4.3) then sets ˚ELcond as in Eq.(4.4). In
this case the latching is not ‘standard’ in that ˚ELcond does not appear in the ˚ELset ∨

˚sELunset to latch itself which would be the ‘norm’. This is because the configuration
is set up to take account of dropping tidal power switching off the system as ˚sELunset

normally, or high hydrogen storage acting to switch the electrolyser system off as
∼ ˚ELunset. This works because the value for ˚ELstatusis set to zero out after a time
period.

˚ELcond = ( ˚ELset ∨ ˚sELunset)∧ ∼ ˚ELunset (4.4)

As discussed above and shown in Eq.(4.3) there is another logic value used in the
electrolyser control for ˚ELcond, the value ˚H2_cond (given in Eq.(4.7)). ˚H2_cond is the
state of the hydrogen storage high level signal used in the electrolyser control when
the hydrogen storage value goes above a set value (in kilograms). The set and reset of

˚H2_cond are given by a pair of switches.
s̊H2_set given in Eq.(4.5) compares the hydrogen storage content at the time the

equation is evaluated H2_lvl (in kg) to a set value H2_hi. If the hydrogen storage is
greater (or equal) that value then ˚H2_set is set to a one to ensure that the hydrogen
storage content never reaches maximum storage capacity for safety reasons.

[
s̊H2_set = 1

]
↔ H2_lvl ≥ H2_hi

˚H2_set = s̊H2_set (4.5)

Similarly, s̊H2_unset compares the hydrogen storage content to a set value as in
Eq.(4.6). H2_max is the maximum hydrogen storage capacity and H2_rst is a factor in
the controller configuration to ensure that the hydrogen storage level falls to a set level
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following a high level switch action.

[
s̊H2_unset = 1

]
↔ H2_rst ×H2_max

˚H2_unset = s̊H2_unset (4.6)

The states ˚H2_unset and ˚H2_set are combined to give ˚H2_cond as

˚H2_cond = ( ˚H2_set ∨ ˚H2_cond)∧ ∼ ˚H2_unset (4.7)

4.2.1.2 Electrolyser 1 Logic Control

The first electrolyser to run is able to start at a time preceding each tidal lagoon power
generation event dependent on its reported status. In a real system this would be
reported to the MLD-MPC-SC from each electrolyser. This is mirrored in the model
by a set of status flags and for this study is set at 61 seconds to match the fastest start
time of the Baglan Hydrogenics electrolyser on standby. In ˚ELcond the value ˚ELstatus

gives that status. For the first electrolyser ˚ELcond is required to start it; along with the
tidal power generation being above the value of the base demand pattern in summation
with the minimum turn down cell stack power of an electrolyser.

To stop the first electrolyser ˚ELcond is dropped out by one of two conditions. The
first condition ˚sELunset ensures the electrolyser switches off when the tidal lagoon
generated power is not large enough to support the sum of the gross demand pattern
plus the cell stack power by examining any excess power being exported to thepower
grid. The second condition ensures the electrolyser switches off in the event of a high
hydrogen storage level ˚H2_cond. In addition, the first condition ensures the electrolysers
do not run on really low tidal range difference (Neap tides) that generate little electrical
power from the tidal lagoon turbines. This action is carried out in the MUST section
of the MLD-MPC-SC configuration.

˚ELcond → E̊L1 (4.8)

The input to the electrolyser sub-system is set to start as E̊L1 and is switched off
by the MLD-MPC action when any of the conditions in ˚sELunset or ˚H2_cond allow the
optimisation to carry that action out as explained in Chapter 3 Section 3.2.1.4. This
is summarised in Fig. 4.2.

In addition, because the condition ˚ELcond looks at the availability of tidal lagoon
power for any electrolysers to be able to run, it is included in the MUST section of the
MLD-MPC-SC configuration for each of the electrolysers.

4.2.1.3 Electrolysers Subsequent to Electrolyser One Logic Control

The second and subsequent electrolysers to run have to allow the tidally generated
power to reach a level at which they have enough power supply before they can start.
The condition is that the base demand pattern is met plus that there is enough power
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for the previous electrolyser(s) to run at full power, and for the next to start to be able
to take power for minimum turn-down.

The settings to allow the electrolysers to use power to start take the form in the
MLD-MPC-SC as shown in Eq.(4.9) to Eq.(4.12) in which elsize is the total electrolyser
size in the system (MW), and elnumber is the number of electrolysers that make up that
total size.

s̊EL2_next = Pl ≥ PD_base + (1 + ELallow)× (elsize/elnumber) (4.9)
s̊EL3_next = Pl ≥ PD_base + (2 + ELallow)× (elsize/elnumber) (4.10)
s̊EL4_next = Pl ≥ PD_base + (3 + ELallow)× (elsize/elnumber) (4.11)
s̊EL5_next = Pl ≥ PD_base + (4 + ELallow)× (elsize/elnumber) (4.12)

The general form of Eq.(4.9) to Eq.(4.12) defines that the switch s̊ELX_next is
set when the tidal lagoon generated power Pl is greater than the base power de-
mand pattern subtracted PD_base; plus number of currently running electrolysers as
([X − 1] × (elsize/elnumber); plus the minimum amount of power required for the next
electrolyser [X]× ELallow× (elsize/elnumber); where X is the electrolyser being started
and X − 1 is the previous electrolyser started. The value ELallow set at 0.95 ensures
the previous electrolyser is running at a high output before allowing the next to start.
(elsize/elnumber) is the size of one electrolyser.

In addition, the MLD-MPC-SC examines the hydrogen storage level in kilograms
and determines whether to allow a particular electrolyser to be sent a signal to start.
There are four level settings of the same form of Eq.(4.13) to Eq.(4.16) in which the
hydrogen storage level H2_lvl is compared to a set level as a fraction of the maximum
hydrogen storage allowed and sets a switch.

s̊H2_lv1 = H2_lvl ≥ H2_f1 ×H2_max (4.13)
s̊H2_lv2 = H2_lvl ≥ H2_f2 ×H2_max (4.14)
s̊H2_lv3 = H2_lvl ≥ H2_f3 ×H2_max (4.15)
s̊H2_lv4 = H2_lvl ≥ H2_f4 ×H2_max (4.16)

where the values H2_f1 to H2_f4 are factors set in the MLD-MPC-SC design to manage
the hydrogen storage level, and H2_max is the hydrogen storage size.

The combination of tidal lagoon power being available to run at least one electrol-
yser as ˚ELcond (Eq.(4.4)); the next electrolyser being allowed to start as decided by the
availability of enough tidal lagoon power (Eq.(4.9) to Eq.(4.12)), and the requirement
to run that electrolyser because falling hydrogen storage level demands it (Eq.(4.13)
to Eq.(4.16)) converts into the input to start each electrolyser as in Eq. (4.17) to
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Eq.(4.20).

˚ELcond ∧ s̊EL2_next∧ ∼ s̊H2_lv4 → E̊L2 (4.17)
˚ELcond ∧ s̊EL3_next∧ ∼ s̊H2_lv3 → E̊L3 (4.18)
˚ELcond ∧ s̊EL4_next∧ ∼ s̊H2_lv2 → E̊L4 (4.19)
˚ELcond ∧ s̊EL5_next∧ ∼ s̊H2_lv1 → E̊L5 (4.20)

As tidal power becomes available, and the hydrogen inventory requires it the re-
quired number of electrolysers will run. The electrolysers are each stopped by one of the
three conditions in dropping out, which in turn allows the MLD-MPC-SC to switch that
electrolyser off. The principle of how this type of equation works with the optimisation
is explained by the example of the fuel cell start-stop in Chapter 3 section 3.2.1.4;
the difference being that the electrolysers have more than one conditional setting the
start-stop instruction.

The logic diagram for the second electrolyser to start is shown in Fig. 4.3, and
reflects the logic that combines Eq.(4.9), Eq.(4.16) and Eq.(4.17) to start-stop the
second electrolyser. The equations detailed above for the third, fourth and fifth
electrolysers follow the same pattern as those for the second electrolyser, so their logic
diagrams form the same pattern and are not shown individually.

AD - Analogue to Discrete Automata - The Logic

A

Not   

And

DA - Continuous from Automata MUST - Constraints

Implies

 

Figure 4.3: Logic Control of Electrolyser 2

The logic described in this section is summarised in the lower graph on Fig. 4.4. The
legend for the lower graph depicts E̊L1 to E̊L5 which are sent by the MLD-MPC-SC
to the electrolyser subsystems to start the electrolysers as discrete inputs and shown
by the solid lines on the lower graph. The feedback of that logic to the MLD-MPC-SC
having started the designated electrolyser in its sub-system are given as ˚EL1fdk to

˚EL5fdk, given by the dashed lines. Lines of the same colour are the same electrolyser
being requested to start and feeding back that it has started e.g. orange is Electrolyser
1 as E̊L1(solid line) and ˚EL1fdk (dashed line). The logic is such that the electrolysers
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start in number order if they are enabled by the previously described conditionals
including the available tidal lagoon generated power. Similarly, they are switched off as
required by the conditions including as the tidal lagoon generated power decreases. The
total electrolyser feedback ‘Sum ˚ELxfdk Switched’ the sum of the power taken to the
electrolyser cell stacks is below the ‘Electrolysers Reference’ as the switching requires
that each previous electrolyser be fully loaded before the next one is allowed to start
as in Eq.(4.25) to Eq. (4.28). This is to improve the load factor1 of each electrolyser
that does run. The choice to improve the load factor in this way was a design choice
for this thesis. In order to ensure even running hours of the electrolysers the order
the electrolysers are chosen to start could be changed after a number of running hours
for each electrolyser. The design choice could be adjusted so that electrolysers are
allowed to start at a reduced loading compared to the current design, to approach
the ‘Electrolysers Reference’ more closely. This would potentially increase the demand
pattern that could be supported.

Figure 4.4: Electrolyser Control One Tide Logic and Feedback

4.2.2 Supervisory Control - Continuous

The continuous supervisory control model within the controller uses a first order model
relating the input power to the output hydrogen produced.

1. The magnitude of the output y(k) as given in Eq.(4.22) of the state space model
is based on run data from the Baglan Hydrogen Centre Hydrogenics Alkaline
Electrolyser (Hydrogenics, 2007b). The power used as given by data from the
Baglan Hydrogen Centre Hydrogenics Alkaline Electrolyser at 4.92 kWh/Sm3is
comparable with other manufacturers range of numbers (Badwal et al., 2018;

1The load factor for each electrolyser is the standard definition of load factor as the mean power
value divided by the maximum value as a percentage
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NelHydrogen, 2019) for both alkaline and PEM electrolysers; so was used with
the other data gathered to calculate the efficiency of the cell stack. That was used
to determine the mass of hydrogen produced by the electrolyser (the controlled
output) by the power to the cell stack (the controller input) in kilograms per Mega
Watt (kg/MW). This was used as the factor in the first principles calculation of
the state space model.

2. Throughout the period of the PhD work the potential size of PEM electrolysers
developed quickly (Cooley, 2021, p. 3) so the decision was taken to update
the response from that of an alkaline electrolyser to that of a PEM electrolyser
to reflect their use in any future TLPG-HSS. The response time of the PEM
electrolyser is conservative compared to times quoted as the potential response
in Gardiner (2014) and shown in Tuinema et al. (2020); which suggests up to 2
seconds in the former for a 40 kW electrolyser and in the latter for a 1 MW
electrolyser. The U.S. Department of Energy: Fuel Cell Technologies Office
reporting on 40kW electrolysers give current response times of under 2 seconds to
a reference change of 75% of current range for a PEM electrolyser, and frequency
response in a microgrid of under 2 seconds to control the frequency (on reaching
the low limit) for the electrolyser to respond (Gardiner, 2014, p. 14-16). In this
case the PEM electrolyser was faster than the alkaline electrolyser within those 2
seconds. It is important to note here that these are the power related responses
of the electrolysers which is related to their ability to vary with the power source,
not the hydrogen production response. Tuinema et al. (2020, p. 1988-1989)
supports a settling time on a ramped reference, which is what the tidal lagoon
power does when it comes on, of about 1.8 seconds in power rise from 10% to
100% of 1 MW. Within the MLD-MPC-SC the continuous first order response
of the electrolyser was based on a conservative value of 5 seconds 2 % settling
time for a PEM electrolyser. The response is closer in fact, to the papers cited,
as shown later in this section.

The Baglan Hydrogen Centre Hydrogenics alkaline electrolyser data, whose efficiency
data falls within the range for PEM electrolysers (Badwal et al., 2018, Table 1), was
used to develop the continuous supervisory control to give a first order model relating
the input power to the output hydrogen flow made. The initial requirement was the
scale of the relationship from input power to hydrogen produced by the electrolyser
given by run data taken from the alkaline electrolyser:

1. The data gave 2.06 V/cell and 4.92 kWh/Sm3. Theoretical volts per cell for split-
ting water2 at theHHVH2 is 1.481 V, givingHHVH2 efficiency = (1.481/2.06)×100

2The voltage for splitting water at HHVH2 is given by HHVH2/(2 × F ) where F is the Faraday
constant 96485 coulombs per mol (C/mol). HHVH2 is 285.8 MJ/kmol from Chapter 3 List 1.
Converting to common units HHVH2 is 285.8 kilowatt-second per mol (kWs/mol) and the Faraday
constant is 96485 amp-seconds/mol (As/mol). So the voltage to split water is (285.8 x 1000)/(2 x
96485) = 1.481 Volts
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= 71.8932 % and then using values defined in Chapter 3 List 1 for various
quantities:

(a) HHVH2= 141.7658 MJ/kg. To convert to MWh/kg: 141.7658 MJ/kg ×
2.7778×10-4MWh/MJ = 0.0394 MWh/kg and inverting gives

(b) 25.3807 kg/MWh for the inverse of the HHVH2 . From the running data
for the Baglan Hydrogenics Electrolyser its efficiency based on HHVH2 is
71.8932 %.

(c) The hydrogen produced by the electrolyser is 25.3807 kg/MWh×71.8932 %
= 18.2470 kg/MWh or (kg/hr)/MW. See Note below.

A check on the running data of 4.92 kWh/Sm3gives; inverting 0.2033 Sm3/kWh then
converting to (0.2033×1000)*(2.016/22.41)3 = 18.2888 kg/MWh. The difference is 0.2
% due to a combination of data timings and rounding errors.

4.2.2.1 First Principles Response and Continuous Control

The dynamic response of each electrolyser is based on the method developed in Section
3.2.2.1 using hydrogen produced by the electrolyser as 18.2470 kg/MWh. The resulting
discrete state space model for the system is:

x(k + 1) = 0.4493x(k) + u(k) (4.21)
y(k) = 10.0481x(k) (4.22)

The response of this system, developed from the continuous transfer function through
the discrete transfer function to the discrete state space model is shown in Fig. 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Electrolyser Step Response
3The Molar Volume = 22.41 m3 / kmol at 0 oC and 100 kPa (1bar). (STP)
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The control for each electrolyser uses the combined state space model for all the
electrolysers. This is a set of equations that relies on the availability of tidal power; the
availability of electrolysers running as designated by a signal back from each subsystem
electrolyser (to mimic a real system), and the hydrogen inventory as designated by the
level in the hydrogen storage.

zel(t) =


Aelxel(t) +Belzel1(t) +Belzel2(t) +Belzel3(t)

+Belzel4(t) +Belzel5(t) if ˚ELcond(t) = 1

0 if ˚ELcond(t) = 0

(4.23)

xel(t+ 1) = zel(t) (4.24)

In Eq.(4.23) Ael, Bel are the state space matrices for the electrolyser model as 0.4493
and 1 respectively from Eq.(4.21). The values zel1(t) to zel5(t) are the auxiliary variables
that result in the inputs for each electrolyser to be used as the switching allows as
given in Eq.(4.38). The states xel(t + 1) is set equal to the auxiliary variable zel(t) as
in Eq.(4.24) in the CONTINUOUS section of the MLD-MPC-SC configuration.

Each zel1(t) to zel5(t) is made available dependent on the logic feedback from the
relevant electrolysers’ subsystem ˚ELwfdk where w has the values 1 to 5 that informs
the controller that it has received the logical start input from the MLD-MPC-SC and
has started; along with conditions on the running level of the previous electrolyser to
start.

The running level of the previous electrolyser requirement is set out in Eq.(4.25) to
Eq.(4.28).

˚[sEL2ok = 1] ↔ EL1 ≥ (elsize/elnumber)− ELov (4.25)
˚[sEL3ok = 1] ↔ EL2 ≥ (elsize/elnumber)− ELov (4.26)
˚[sEL4ok = 1] ↔ EL3 ≥ (elsize/elnumber)− ELov (4.27)
˚[sEL5ok = 1] ↔ EL4 ≥ (elsize/elnumber)− ELov (4.28)

where ˚sEL2ok to ˚sEL5ok are switches that release the next electrolyser to run based
on the previous electrolyser(s) load, and ELov is a constant to ensure the electrolysers
are close to full load before the next one controls.

The final consideration for each zel1(t) to zel5(t) is the hydrogen storage level as
set out in the Eq.(4.29) to Eq.(4.32) . These hydrogen storage level equations are
independent of the Eq.(4.13) to Eq.(4.16) so that the discrete and continuous inputs to
the electrolysers can act separately in the MLD-MPC-SC optimisation. The discrete
and continuous inputs are combined only on feedback from the electrolyser subsystems
that represent real electrolyser feedback.
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[s̊H2_clv1 = 1]↔ H2_lvl ≥ H2_f1 ×H2_max (4.29)
[s̊H2_clv2 = 1]↔ H2_lvl ≥ H2_f2 ×H2_max (4.30)
[s̊H2_clv3 = 1]↔ H2_lvl ≥ H2_f3 ×H2_max (4.31)
[s̊H2_clv4 = 1]↔ H2_lvl ≥ H2_f4 ×H2_max (4.32)

where s̊H2_clv1 to s̊H2_clv4 are switches used to manage the hydrogen inventory by
releasing each electrolyser to run as the level in the hydrogen storage drops or vice
versa.

The conditions used in the equations for each zel1(t) to zel5(t) auxiliary variable
used in xel(t) appear as defined in Eq.(4.33) to Eq.(4.37).

zel1_Cond = ˚EL1fdk (4.33)

zel2_Cond = ˚EL2fdk ∧ ˚sEL2ok∧ ∼ s̊H2_clv4 (4.34)

zel3_Cond = ˚EL3fdk ∧ ˚sEL2ok ∧ ˚sEL3ok∧ ∼ s̊H2_clv3 (4.35)

zel4_Cond = ˚EL4fdk ∧ ˚sEL2ok ∧ ˚sEL3ok ∧ ˚sEL4ok∧ ∼ s̊H2_clv2 (4.36)

zel5_Cond = ˚EL5fdk ∧ ˚sEL2ok ∧ ˚sEL3ok ∧ ˚sEL4ok ∧ ˚sEL5ok∧ ∼ s̊H2_clv1 (4.37)

In the configuration ˚EL1fdk etc are feedback from each electrolyser subsystem of
that electrolysers run status in response to the MLD-MPC-SC logic inputs E̊L1 etc
(and in the configuration are designated as ˚EL1fdk etc). This results in each zel1(t)
to zel5(t) auxiliary variable being used in xel(t) when the previous electrolyser is close
to full output, and the hydrogen storage requires that electrolyser to take tidal lagoon
power to make hydrogen as in Eq.4.38 where i represents the electrolyser number.

zeli =

ELi if zeli_Cond = 1

0 if zeli_Cond = 0
(4.38)

i = 1, 2, ..., 5

The continuous control for xel(t) described in Eq.(4.21) to Eq.(4.38) is shown as
flow diagrams in Fig.4.6 to Fig.4.9. Along with the logic in Section 4.2.1 this allows the
electrolysers to use tidal lagoon generated power to make hydrogen to facilitate power
supply to a continuous demand. Fig. 4.6 shows how the feedback from Electrolyser 1
sub-system ˚EL1fdk to the MLD-MPC-SC sets the auxiliary variable zel1. If the feedback
indicates that Electrolyser 1 is running zel1 is set equal to the MLD-MPC-SC input
EL1 which acts as the reference for the Electrolyser 1 subsystem; otherwise, zel1 is set
to zero.

Also, Fig. 4.6 shows how the feedback from Electrolyser 2 sub-system ˚EL2fdk to the
MLD-MPC-SC combined with a check to see that (a) electrolyser 1 is running close to
full capacity as given by ˚sEL2ok defined in Eq. (4.29) and (b) the hydrogen storage level
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requires a second electrolyser to produce hydrogen as given by s̊H2_clv4 from Eq.(4.32)
sets the auxiliary variable zel2. If the feedback indicates that Electrolyser 2 is running
and the conditions in (a) and (b) are met zel2 is set equal to the MLD-MPC-SC input
EL2 which acts as the reference for the Electrolyser 2 subsystem; otherwise zel2 is set
to zero (as in Eq.(4.34) and Eq.(4.38)).

The choice of zel1 and zel2 is then fed on to Fig. 4.9 to be part of the overall state
for the five electrolysers xel as given in Eq.(4.23) and Eq.(4.24). The arrows (in this
case labelled A, B, C) depict information flowing on to the next logic diagram.
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Figure 4.6: Continuous Control of Electrolysers 1 and 2

Similar conditions are required for Electrolyser 3 to be required to run and be sent
an input from the MLD-MPC-SC to become its reference as shown in Fig. 4.7. In this
case the feedback from Electrolyser 3 sub-system ˚EL3fdk to the MLD-MPC-SC sets
the auxiliary variable zel3 along with its check that Electrolysers 1 and 2 are running at
close to capacity, and the hydrogen storage level requires another electrolyser to run (as
given in summary in Eq.(4.35)). If the conditions require Electrolyser 3 to run zel3 is set
equal to the MLD-MPC-SC input EL3 which acts as the reference for the Electrolyser
3 subsystem; otherwise, zel3 is set to zero. Again, zel3 is fed on to Fig. 4.9 to be part of
the overall state for the five electrolysers xel. The arrows (in this case labelled A, B, C,
D, E) depict information flowing on to the next logic diagram. Arrows that appear at
the top and bottom of the diagram represent information passing through this diagram
to the next.
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Figure 4.7: Continuous Control of Electrolyser 3

Electrolysers 4 and 5 run dependent on conditions set in much the same way as
Electrolyser 3 as shown in Fig. 4.8, and Fig. 4.9 which act on the conditions in
Eq.(4.36) and Eq.(4.37) respectively, and contribute to the overall state for the five
electrolysers xel in a similar fashion.
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Figure 4.8: Continuous Control of Electrolyser 4

The overall state for the five electrolysers xel is as shown in Fig. 4.9 as a combination
of all the auxiliary variables zel1 to zel5 dependent on whether the electrolysers have
been shown to have enough power to run from the tidal lagoon generated power and
the hydrogen storage is not full, as given by ˚ELcond in Eq.(4.4).
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Figure 4.9: Continuous Control of Electrolyser 5 and the Overall Electrolyser State

Returning to Fig. 4.4 to discuss the interaction of the continuous MLD-MPC-SC
control of the electrolysers with the logic control as set out in Section 4.2.1. This will
be described using the upper and lower graphs together. On both the upper and lower
graphs lines of the same colour are variables for the same electrolyser e.g. orange is
Electrolyser 1.

The upper graph, includes the tidal lagoon generated power (Tidal Power) , and the
overall electrolyser reference (Electrolyser Reference), as well as the feedback into the
MLD-MPC-SC controller of each individual electrolysers sub-system response (EL1fdk

to EL5fdk). The sum of these electrolyser reference inputs is given as ‘Sum ˚ELxfdk

Switched’.
The combined effect of the logic in the lower graph with the continuous control in

the upper graph results in switching according to conditions in Eq.(4.33) to Eq.(4.37)
allowing more electrolysers to take power to produce hydrogen. The MLD-MPC-SC
generates inputs EL1 to EL5 to the electrolyser sub-systems as individual references
to those sub-systems. On Fig. 4.4 the upper graph shows each sub-system response to
those references as EL1fdk to EL5fdk. As can be seen the continuous control for each
electrolyser in the upper graph aligns with its lower graph logic feedback as ˚EL1fdk

to ˚EL5fdk. Taking Electrolyser 3 as an example by following the magenta lines. On
the lower graph the MLD-MPC-SC sends the discrete input E̊L3to Electrolyser 3 sub-
system to start its electrolyser, which responds a while later to say it has started as

˚EL3fdk. In response to that discrete feedback, the MLD-MPC-SC sends a continuous
input EL3 to Electrolyser 3 sub-system (as a reference, not shown on the graphs).
The sub-system, in response to the continuous reference EL3 sends feedback to EL3fdk

showing Electrolyser 3’s power profile over the tidal system lagoon generation period.
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To ensure the electrolyser can track the reference created for it by the hydrogen
inventory calculations within the MLD-MPC-SC the overall electrolyser state xel has
an integral function within the model. That integral function seeks to minimise any
error that there may be in meeting the reference due to model inaccuracies compared
to the real world. The reference is in its power units (MW) form and is converted to
hydrogen units (kg/hr) for the integral reference. This is because the state xel gives an
output as Celxel which is in kilograms per hour (kg/hr) of hydrogen where Cel is given
by the derivation in Section 4.2.2.1, Eq.(4.22).

In the case of xel the error reduction seeks to meet the electrolyser reference ELref
when the tidal lagoon is generating power. In this case the integral control is switched
by an auxiliary variable zel_int and is given by Eq.(4.39). The integral state is then set
equal to zel_int as in Eq.(4.40):

zel_int(t) =

xel_int(t) + Ts(ELref − Celxel(t)) if ˚ELcond(t) = 1

0 if ˚ELcond(t) = 0
(4.39)

xel_int(t+ 1) = zel_int(t) (4.40)

where the value Cel is the value from Eq.(4.22). The state xel_int(t + 1) is set equal
to the auxiliary variable zel_int in the CONTINUOUS section of the MLD-MPC-SC
configuration.

4.2.2.2 Electrolyser Auxiliary Power Required

The cell stack power to hydrogen conversion 4.92 kWh/Sm3 in Section 4.2.2 can only
be used when power has been taken for the auxiliary equipment required for the
electrolyser. The ancillary equipment consists of a chiller, cooler, Reverse Osmosis
(water purification) unit, and hydrogen compressor. Information on ancillary energy
demand is difficult to quantify with limited published information available, so in this
thesis some reasonable assumptions are made based on equipment installed at Baglan
and then compared to values available in the literature (Fragiacomo and Genovese,
2020a,b).

The power for the electrolyser ancillaries is then taken as a percentage of the nominal
cell stack size for the Baglan Hydrogenics electrolyser, which is 44 kW.

The Baglan Hydrogenics electrolyser has a Donaldson Chiller to cool the hydrogen
and oxygen gas side which is rated at a maximum of 1.8 kW, including its pump; Ciat
Coolers that cool the liquid side of the cell stack and gas separators rated at a maximum
of 4.6 kW with a Lowara Pump rated at a maximum of 0.55 kW; and a feed water
purification unit based on Reverse Osmosis that is rated to a maximum of 0.75 kW.
In addition, when the electrolyser is running a PDC Corporation 200 barg Compressor
rated at a maximum of 4.0 kW runs to compress the hydrogen produced. All the
maximum values quoted are on the equipment manufacturers data plates attached to
the equipment installed at the Baglan Hydrogen Centre. As a percentage of electrolyser
at 44 kW:
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1. The Donaldson Chiller gas side cooling uses a maximum of 1.8 kW. That is
1.8/44×100 % = 4.0909 %.

2. The Ciat Coolers for liquid side cooling at 4.6 kW maximum and Lowara Pump
at 0.55 kW maximum, gives 5.15/44×100 % = 11.7045 %.

3. The Reverse Osmosis Unit for feed water purification has a maximum of 0.75
kW. That is 0.75/44×100 % = 1.7045 %.

4. And the PDC Corporation 200 barg Compressor uses a maximum of 4.0 kW to
compress the product hydrogen, giving 4/44×100 % = 9.0909 %.

The numbers stated assume that all the values on the equipment manufacturers data
plates are the actual maximum run. This is unlikely because designers of industrial
systems size them to run within their operating range rather than at the limit all the
time; so, this thesis assumes 80% of these values as the normal run maximum.

This gives for gas side and liquid side cooling and the Reverse Osmosis unit (4.0909
+ 11.7045 + 1.7045)×0.8 % = 13.9999%.

1. For the electrolyser the figure given is just the compressor motor power, it does
not include the cooling and the air to keep its shutdown valves open; so, use
80% plus 10% of that to take account of its proportion of the cooling and air
compressor power, i.e. 80%×1.1 = 88% as the base maximum value 9.0909×0.88
= 7.8000%

(a) everything is available to run all the time the electrolyser is running - but
the cooling and Reverse Osmosis unit run part of the time as required by the
cooling control and to replenish the water used in producing the hydrogen
respectively. The hydrogen compression uses power only when electrolyser
is running fully taking power to the cell stack, and it is in proportion to the
hydrogen produced. For the cooling and Reverse Osmosis unit assume they
run 33.33% of the time:

i. Cooling and Reverse Osmosis unit = (13.9999) ×0.3333 = 4.6662 % of
the electrolyser power taken. The assumption used is that on start up
the power required is 50% of electrolyser size times this value. That
assumption is conservative, i.e. high compared to reality, based on the
start up sequence in Hydrogenics (2007b) where little power is taken
for cooling until the cell stack has warmed up. As a result, there is no
requirement for the cooling and the Reverse Osmosis unit will do little
work until the 600 second hydrogen purge phase of the start up. Even
then the Reverse Osmosis may not need to run as it fills a break tank
only when the level in the tank drops below a set level. The rest of the
time the value is as a percentage of electrolyser size that the electrolyser
is running at, i.e. if it taking 70 % of its power rating then, for a 44 kW
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electrolyser the power taken for this part of the auxiliaries is 4.6662 %
× 70 % × 44 = 1.4372 kW.

ii. PDC Corporation 200 barg Compressor ramps up to a maximum of
9.0909 % ×0.88 = 7.8000% as the electrolyser ramps.

This forms the model parameters that give 4.6662 % direct electrolyser ancillaries plus
7.8000 % compression; and a total of 12.4662% used in the model to reduce the power
available to the electrolyser cell stack to produce hydrogen. The value 12.4662% is
used in the configuration of the MLD-MPC-SC as a factor for the electrolyser auxiliary
power, ELaux_run given in Eq.(4.41).

ELaux_run = ((((11.7045 + 4.0909 + 1.7045)× 0.8)× 0.3333) + 7.8000)/100 = 0.1246
(4.41)

These values have many assumptions; so a search of papers revealed two very
recent related papers in 2020 (Fragiacomo and Genovese, 2020a), and (Fragiacomo
and Genovese, 2020b) that look at these numbers - but include compression further to
pressures to allow refuelling to 350barg. This will use more power than the above as the
PDC compressor is only to 200 barg nominal. The abstract summary in the paper gives
electrolyser specific energy as 56.3 kWh/kg (it is a HySTAT electrolyser like Baglan)
with ‘other components’ needing 7.5kWh/kg which is 13.3 % of the electrolyser specific
energy. This suggests that the 12.4662 % value used may actually be pessimistic as it
is only (13.3-12.4662)/13.3 ×100 = 6.2692 % less than the paper which compresses to
350 barg nominal, 400 barg maximum.

So, the external reference for the gross demand pattern PD_gross takes the base
demand pattern PD_base, and adds to it the electrolyser auxiliary power as a percentage
of the sum of the switched inputs fed back from the electrolyser subsystems (this is lieu
of having real power readings from real electrolysers). The reference is given, external
to the MLD-MPC-SC controller as Eq.(4.42):

PD_gross = PD_base + Pel_aux + Pel_runup (4.42)

where Pel_aux is set to Pel_run if it is greater than the start up power Pel_start, or
vice versa. Pel_run is the electrolyser auxiliary power as a percentage of the sum
of the switched inputs fed back from the electrolyser subsystems including hydrogen
compressor power. Pel_start is the auxiliary power for the electrolysers start up not
including hydrogen compressor power. In addition, the power used by each electrolyser
as it runs up from its Standby4 status while not producing hydrogen to the hydrogen
storage is accounted for (for the purposes of this explanation designated Pel_runup). This

4The period taken on the start of each electrolyser varies with each start up status: taken from
the Baglan Alkaline Electrolyser the times are for Standby 61 seconds; Hydrogen Purge 661 seconds;
Electrolyser Nitrogen Purge 1861 seconds; Drier Purge 2461 seconds. This thesis assumes that the
electrolysers will be on standby as the other modes would not be expected unless the electrolysers had
developed a fault and required re-start after maintenance.
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set of equations is not an auxiliary variable in the MLD-MPC-SC controller because
as previously stated it is only an external reference to be followed by the controller.

The two sets of circumstances under which the electrolysers require auxiliary power
are the case when the electrolysers are running to produce and compress hydrogen
Pel_run, and the case they are starting up and do not need to compress hydrogen as it
is initially used to pressurise the electrolyser before hydrogen can flow to the compressor
Pel_start. This generates two equations that are compared and the reference used for
the auxiliary power is the greater of the two.

The first case for the running electrolysers Pel_run is given by Eq.(4.43) which sums
the switched running inputs of the 5 electrolysers e.g. for Electrolyser 1 it’s continuous
input feedback EL1fdk multiplied by the discrete input feedback ˚EL1fdk and multiplies
them by the factors discussed earlier in this section.

Pel_run =


ELaux_run × (EL1fdk × ˚EL1fdk + EL2fdk

× ˚EL2fdk + EL3fdk × ˚EL3fdk

+EL4fdk × ˚EL4fdk + EL5fdk × ˚EL5fdk)

(4.43)

The second case is the start up case Pel_start which has several parts to reflect the
fact that there are five electrolysers in the system and each needs to use tidal power
for its auxiliary equipment - only commencing taking that power when it starts. Each
electrolyser adds the same proportion of power required as in Eq.(4.44); apart from
Electrolyser 1 which has an additional power requirement equivalent to its minimum
turn down so its cell stack can take power as it starts given in Eq.(4.45).

EL1_5st_ref =

(((11.7045 + 4.0909 + 1.7045)× 0.8)× 0.3333)/100

×(elsize/elnumber)× ELst_prop

(4.44)

EL1_5st_ref is the auxiliary power required per electrolyser as it starts not including
the compressor power which is included in ELaux_run. EL1_5st_ref is required because
until the electrolysers are running there is no value fed back from the model sub-system
to use as a basis for the auxiliary power. As a reminder, elsize is the total electrolyser
size in the system (MW), elnumber is the number of electrolysers that make up that
total size and the factor ELst_prop is set at 50 %.

In Eq.(4.45) the minimum turn-down power requirement as part of the auxiliary
power demand is reduced as the tidal lagoon power generation Pl rises because the cell
stack will start to take that power using the MLD-MPC-SC that causes EL1 to rise.
This ensures Electrolyser 1 cell stack power is always taken into account in the power
balance on start up.

EL1add_ref =

elmin × (elsize/elnumber)− Pl if EL1st_cond = 1

0 if EL1st_cond = 0
(4.45)

where
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EL1st_cond = ( ˚EL1fdk ∨ ˚Lcond) ∧ ˚∼ EL2fdk ∧ ˚ELstart (4.46)

The value of EL1st_cond is used to check that the electrolyser status ˚ELstart (Standby
mode in this case) requires it to run, and Electrolyser 1 has sent feedback from its sub-
system that its running ( ˚EL1fdk), and that Electrolyser 2 is not running ( ˚∼ EL2fdk).
(The ˚Lcond just checks if the tidal power is available to provide power to the system
rather than the fuel cell, but is a legacy and is not invoked because ˚ELstart starts the
systems using the fuel cell before the tide begins to generate power.). Therefore, the
first electrolyser contribution to the required auxiliary power on its start up is:

EL1st_g = EL1_5st_ref + EL1add_ref (4.47)

The use of values generated by Eq.(4.44) and Eq.(4.45) depends on whether that
individual electrolyser is running or not. That is determined by the signal to release
the electrolysers to start for Electrolyser 1, and thereafter the signal each electrolyser
that is running as given in Eq.(4.48) as Pel_start which combines all the electrolysers
into the total start up power requirement.

Pel_start =

EL1st_g if ˚ELcond = 1

0 if ˚ELcond = 0

+

EL1_5st_ref if ˚EL2fdk = 1

0 if ˚EL2fdk = 0

+

EL1_5st_ref if ˚EL3fdk = 1

0 if ˚EL3fdk = 0

+

EL1_5st_ref if ˚EL4fdk = 1

0 if ˚EL4fdk = 0

+

EL1_5st_ref if ˚EL5fdk = 1

0 if ˚EL5fdk = 0

(4.48)

The two possible references to use are then compared to see which is the greater and
form the Pel_aux. Depending on that comparison Pel_aux is given a value of one or the
other, Pel_run or Pel_start. This comparison is only made when tidal lagoon generation
power is available based on ˚ELcond as shown in Eq.(4.49). That is the only time the
electrolysers will be required, and so the only time their auxiliary power needs to be
added to the base demand pattern as a power requirement before their cell stacks can
take available power to produce hydrogen.

Pel_aux =


As Pel_run if Pel_run ≥ Pel_start

As Pel_start if Pel_run ≤ Pel_start

if ˚ELcond = 1

0 if ˚ELcond = 0

(4.49)

The final part of the PD_gross which forms the full reference for the fuel cell or tidal
lagoon generated power depending on which is providing the power to the systems is
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the Pel_runup as mentioned previously in this section, and given by Eq.(4.50). This is a
very specific requirement of the start up of each electrolyser, and is the power required
to each electrolyser as it moves from its specific shut down state to a running state. In
this condition the electrolyser takes power to the system but either generates hydrogen
to atmosphere as it comes on specification, or does not generate hydrogen at all so
that power needs to be taken account of as ‘lost’ power; either as power generated
by the fuel cell or taken from available tidal lagoon power. So this period is added
to the reference as the minimum cell stack power, plus the auxiliary power between
the MLD-MPC-SC sending its logical signal to start and the electrolyser subsystem
sending back a running logical signal.

Pel_runup =

EL1 if E̊L1∧ ∼ ˚EL1fdk = 1

0 if E̊L1∧ ∼ ˚EL1fdk = 0EL2 if E̊L2∧ ∼ ˚EL2fdk = 1

0 if E̊L2∧ ∼ ˚EL2fdk = 0EL3 if E̊L3∧ ∼ ˚EL3fdk = 1

0 if E̊L3∧ ∼ ˚EL3fdk = 0EL4 if E̊L4∧ ∼ ˚EL3fdk = 1

0 if E̊L4∧ ∼ ˚EL3fdk = 0EL5 if E̊L5∧ ∼ ˚EL3fdk = 1

0 if E̊L5∧ ∼ ˚EL3fdk = 0

(4.50)

Figure 4.10: Electrolyser Auxiliary Power Construction

The graphs in Fig. 4.10 show the various parts of the auxiliary power and how they
contribute to the overall demand power that is provided either by the fuel cell or the
tidal lagoon power. To simplify the illustration in the upper graph of Fig. 4.10 the
base demand pattern, PD_base has been set as a flat line at 9.3 MW, the electrolyser
start power that does not generate hydrogen to storage, the result of the Eq.(4.50)
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is shown for each individual as EL1 Start to EL5 Start and the running electrolyser
auxiliary power, Pel_aux. The power requirement to be tracked by the fuel cell input,
‘ufc - Fuel Cell Reference’ or the power from tidal lagoon generated power ‘ul Tidal
Power Reference’ is shown as PD_gross which is the overall demand pattern for the
system. PD_gross is as described in this section, which reflects the auxiliary power
signal measurements a real electrolyser system would feed into the to the controller.

4.2.3 Electrolyser Model Subsystems - Logic and Continuous

Models were built of the five electrolysers based on logic from the University of South
Wales (USW) Baglan Hydrogen Centre alkaline electrolyser Hydrogenics (2007b), and
the relationships between the process variables and the outputs of the system based
on a thesis and paper by Baumann (2015) and Baumann and Boggasch (2016).

4.2.3.1 The Electrolyser Model Subsystems Logical Control

The logic in the model is shown in the flowcharts Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.12 which together
give a representation of the logic and timers in the control of the USW Baglan Hydrogen
Centre alkaline electrolyser as implemented in the SimulinkTM model used to represent
an electrolyser to be controlled. When the electrolyser has been run recently and is
in Standby (Mode 7) and the mode is set to Operation (Mode 10) the system starts
ramping in 61 seconds. The Modes for the electrolyser are shown Fig. 4.11 and Fig.
4.12 in the Outputs column as numbers in the boxes. However, if the electrolyser has
been shutdown due to a condition failing it can go to various modes that then require
extra steps to take place before the logic allows it to go into Operation. The main
modes that affect the length of time to start making hydrogen are:

1. An electrolyser nitrogen purge (Mode 3) takes 600 seconds

2. A hydrogen drier nitrogen purge (Mode 4) takes 1200 seconds

3. A hydrogen purge (Mode 6) takes 600 seconds

The normal Mode of the electrolyser is Standby (Mode 7) while waiting to start and
go to Operation (Mode 10), but if the electrolyser has shutdown on a failure condition
its recovery start up could cause it to require various combinations of purges in the list
above.
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Figure 4.11: The Electrolysers Logic Flow Chart 1
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Figure 4.12: The Electrolysers Logic Flow Chart 2

A full depressurisation requires all three purge steps to take place, but the condition
may only require the hydrogen drier nitrogen purge and hydrogen purge. Once the
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electrolyser has been through to hydrogen purge and completed that step it sits in
Standby (Mode 7) until requested to run by an operators or supervisory control system.

4.2.3.2 The Electrolyser Model Subsystem Continuous Model

The five electrolysers’ subsystems continuous model is a simplified version of the model
developed by Baumann (2015). The model has a settling time of 5 seconds when
running to give the model continuous response to rising changes (Baumann, 2015,
Figure 4-6, p. 62) from 0 to 100 % of range and a settling time of 4 seconds for
falling changes (Baumann, 2015, Figure 4-6, p. 62) from 100 to 10% of range. This is
configured as first order discrete transfer function that is equivalent to the state space
model for the electrolyser response used in the MLD-MPC-SC. It is given by Eq.(4.51)
where U(z) is the reference for the continuous power used by the electrolyser ELx (x
= 1 to 5) from the MLD-MPC-SC optimisation, in MW); scaled to current (Amps) for
the input into the Baumann based continuous model, and Y (z) is the output from the
Baumann based model as 0 - 100% of range scaled to Power Used to produce hydrogen
(MW).

Y (z)
U(z) = 0.5507

z − 0.4493 (4.51)

This matches the settling time of around 5 seconds given by the PEM electrolyser
response used in the MLD-MPC-SC. The model takes in power as a reference and
tracks that. The hydrogen produced is calculated external to this model using the
power used in the electrolyser in this sub-system model.

The five electrolysers size is based on the size of the electrolyser used by Baumann
and scaled up by multipliers to make hydrogen in to storage for a full sized TLPG-HSS.

The model produces an output y a power value which is then converted back to
a hydrogen flow and fed back into the Kalman Filter external to the MLD-MPC-SC
controller to give an estimated state to feedback into the controller.

4.2.3.3 The Electrolyser Model Subsystem Continuous Control

Each of the five electrolysers’ local control is based on a SimulinkTM standard MPC
block that takes a reference of the power available to make hydrogen from the MLD-
MPC-SC optimisation for its continuous control as inputs EL1 to EL5 (in MW). The
model within the SimulinkTM standard MPC is a standard first order model as a
representative system. The SimulinkTM MPC has an optimisation enable-disable switch
for each electrolyser subsystem MPC that is switched to start or stop optimising by
the logic from the MLD-MPC-SC given above as inputs E̊L1 to E̊L5.

When each electrolyser is requested to run by the supervisory control the logic above
goes through its steps, and once it is ready the SimulinkTM standard MPC optimisation
is activated to control to the continuous control references from the MLD-MPC-SC.
When the logic from the MLD-MPC-SC is requesting each electrolyser is set to off,
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the dynamic control reference is set to zero and the optimisation in the SimulinkTM

standard MPC is not carried out.

4.3 Hydrogen Storage Control - Generation of the
Electrolyser Continuous Reference

The electrolyser is required to run to produce hydrogen to the hydrogen storage which
allows the fuel cell to run and support a power demand when tidal lagoon generated
power is not available to meet that power demand. The MLD-MPC-SC uses an internal
set of switches and hydrogen inventory calculations to manage the hydrogen storage
level by deciding which electrolysers to allow to run and take tidal lagoon generated
power. The electrolysers control is based on a single state space equation with one state
and continuous inputs in to each of the five electrolysers as given by Eq.(4.23). This
has the advantage that the output yel given by Eq.(4.22) as Cel×xel is in kilograms per
hour of hydrogen so a single reference for the power available to the electrolyser(s) cell
stacks converted to hydrogen equivalent can be used to control all the electrolysers.

4.3.1 The Electrolyser System Hydrogen Reference

The electrolyser power reference for the electrolyser cell stacks is derived from the
available tidal lagoon generated power and then takes account of extra power available
from the fuel cell; and any power used by the base demand and auxiliary power used
by the electrolysers during start up and shutdown phases or normal running. This
reference is then converted to hydrogen flow because as stated in Section 4.3 the output
is in kilograms per hour of hydrogen. Within the model this is achieved by a relatively
complex set of model parameters to model values that in the real world would just
be process parameters from the real fuel cell(s) and electrolysers(s), whether they be
continuous or discrete values.

The electrolyser reference is developed from the base value of the available tidal
lagoon generated power Pl. It allows for the novel idea that the fuel cell(s) in the
system should be available to provide start-stop power for the electrolysers so that the
tidal power and TLPG-HSS is independent. The controller is set up so that the power
from the fuel cell(s) is added in as an available power source ufc, before the other power
users are deduced to leave the power available to the electrolyser cell stacks. The power
users deduced are the demand pattern, electrolyser auxiliary power and run up power
as defined for PD_gross in Eq.(4.42). This base electrolyser reference is then modified
to ensure it includes (a) for the power required for the start of the first electrolyser
as given in Eq.(4.54) and (b) that modified electrolyser reference is subject to upper
and lower limits set such that the reference cannot be above the available tidal lagoon
generation power, and cannot be below the minimum turn-down for one electrolyser
as given in Eq.(4.55) and Eq.(4.56) respectively.
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The base reference given as ELRef_base in Eq.(4.53) and adding EL1Ref_start given
in Eq.(4.54) to give ELRef as Eq.(4.52).

ELRef = ELRef_base + EL1Ref_start (4.52)

s.t. ELRef_Hi ≥ ELRef ≥ ELRef_Lo

where ELRef_base includes an adjustment to ensure the start-up period when the
electrolyser is running but not compressing to storage is included in the reference
as Pel_runup:

ELRef_base = Pl + ufc − PD_gross + Pel_runup − xg (4.53)

s.t. ELRef_base ≥ 0

and

EL1Ref_start =

Pel_aux if EL1st_cond = 1

0 if EL1st_cond = 0
(4.54)

where EL1st_cond is defined in Eq.(4.46).
The upper and lower limits on the electrolyser reference are given as Eq.(4.55) and

Eq.(4.56)

ELRef_Hi = 0.95× ELRef (4.55)

s.t. ELRef_Hi ≥ ELRef_Lo

ELRef_Lo =


elmin × (elsize/elnumber) if ∼ ˚EL2fdk = 1

+Pel_run
elmin × (elsize/elnumber) if ∼ ˚EL2fdk = 0

(4.56)

where ELRef_Hi ensures that the ELRef is always limited to 0.95 × ELRef
5 going

forward to the MLD-MPC-SC. The value 0.95 was chosen by trial and error in the
model to ensure that during the start up period the electrolyser system did not attempt
to take power totalling more than the generated tidal power.

ELRef is converted to hydrogen flow before it is used as the electrolyser reference
because the control in the MLD-MPC-SC is based on a set of hydrogen inventory
calculations as explained in Section 4.3.

5Limiting ELRef to 0.95 × ELRef as ELRef_Hi works correctly in the model because the value
for ELRef is passed through a limit block pre-calculated with 0.95× ELRef as its upper value. The
calculation order of the model blocks ensures the upper limit is imposed as required.
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4.3.2 Other MLD-MPC-SC Configuration

There are two important calculations in the MLD-MPC-SC that are required for the
controller to work. They are a calculation of the any power available not used by the
demand pattern or electrolyser auxiliaries that is assumed to go to the power grid (just
as the tidal lagoon power generation would if the TLPG-HSS was not present); and the
equations to allow a hydrogen inventory calculation to take place between hydrogen
made by the electrolyser system and used to supply power via the fuel cell system when
required.

4.3.2.1 Power to Grid Calculation

The power to grid xg calculation is as given via Eq.(4.58) from Eq.(4.57) where Pl+ufc

is the total power into the system as a sum of the tidal lagoon power generation Pl,
and the fuel cell power output reference ufc. The power used by the electrolysers is
subtracted as the power use from each subsystem, where in the configuration is of the
form ELwfdk with w representing the electrolyser number 1 to 5. The power used by
the demand pattern and auxiliary power for the electrolysers is subtracted as PD_gross.
The value EL1st_g is the extra power provided by the fuel cell for the first electrolyser
to start its auxiliary systems and cell stack. That power is provided within PD_gross

for subsequent electrolyser starts.

zg(t) =



Pl + ufc(t)− EL1fdk(t)− EL2fdk(t) if ˚ELcond(t) = 1

−EL3fdk(t)− EL4fdk(t)− EL5fdk(t)

−PD_gross(t) + EL1st_g(t)

0 if ˚ELcond(t) = 0

(4.57)

xg(t+ 1) = zg(t) (4.58)

where EL1st_g given in Eq.(4.47).

4.3.2.2 Power to Grid Use in the MLD-MPC-SC

The value power to grid xg is used to provide a signal to tell the last electrolyser to
switch off as each tidal lagoon generation period comes to an end as shown in Eq.(4.2).
For the purposes of the MLD-MPC-SC functionality Pl_falling within the controller
is set to one as there is no further power available to run the electrolysers and they
must switch off.

The calculation for power to grid within the MLD-MPC-SC remains at zero. In
reality, because the last running electrolyser switches off when it is taking power to the
cell stack at that point the power to grid rises briefly before ending with the lagoon’s
generation - this is reflected in the subsystem calculation of power to grid in the model.
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4.3.2.3 Hydrogen Inventory Calculations

The hydrogen storage calculation in the MLD-MPC-SC is in three parts: the starting
storage level zH2_init, the hydrogen made by the electrolysers H2_made(t + 1), and the
hydrogen used by the fuel cell H2_used(t + 1). These make up the hydrogen storage
content H2_lvl(t+ 1), as in Eq.(4.59).

H2_lvl(t+ 1) = zH2_init +H2_made(t+ 1)−H2_used(t+ 1) (4.59)

where the initial hydrogen zH2_init = H2_lvl_init in storage is read into the controller
as the starting hydrogen in storage, and is also available to the hydrogen storage
subsystem.

The hydrogen made by the electrolysers in the subsystems is a sum of the hydrogen
made by all the electrolysers when they are running added to the previous sum. When
they are not running the hydrogen made is held as a value. The (1/3600) takes account
of the fact that the power is converted to hydrogen flow as kilograms per hour, but the
scan time of the controller is in seconds.

zH2_made(t) =



H2_made(t) + (Ts/3600)(Cel(Aelxel(t)+ if ˚H2_Cond1(t) = 1

(zH2_el1(t) + zH2_el2(t) + zH2_el3(t)+

zH2_el4(t) + zH2_el5(t))))

H2_made(t) if ˚H2_Cond1(t) = 0

(4.60)

H2_made(t+ 1) = zH2_made(t)

where ˚H2_Cond1(t) = ˚EL1fdk(t)∧ ∼ ˚H2_cond(t)

Within the hydrogen made state given in Eq.(4.60) the values of the type zH2_eln where
n is 1 to 5 representing each electrolyser are given as shown in Eq.(4.61) to Eq.(4.65).
To simplify the (t) has been dropped in zH2_eln, zelnand the Boolean variables because
they are all in the same time period (t).

zH2_el1 =

Bel × zel1 if ˚EL1fdk∧ ∼ ˚H2_cond ∧ ˚EL1fdk = 1

0 if ˚EL1fdk∧ ∼ ˚H2_cond ∧ ˚EL1fdk = 0
(4.61)

zH2_el2 =

Bel × zel2 if ˚EL1fdk∧ ∼ ˚H2_cond ∧ ˚EL2fdk = 1

0 if ˚EL1fdk∧ ∼ ˚H2_cond ∧ ˚EL2fdk = 0
(4.62)

zH2_el3 =

Bel × zel3 if ˚EL1fdk∧ ∼ ˚H2_cond ∧ ˚EL3fdk = 1

0 if ˚EL1fdk∧ ∼ ˚H2_cond ∧ ˚EL3fdk = 0
(4.63)

zH2_el4 =

Bel × zel4 if ˚EL1fdk∧ ∼ ˚H2_cond ∧ ˚EL4fdk = 1

0 if ˚EL1fdk∧ ∼ ˚H2_cond ∧ ˚EL4fdk = 0
(4.64)

zH2_el5 =

Bel × zel5 if ˚EL1fdk∧ ∼ ˚H2_cond ∧ ˚EL5fdk = 1

0 if ˚EL1fdk∧ ∼ ˚H2_cond ∧ ˚EL5fdk = 0
(4.65)
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The hydrogen used by the fuel cell is a similar calculation to that for the hydrogen
made as Eq.(4.66). This time, the (1/3600) takes account of the fact that the hydrogen
flow as kilograms per hour is converted to power output, but the scan time of the
controller is 1 second.

zH2_used(t) =

H2_used(t) + (Ts/3600)× (Cfc(Afcxfc(t))) if ˚FCcond(t) = 1

H2_used(t) if ˚FCcond(t) = 0
(4.66)

H2_used(t+ 1) = zH2_used(t)

4.3.3 Other Model Subsystems used by the Electrolyser and
Hydrogen Mass Balance

As explained in Chapter 3, Section 3.4.4 in addition to the Model Subsystems men-
tioned above there are various states calculated using other SimulinkTM functions to
replace the Hybrid MLD block where required to feed back into the MLD-MPC-SC
controller.

The switches and states fall into three broad categories related to the MLD-MPC-SC
controller:

1. dependent on states that are read into the controller from totally external sources
and are not modelled directly within the controller.

2. states are not required to be fed back into the MLD-MPC-SC controller because
they are only dependent on fixed values defined within the controller definition.
These include the MUST conditions.

3. dependent on states that are read into the controller as an external calculation
and mirrored in the controller, such as states for linear state space models, integral
calculations and logic states that would all occur in the Hybrid MLD block as
the external states if it was being used. These include states from the Model
Subsystems in this thesis.

All these states are dependent on the starting state condition for the model. The initial
state start conditions are set in the external SimulinkTM functions when they are being
used.

4.3.3.1 States from Sources External to the MLD-MPC-SC

As in Chapter 3 states used in this chapter are Pl, the tidal lagoon power generation,
and PD_gross, the gross demand pattern. In addition this chapter uses the proxy for
the real electrolyser operating states ˚ELstatus, and the base demand pattern PD_base.
The electrolyser auxiliary power reference Pel_aux is fed into the MLD-MPC-SC but
it is not used in the controller and so is commented as a spare continuous state place
holder. These external states being read into the controller allow the logic for switches
and states to be defined and continuous model selections to occur correctly.
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4.3.3.2 States Configured Only in the MLD-MPC-SC

This category of states are switches and logic states that depend only on fixed values
for their conditions and so those values are defined only within the controller when it is
configured. Similarly, continuous values that are based on values calculated completely
within the controller based on the type of switches and logic states defined within the
controller.

They appear in this chapter for the series of switches that:

1. sets the electrolysers on using s̊ELX_next, s̊H2_lv1, s̊H2_lv2, s̊H2_lv3, s̊H2_lv4 and
off using where X represents electrolysers 2 to 5 defined in Section 4.2.1.3, which
work with ˚ELcond to give the discrete inputs to the electrolysers. The latter series
of switches are used in the MUST conditions to define the discrete inputs into
the logic for the electrolysers as in Section 4.2.1.3.

2. sets the ˚H2_cond the high hydrogen storage switch and ˚H2_unset, ˚H2_set its asso-
ciated states in Section 4.2.1.1.

3. switches also appear for the switching used to allow the continuous states on the
electrolysers activate control only when certain conditions, such as the previous
electrolyser has reached a high output as ˚sEL2ok, s̊H2_clv1, s̊H2_clv2, s̊H2_clv3,
s̊H2_clv4 where X represents electrolysers 2 to 5 defined in Section 4.2.2.1. These
work with Electrolyser Model Subsystem information to control the electrolysers
based on hydrogen storage level and other electrolysers operating condition.

4.3.3.3 States from Subsystems or Other External Proxys for MLD-MPC-
SC Configuration

The states calculated in other SimulinkTM functions for this chapter, required to replace
the MLD Block configuration that would be ‘mirrors’ of the MLD-MPC-SC controller
configuration in a ‘standard’ MLD MPC example whose configuration file is given in
Appendix:

1. The logic for ˚ELcond, ˚ELunset, ˚ELset and their various switches associated switches
including ˚sELunset.

2. The continuous variables:

(a) those Subsystems that feedback information to the controller. In this case
they are the five Electrolyser Subsystems and the Hydrogen Storage Sub-
system. The former is described in Section 4.2.3 and the latter as in 2c.
They feed back the continuous and discrete control information from the
Subsystems into the controller for use as described in this chapter.

(b) the state space variable in the model xel within the MLD-MPC-SC controller
is mirrored externally with the Kalman Filter block with the A, B, C, and
D values set to match those in the model. The Kalman Filter block receives
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the associated input u for that state space model from the MLD-MPC-SC
controller and the output y from the model subsystem configured within
the model. This is as described in Eq.(4.23), (4.24) and Eq.(4.21) with its
output Eq.(4.22).

(c) the calculations for the integral of some states to represent the equivalent
integral time for the MPC on xel_int, is carried out using a discrete integrator
block.

(d) in addition, in this chapter there is a set of external discrete integrator
blocks to totalise the hydrogen storage made from all the electrolysers when
running and used by the fuel cell when running representing the Hydrogen
Storage Sub-System.

4.3.4 Switch Settings for the Electrolyser MLD-MPC-SC

There are various values set for the switches for the continuous and the logical control
within the MLD-MPC-SC controller. The settings for those switches can depend on
the controller selected for use within the model, which are discussed in Chapter 5.
However, in the case of the demand pattern the switch settings are all common and so
are listed in Table 4.1. Those values listed in previous chapters but also used in this
chapter are not repeated here.

Table 4.1: Electrolyser MLD-MPC-SC Switch Settings Part 1
Switch Label Used

in
State

Value
(Units)

Used for
Auxiliary
Variable
("/$)

Used
for

Logic
("/$)

Used
for

Boolean
Inputs
("/$)

Pl_falling
used in ˚sELunset

˚ELcond
1.00 (MW) " $ "

H2_hi

used in ˚H2_cond

˚ELunset
Depends

on
controller

(kg)

" " $

˚ELstatus
proxy signal for

electrolyser status

˚ELset
0.02

(None)
" " $

H2_hi ˚H2_set Depends
on

controller
(kg)

" " $

H2_rst
and H2_max

˚H2_unset Both
depend on
controller

(kg)

" " $
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Table 4.2: Electrolyser MLD-MPC-SC Switch Settings Part 2
Switch Label Used

in
State

Value
(Units)

Used for
Auxiliary
Variable
("/$)

Used
for

Logic
("/$)

Used
for

Boolean
Inputs
("/$)

H2_f1 used in s̊H2_clv1
and s̊H2_lv1

None Depends
on

controller
(as a
factor)

" " $

H2_f2 used in s̊H2_clv2
and s̊H2_lv2

None Depends
on

controller
(as a
factor)

" " $

H2_f3 used in s̊H2_clv3
and s̊H2_lv3

None Depends
on

controller
(as a
factor)

" " $

H2_f4 used in s̊H2_clv4
and s̊H2_lv4

None Depends
on

controller
(as a
factor)

" " $

ELov
(Constant in switches) None 1.0 (MW) " " $

ELallow
(Constant in switches) None 0.95 (a

factor)
" " $

4.4 Basic Results of the MLD-MPC-SC Variants

There are three control aims investigated in the thesis:

1. Hydrogen Storage Control used to optimise the hydrogen mass balance and stor-
age control in order to meet a base demand pattern and support the electrolysers
when starting and stopping.

2. Dispatchable Control used to operate the TLPG-HSS as a dispatchable power
supply by utilising the fuel cell to meet a high demand when required and refill
the hydrogen storage between demands.

3. Grid Power Control which seeks to limit the maximum power to the grid using
the operation of the electrolysers during each tidal run.
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The control can be switched by the TLPG-HSS operator. The MLD-MPC-SC to
optimise the hydrogen mass balance and storage control in order to meet a base demand
pattern and support the electrolysers when starting and stopping is the basis of all three
controllers examined in the thesis. In this chapter the results outline the basic response
of each MLD-MPC-SC.

4.4.1 Results - Hydrogen Storage Control

4.4.1.1 Control Response to Changing Hydrogen Storage Level

The graphs in Fig. 4.13 show the response to an increasing and falling hydrogen storage
level, which causes the system to stop electrolysers in order to reduce the rate of rise
of the storage level. Conversely it allows more electrolysers to run as the storage level
drops; and if possible given changing tidal generation capacity on each tide, stabilise
at a given electrolyser number.

In the upper graphs in this section EL1fdk to EL5fdk are the electrolyser subsystem
responses to the inputs from the MLD-MPC-SC; ‘Tidal Power’ is power generated by
the tidal lagoon turbine system; ‘Electrolysers Reference’ is the power reference for the
sum of the electrolysers; and ‘Sum EL1fdk to EL5fdk’ is the total power being used by
the electrolysers and all units are power in Megawatts.

In Fig. 4.13 and Fig. 4.14 the lower graphs are continuous values. All values are
hydrogen in kilograms, and with the hydrogen storage level given as ‘H2 Level’ - the
level calculated as a subsystem and H2_lvl - an external copy of the level calculation in
the MLD-MPC-SC; with the hydrogen level used in the switches in the controller given
as ˚sH2_lv1 to ˚sH2_lv4. The high level switch is given as ˚H2_set (as given in Eq.(4.5))
and the high level reset switch as (as given in Eq.(4.6)). The level switches as labelled
(assuming the tidal lagoon is generating enough power) have the following effect -
below the ˚sH2_lv1 all five electrolysers are allowed to run, above it four electrolysers
are allowed to run; above ˚sH2_lv2 three electrolysers can run, above ˚sH2_lv3 two can
run, and above ˚sH2_lv4 only one electrolyser can run. H2_max is the maximum hydrogen
storage size, and the ˚H2_set is set just below that. In the example Fig. 4.13 H2_max

and ˚H2_set are set at 200 tonnes and 195.5 tonnes and so appear as if there is one line,
rather than two lines, at the top of the lower graph at the 200 tonne value.

In Fig. 4.15 the lower graphs are discrete values. All values are 1 = Start, 0 =
Stop, where E̊L1 to E̊L5 are the inputs to the subsystems and ˚EL1fdk to ˚EL5fdk are
the subsystem feedback to those input signals. All switch levels are configurable in the
MLD-MPC-SC including the high level switch and reset.
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Figure 4.13: Electrolyser Hydrogen Storage Level Control over 30 Days

A close up of the four days 9 to 12 inclusive in Fig. 4.13 are given as hours 0 to 96
in Fig. 4.14 and shows the detail of the number of electrolysers being allowed to run
as the hydrogen storage level rises. The maximum number of electrolysers allowed is
set by examining the power available from the tidal lagoon generated power (taking
account of the base demand pattern and electrolyser auxiliary power), and is then
modified by the hydrogen storage level. In Fig. 4.14 as the storage level rises, at each
switch level one less electrolyser is allowed to run.

This is shown by the electrolyser logic switching in Fig. 4.15 (which covers the
same time period as Fig. 4.14) where the start-stop logic for each electrolyser E̊L1

to E̊L5 from the MLD-MPC-SC is enabled by the equations in Section 4.2.1 which
partially depend on the level switches. As can be seen in Fig. 4.15 when the hydrogen
storage level is low more electrolysers are enabled and take power and as the hydrogen
storage level rises less electrolysers are enabled so the power they take drops. The
clearest example of this is the tidal lagoon generation period between hours 39 and 42.
At around hour 41 the hydrogen storage level rises above the s̊H2_lv2, and as a result
electrolyser 4 (discrete input E̊L4, discrete input feedback from subsystem ˚EL4fdk,
and continuous input feedback from subsystem EL4fdk) switches off as a result of E̊L4

acting. EL4fdk shows the continuous reference to electrolyser 4 dropping and ˚EL4fdk

shows the electrolyser subsystem has switched off.
On some occasions the switch levels in Fig. 4.14 act to start an electrolyser based

on the possible availability of tidal power to run the next electrolyser (see Eq.(4.9)
to Eq.(4.12)), but the cell stack does not control to take any power. This is because
for the cell stack to take power its criteria includes the requirement for the previous
electrolyser to be at close to full load (see Eq.(4.25) to Eq.(4.28)) by reading the actual
inputs to the previous electrolyser to run.
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Figure 4.14: Electrolyser Hydrogen Storage Level Control over 4 Days

Figure 4.15: Electrolyser Hydrogen Storage Level Switching over 4 Days

4.4.1.2 Response to High Hydrogen Storage Level

The upper and lower graph contents for Fig. 4.16 are as described in Section 4.4.1.1. In
the event that the demand is so low that a single electrolyser running will eventually fill
the hydrogen storage, a high level switch will be activated that prevents the electrolysers
running until a rest level switch acts. That response and restart of electrolysers running
is shown in Fig. 4.16. When the high hydrogen storage level, s̊H2_set is reached
between days 10 and 11 the system is instructed not to run the electrolysers until the
reset switch, s̊H2_unset is activated between days 29 and 30.
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Figure 4.16: Electrolyser Hydrogen Storage High Level Action and Reset

This results in normal power export to the grid on each tidal lagoon generation
period until the reset is reached. In most circumstances, unless less than one electroly-
sers worth of hydrogen is being used by the demand the normal level control as shown
in Section 4.4.1.1 will manage the hydrogen storage level without a high level action
being taken.

4.4.2 Results - Dispatchable Control

The dispatchable control consists of a large power demand, required quickly.
In Fig. 4.17 the lower graph parameters are as described in Section 4.4.1.1, and

the upper graph parameters are ‘Tidal Power’ is power generated by the tidal lagoon
turbine system; PD_gross is the gross demand pattern; PD_base is the base demand
pattern; Pel_aux is the auxiliary demand pattern. Additionally, ‘ufc SubSys’ is the fuel
cell reference to meet PD_gross; ‘ul SubSys’ is the tidal power demand reference to meet
PD_gross, and ‘Sum ELxfdk Switched’ is the sum of the responses of the electrolysers
to the ‘Electrolysers Reference’ which is the reference generated for the electrolysers as
in Eq.(4.52).

The large power requirement of a dispatchable supply uses a large amount of
hydrogen and so a period is required to rebuild the hydrogen store ready for the next
power demand. The illustration in Fig. 4.17 shows three such demand patterns with
no base demand.
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Figure 4.17: Dispatchable Control over 30 Days - Ebb Only Power Generation

4.4.3 Results - Grid Power Control

In Fig. 4.18 and Fig. 4.19 the lower graphs are as described in Section 4.4.1.1; and in
the upper graphs are all power in MW. ‘xg Grid Subsys’ is the power to grid calculated
from all the fuel cell, tidal power to gross demand pattern and electrolyser subsystems,
and ‘xg Grid Hys’ is the power to grid as calculated in the MLD-MPC-SC (repeated
external to the controller for logging). ‘xgGrid Ref’ is the continuous reference into
the MLD-MPC-SC as the required power to Grid; ‘Tidal Power’ is power generated by
the tidal lagoon turbine system; ‘Electrolysers Reference’ is the power reference for the
sum of the electrolysers; and ‘Sum EL1fdk to EL5fdk’ is the total power being used by
the electrolysers.

The grid power control attempts to control the power to grid around a reference
value. Fig. 4.18 shows a power to grid control reference ‘xg Grid Ref’ set at 200 MW.
The trend in Fig. 4.18 of the hydrogen storage level, ‘H2 Level’ and H2_lvl shows it
dropping, even when the start-stop logic in Fig. 4.19 suggests more electrolysers could
start.
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Figure 4.18: Electrolyser Grid Power Control 30 Day Run

Zooming in to a four day period as in Fig. 4.19 with the logic for the electrolyser
start-stop logic shows that in this controller the tidal lagoon power available does
instruct the maximum amount of electrolysers to start so the hydrogen storage level
could be maintained; but the optimisation weightings in the configured MLD-MPC-SC
limits the electrolyser power taken such that the power to grid given by ‘xgGrid Ref’
and ‘xg Grid Hys’ is a maximum of 200 MW. The optimisation weightings are discussed
in more detail in Chapter 5.

Figure 4.19: Electrolyser Grid Power Control 4 Day Run Logic
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4.4.4 Discussion

The hydrogen production part of the hydrogen inventory calculations used as the basis
of the MLD-MPC-SC has been developed in this section. The existing control uses the
hydrogen inventory as its main control such that the state for the electrolysers is one
state space model with five inputs, one for each controller. That has the advantage
that it allows tracking of one reference by the total electrolyser output when the tidal
power generation is operating. So, a single reference for the power available to the
electrolyser(s) cell stacks converted to hydrogen equivalent can be used to control all
the electrolysers.

However, this is also a disadvantage because it does not allow a separate tuning
weighting for each electrolyser. To prevent hunting in the control used in this thesis the
switching as to when electrolysers are allowed to switch on and off has quite narrow
bands. The implemented switching bands prevent the option of allowing already-
operating electrolysers to modulate to accommodate the pre-start load of the next
electrolyser to be brought online. Such modulation would potentially smooth the ramp
profile of the combined electrolysers to more closely track the control reference. That
in turn would assist in reducing short term peaks to the power grid on each electrolyser
start. If each electrolyser could have its own tuning weighting the electrolysers could be
switched on and enabled at much lower outputs of the already-operating electrolysers.
The tuning could then be used to ensure the reference is tracked more closely at
all times. This option was not investigated because it would have required a major
re-configuration of the MLD MPC controllers including the electrolyser state space
models, the hydrogen inventory control, and the electrolyser switching strategy.

As a result, the control used in this thesis works to control the hydrogen inventory
for the TLPG-HSS.

4.5 Summary

This Chapter lays out the basic hydrogen system control on the production side and
along with the demand side described in Chapter 3 illustrates that the proposed MLD-
MPC-SCs’ are able to pass references to the tidal lagoon generation hydrogen system
using the combined optimisation of discrete and continuous variables.

The basis of all the MLD-MPC-SC is control of the TLPG-HSS as given in the
detail of the Hydrogen Storage Control detailed in Section 4.2. The Dispatchable
Control and Grid Power Control are variations on that MLD-MPC-SC. The detail of
those two controllers is given in Chapter 5. In this Chapter Section 4.4 shows that
each MLD-MPC-SC acts as expected:

1. The Hydrogen Storage Control is able optimise the hydrogen mass balance and
storage control in order to meet a base demand pattern and support the electrol-
ysers when starting and stopping. This basic requirement of the controller will
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be used to investigate cases when managing the combined TLPG-HSS to meet
continuous demands.

2. The Dispatchable Control can be used to operate the hydrogen storage as a
dispatchable power supply using the fuel cell sub-system by utilising the fuel cell
to meet a high demand when required and refill the hydrogen storage between
demands. Whether this can be with a base supply between demands, as well as
with no demand between the high demands will be investigated.

3. The Grid Power Control controls the power to grid as a maximum value rather
than as a tightly tracked reference. It’s advantages and disadvantages will be
investigated.
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Chapter 5

Supervisory MLD-MPC-SC
Optimisation of the System

The MLD-MPC-SC is a configuration based on the MLD model within the controller,
with extra configuration parameters included for the MPC part. Those parameters
for the MPC part are the prediction horizon, controller limits on inputs and states,
weighting parameters for optimisation and the ‘softness’ factor.

Prior to describing the specifics of the MPC part of the MLD-MPC-SC in detail, a
key part of the controller is the optimisation problem that is solved in the controller
to provide the vector of control inputs from which the first one is used as a control
action. This section provides the reasoning for the choice of optimisation problem and
its implementation in the controllers.

5.1 Optimisation Selection

Optimisation for MPC and MLD-MPC involve various choices for the controllers which
depend on the requirements of the controllers. Most choices are common, and their
selections are discussed in this section.

An optimisation problem is the determination of the value of an optimisation
decision variable within a feasible region or set (a set of constraints) that optimises
(minimise or maximise) an optimisation cost function (whose value is usually scalar);
by manipulating the decision variables (which are elements of the model that can
be changed by the optimiser as the decision maker - in this case the optimisation
cost function manipulating the continuous and discrete states, auxiliary variables, and
inputs). The optimisation problem uses a solver to carry the calculations required to
find a solution.

5.1.1 Optimisation Cost Function

Before introducing this section, some definitions are given:

1. 2-norm is where the optimisation function is in a squared form, also known as
the Euclidean norm as it is based on the square root of the sum of the squares
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(the shortest distance from one point to another) e.g. for vector v = (12, 9)
2-norm to the origin is 15. In mathematical terms the vector 2-norm is ‖−→x ‖2 =
2

√
n∑
k=1
|xak − xbk|2 in general form. It is related to the sum of the squared distance

=
n∑
k=1
|xak − xbk|2 used in many areas of engineering including optimisation.

2. 1-norm is the sum of the absolute values of the elements of a vector so for vector
v = (12, 10) it is 22. In mathematical terms the vector 1-norm is ‖−→x ‖1 =

n∑
k=1
|xk|

3. ∞-norm or maximum norm is the absolute value of the largest element of a vector
e.g. for a vector v = (10, -14, 3, 7, -9) it is 14. In mathematical terms the vector
∞-norm is ‖−→x ‖∞ = max

k
|xk|.

In both standard MPC and MLD MPC as discussed in Chapter 2 Section 2.4 the
optimisation function is usually the minimisation of a quadratic equation, 2- norm
based as they use the sum of the squared distance in the optimisation function.
However, the requirement of the continuous optimisation in this thesis is mainly to
track a reference (power demand pattern, or tidal lagoon power available to make
hydrogen). The tracking is required to provide the correct equipment (fuel cell, tidal
power or electrolysers) with references once the logical part of the MLD-MPC-SC
has selected which equipment to use. That leads to options for the selection of the
optimisation function that may result in use of something other than the standard
2-norm. The use of ∞-norm leads to the possibility of a MILP as given by Eq.(5.1).

J∗ = min
(x,y)

cTx+ dTy + r (5.1)

subject to

Ax+By ≥ b

(x, y) ∈ Rn × Zp

where Rn is n-dimensional space of all non-negative real numbers as Rn ={x ∈ Rn :
x ≥ 0}; Zp is p-dimensional space of all non-negative integer numbers as Zp =
{y ∈ Zp : y ≥ 0} and A is an m× n matrix; B is an m× p matrix; b is m-dimensional
vector; c is an n-dimensional vector; d is a p-dimensional vector; r is a constant and X
is a set of feasible solutions X ={(x, y) ∈ Rn × Zp : Ax+By ≥ b}. r is often omitted
as it does not affect the optimiser, but it does have to be considered when calculating
the optimal value.

5.1.1.1 Making the Choice of Optimisation Cost Function

The possible choice of optimisation function for the MLD-MPC-SC is detailed in the
Hybrid Toolbox manual (Bemporad, 2004, Section 4.3) in which the various norms are
mentioned. The manual references Campo and Morari (1987, p.1021) which discusses
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robust model predictive control using ∞-norm to minimise tracking error for outputs
against a reference. That paper cites Campo and Morari (1986) which discusses norms
options in model predictive control. Campo and Morari (1986, p. 340) defines the
detail of the spacial (data organised in a configuration) and temporal (data organised
in sequence) norms. In this case the spacial norm is the linear mapping of the predicted
error vector of outputs to a scalar measure of its magnitude; and the temporal norm
is the linear mapping of the that scalar error vector of outputs over time into a scalar
measure of future error. Campo and Morari (1986, Table 1, p. 340) gives a set of 9
options for combinations of 1, 2, and ∞-norms which are then discussed in the paper
as options for MPC optimisation. The normal MPC quadratic optimisation function
is listed as 2-1 norm. As an alternative, the paper advocates that in using ∞-∞-norm
minimises the maximum value in the error vector over the prediction horizon and it
is possible to formulate the ∞-∞-norm as a linear program (LP). Campo and Morari
(1986) argue that for process industry control ∞-∞-norm gives reasonable control by
seeking to minimise errors in future sample times in which the errors are at a maximum;
the latter meaning it does not require large control actions. In addition, it allows simple
weightings that are just related to the relative ranges of the process variables to be
controlled. As a result, those weightings can be fairly simply tuned to either favour
minimising one or two variables errors or equally weight them. And finally, Campo
and Morari (1986) assert that if the inputs predicted can set this error to zero it tracks
as well as 1-norm or 2-norm.

In Campo and Morari (1987, p.1021) they return to develop their own idea from
Campo and Morari (1986) into a linear program form of the ∞-∞-norm to minimise
the worst (maximum) future tracking error over all inputs over all time by starting
with the ∞-∞-norm (Campo and Morari, 1987, Eq. 4 and 5, p.1022). In Eq.(5.2)
α and β are the upper and lower bounds on future inputs, and c and d are the upper
and lower bounds on future outputs:

∞−∞ MPC = min
u(k+j)

j=0,..,M−1

max
θ∈π

max
l=1,...P

‖ŷ(k + l|k)− r(k + l)‖

subject to : α ≤ u ≤ β (5.2)
c ≤ ŷ(k + l|k) ≤ d}∀θ ∈ π

where u(k + j) is the input time at k + j; M is the number of future inputs; P is
the prediction horizon of tracking error; r(k + l) is future references; ŷ(k + l|k) is the
predicted output at time (k + l) based on information at time k; and θ represents
outputs at time k to impulse inputs at time k − l within the parameter space π . The
paper concludes that ∞−∞ MPC is equivalent to a LP as in Eq.(5.3) where both
the optimisation function and constraints are linear as Campo and Morari (1987, Eq.
20 and 21, p.1023):
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∞−∞ MPC = min
x
cTx (5.3)

subject to : Ax ≥ b

x ≥ 0

where A and c are matrices and b is a vector as defined for Eq.(5.1). This equation is
known as a relaxation of the MILP problem in Eq.(5.1) because the integer variables
have been included in the set of continuous (real) variables.

At this stage it is worth mentioning some of the key features of a LP. As it is an op-
timisation problem it seeks to find the value of an optimisation decision variable within
a feasible region or set (a set of constraints) that optimises (minimise or maximise) an
optimisation cost function (whose value is usually scalar), by manipulating the decision
variables. The feasible set is formed by constraints on the decision variables; and in
the LP the constraints can be (i) equalities (ii) less than or equal to inequalities or
(iii) greater than or equal to inequalities; not strict inequalities (greater than or less
than) because they may not give well defined optimal solutions1. To deal with strict
inequalities, they are turned into inequalities by introducing a small value to allow that
e.g. if power cannot drop below zero as Power > 0 it can be changed to Power≥ 0.00001
(where the value is within the measuring accuracy of the system). In addition, all the
constraints must be linear with respect to the decision variables. Note that the standard
form of LP requires a minimisation for the objective function; all its constraints are
equality constraints and all its decision variables are non-negative (Ramteen Sioshansi,
2017, p. 29); but Eq.(5.3) and its constraints are in canonical form. That is, it has a
minimisation for the objective function; all its constraints are greater than or equal to;
and all its decision variables are non-negative (Ramteen Sioshansi, 2017, p. 34).

So, in this thesis the choice is to use ∞-norm MILP as the optimisation function
for mainly reference tracking requirements within the MLD-MPC-SC.

There are a couple of points to address in the light of that choice:

1. Can the optimisation problem solution be shown to be optimum? This is dis-
cussed in the next Section 5.1.2.

2. Is the chosen optimisation problem stable for the specific MLD-MPC-SC control
required and within a reasonable time? This is demonstrated in Section 5.1.3.

The next section discusses the optimality of the cost function and the feasible region
or set.

1By example: no optimal solution exists if the function ismin x and the constraint is x > 0 because
there is always a smaller x that could be the solution, whereas for the constraint x ≥ 0 a solution can
be found as x = 0
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5.1.2 Optimality of the Cost Function and Feasible Region or
Set

For the optimisation problem to be optimal the optimisation function, the feasible
region or set, and solver have to work together to find an optimal solution to the
problem. This is not guaranteed in all circumstances.

This section examines the optimality of the problem using an ∞-norm MILP that
uses a LP in the optimisation. There is property of optimisation problems, their
optimisation functions and feasible regions or sets that is important in the ability of
the optimisation problem to be solved called convexity.

5.1.2.1 A Brief Word about Convexity

Whether something is convex in the context of the MLD MPC control can apply to
three areas:

1. a convex set (collection of items). In this context usually just a set of points, such
as inputs, states and outputs within various limits (constraints). A definition of
a convex set is that between any two points in the set all the points on a line
segment are within the set. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.1(a). In (a)(i) all points
on the line A to B fall within the set represented by the blue shaded area so the
set is convex, whereas the in (a)(ii) the set represented by the blue shaded area is
non-convex because not all the points on the line C to D fall inside the area. The
mathematical definition is set X is convex if θx1 + (1− θ)x2 ∈X and x1, x2 ∈ X
for all θ where 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1 where set X ∈ Rn, i.e. all the points on a line segment
are within the set X.

2. a convex function. In Fig. 5.1(b)(i) the secant2 line that intersects the curve at
1 and 2 is all above the curve of the function so the function is convex. However,
the secant line in (b)(ii) joining 3 to 4 always remains below curve of the function
so the function is not convex. If a function has convex and non-convex parts then
the whole function is not convex.

3. a convex optimisation problem - which is a combination of a convex sets on which
a convex function fits.

2The secant of a curve is a straight line that intersects the curve at a minimum of two points
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Figure 5.1: Convex and Non-Convex Set (a)(i)-(ii) and Function (b)(i)-(ii)

The importance of convexity is that convex optimisation problems are in general
easier to solve than non-convex optimisation problems; and in for convex problems a
local minimum (maximum) is the same as a global minimum (maximum) but for a
non-convex problem there can be many local minima for only one global minimum
(maximum). This issue can be addressed for MILP through the use of LP. To examine
that case, it is necessary to examine the nature of LP optimisation problems.

5.1.2.2 Linear Programs: Primal and Dual Problem - Addressing the
Convexity

Linear programs used to solve the MILP address issues with the convexity of those
MILP using a technique that generates a second form of the same LP problem. For
each LP optimisation problem there is an associated but different LP optimisation
problem. The original LP optimisation is known as the primal problem and its
associated problem is the dual problem.

The approach used by Borrelli et al. (2017) is a slightly different primal-dual
optimisation formulation to that set out in Campo and Morari (1987, p.1023). The
Borrelli et al. (2017) approach uses a Lagrangian, defined as an alternative form of the
optimisation function and its constraints, into a new optimisation function by using
a weighted sum of those constraints to represent them within the new optimisation
function. The full definition of the Lagrangian and the resulting Lagrangian dual
function can be found in Boyd and Vandenberghe (2004, p. 215-6). The use of the
Lagrangian dual function results in a primal problem as a linear inequality LP as in
Eq.(5.4) and the derivation to form the dual in Eq.(5.8) is a combination of those given
in Boyd and Vandenberghe (2004, p. 215-6) and Borrelli et al. (2017, p. 22).

min
x

= cTx (5.4)
subject to : Gx ≤ b
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and using a dual variable y, the Lagrangian is:

L(x, y) = cTx+ yT (Gx− b) (5.5)
= cTx+ yTGx− yT b

= (cT + yTG)x− yT b
= (c+ yGT )Tx− ybT

= −bTy + (GTy + c)Tx

giving the dual function:

g(y) = inf
x
L(x, y) = −bTy + inf

x
(GTy + c)Tx (5.6)

which inf
x

is −∞ except when GTy + c = 0; so

g(u) =

−b
Ty GTy + c = 0

−∞ GTy + c 6= 0
(5.7)

The dual variable y is dual feasible if y ≥ 0 so taking the GTy + c = 0 case :

max
y

= −bTy (5.8)

subject to : GTy = −c
y ≥ 0

The result of this is that the dual problem can be shown to be convex (because it
is the maximum of a concave function with a convex set) for all primal convex and
non-convex functions (Borrelli et al., 2017, p.12); which means it should be easier to
solve than the primal problem if it is non-convex. The solution to the dual problem, is
a lower bound on the primal problem; but it is not necessarily the optimal solution to
the primal problem. This relationship is called weak duality and the difference between
the solution to the primal problem and the solution to the dual problem is called the
duality gap. Since the primal problem seeks to minimise the optimisation problem,
and the dual problem seeks to maximise the optimisation problem; when solved they
work together. As the primal problem drives the upper bound of the problem down,
and the dual problem drives the lower bound of the problem up they will tend to
converge. In addition the primal and dual problems can have strong duality which
is where an optimal solution to the primal problem matches the optimal solution to
the dual problem. If the primal problem is convex then the primal and dual problem
usually has strong duality as explained in Borrelli et al. (2017, p13) and Boyd and
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Vandenberghe (2004, p.226). These properties of LP can be used to solve the MILP
problem.

5.1.2.3 Solving the Optimisation Problem

The relaxation of the MILP to a LP allows the LP to solve the problem within a feasible
set of solutions that meets the constraints for the MILP.

The feasible set of solutions in Fig. 5.2 represents the constraints where (a) shows a
feasible set of integers, and (b) shows a shaded area representing the continuous set of
real numbers within the same area for the set. The shaded area (b) in Fig. 5.2 is a two
dimensional polytope which is a bounded (not infinite) polyhedron P ⊆ Rn, i.e. a set
of points that satisfy a finite set of inequalities P = {x ∈ Rn : Ax ≤ b}. The bounds
are indicated by each inequality against the set boundaries.

A

B

A

B

Figure 5.2: Feasible Sets (a) Integer (b) Continuous

The feasible sets shown in Fig. 5.2 form the bounds for the solution of an LP
problem as given in Eq.5.3 that also bound the MILP. Given that feasible set Fig. 5.3
demonstrates that the LP problem solutions can come in two forms. Fig 5.3 (a) shows
a series of solutions along the edge of the feasible set given by a′4x ≤ b4 so that there
is no unique solution in this case; or Fig. 5.3 (b) shows that there is a unique solution
as the iteration develops to minimise the problem from t1 to t4. A key point here is
that the optimised solutions for a two dimensional3 LP always lie on the boundary of
feasible polyhedron and if a solution is on a vertex (the corner point formed by the
edges) the solution is unique.

3For problems with more than two decision variables so they are more than two dimensional, the
boundary of each constraint is a hyperplane (equivalent to a line in two dimensions) and a set of
points that satisfies the inequality is a halfspace. Similarly, for more than two dimensions the feasible
region changes from a polyhedron to a polytope.
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Figure 5.3: Feasible Sets (a) Multiple Optima (b) Unique Optimal Solution

This leads to the point that because the feasible set of a LP is a polyhedron or
polytope there is always a vertex or extreme point of the feasible region that is optimal.
This is known as the fundamental theorem of linear programming and can be used
to solve the LP using the primal and dual optimisation problems simultaneously as
described above.

A method that uses this approach is called the active set method for LP or the
simplex method, the details of which are given in Ramteen Sioshansi (2017, p. 59 )
and (Borrelli et al., 2017, p. 63). Its approach uses a slightly different primal-dual
optimisation to that set out in Campo and Morari (1987) in that uses the Lagrangian
form of the dual as in Eq. (5.8). In either case the primal-dual optimal solution has
to meet a set of conditions, as well as primal and dual feasibility which are called the
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions defined at Borrelli et al. (2017, p. 16) for differ-
entiable cost function and constraints. For MILP, because the feasible region includes
a set of disconnected integer points, and so is not a continuous differentiable function
the standard KKT conditions do not apply. But KKT conditions can alternatively be
stated for a LP as used in Campo and Morari (1987) and shown in Borrelli et al. (2017,
p.23) when the function and constraints are linear in the decision variables. In both
cases if the duality gap discussed in Section 5.1.2.2 is zero, and strong duality holds
(Slater’s condition) then KKT conditions lead to optimality. This allows the simplex
method to solve the LP and hence the MILP following a procedure that maintains
primal feasibility at all times, but only satisfies dual feasibility when a solution occurs.
The simplex method follows a procedure detailed in Borrelli et al. (2017, p.63-64) given
in very reduced terms as:

1. In the initialisation the vertex z of a feasible set and the dual decision variables w
are selected so that KKT conditions are met for both, but only primal feasibility
is guaranteed.

2. If dual feasibility is also met, i.e. u ≥ 0 then both the primal and dual are optimal
- the optimal solution has been found.
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3. If (2) is not the case then an operation called pivoting is carried out (which is
detailed as a method in Ramteen Sioshansi (2017, p.56)) that finds the next
vertex that has an optimisation solution that is never worse than the previous
vertex and usually improves. A check is made as in (2) and either an optimal
solution has been found or another pivot takes place.

For the interested reader Borrelli et al. (2017, p.65-66) also discusses important points
for the practical implementation of the simplex method and provides further references.

The summary of Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 is that non-convex optimisation tracking
problems can be re-formulated as ∞-norm MILP which will through the work of
Campo and Morari (1987, p.1021); Campo and Morari (1986); Bemporad et al. (2000a);
Bemporad et al. (2000b); Bemporad et al. (2000b) and Bemporad et al. (2002) control
the MLD MPC system to track a reference.

The MLD-MPC-SC can be optimised as a MILP problem, but it can grow in to
a large problem which makes online processing in a timely fashion a potential issue.
That is addressed in the next section.

5.1.3 Stability of∞-normMILP with Reduced Prediction Hori-
zon

One of the potential issues with ∞-norm MILP is the fact that with larger prediction
horizons the size of the optimisation problem grows very quickly which can make online
processing in a timely fashion a potential issue. Bemporad et al. (2000a) and Bemporad
et al. (2000b) solve this issue by splitting the original MILP into a multi-parametric
Linear Program and an associated MILP. However, this requires the formulation of an
explicit controller for the system, which uses partition sets for the solutions. With a
large MLD system this can result in a very large partition set which makes the explicit
controller difficult to synthesize. With the development of more powerful computing
in the period since the papers were written, an alternative is to use the technique
for stabilisation of the ∞-norm MILP optimisation function used in Bemporad et al.
(2000a) to reduce the size of the required prediction horizon, but retain the online
controller.

The stabilisation technique is given in Bemporad et al. (2000a). It gives an optimal
problem in stabilising to the origin as a piece-wise affine (PWA) system and shows
how it can be stabilised; reformulated as an equivalent MLD system, and converted to
an ∞-norm MILP optimisation function. The equivalence of MLD systems to PWA
systems is used so that in the PWA form in Bemporad et al. (2000a, Section 2) they
prove that the system can be stabilised by use of Terminal Weights. In Bemporad et al.
(2000b) they extend to the case with a reference included, rather than stabilise at the
origin. The cases in Bemporad et al. (2000a) and Bemporad et al. (2000b) are not
precisely the one used in the Hybrid toolbox (Bemporad, 2004) and its User’s Guide
(Bemporad, 2004, Section 4.3 and Appendix A); but the latter are equivalent and so
should be stabilised using terminal weights. The effect of stabilising using terminal
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weights versus use of longer prediction horizons without a terminal weight as discussed
in the papers above, can be demonstrated by modifying an example for integral control
from the Hybrid toolbox (Bemporad, 2004). The example is shown in shown in Fig.
5.4. The model consists of an MLD model in which two states, x1 and x2 have related
auxiliary variables, z1 and z2

4 that change state space models based on the switch. The
output, y of the ‘Hybrid System’ block is subtracted from the reference and that error
is integrated and fed into a third state, ‘epsilon’ that represents the integrator which
the controller seeks to minimise. The original states x1 and x2 are fed back into the
Hybrid MPC Controller with the integrator state ‘epsilon’, and the reference state r.
The same reference r as for the integral error state is fed as an output reference into
the ‘Hybrid MPC Controller’ block.

Figure 5.4: Hybrid Toolbox ∞-norm MILP: Used to Show Effect of Terminal Weight
and N

The Hybrid MPC Controller has some internal settings not visible on Fig. 5.4.
They are associated with the optimisation function described in Eq.(5.9). The most
fundamental value is the norm of the controller Qρ with a value of infinity - which
designates the function as ∞-norm MILP. The prediction horizon N is set at two.
The remaining settings are the tuning weights on the outputs Qy, states Qx, and the
terminal state weights QxN allocated to the different parts of the optimisation function.
The values for the parameters listed in this paragraph are displayed on the upper left
graph for each of the three cases run shown in Fig. 5.5 to Fig. 5.7.

Returning to the theory, the model in Fig. 5.4 uses a reduced form of Equation
4.5, in the Hybrid Toolbox - User’s Guide (Bemporad, 2004, Section 4.3) without any
softening of constraints. All constraints for the inputs u, states x, and outputs y, given
as umin, umax, xmin, xmax, ymin, and ymax are hard. For the original integral control

4The auxiliary variables, z1 and z2 are internal to the model block ‘Hybrid System’ and the model
in the controller ‘Hybrid MPC Controller’ so do not appear on Fig. 5.4.
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example N = 2, Q = 10, and Qy = 1, and a terminal weight is used to stabilise the
system QxN = Qx = 10, as in Eq.(5.9); with no constraints on the states, x or outputs,
y and no final target subset for the state space (Sx = Tx = [ ] (empty set)).

min
{u,δ,z}1

0

J
(
{u, δ, z}1

0 , x(t)
)

, 10‖x(2/t)− xr‖∞ +

1∑
k=1

10‖(x(k)− xr‖∞ +
2∑

k=0
‖(y(k/t)− yr‖∞ (5.9)

subject5 to:

x(0|t) = x(t)

x(k + 1|t) =


0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
−1 1 1 1
0 0 0 1

x(k|t) +


1 0
0 1
0 0
0 0

 z(k/t)

y(k|t) =
[

1 −1 0 0
]
x(k|t) (5.10)

E2δ(k|t) + E3z(k|t) ≤ E1u(k) + E4x(k/t) + E5

−2 ≤ u(t+ k) ≤ 2, k = 0, ..., N − 1

where in order of use E2, E3, E1, E4 and E5 are given in Eq. (5.11).

δ =E2 =



−20.000001
20

2005.50
2006.58
−2006.58
2005.50

7.5
7.5
−7.5
−7.5


E3 =



0 0
0 0
−1 0
1 0
−1 0
1 0
0 −1
0 1
0 −1
0 1


E1 =



0
0
−1
1
−1
1
0
0
0
0



=E4 =



1 1 0 0
−1 −1 0 0
−0.5 0.1 0 0
0.5 −0.1 0 0
0 0.004 0 0
0 −0.004 0 0
−0.5 0 0 0
0.5 0 0 0
−0.25 0 0 0
0.25 0 0 0


E5 =



−0.000001
20

2005.50
2006.58
−0.54
0.54
7.5
7.5
0
0



(5.11)

This MLD based optimisation model converts to ∞-norm MILP formulation as a
reduced form of the general form set out in Bemporad (2004, Appendix A) and using
the values as in the MLD form, gives and MILP problem of the form in Eq.(5.12)

5All matrices’ values are extracted from the models used in the example shown in Fig. 5.4. A
is the matrix associated with x(k|t), B3with z(k|t), and C with y(k|t) in Eq.(5.10) and E1 to E5 in
Eq.(5.10) and Eq.(5.11)
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min
q

J(q) ,
[
εx1 , ....., ε

x
2 , ε

y
0,, ....., ε

y
1

]′
(5.12)

where ε is a vector that satisfies the upper bound conditions on the optimisation in
Eq.(5.13):

−1nεxk ≥ ±10x((k/t)− xe), k = 1
−1nεx2 ≥ ±10x((2|t)− xe terminal condition (5.13)
−1pεyk ≥ ±y((k|t)− xe), k = 0, 1

and where

x(k|t) ≤


0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
−1 1 1 1
0 0 0 1

x(t) +
k−1∑
j=0


0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
−1 1 1 1
0 0 0 1




1 0
0 1
0 0
0 0

 zk−1−j|t for k = 1, 2

simplifying

x(k|t) ≤


0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
−1 1 1 1
0 0 0 1

x(t) +
k−1∑
j=0


0 0
0 0
−1 1
0 0

 zk−1−j|t for k = 1, 2

subject to (where E2, E3, E1, E4 and E5 are again as in Eq.(5.11) and Ē2, E3, E1, E4

and E5 are the maximum bounds on the MLD equations):

−1nεx1 ≥ ±10x((1|t)− xe), k = 1
−1nεx2 ≥ ±10x((2|t)− xe
−1nεy1 ≥ ±y((1|t)− xe), k = 0, 1
−2 ≤ u(t+ k) ≤ 2, k = 0, 1

x(k + 1|t) =


0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
−1 1 1 1
0 0 0 1

x(k|t) +


1 0
0 1
0 0
0 0

 z(k/t), k ≥ 0
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y(k|t) =
[

1 −1 0 0
]
x(k|t)

E2δ(k|t) + E3z(k|t) ≤ E1u(k) + E4x(k/t) + E5, k ≥ 0 (5.14)
Ē2δ(k|t) + Ē3z(k|t) = Ē1u(k) + Ē4x(k/t) + Ē5, k ≥ 0

−2 ≤ u(t+ k) ≤ 2, k = 0, ..., N − 1

Three cases are demonstrated. All the cases have an output reference weighting
Qy of 1. The state weightings Qx and the terminal weightings QxN are varied in the
example runs. The original case in Fig. 5.5 uses a short prediction horizon with a
terminal weighting. The second in Fig. 5.6 shows the effect when the terminal weight
is removed, and a short prediction horizon is retained. The last case shown in Fig.
5.7 gives the response when a longer prediction horizon is used without a terminal
weighting.

Returning to the original case. In order to enable a short prediction horizon, N = 2;
the terminal weighting, QxN is used and set equivalent to that for the state, Qx on
the integrator state. As can be seen in Fig. 5.5 top left graph the system output
is stabilised and controls to the reference as predicted by Bemporad et al. (2000a).
In order to achieve the output settling at the reference the optimisation moves the
input as shown in Fig. 5.5 bottom left graph by influencing the states (including the
integrator). The states are displayed on the graph at the top right of Fig. 5.5. As the
states change the switch acts to select the internal model used in the ‘Hybrid System’
and the model in the controller ‘Hybrid MPC Controller’ by selecting the auxiliary
variable z1 and z2 that set the model used for x1 and x2 respectively.
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Figure 5.5: Hybrid Toolbox: ∞-norm MILP With Terminal Weight, Short N

Rather than controlling the output to the reference the second case shows the effect
when the terminal weight is removed, and a short prediction horizon is retained. The
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prediction horizon N is still 2, there is no state terminal weighting on the integrator
state, QxN and the state weighting, Qx is still set at 10 as in Fig. 5.7. The MILP
is unable to optimise the input in the bottom left graph because integral state will
saturate as shown in Fig. 5.6 top right graph. The result is the output cannot control
to the reference as in Fig. 5.6 top left graph.
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Figure 5.6: Hybrid Toolbox: ∞-norm MILP No Terminal Weight, Short N

Alternatively, the last case shown in Fig. 5.7 gives the response when a longer
prediction horizon is used without a terminal weighting. A run of the model in Fig.
5.4 is made with a weight for the state, Qx (on the integrator state, epsilon) set at 10;
and a long prediction horizon, N = 10 (rather than 2) but without a terminal weight,
QxN (for the integrator state, epsilon). In this case the Hybrid MPC Controller (MLD
MPC) does control an output to a reference correctly as shown in Fig. 5.7 top left
graph. The optimisation in the Hybrid MPC Controller drives the input and states to
enable this to happen shown in the other three graphs in Fig. 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: Hybrid Toolbox: ∞-norm MILP No Terminal Weight, Long N

However, for MLD MPC it is preferential to have as short a prediction horizon
as possible because the size of the MILP to solve grows rapidly with the prediction
horizon and can become quite slow to solve, or may fail to solve in a reasonable time.
The result of this is that the ∞-norm MILP can be stabilised for shorter prediction
horizon using a terminal weighting. This enables a smaller MILP problem, which leads
to faster processing allowing the problem to be solved at each time interval.

There are several solvers that could be used to solve an ∞-norm MILP problem to
allow MLD MPC to optimise and track a reference. The solver used in this thesis is
‘glpk’ solver using the default settings which uses an active set method as described
in Section 5.1.2, and can accommodate terminal weighting for stability when tracking
a reference as shown in Section 5.1.3. As a result, the ‘glpk’ solver has the required
capability to optimise the control as required for the work in the thesis. It is used with
the interface to Matlab from N. Giorgetti as described in Bemporad (2004).

Now that the optimisation problem can be solved within a feasible region or set (a
set of constraints) by minimising an optimisation cost function to give the next input
into the process from the controller; the controller details are described in the Section
5.2.

5.1.4 The Optimisation Function for the MLD-MPC-SC

The result of the work in this section is that an optimisation problem for the controller
can be formulated for the MLD-MPC-SC and can be solved using the∞-norm MILP to
give the input vector for the control; using the first inputs to control the TLPG-HSS by
making those inputs the references for each continuous value, and switches to control
the equipment state (running or stopped). In order to do that they use an optimisation
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function of the type in Bemporad (2004, Eq. 4.5(a)) as given in Eq.(5.15) to suit the
MLD-MPC-SC developed in this thesis.

min
{u,δ,z}N−1

0

J
(
{u, δ, z}N−1

0 , x(t)
)

, QxN‖x(N |k)− xr‖∞ +
N−1∑
k=1

Qx‖x(k)− xr‖∞ +

N∑
k=0

Qy‖(y(k|t)− yr‖∞ (5.15)

where QxN is the terminal weighting on the terminal states xN , Qx is the weighting
on the states x, Qy is the weighting on the outputs y, and the function minimises on
the MLD model given by discrete values δ, and their associated auxiliary variables z,
states x, and inputs u.

In this thesis optimisation function is used to follow the reference for the gross
demand pattern at all times, while using the electrolyser reference to allow the TLPG-
HSS to control the hydrogen mass balance, or meeting a maximum power to grid
requirement. The three MLD-MPC-SC variants developed for use in the thesis have
different switch levels and weightings to prioritise their defined control requirements.
The switches have been described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. The three MLD-
MPC-SC variants, the weightings used in each, and their significance to the control is
described in the next section.

5.2 The MLD-MPC-SC

The previous chapters 3 and 4 give the detail of the MLD-MPC-SC for the demand
pattern control and the hydrogen storage mass balance controller respectively and
demonstrate that they work to control the TLPG-HSS.

The work documented in this thesis examines three MLD-MPC-SC variants: the
original that seeks to balance the hydrogen system in order to supply a power de-
mand pattern - the Hydrogen Inventory MLD-MPC-SC (H2-MLD-MPC-SC); one that
supports a dispatchable supply pattern - the Dispatchable MLD-MPC-SC (Dispatch-
MLD-MPC-SC), and one that seeks to control the system based on a required power
to grid - the Grid Power MLD-MPC-SC (Grid-MLD-MPC-SC). The three controller
variants use different optimisation parameters; with different optimisation aims that
give the TLPG-HSS operator three options on how to control system depending on the
operating regime required by the tidal lagoon power generator. This section outlines
any basic features common to all controllers and details any significant differences in
configuration and the reasons they were required.
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5.2.1 The MLD-MPC-SC Variants

All the MLD-MPC-SC variants use the same basic demand pattern control as in
Chapter 3 and hydrogen storage control using the electrolysers and fuel cell as in
the Chapter 4 which details the Hydrogen Inventory MLD-MPC-SC variant.

All the controllers have built into them upper and lower limits on the inputs to the
subsystems that form the references for those subsystems. Those upper and lower limits
are set just within the limits in the configuration files for the MLD-MPC-SC in each
case so that the controller limits them rather than the model reaching its boundaries.
The controllers do not have limits on any of the states and the outputs are not allowed
to be limited in the configuration. The states are not limited to allow the controller
as much flexibility as possible in its optimisation; with the limits on the inputs (which
form the only signals to the subsystems) protecting the modelled equipment from any
out of range signal possibilities. Any constraints are configured in the MUST section of
the MLD-MPC-SC and are common to all controllers and given in Chapter 3, Section
3.4.2.

First, the common configuration for the three MLD-MPC-SC variants are discussed
and then the optimisation is discussed for each variant in the next Section.

5.2.2 Optimising the MLD-MPC-SC Variants

The controllers used in this thesis only have subtle differences between them. Starting
with the common features:

1. All controllers have the same MLD models as detailed in Chapters 3 and 4 for
the H2-MLD-MPC-SC.

2. All controllers have a prediction horizon of two as that is the minimum horizon
that allows feedback into the system for the MPC equivalent of integral con-
trol, and can be stabilised by a terminal weighting as demonstrated in Section
5.1.3. This enables the MLD-MPC-SC optimisation to be processed fully within
each time scan by minimising the size of the problem to be solved which be-
comes important should an industrial controller be used to implement the control
(Gallestey et al., 2009; ABBcmp, 2014).

3. They use ∞-norm MILP for optimisation as discussed in Section 5.1.

4. All controllers have hard constraints, i.e. they have to meet all the constraints
without any leeway allowed.

The main differences in the controller configurations are some switches set by the
hydrogen storage levels have different storage level settings, and the weightings on the
various states and outputs that are selected to be tracked are varied to optimise for
different requirements. (The controllers are tested using different gross demand pattern
references, but that is in order to demonstrate that the controllers are acting as they
should.)
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5.2.2.1 MLD-MPC-SC Controller Weightings Choices

Standard MPC controller tuning has some guidelines that involve deciding on the
prediction and control horizons first (shorter horizons generally mean more aggressive
controllers, i.e. the input makes larger changes than with longer horizons). Once they
are fixed the weightings are considered.

The output weightings depend on the number of outputs compared to inputs. If
the number of inputs is greater than or equal to the number of outputs it is possible
to achieve a zero tracking error (if at least an equal number of inputs to the number
of outputs are unconstrained). If the number of inputs is greater than the number of
outputs inputs may drift unless reference targets are given for the excess inputs. If the
number of inputs is less than the number of outputs there are not enough degrees of
freedom6 to keep all the outputs at the reference, so prioritisation of the more important
inputs is given by giving them larger weightings.

For the state weightings they are set in a similar fashion where the relative number of
states to state feedback values works in much the same way as the relationship between
inputs and outputs described previously. The relative weights of output weightings to
state weightings also have to be taken into account.

Tuning is simpler if in the model the states, inputs and outputs are normalised so all
weightings are on the same scale. Once the weightings are decided to these guidelines
the control is then simulated and weightings adjusted if the goals are not met and the
simulation then run again.

There have been various methods used to try and automate the tuning of standard
MPC. They still involve simulation and trial and error to try and formalise the criteria
by which the weightings are chosen from the simulation runs i.e they run simulations
against a defined criteria and use the results to set the weightings. They range from
earlier industrial approaches as in WOJSZNIS et al. (2003), through very specific
techniques in this case for wind turbines (Odgaard et al., 2016) to more general
techniques for unconstrained first order systems.

There are no automated methods the author is aware of for MLD MPC, though
Bemporad does give some tuning guidelines in Bemporad (2004) which along with the
general guidelines discussed here were used to set the weightings in this thesis by trial
and error simulation.

5.2.2.2 The Hydrogen Inventory

The H2-MLD-MPC-SC is the basis of all the controllers. All controllers have the same
MLD models as detailed in Chapters 3 and 4 for the H2-MLD-MPC-SC.

The MPC part of the H2-MLD-MPC-SC controller has switch settings as detailed
in Table 5.1. The maximum hydrogen storage level H2_max, hydrogen storage level
high switch H2_hi, and the hydrogen storage high level switch reset H2_rst, are used

6In this context ‘degrees of freedom’ is the maximum number of process variables that can be
independently controlled
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in Eq.(4.5) to Eq.(4.7) to decide whether to allow any of the electrolysers to make
hydrogen to storage. The hydrogen storage level fractions H2_f1 to H2_f4, control
the number of electrolysers allowed to make hydrogen into storage dependent on the
amount of hydrogen stored. The detail of these two control functions is explained in
Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. The ‘Hydrogen Storage Maximum (Full) Value’ was set by
trial and error such that over a year the TLPG-HSS never emptied in the case used
in the thesis. The ‘Hydrogen Storage Level Fractions 1’ to ‘Hydrogen Storage Level
Fractions 4’ are set in order to control the hydrogen storage within a ’band’ around 50
% full, and do not approach the maximum level quickly. Given the pattern of the tidal
lagoon power generation from spring to neap tides, and the three different operating
patterns ebb only, ebb and flow, and ebb and flow pumped, the ’band’ varies quite
widely depending on the combination of those factors. The ‘Hydrogen Storage High
Level’ was set at a high value so it acts in a last resort in most cases because the
hydrogen inventory control should prevent the level being reached. As a result, the
‘Hydrogen Storage High Level Reset’ is set so that the storage fell to a level to sensibly
restart hydrogen inventory control again.

Table 5.1: H2-MLD-MPC-SC Controller Settings - Switches
Switch Description Designation Settings (Units)

Hydrogen Storage Level Fractions 1 H2_f1 0.60 (No Units)
Hydrogen Storage Level Fraction 2 H2_f2 0.70 (No Units)
Hydrogen Storage Level Fraction 3 H2_f3 0.80 (No Units)
Hydrogen Storage Level Fraction 4 H2_f4 0.90 (No Units)

Hydrogen Storage High Level H2_hi 399.5 (Tonnes)
Hydrogen Storage High Level Reset H2_rst 0.45 (No Units)
Hydrogen Storage Maximum (Full)

Value
H2_max 400.0 (Tonnes)

The switch levels direct the MLD part of the controller and are then optimised
with the MPC part of the controller. In standard MPC the control is governed by the
weightings on each state, output or input that require to track a reference. Mirroring
standard MPC, in MLD MPC the control is governed by the weightings on each state,
output, auxiliary variable or input that require to track a reference - but in the case
of state, output, and input they can be discrete as well as continuous values. In
the H2-MLD-MPC-SC controller there are only state and output values that track
references.

The state variables that track a reference in the H2-MLD-MPC-SC controller are

1. those that contribute to control simultaneously the gross demand pattern using
the fuel cell and the tidal power generation. They are the demand pattern balance
PD_bal_h2, working with the demand pattern balance integral PD_balh2_int, the fuel
cell integral xfc_int, and the tidal power integral xl_int. How the demand pattern
balance and demand pattern balance integral are used together are described in
Section 3.4, with the fuel cell integral detail given in Section 3.2.2.4, and tidal
power integral in Section 3.3.2.
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2. those that seek to control the electrolysers to track the available tidal lagoon
power generation once the gross demand pattern has been met. This has one
weighting - on the electrolyser integral xel_int, whose use is described in Section
4.2.2.1.

The weightings in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 give the relative importance of each state
and output in the optimisation function used to calculate the continuous input vector.
The weightings were set by trial and error simulation as explained in Section 5.2.2.1
to achieve the required tracking to meet the gross demand pattern while on fuel cell or
tidal power supply and during change-over, and allow the electrolysers to track their
reference.

The output variables that track a reference in the H2-MLD-MPC-SC controller are
the electrolysers power yel, the fuel cell power yfc, and the tidal generated power for
use to supply the gross demand yl. All the references are converted to hydrogen flows
because the controller is based on a hydrogen inventory as explained in Chapters 3 and
4. Their use is taken from (y − yr) in the optimisation function as given in Eq. 5.15.

Table 5.2: H2-MLD-MPC-SC Controller Settings - Output Weightings
Description Designation Output

Weightings,
Qy

Electrolysers Power yel 150
Fuel Cell Power yfc 20

Tidal Power yl 30
Grid Power yg 0

In the case of the electrolysers (yel−ELref ) is carried out by the action of having a
weighting for the output yel as given in Table 5.2. This seeks to control the electrolysers
to their reference ELref , the electrolyser power reference converted to a hydrogen
flow. In case this control does not meet the reference exactly due to model errors or
disturbances in the system an integral action is introduced. A state tracking component
is included in the control as given in Section 4.2.2.1 by Eq.(4.39) where yel is represented
by Cel × xel in the integral action to minimise the error between the reference ELref
and the output yel. The state xel is calculated as in Eq.(4.23) and Eq.(4.24) which is
then used in the integral action formula Eq.(4.39) and Eq.(4.40). The integral part of
the action is driven by the weighting for yel given in Table 5.3.
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Table 5.3: H2-MLD-MPC-SC Controller Settings - State Weightings
Description Designation State

Weightings,
Qx

7

Demand Pattern Balance PD_bal_h2 200
Grid Power xg 0

Electrolyser Integral xel_int 20
Fuel Cell Integral xfc_int 10

Tidal Power Integral xl_int 10
Demand Pattern Balance

Integral
PD_balh2_int 4

Similarly, the case of the fuel cell power yfc is controlled by its weighting in Table
5.2 causing it to track reference PD_gross_h2 the gross demand power converted to a
hydrogen flow as (yfc−PD_gross_h2). The integral action is given in Eq.(3.62) for which
yfc is given by Cfc×xfc. In this way the weighting for its state xfc_int in Table 5.3 acts
to bring the fuel cell closer to the gross demand power PD_gross_h2. The tidal lagoon
power to supply the demand is also controlled to its output yl by its weighting in Table
5.2 to control as (yl − PD_gross_h2) and driven by its integral action in Eq.(3.68) with
yl given as Cl × xl because of the weighting for state xl_int in Table 5.3. There are
two extra states with weightings that assist the fuel cell and tidal lagoon power to
supply the gross demand pattern PD_gross_h2 which are the demand pattern balance
PD_bal_h2 and its integral PD_balh2_int. Their operation is described in Section 3.4.2. The
weightings for PD_bal_h2 and PD_balh2_int cause them to control by the same method as
the output and integral state for the fuel cell control as described in this paragraph,
the only difference being they are both states.

The grid power output yg, is not used to track a reference in this controller.

5.2.2.3 The Dispatchable Variant: Dispatch-MLD-MPC-SC Optimising
for a Dispatchable Supply Requirement

The Dispatch-MLD-MPC-SC differs from the H2-MLD-MPC-SC base case in that it
has different settings on the hydrogen storage level switches H2_f1 to H2_f4 (see Chap-
ter 4, Sections 4.2.1.3 and 4.2.2.1 that set out how the hydrogen inventory calculations
work by enabling electrolysers to be available to use). The storage level switches are
set a lot higher than in the hydrogen inventory controller H2-MLD-MPC-SC. This is
because to be able to provide a large dispatchable supply for a short period, rather
than a lower continuous demand over a longer period, the hydrogen storage needs to
start at a high level and return to a high level as fast as is safe to do so, ready for the
next dispatchable request to run.

In addition, for the same reason as the hydrogen storage level switches the settings
for the high hydrogen storage level, H2_hi and reset value, H2_rst as given in Chapter 4,
Section 4.2.1.1 are altered for the dispatchable supply pattern case. The optimisation

7Terminal Weightings, QxN are the same as state weightings as explained in Section 5.1.3
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weightings also differ from the H2-MLD-MPC-SC base case. The switch settings for the
Dispatch-MLD-MPC-SC that differ from the H2-MLD-MPC-SC base case are given in
Table 5.4.

Table 5.4: Dispatch-MLD-MPC-SC Controller Settings - Switches
Switch Description Designation Settings (Units)

Hydrogen Storage Level Fractions 1 H2_f1 0.84 (No Units)
Hydrogen Storage Level Fraction 2 H2_f2 0.86 (No Units)
Hydrogen Storage Level Fraction 3 H2_f3 0.88 (No Units)
Hydrogen Storage Level Fraction 4 H2_f4 0.90 (No Units)

Hydrogen Storage High Level H2_hi 399.5 (Tonnes)
Hydrogen Storage Maximum (Full)

Value
H2_max 400.0 (Tonnes)

The settings for the Dispatch-MLD-MPC-SC are given in Table 5.5 for the outputs
and Table 5.6 for the states. The control method in each case is as given for the
H2-MLD-MPC-SC, but the weightings are adjusted to ensure a very rapid response
for the requirement to provide a dispatchable supply. This is achieved by reducing the
importance of the electrolysers tracking their reference and enhancing the changeover
characteristics of the fuel cell and tidal power to supply the demand. The changeover
weightings are used rather than the individual fuel cell weightings because its balance
and integral action include both fuel cell and tidal supply to the demand pattern so
ensuring both can track quickly.

Again, the grid power output yg, is not used to track a reference in this controller.

Table 5.5: Dispatch-MLD-MPC-SC Controller Settings - Output Weightings
Description Designation Output

Weightings,
Qy

Electrolysers Power yel 50
Fuel Cell Power yfc 20

Tidal Power yl 30
Grid Power yg 0

Table 5.6: Dispatch-MLD-MPC-SC Controller Settings - State Weightings
Description Designation State

Weightings,
Qx

8

Demand Pattern Balance PD_bal_h2 200
Grid Power xg 0

Electrolyser Integral xel_int 0.0001
Fuel Cell Integral xfc_int 1

Tidal Power Integral xl_int 1
Demand Pattern Balance

Integral
PD_balh2_int 4
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In addition, the Dispatch-MLD-MPC-SC has two other conditions that allow it to
perform as intended.

The first is an extra switch ˚sMLDMPCDisp, shown in Eq.(5.16) that allows the
electrolysers to start once the base demand pattern is below the minimum turn-down
size of the total electrolyser size in addition to the switches in the other two controllers.

[
˚sMLDMPCDisp = 1

]
↔ PD_base ≤ elmin × elsize (5.16)

˚xMLDMPCDisp facilitates the electrolysers shutting down the electrolysers if they are
running and a large dispatchable supply starts, and allows them to restart if tidal
lagoon power is available when the dispatchable supply stops.

Also the electrolyser unlatch condition as given in Eq.(4.3) becomes

˚ELunset = ˚H2_cond ∨ ˚xMLDMPCDisp (5.17)

where ˚xMLDMPCDisp is set externally and is the logical result of the dispatchable
supply pattern being greater than 0.1 MW, i.e. is coming on, and the fact that the
Dispatch-MLD-MPC-SC is selected as the controller.

These become extra conditions in the MUST section for switching on each elec-
trolyser. ˚xMLDMPCDisp is included in ˚ELcond by virtue of Eq.(4.4) and for example
Eq.(4.17) to start the second electrolyser changes to Eq.(5.18).

˚ELcond ∧ s̊EL2_next∧ ∼ s̊H2_lv4 ∧ ˚sMLDMPCDisp → E̊L2 (5.18)

These changes in the electrolyser switching ensures that if the dispatchable supply
pattern comes on in response to a demand while the electrolysers are running, the logic
shuts down all the electrolysers immediately and allows the fuel cell to run putting
power on to the grid.

5.2.2.4 The Grid Power Variant: Grid-MLD-MPC-SC Optimising for Power
to Grid

The Grid-MLD-MPC-SC does not differ from the H2-MLD-MPC-SC base case in any
settings other than the optimisation weightings. They are given for the outputs in
Table 5.7 and states in Table 5.8.

The weightings for this controller were set up by trial and error simulation in order
to still meet the gross demand pattern at all times, and control the power to grid as a
maximum. In this controller the power to grid output yg, is used to track a reference -
which is set at a fixed value to control the power to the grid at or below that value as a
maximum. The control works by setting a reference for the electrolysers that controls
the power to grid at or below its reference. Because the electrolysers cause a step
change in power use as each starts and they wait for the last one to be close to fully

8Terminal Weightings, QxN are the same as state weightings as explained in Section 5.1.3
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loaded before they do so, the power to grid will not often control exactly to the power
to grid maximum reference. Hence, in the trial and error simulations no advantage was
gained by setting a grid power state reference so it was left at zero.

Table 5.7: Grid-MLD-MPC-SC Controller Settings - Output Weightings
Description Designation Output

Weightings,
Qy

Electrolysers Power yel 100
Fuel Cell Power yfc 20

Tidal Power yl 30
Grid Power yg 100

Table 5.8: Grid-MLD-MPC-SC Controller Settings - State Weightings
Description Designation State

Weightings,
Qx

9

Demand Pattern Balance PD_bal_h2 200
Grid Power xg 0

Electrolyser Integral xel_int 0
Fuel Cell Integral xfc_int 1

Tidal Power Integral xl_int 1
Demand Pattern Balance

Integral
PD_balh2_int 4

5.3 Results - The Cases

The supervisory controllers have been set up to manage the TLPG-HSS as a system
by optimising to meet a power demand and manage the hydrogen storage. They
are developed on the assumption that the tidal lagoon power operator would wish
to operate the lagoon power generation independently of this system and so always
maximise the power generation given the sea state and the equipment state of the
turbine systems. As a result, the MLD-MPC-SC does not attempt to control the
lagoon power generation.

In addition, the MLD-MPC-SC does not use any other storage technologies. They
only use hydrogen storage to allow intermittent tidal lagoon power to meet a continuous
or dispatchable power demand. As discussed in the introductory paragraphs of Chapter
3 this thesis assumes the fuel cell will be used to support all the auxiliary systems of
the electrolysers when tidal lagoon power is not available.

This thesis investigates cases based on the MLD-MPC-SC controller variant used.
They are Case 1 - four sub-cases all using H2-MLD-MPC-SC; Case 2 - using Grid-
MLD-MPC-SC and Case 3 - using Dispatch-MLD-MPC-SC.

9Terminal Weightings, QxN are the same as state weightings as explained in Section 5.1.3
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Case 1.1: Section 5.3.1. The time taken to fill the hydrogen storage to a level at which
the hydrogen storage can be used to manage the system. It starts with a very
small amount of hydrogen on the first run of the electrolyser system, to allow
the fuel cell to support the auxiliary power for those electrolysers. The cases are
to fill to 50 % level of the hydrogen storage for ebb only, ebb and flow, and ebb
and flow pumped generation cases, with no base demand pattern to support in
order to find out how long the fill from empty to 50 % takes. The cases for time
to fill the storage are run for minimum and maximum tidal lagoon generation
patterns. The value of 50 % of maximum hydrogen storage level is chosen as a
practical level to begin the hydrogen inventory control within a ’band’ around 50
% full, and so it does not approach the maximum level quickly. The ’band’ varies
quite widely with the change from spring to neap tides, and the three different
operating patterns of the tidal lagoon so a 50 % starting level allows for that.

Case 1.2: Section 5.3.3. The cases investigated are those that show whether a pre-
dicted flat base demand pattern can be met for ebb only, ebb and flow, and ebb
and flow pumped generation. This is set up for 365 day runs. Initially with total
electrolyser size of 285 MW. The tidal lagoon generation maximum output is 289
MW, so this value is the maximum case to be examined for the total electrolyser
size.

Case 1.3: Section 5.3.3. As an extension of Case 1.2, a comparison is made for ebb
and flow generation cases and the flat base demand pattern set at the same value,
with electrolyser total sizes of 285 MW, 225 MW and 180 MW. These values were
chosen to reduce the size to around 80 % of the previous size (that is still divisible
by the number of electrolysers in the system).

Case 1.4: Section 5.3.4 Following that a variable demand pattern is met using a
pattern based on the UK demand for one year from August 2018. This demand
pattern is being used as a variable demand pattern should the tidal lagoon need
to support an area as a continuous demand in a private wire type arrangement.
This is run for a year and a total electrolyser size of 285 MW, for ebb only, ebb
and flow, for ebb and flow pumped generation.

Case 2: Section 5.3.5. The control is then investigated that limits the Power to Grid.
In this case the hydrogen inventory is not the priority. The ability to limit
maximum power to grid is given priority to have the ability to meet constraints
on the power grid.

Case 3: Section 5.3.6. A third controller that enables a Dispatchable power supply
requirement to be met both with and without a variable base demand pattern is
the final control type to be discussed.

There then follows an examination of the fuel cell support for the electrolysers auxiliary
power; and whether any other forms of energy storage may be required by quantification
of the apparent negative power to grid.
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5.3.1 Initial Hydrogen Storage Level

In order to allow the tidal lagoon generated power to support a continuous or dispatch-
able power demand pattern the TLPG-HSS must have hydrogen available to run the
fuel cell system. How the initial fill is obtained depends on the conditions to meet the
initial fill. This thesis assumes that the initial hydrogen fill must be met using the
power from the tidal lagoon power generation. To do that either (a) the electrolysers
are initially started when the tidal lagoon power generation has been running a while on
one tide and so can support the electrolyser auxiliary requirements or (b) the hydrogen
storage is ‘seeded’ with hydrogen to allow the fuel cell to support the electrolyser
ancillaries and the cell stack as a tidal lagoon generation period starts to generate
power. The latter can be achieved with a small amount of hydrogen of around 50 kg
in the case of ebb only generation and ebb and flow pumped cases. In the case of
ebb and flow generation 150 kg of hydrogen is needed - because of the long period of
small magnitude tides prior to the maximum tide. This ‘seed’ fill of hydrogen would
only need to happen once on initial commissioning10 if its storage were managed with
this requirement in mind. The amounts of hydrogen required for each seed fill were
determined by trial and error model simulations. This thesis chooses to focus on the
‘seeded’ method in (b).

The cases compared all use the main MLD-MPC-SC for TLPG-HSS management,
and examine ebb only, ebb and flow, and ebb and flow pumped generation cases, with
no gross demand pattern to support. It looks at the time to reach 50 % storage leaving
the level switches in the hydrogen controller set as per the standard H2-MLD-MPC-SC,
but varying the size of the electrolysers and the start time of the fill (relative to Neap
and Spring tides).

5.3.1.1 Choice of Start Time for Hydrogen Fill Cases

Over a year the tidal lagoon tidal generation varies greatly with lower and higher
magnitude tides (relative to Neap and Spring tides) which means that there are many
possible choices as to when to start a fill of the hydrogen storage. The approach taken
was to use a daily sum of tidal lagoon power generation and examine the peaks and
troughs in that data to identify the highest peak and lowest trough. To standardise
the approach the hydrogen storage fill was then started from the trough prior to the
peak cases and the peak prior to the trough cases. All the hydrogen fill cases are then
run from the start time in each case for 30 days.

As shown in Fig. 5.8 the hydrogen fill case for ebb only tidal lagoon power
generation, maximum tidal generation was selected at 20.72 weeks into the yearly
generation pattern and started at the trough at 19.58 weeks in. This set of data
is shown with the red rectangle around it. Similarly, the hydrogen fill case for the

10Depending on the type of storage used infrequent internal statutory maintenance and inspections
would also require a refill once the system is re-assembled and prepared for return to service.
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minimum tidal generation was selected at 43.01 weeks and started at the maximum
41.57 weeks into the year; indicated by the blue rectangle.
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Figure 5.8: Initial Hydrogen Storage Fill - Ebb Only Generation - Start Time Choice

Fig. 5.9 shows the hydrogen fill case for ebb and flow tidal lagoon power generation,
maximum tidal generation and minimum tidal generation. The red and blue rectangles
again depict maximum and minimum cases. They are very close together, with the
maximum case at 47.85 weeks starting at the trough at 47.01 weeks. The minimum
tidal generation sum at the same point as the trough used for the starting point of the
maximum case run - 47.01 weeks, with the run starting at the maximum generation
point at 45.72 weeks.
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Figure 5.9: Initial Hydrogen Storage Fill - Ebb and Flow Generation - Start Time
Choice

And lastly, in Fig. 5.10 the ebb and flow pumped tidal lagoon power generation,
maximum generation cases are at 24.42 weeks starting at the trough 23.58 weeks in,
and the minimum cases are at 46.86 weeks in starting at the maximum 45.57 weeks in.
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Figure 5.10: Initial Hydrogen Storage Fill - Ebb and Flow Pumped Generation - Start
Time Choice

5.3.1.2 Effect of Tidal Lagoon Power Generation Pattern with Different
Electrolyser Sizes - Leading into a Maximum Tide

This section examines the effect of varying the electrolyser size for a given tidal lagoon
power generation pattern when filling the hydrogen storage at a Maximum Tide for
each tidal pattern of power generation as given in Section 5.3.1.1. All graphs in this
section have the same content - the lines for total electrolyser sizes elsize, of 285 MW,
225 MW and 180 MW and their hydrogen storage pattern is a common colour - orange,
yellow and dashed magenta respectively. The tidal power generation pattern is shown
light grey.

In Fig. 5.11 for the ebb only tidal lagoon power generation the times for total
electrolyser sizes elsize, of 285 MW, 225 MW and 180 MW to reach 50 % hydrogen
storage (100 Tonnes), and full (200 Tonnes) can be seen on the lower graph; with the
upper graph showing the total electrolyser power use to make the hydrogen. The total
electrolyser sizes elsize, line colours match those of the rise in ‘H2 Levels’. The 285 MW
total electrolyser size reaches 50 % storage at 8.19 days; the 225 MW system at 8.23
days; with the 180 MW case taking 9.18 days with start time at 19.58 weeks based on
Fig. 5.8.
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Figure 5.11: Initial Hydrogen Storage Fill - Ebb Only Generation Maximum Tide -
Varying Electrolyser Sizes

Fig. 5.12 shows that for the ebb and flow tidal lagoon power generation the times
for total electrolyser sizes elsize, of 285 MW, 225 MW and 180 MW to reach 50 %
hydrogen storage (100 Tonnes), and full (200 Tonnes) vary with the same pattern as
the ebb only cases. All three total electrolyser sizes reach 50 % storage within 7 hours
of each other at 7.41, 7.39 and 7.68 days respectively starting at 47.01 weeks given in
Fig. 5.9.

Figure 5.12: Initial Hydrogen Storage Fill - Ebb and Flow Generation Maximum Tide
- Varying Electrolyser Sizes

For the ebb and flow pumped case as depicted in Fig. 5.13 the rise of the hydrogen
storage to the 50 % fill starting from 23.58 weeks in as given in Fig. 5.10 follows a
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slightly different pattern again with the 225 MW electrolyser size cases faster to 50 %
full than the 285 MW and 180 MW cases with the later pair taking around 6.62 days
and 6.83 days respectively compared to 6.60 days.

Figure 5.13: Initial Hydrogen Storage Fill - Ebb and Flow Pumped Generation
Maximum Tide - Varying Electrolyser Sizes

The three Fig. 5.11 to 5.13 show that the fill rate is faster with larger overall tidal
lagoon pattern power generation mode ebb and flow pumped generation compared to
ebb and flow, and ebb only generation. This is summarised in Fig. 5.9. Although it is
marginal, the electrolyser size of 225 MW total for the 5 electrolysers is the fastest to
50 % hydrogen storage for two out of the three cases when filling the storage around
the maximum tide. The fastest cases are highlighted in bold. The time to fill to 50 %
is not only related to electrolyser size. The smaller electrolysers are more capable as a
group of running a higher overall power at lower tidal lagoon generation levels because
they can stay on longer at lower tidal levels. Where the fill occurs in the tidal cycle
influences how fast the fill can occur with the different electrolyser sizes.

Table 5.9: Hydrogen Storage - Time to Fill to 50 Percent on Maximum Tide
Tidal

Generation
Case -

Maximum Tide

Time to Fill
(Days)

Electrolyser
285 MW

Time to Fill
(Days)

Electrolyser
225 MW

Time to Fill
(Days)

Electrolyser
180 MW

Ebb only 8.19 8.23 9.18
Ebb and Flow 7.41 7.39 7.68
Ebb and Flow

Pumped
6.62 6.60 6.83
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5.3.1.3 Effect of Tidal Lagoon Power Generation Pattern with Different
Electrolyser Sizes - Leading into a Minimum Tide

This section examines the effect of varying the electrolyser size for a given tidal lagoon
power generation pattern when filling the hydrogen storage at a Minimum Tide for
each tidal pattern of power generation as given in Section 5.3.1.1. All graphs in this
section have the same colours as in Section 5.3.1.2.

In Fig. 5.14 for the ebb only tidal lagoon power generation the times for total
electrolyser sizes, the 285 MW and 225 MW total electrolyser size reach 50 % storage
at 5.33 and 6.31 days; with the 180 MW case taking a much longer 12.58 days. Possibly
more significantly, these hydrogen fill cases were conducted with no power demand to
use up hydrogen unless it was being used to support the electrolysers, and between day
7 and day 12 very little hydrogen is produced so in the case where there is an external
demand pattern to be satisfied all that period would require hydrogen to be taken from
storage.

Figure 5.14: Initial Hydrogen Storage Fill - Ebb Only Generation Minimum Tide -
Varying Electrolyser Sizes

Fig.5.15 ebb and flow tidal lagoon power generation the times for total electrolyser
sizes elsize, of 285 MW, 225 MW and 180 MW to reach 50 % hydrogen storage (100
Tonnes), has the 285 MW and 225 MW total size being the fastest at 3.93 days and
180MW takes 4.47 days. This is a set of significantly faster fill times than the maximum
tidal fill cases in Fig. 5.12; but is explained by visual inspection because the minimum
tidal case starts at the previous maximum - so the initial fill rate is very quick and
hydrogen production drops to zero over a period of around 5 days as the minimum
power generation period is included.
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Figure 5.15: Initial Hydrogen Storage Fill - Ebb and Flow Generation Minimum Tide
- Varying Electrolyser Sizes

For the ebb and flow pumped case as depicted in Fig. 5.16 the rise of the hydrogen
storage to the 50 % fill starting from 23.58 weeks as given in Fig. 5.10 follows a similar
pattern to reach 50 % full hydrogen storage to the ebb only and ebb and flow power
generation cases. The 285 MW, 225 MW and 180 MW total size electrolyser cases
take 2.69 days, 2.71 days and 3.21 days. This is another set of significantly faster fill
times than the maximum tidal fill cases in Fig. 5.13, and is explained by the same
reasoning as for Fig. 5.15. In this case the hydrogen storage is full before production
drops caused by the minimum power generation period that follows.

Figure 5.16: Initial Hydrogen Storage Fill - Ebb and Flow Pumped Generation
Minimum Tide - Varying Electrolyser Sizes
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Fig. 5.14 to 5.16 show that the fill rate is faster with larger overall tidal lagoon
pattern power generation as given by ebb and flow pumped generation compared to
ebb and flow, and ebb only generation. This is summarised in Table 5.10.

Table 5.10: Hydrogen Storage - Time to Fill to 50 Percent on Minimum Tide
Tidal

Generation
Case -

Minimum Tide

Time to Fill
(Days)

Electrolyser
285 MW

Time to Fill
(Days)

Electrolyser
225 MW

Time to Fill
(Days)

Electrolyser
180 MW

Ebb Only 5.33 6.31 12.58
Ebb and Flow 3.93 3.93 4.47
Ebb and Flow

Pumped
2.69 2.71 3.21

5.3.1.4 Effect of Tidal Lagoon Power Generation Pattern and the Same
Electrolyser Size

This section examines the effect of varying the tidal lagoon power generation pattern
when filling the hydrogen storage for a common electrolyser size; including varying the
start time of the hydrogen storage fill relative to the magnitude of the tides.

The effect of the tidal lagoon generation pattern on the fill time of the hydrogen
storage system for a common electrolyser size of 285 MW is illustrated. Fig. 5.17
shows that ebb only and ebb and flow generation are both slower than ebb and flow
pumped generation - taking 10.15, 9.61, and 7.49 days to 50 % storage respectively.

These cases started with the tidal generation pattern on a descent in terms of the
magnitude of the tide, so a case was examined when the tides were already at their
largest magnitude. In fact, the pattern for the cases in Fig. 5.18 starts exactly 7 days
after those shown in Fig. 5.17.
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Figure 5.17: Initial Hydrogen Storage Fill - Overall Electrolyser Size 285 MW
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In this case the times to 50 % full hydrogen storage were 4.67, 3.92 and 2.85 days
respectively for ebb only, ebb and flow, and ebb and flow pumped tidal lagoon power
generation cases with a common total electrolyser size of 285 MW as can be seen on
Fig. 5.18.
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Figure 5.18: Initial Hydrogen Storage Fill - Overall Electrolyser Size 285 MW: Start
Fill Larger Tide

5.3.1.5 Discussion of Cases

The value of 50 % of maximum hydrogen storage level is chosen as a practical level
to control within a ’band’ around 50 % full. The ’band’ varies quite widely with the
change from spring to neap tides, and the three different operating patterns of the tidal
lagoon because the production of hydrogen can vary a lot. A 50% starting level allows
the hydrogen inventory to start in a ’neutral’ position.

The time taken to fill to 50 % hydrogen storage is not intuitive. The time to fill to
50 % is not directly related to electrolyser size, i.e. 285 MW total size is not always
a quicker fill to 50% compared to 225 MW and 180 MW. This is a consequence of
the smaller electrolysers being more capable as a group of running a higher overall
power at lower tidal lagoon generation levels because the last electrolyser to run is
permitted more often in the smaller electrolyser cases. This indicates that granularity
matters because the total power available is divided into smaller packets for the smaller
electrolysers; so, the absolute total power is offset partially by the ability to run more
often as the tide rises and falls over the lagoon generation pattern. That means that in
some tidal lagoon power generation patterns the 225 MW total electrolyser size can fill
faster than or as fast as the 285 MW electrolyser sizes. The range of results is that the
fill time to 50 % of hydrogen storage, with no other base demand pattern, for filling
around a maximum or minimum tide can vary from 2.7 to 12.6 days. This depends on
the tidal generation pattern, the size of electrolysers, and the start time of the fill with
relation to the magnitude of the tide.
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The variation with relation to type of tidal generation pattern and start time of
the fill with respect to the tide magnitude is as one might expect. In the first case
moving from ebb only, through ebb and flow, to ebb and flow pumped tidal generation
more power is available. In the second case as the tide moves from neap to spring more
power is available. Both cases result in a faster fill to 50 %.

As the tidal pattern varies throughout the year the fill time will vary - but if a
faster fill time is required the operator, given a designed and built electrolyser system
should chose a start time that is when tides are large in magnitude and an ebb and flow
pumped pattern. If the operator does not wish to use power to pump the lagoon to a
higher level for a faster fill ebb and flow generation is the next best option. A faster
hydrogen storage fill strategy is helpful if the tidal lagoon operator were to undergo
maintenance (planned or unplanned) on its turbine systems during which hydrogen
stocks to supply the continuous demand were largely depleted. Once the maintenance
is complete hydrogen level could be replenished to avoid a loss of supply.

Based on the fill times to 50 % for the ebb only, ebb and flow and, ebb and flow
pumped cases the electrolyser size most suited to the tidal lagoon power generation
system being examined is 285 MW total size; as it is quicker or equal to the electrolyser
sizes around it in each case shown in Section 5.3.1.2. Therefore, most cases in this
section use that total electrolyser size - unless electrolyser size comparisons are being
made.

5.3.2 Explanation of Figures and Tables used

The cases examined for the thesis have been investigated with regard to the operation of
the electrolysers, the hydrogen inventory, and the energy balance. This section details
the calculations used to populate the figures and tables that have been developed to
illustrate the results obtained. Examples of each are explained.

As explained in Chapter 4 the electrolysers switch on as tidal lagoon generated
power becomes available; the fuel cell sub-system supporting them as they start. Table
5.11 shows the data for the electrolyser sub-systems whose values are described below.

Table 5.11: Electrolyser Data - Equations Used
Description (Values in %) Eq. Total Electrolyser Number

Used 1 2 3 4 5

Utilisation (Tidal Time) (5.23) 95.56 20.87 4.97 1.14 0.00

Utilisation (Total Time) (5.24) 34.43 7.52 1.79 0.41 0.00

Load Factor (Mean/Max) (5.25) 24.44 6.45 1.42 0.28 0.00

Electrolyser Energy/Tidal Energy (5.28) 39.50

Tidal Electrolyser Time/Total Time (5.31) 34.43

Electrolyser Support: Fuel Cell/Total Time (5.35) 3.47

Electrolyser Support: Fuel Cell/Total H2 (5.37) 2.65
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The utilisation is the time each electrolyser runs as a percentage of total time. As
the MLD-MPC-SC runs on seconds, all values are adjusted to seconds in their units if
they are not already in that form.

Tidal time is the time that tidal power is available as defined by Eq.(5.19), a series
of values indicating whether the tidal power generated was greater than 0.1 MW at
that time; which is summed to give the total time tidal power is available in Eq.(5.20).

{Pl_on}bT=a =

1 if Pl ≥ 0.1

0 if Pl < 0.1
(5.19)

Pl_on_sum =
b∑

T=a
{Pl_on} (5.20)

In all cases a is the start time for the model and control system running, and b is
the end time.

The time an electrolyser is running is given by the time the MLD-MPC-SC system
input denoting that electrolysers logical system to run is active: for example, for the
first electrolyser logical input E̊L1 data values collected for each model run are as
shown in Eq. (5.21). They are summed as in Eq. (5.22) - the sum of the values for the
logical start signal giving the number of seconds the electrolyser is enabled to start.

{
˚EL1_on

}b
T=a

=

1 if E̊L1 = 1

0 if E̊L1 = 0
(5.21)

˚EL1_on_sum =
b∑

T=a

{
˚EL1_on

}
(5.22)

Hence, the electrolyser utilisation for the first electrolyser relative to tidal power
availability is then as given as Electrolyser Utilisation (Tidal Time) in Eq.(5.23). The
equivalent numbers for the other four electrolysers use the sum of their respective
inputs.

Electrolyser Utilisation (Tidal T ime ) =
( ˚EL1_on_sum

Pl_on_sum

)
× 100 (5.23)

Total time, Ttotal is the time that the control system and model is running; Ttotal =
(b − a), which means that for electrolyser one Eq.(5.24) gives its utilisation relative
to the total time the sub-systems are running controlled from the MLD-MPC-SC as
Electrolyser Utilisation (Total Time).

Electrolyser Utilisation (Total T ime ) =
( ˚EL1_on_sum

Ttotal

)
× 100 (5.24)

The ‘Electrolyser Load Factor’ for each electrolyser is the standard definition of
load factor - the mean value divided by the maximum value as a percentage. In this
case the values used are the feedback values from each the input for each electrolyser
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sub-system as given by Eq.(5.25).

Electrolyser Load Factor =
(

EL1fdk
max {EL1fdk}

)
× 100 (5.25)

The remaining numbers in Table 5.11 are all values that are totals for all elec-
trolysers and quantify the total energy used by the electrolysers in maintaining the
hydrogen storage to support the power demand, and the overall time the electrolysers
can run from the tidal generated energy. In addition, there is a calculation showing
how much time the fuel cells use supporting the electrolysers (at the start and end of
the tidal lagoon power generation periods), and the quantity of hydrogen they use in
that time.

The electrolyser energy over the period as a percentage of the tidal energy over
the period (‘Electrolyser Energy/Tidal Energy’) is given by Eq.(5.28) summing the
feedback of the switched values of the input for each electrolyser sub-system11 as in
Eq.(5.26); divided by the tidal energy generated over the same time period given by
Eq.5.27. 12

ELenergy =
b∑

T=a

{( 5∑
n=1

(
ELnfdk × ˚ELnfdk

))
/3600

}
(5.26)

Pl_energy =
b∑

T=a
{Pl/3600} (5.27)

Electrolyser Energy

T idal Energy
=

(
ELenergy
Pl_energy

)
× 100 (5.28)

where ELnfdk and ˚ELnfdk are the continuous input and logical start-stop input for
electrolysers n = 1 to 5 so all electrolysers are included.

The percentage of time the tidal lagoon is generating enough power to run the
electrolysers is given by using Eq.(5.29) and Eq.(5.30). They use the state that indicates
tidal power of a sufficient level is available ˚ELCond to run the electrolysers. From that
information Eq.(5.31) gives the percentage relative to the total time the MLD-MPC-SC

11In this thesis power totals, or accumulated power for electrolysers and the tidal system give
energy. The totals are power integrated over time, where 3600 s/hr is being used to totalise power in

MW sampled every second. A units comparison shows Power_Sum =
seconds∑

T =0
{MW/(s/hr)} =

seconds∑
T =0

{MWh/s} which is MWh/s integrated over seconds, giving energy in MWh. The data is presented
as energy in MWh.

12As ELnfdk and Pl are in MW, but the data in the model is sampled every second; the values

[
5∑

n=1
(ELnfdk × ˚ELnfdk)]and Pl are divided by 3600 before summing to ensure it totalises correctly.
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is controlling the sub-systems as ‘Tidal Electrolyser Time / Total Time’.

{
˚ELCond

}b
T=a

=

1 if ˚ELCond = 1

0 if ˚ELCond = 0
(5.29)

˚ELCond_on =
b∑

T=a

{
˚ELCond

}
(5.30)

Tidal Electrolyser T ime

Total T ime
=

( ˚ELCond_on
Ttotal

)
× 100 (5.31)

The next two sets of equations detail the electrolyser support by the fuel cell - the
first as a percentage of total time the MLD-MPC-SC is controlling the sub-systems
given by Eq.(5.32) to Eq.(5.35). The second as the hydrogen used by the fuel cell for
that support as a proportion of the total hydrogen used by the fuel cell in the time
period shown in Eq.(5.36) to Eq.(5.38).

The percentage of total time the time the fuel cell is supporting the electrolyser
is obtained with Eq. (5.32). It consists of a combination of the logical input being
set to the fuel cell F̊C, at the same time as the tidal lagoon is generating power

˚ELCond, and the power demand is not yet being supplied by the tidal lagoon power
generation ˚∼ Lcond. This is then used to create a series of when the electrolyser support
is occurring (Eq.(5.33)) which is summed and compared as a percentage to total time
the MLD-MPC-SC is controlling the sub-systems in Eq.(5.34) and Eq.(5.35). The
result is given as ‘Electrolyser Support: Fuel Cell/Total Time’.

˚FCel_support_Cond = (F̊C ∧ ˚ELCond) ∧ ˚∼ Lcond (5.32)

{
˚FCel_support

}b
T=a

=

1 if ˚FCel_support_Cond = 1

0 if ˚FCel_support_Cond = 0
(5.33)

FCel_support_sum =
b∑

T=a

{
˚FCel_support

}
(5.34)

Electrolyser Support : Fuel Cell

Total T ime
=

(
FCel_support_sum

Ttotal

)
× 100 (5.35)

The hydrogen used by the fuel cell for electrolyser support as a proportion of the
total hydrogen used by the fuel cell in the same time period is given in Eq.(5.36) to
Eq.(5.38). The condition indicating that the fuel cell is running to support the gross
demand when the tidal lagoon power has started but is not yet supplying the gross
demand pattern is given by ˚FCel_support (Eq.(5.32) to Eq.(5.34)). The power needed to
support the electrolysers as they start is Pel_start and run Pel_start. Therefore Eq.(5.36)
is the energy the electrolysers take from the fuel cell as support power until the tidal
lagoon generated power takes over supply to the gross demand pattern (which includes
the electrolyser support).

FCel_pwr_supp_energy =
b∑

T=a

{
[ ˚FCel_support × (Pel_run + Pel_start)]

3600

}
(5.36)
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The hydrogen used as a percentage of total hydrogen used by the fuel cell is then
given as ‘Electrolyser Support: Fuel Cell/Total H2’ by Eq.(5.37).

Electrolyser Support : Fuel Cell
Total H2

=
(60.0600× FCel_pwr_supp_energy

FCel_H2_Total

)
× 100(5.37)

where the total hydrogen used by the fuel cell is the time its logic input F̊C is on
multiplied by the total demand pattern PD_gross. In Eq.(5.37) and Eq.(5.38) 60.0600
is from Section 3.2.2.1.

FCel_H2_Total =
b∑

T=a

{
60.0600× (F̊C × PD_gross)

3600

}
(5.38)

The overall energy balance for the TLPG-HSS when the tidal lagoon power gener-
ation is running is given in Table 5.12.

Table 5.12: Tidal Lagoon Energy Balance When Generating - Equations Used
Description

(Values in MWh -

Unless Otherwise

Stated)

Tidal

Made

Fuel

Cell

Made

Used -

Elec-

trol-

yser

Used -

Auxil-

iaries

Used -

to De-

mand

To

Grid

Total Bala-

nce

Bala-

nce

(%)

Energy In 406304.2 3627.5 409931.8

Energy Out 160490.7 19645.3 20655.6 209688.9 410480.6 -548.8 -0.13

% of Energy In 39.15 4.79 5.04 51.15 100.13

Eq. Used (5.27) (5.39) (5.26) (5.41) (5.42) (5.43)

The energy into the system is given by the tidal lagoon generation and the fuel
cell power for the short period it runs as the tidal lagoon power generation starts and
stops. The ‘Tidal Made’ energy is given by Eq.(5.27). ‘Fuel Cell Made’ is the energy
provided by the fuel cell to supply the gross demand pattern PD_gross when the tidal
power generation has become available but has not yet started to provide the demand
pattern - given in Eq.(5.39) with the conditional as Eq.(5.32).

Fuel Cell Made =
b∑

T=a

{
(PD_gross × FCel_support_Cond)

3600

}
(5.39)

The energy ‘Used - Electrolyser’ is given by Eq.(5.26) and the energy ‘Used -
Auxiliaries’ is the tidal lagoon power used by the electrolyser auxiliaries when the
tidal power is available and the fuel cell is off as given in by the logic in Eq.(5.40) and
summed in Eq.(5.41).

˚Lpwr_support_Cond = ˚ELCond ∧ ˚Lcond (5.40)

Lel_pwr_support_energy =
b∑

T=a

{
[ ˚Lpwr_support_Cond × (Pel_run + Pel_start)]

3600

}
(5.41)

The energy ‘Used - to Demand’ is the power used to support the base demand
PD_base when the tidal lagoon power is providing the demand with power so it uses
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Eq.(5.40) as its logic which results in supply of the base demand pattern as Eq.(5.42).

LPD_base_support_energy =
b∑

T=a

{
[ ˚Lpwr_support_Cond × (PD_base)]

3600

}
(5.42)

The energy ‘To Grid’ is the subsystem calculation given by Eq.(4.57) when the
condition ˚ELcond = 1, i.e. the calculation is active all the time, and given as Eq.(5.43).

Energy to Grid =
b∑

T=a

(
xg

3600

)
(5.43)

The ‘Total’ is the sum of each row of the Table 5.12 and the ‘Balance’ is totals for
rows ‘Energy In’ minus ‘Energy Out’. Finally, the balance is expressed as a percentage
of the ‘Energy In’. The row ‘% of Energy In’ represents figures for each column of the
row ‘Energy Out’ as a percentage of the ‘Total’ column for the ‘Energy In’ row.

It should be noted that in the energy balance given in Table 5.12, one of the numbers
is slightly different to the electrolyser detail numbers given in Table 5.11. The ‘Used -
Electrolyser’ value for ‘% of Energy In’ in Table 5.12 is slightly less that the value in
‘Electrolyser Energy/Tidal Energy’ percentage value from Table 5.11. This is because
the ‘Used - Electrolyser’ value for ‘% of Energy In’ value includes the power supplied
to the system provided by the fuel cell for electrolyser support, so the denominator is
a slightly larger value.

The data for the energy balance may also be presented as a graph as in Fig. 5.19
which makes the proportions of the energy in and energy out, and their balance easier
to visualise than in Table 5.12. So depending on the point being discussed the data it
may be more appropriate to present as in Table 5.12 or Fig. 5.19.
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Figure 5.19: Tidal Lagoon Energy Balance When Generating Graph Data Presentation
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The Hydrogen Inventory Table 5.13 compares the hydrogen made to hydrogen used
including whether the hydrogen storage level rises or falls. All values are divided by
1000 to give Tonnes of hydrogen.

Table 5.13: Hydrogen Inventory Data - Equations Used
Description (Values in

Tonnes - Unless Otherwise

Stated)

Level

Change

Made Used -

Auxil-

iaries

Used -

Fuel

Cell

Total Balance Balance

(%)

Hydrogen In 2928.47 2928.47

Hydrogen Out 78.78 76.32 2782.93 2938.03 -9.56 -0.33

% of Hydrogen In 2.69 2.61 95.03 100.33

Uses Eq. (5.44) (5.45) (5.46) (5.49)

Hydrogen ‘Level Change’ is given by Eq.(5.44) as the hydrogen storage level at the
end time for the control system and model run, minus the start time. It is presented in
the ‘Hydrogen Out’ line so a rise in hydrogen storage level is hydrogen that is ‘out of’
the hydrogen made by the electrolyser. Conversely, a drop in hydrogen storage level is
a presented as a negative number in this line as it is a hydrogen supply to the system
taken from storage.

dH2_lvl =
[
(H2_lvl)b − (H2_lvl)a

]
/1000 (5.44)

The hydrogen ‘Made’ is the hydrogen produced by the electrolysers in the time
period which uses Eq.(5.26) as the power used by the electrolyser to make hydrogen
and converts it to hydrogen in Eq.(5.45).

Hydrogen Made = [18.2470× ELpower_sum] /1000 (5.45)

Similarly, the hydrogen ‘Used - Auxiliaries’ Eq.5.46 uses the power taken to support
the electrolysers in Eq.(5.36) to give the hydrogen required to support the electrolysers.

Hydrogen Used Auxiliaries = [60.0600× FCel_pwr_support_sum] /1000 (5.46)

And in a similar calculation the hydrogen ‘Used - Fuel Cell’ to support the base
demand pattern PD_base uses Eq.(5.47) and Eq.(5.48) to calculate the power used and
Eq.(5.49) to give the hydrogen used.

˚FCPD_base_support_Cond = F̊C ∧ ˚∼ Lcond (5.47)

Fuel Cell to PD_base =
b∑

T=a


(
PD_base × ˚FCPD_base_support_Cond

)
3600

 (5.48)

Hydrogen Used PD_base = [60.0600× Fuel Cell to PD_base] /1000 (5.49)

The ‘Total Hydrogen In’ is the hydrogen produced by all the electrolysers, with the
‘Total Hydrogen Out’ as the sum of hydrogen used to support the electrolyser auxiliaries
when the change from fuel cell to tidal power, plus the hydrogen used to support the
base demand pattern, plus the hydrogen storage level change. The ‘Balance’ is then
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the difference between the ‘Hydrogen In’ and ‘Hydrogen Out’; with the ‘Balance (%)’
number as a proportion of the ‘Total’ column for the ‘Hydrogen In’ row. The row ‘%
of Hydrogen In’ represents figures for each column of the row ‘Hydrogen Out’ as a
percentage of the ‘Total’ column for the ‘Hydrogen In’ row.

In a similar vein to the energy balance number comparisons, one of the numbers is
in slightly different to the electrolyser detail numbers given in Table 5.11 compared to
the number in the Hydrogen Inventory Table 5.13. The ‘Used - Auxiliaries’ value for
‘% of Hydrogen In’ in Table 5.13 is slightly less that the value in ‘Electrolyser Support:
Fuel Cell/Total H2’ percentage value from Table 5.11 because the ‘Used - Fuel Cell’
value for ‘% of Hydrogen In’ value is divided by the total hydrogen produced not the
total hydrogen used by the fuel cell.

And again, this can be expressed on a graph as Fig. 5.20 which makes the pro-
portions of the hydrogen in, hydrogen out, and their balance easier to visualise than
in Table 5.13. So, depending on the point being discussed the data it may be more
appropriate to present as in Table 5.20 or Fig. 5.13.
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Figure 5.20: Hydrogen Inventory Graph Data Presentation

Summarising, three tables present information about the TLPG-HSS:

1. Table 5.11. The detailed electrolyser data as utilisation and load factor data for
each electrolyser is given. In addition, totals for the full electrolyser subsystem
are given for electrolyser energy used as a proportion of total energy available,
the total time the electrolysers run compared to total time the whole system runs,
the total time the fuel cell supports the gross demand (which includes electrolyser
auxiliaries) when the tidal lagoon power first starts to run, and the hydrogen used
by the fuel cell to support the electrolysers during that time period.

2. Table 5.12. An energy balance is presented for all the periods when the tidal
lagoon is generating power. Energy in is cumulative power from the tidal lagoon
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and the short period the fuel cell runs before the tidal lagoon ramps up to supply
all power. Energy out is that used in the electrolyser to produce hydrogen,
electrolyser auxiliary power, power used to supply the base demand pattern, and
power exported to the power grid. This data can alternatively be presented as a
figure of the type Fig. 5.19.

3. Table 5.13. This table gives a hydrogen inventory for the system over the whole
run. Hydrogen in is that produced by the electrolysers. Hydrogen out is that
used for auxiliaries and that used in the fuel cell to support the base demand.
Additionally, included in the hydrogen out total is the change in hydrogen storage
level. A rise in hydrogen storage level is hydrogen that builds the level and is
‘out of’ the hydrogen made by the electrolyser. A drop in hydrogen storage level
is a presented as a negative number as a hydrogen supply to the system taken
from storage. This data is alternatively presented as a Fig. 5.20.

The use of common tables and figures allows cases run in the thesis to be compared
using a common set information calculated from data collected for each of the model
runs.

5.3.3 Power Demand Base Cases - Flat

Table 5.14 makes a prediction on the possible continuous demand pattern that could
be supported by the tidal lagoon generation power based on a continuous flat power
demand pattern taking into account the auxiliary power required to run the hydrogen
systems.

Table 5.14: Swansea Tidal Lagoon Mean Power Available via Hydrogen Storage over
One Year

Tidal
Generation

Case

Mean
Power
(MW)

Electrolyser
Auxiliary

Power from
Tidal (MW)

***

Recoverable Power Via
Hydrogen Storage: from

(Power from Tidal -
Electrolyser Auxiliary)

(MW)
Ebb Only 35.10 4.43 9.33

Ebb and Flow 46.40 5.86 12.33
Ebb and Flow

Pumped
59.80 7.55 15.89

Electrical Efficiencies (both based on HHV): Electrolyser (see Section 4.2.2) - 71.90%; Fuel Cell 42.30%13

*** Auxiliary 12.63% (see Section 4.2.2.2).

It is pessimistic in that it assumes all the demand is met using the round trip
of converting tidal lagoon power generated to hydrogen in the electrolyser and then
supplying the demand from the fuel cell. As it does not include the periods where the
tidal lagoon generated power supplies the demand directly it is the worst case scenario

13The assumed Fuel Cell LHV efficiency is 50%. To convert to HHV efficiency multiply by the ratio
of LHV/HHV (see Section 3.2.2.1for all numbers used here).
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for power that can be supported by the TLPG-HSS. However, it does give a basis for
the minimum power that could be supported by a flat demand to use as a test case for
the TLPG-HSS.

In industry it is common for electrolyser manufacturers to calculate the efficiency
based on HHV, and fuel cell manufacturers to use the LHV. However, for round trip
efficiencies consistency requires one basis - either calculate efficiencies based on HHV
or LHV. In this thesis HHV has been used for both electrolyser and fuel cell (in the
case of the fuel cell by using any LHV given and converting them to HHV) whenever
they appear in a round trip efficiency calculation.

The predictions were made using one year’s worth of tidal generation data from
Dr. Angeloudis. However, within those one year averages there are periods of smaller
tidal range difference (when moving towards and away from neap tides), and periods of
larger tidal range difference (when moving towards and away from spring tides) which
mean that the yearly average case might be more difficult to support in the short term
without a minimum storage size. This section examines the cases around the yearly
average to ascertain what those limits may be. The cases assume that the hydrogen
storage is filled to 50 % of its capacity by one of the methods described in Section 5.3.1.

5.3.3.1 Ebb Only Tidal Lagoon Power Generation Cases

The prediction for the flat average yearly power demand that could be supported by
the tidal lagoon was 9.3 MW. The results of a year long run have been examined with
regard to the operation of the electrolysers as shown in Table 5.15, the energy balance
in Table 5.16, and the hydrogen inventory in Table 5.17.

Table 5.15: Electrolyser 285 MW Total Size - Ebb Only - 1 Year: Flat Demand 9.3
MW

Description (Values in %) Total Electrolyser Number

1 2 3 4 5

Utilisation (Tidal Time) 97.95 65.00 52.37 39.23 0.00

Utilisation (Total Time) 19.19 12.73 10.26 7.68 0.00

Load Factor (Mean/Max) 15.65 11.54 8.91 6.68 0.00

Electrolyser Energy/Tidal Energy 68.66

Tidal Electrolyser Time/Total Time 19.19

Electrolyser Support: Fuel Cell/Total Time 1.23

Electrolyser Support: Fuel Cell/Total H2 0.73
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Table 5.16: Tidal Lagoon Energy Balance When Generating - Electrolyser 285 MW
Total Size - Ebb Only - 1 Year: Flat Demand 9.3MW

Description

(Values in

MWh - Unless

Otherwise

Stated)

Tidal

Made

Fuel

Cell

Made

Used -

Elec-

trol-

yser

Used -

Auxil-

iaries

Used -

to De-

mand

To

Grid

Total Bala-

nce

Bala-

nce

(%)

Energy In 251524.35 1233.71 252758.06

Energy Out 172708.72 21804.62 12162.77 46730.57 253406.68 -648.62 -0.26

% of Energy

In

68.33 8.63 4.81 18.49 100.26

Table 5.17: Hydrogen Inventory - Electrolyser 285 MW Total Size - Ebb Only - 1 Year:
Flat Demand 9.3MW

Description (Values in

Tonnes - Unless Otherwise

Stated)

Level

Change

Made Used -

Auxil-

iaries

Used -

Fuel

Cell

Total Balance Balance

(%)

Hydrogen In 3151.42 3151.42

Hydrogen Out -200.19 24.49 3337.27 3161.57 -10.15 -0.32

% of Hydrogen In -6.35 0.78 105.90 100.33

As explained in Chapter 4 the electrolysers switch on as tidal lagoon generated
power becomes available. The fuel cell sub-system supporting them as they start.
Table 5.15 shows that the first electrolyser to run is utilised for 19.9 % of the time.
It is a strictly correct number - but is self limiting due to the nature of tidal systems.
That lead to definition of utilisation for each electrolyser as a percentage of the time the
tidal lagoon generation is running - the utilisation when there is power available to run
them. By that measure, the first electrolyser utilisation is 97.95 % with the second,
third and fourth decreasing in order at 65.00 %, 52.37 % and 39.23 % respectively.
The fifth electrolyser is not used. To allow those electrolysers to be supported to run
without power from external sources 1.23 % of the fuel cell running time is used for
that auxiliary power (plus for the first electrolyser to start the minimum cell stack
power) using 0.73 % of the hydrogen the fuel cell uses for the gross demand.

For the ebb only system Fig. 5.15 the tidal electrolyser time available is 19.19 %
which limits the time the electrolysers can run as given by the standard definition of
utilisation to 19.19 %, 12.73 %, 10.26 % and 7.68 % for the four electrolysers that
are used. However, when the electrolysers do run the cell stacks use 68.66 % of the
energy available from the tidal lagoon. As might be expected by the nature of tidal
lagoon power generation the electrolyser load factor is small in all four cases at 15.65
%, 11.54 %, 8.91 %, 6.68 % respectively. The fifth electrolyser is not used which implies
the system could be developed with four rather than five electrolysers of 57 MW14, or
alternatively more electrolysers of a smaller size could be considered.

14The total electrolyser size is 285 MW consisting of five equally sized electrolysers of 57 MW
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Examining the energy balance given in Table 5.16 reveals that the electrolyser cell
stacks used 68.33 % of the tidal lagoon energy and fuel cell supplied energy while the
tidal lagoon was generating, with 8.63 % being used by the electrolyser auxiliaries, and
4.81 % used supporting the base demand pattern with the remaining 18.49 % going to
the power grid. Outside the tidal lagoon power generation period the fuel cell system
supplies the power to the continuous base power demand. The 68.33 % of the tidal
lagoon energy supplied to the electrolyser cell stacks when the tidal lagoon is generating
provides the hydrogen to run the fuel cell in those periods. The high proportion of
energy use is emphasised by the hydrogen inventory shown in Table 5.17 because the
hydrogen storage loses content to the value of 200.19 tonnes to the fuel cell in order to
support the gross demand pattern. This makes the hydrogen used by the fuel cell to
support the demand greater than 100 % at 105.90 %. This is correct because the fuel
cell uses all the hydrogen produced in the year plus an amount used from storage15.
That suggests that the ebb only system is struggling to support the predicted 9.3 MW
flat base demand pattern predicted in Table 5.14.

To check that observation the lower graph in Fig. 5.21 reveals a slow, but definite
decrease in the hydrogen storage level throughout the year; to the extent that the
hydrogen storage goes empty at around 43.3 weeks. The upper graph shows that as
expected the tidal lagoon power generated Pl is greater than the Electrolyser Reference
to the cell stack (because power is used to support the auxiliaries). It also reveals that
the power taken by the cell stacks is consistently below the Electrolyser Reference. This
is a direct consequence of the requirement to have each electrolyser close to full capacity
before the next one is allowed to start within the MLD-MPC-SC. Three alternatives
are possible - more smaller electrolysers so the granularity of the system is reduced;
change the condition such that the next electrolyser can run sooner, or accept that the
flat base demand pattern is smaller than the predicted 9.3 MW.

15An alternative would be to present the 200.19 tonnes of hydrogen used from storage as Hydrogen
In so total hydrogen in would be 200.19 + 3151.42 = 3351.61 tonnes. The Hydrogen Out would then
become 24.49 + 3337.27 = 3361.76 tonnes; giving a balance of 3351.61 - 3361.66 = -10.15 tonnes
exactly the same as in Fig. 5.17
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Figure 5.21: Ebb Only Generation - Electrolyser 285 MW Total - 1 Year
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5.3.3.2 Ebb and Flow Tidal Lagoon Power Generation Cases

The prediction from the average calculation given in Table 5.14 for the flat average
yearly power demand that could be supported by the tidal lagoon when running an
ebb and flow power generation pattern was 12.3 MW. Three total electrolyser sizes
have been compared for the ebb and flow lagoon power generation case starting at a
size of 285 MW and moving on to 225 MW and 180 MW.

Total Electrolyser Size of 285 MW
For the 285 MW total electrolyser size case the electrolyser data is given in Table

5.18, the energy data in Table 5.19 and the hydrogen inventory data in Table 5.20.

Table 5.18: Electrolyser 285 MW Total Size - Ebb and Flow- 1 Year: Flat Demand
12.3 MW

Description (Values in %) Total Electrolyser Number

1 2 3 4 5

Utilisation (Tidal Time) 95.60 45.23 31.58 19.43 0.00

Utilisation (Total Time) 34.44 16.29 11.38 7.00 0.00

Load Factor (Mean/Max) 23.85 13.99 9.11 5.08 0.00

Electrolyser Energy/Tidal Energy 62.22

Tidal Electrolyser Time/Total Time 34.44

Electrolyser Support: Fuel Cell/Total Time 4.67

Electrolyser Support: Fuel Cell/Total H2 1.92

Table 5.19: Tidal Lagoon Energy Balance When Generating - Electrolyser 285 MW
Total Size - Ebb and Flow - 1 Year: Flat Demand 12.3MW

Description

(Values in

MWh - Unless

Otherwise

Stated)

Tidal

Made

Fuel

Cell

Made

Used -

Elec-

trol-

yser

Used -

Auxil-

iaries

Used -

to De-

mand

To

Grid

Total Bala-

nce

Bala-

nce

(%)

Energy In 406304.35 6491.15 412795.50

Energy Out 252795.97 31459.53 32079.50 94135.03 410470.03 2325.48 0.56

% of Energy

In

61.24 7.62 7.77 22.80 99.43

Table 5.20: Hydrogen Inventory- Electrolyser 285 MW Total Size - Ebb and Flow - 1
Year: Flat Demand 12.3MW

Description (Values in

Tonnes - Unless Otherwise

Stated)

Level

Change

Made Used -

Auxil-

iaries

Used -

Fuel

Cell

Total Balance Balance

(%)

Hydrogen In 4612.77 4612.77

Hydrogen Out -6.17 89.75 4543.31 4626.89 -14.12 -0.31

% of Hydrogen In -0.13 1.95 98.49 100.31

Due to power generation occurring on both incoming and outgoing tide, the tidal
electrolyser time is substantially increased from the ebb only case - increasing from the
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19.19 % (Table 5.15) to 34.44 % of the time as shown in Table 5.18. In all cases standard
utilisation of the electrolysers rose for the ebb and flow generation case compared to
the ebb only case, accompanied by an increase in load factor. The utilisation when
compared to tidal generation time fell in all cases, but this was countered by the
aforementioned rise in standard utilisation and load factors. Again, the fifth electrolyser
was not used. Time and hydrogen support for the electrolysers increased which would
be expected as they start and stop more often.

To meet the 12.3 MW flat demand pattern leads to a 46.37 % increase in energy
used by the electrolyser cell stacks (by taking the difference between ‘Used-Electrolyser’
energy in Table 5.19 and that in Table 5.16; divided by that in Table 5.16). As a ‘% of
Energy In’ to the system the proportion of energy required to support the electrolyser
auxiliaries (‘Used - Auxiliaries’) fell from 8.63 % to 7.62 %.

However, the ‘% of Hydrogen In’ used to support the electrolyser auxiliaries (‘Used
- Auxiliaries’) rose from 0.78 % in the ebb only case in Table 5.17 to 1.95% in the ebb
and flow case given in Table 5.20 which does not align with the reduction in power
use as a percentage. However, the energy balance numbers and hydrogen inventory
numbers are not directly comparable. This is because the energy number is all energy
used to support the electrolysers while the tidal generation is running - so it includes
a short period of electrolyser energy used plus through most of the period, the tidal
lagoon support for the electrolysers. The hydrogen numbers only apply to the fuel cell
running for electrolyser support in the same period because the tidal generation power
support does not have to be converted to hydrogen and back to power.

The major difference when comparing the hydrogen inventory from the ebb only
case with the ebb and flow case is although they both used hydrogen from storage, the
latter case appears to be much more balanced over time. This is because only 6.17
tonnes of hydrogen are used compared to the whole initial hydrogen inventory in the
case of the ebb only pattern.

The hydrogen inventory suggested by Table 5.20 is shown by plotting the hydrogen
storage level over the years run of 12.3 MW base demand pattern as shown in the lower
graph of Fig. 5.22; in which the hydrogen storage level controls within the starting level
quite tightly through the whole year. The hydrogen storage system enables constant
supply of the base demand pattern, but it is noticeable that all the four electrolysers
that are used as indicated in the utilisation data (Table 5.18) are available to run at
all times. This is because the hydrogen level reaches the lowest level switch s̊H2_lv1,
that makes the fifth electrolyser unavailable but never reaches the next level switch
s̊H2_lv2, to disable the fourth electrolyser. For most of the year all electrolysers are
enabled by the start conditions and it is the continuous reference control alone that is
required to maintain the hydrogen storage level. This means that the system as sized,
is almost perfectly balanced for the 12.5 MW flat base demand case. So, the combined
tidal lagoon generation hydrogen system can support that demand with a combined
electrolyser size of 285 MW over the whole year as predicted.
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Figure 5.22: Ebb and Flow Generation - Electrolyser 285 MW Total - 1 Year
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Total Electrolyser Size of 225 MW
The data for ebb and flow tidal lagoon power generation, and a total electrolyser

size of 225 MW is given in Table 5.21 for the electrolysers, Table 5.22 for the energy
balance, and Table 5.23 for the hydrogen inventory.

Table 5.21: Electrolyser 225 MW Total Size - Ebb and Flow- 1 Year: Flat Demand
12.3 MW

Description (Values in %) Total Electrolyser Number

1 2 3 4 5

Utilisation (Tidal Time) 97.47 51.42 39.87 25.98 9.75

Utilisation (Total Time) 35.12 18.53 14.37 9.36 3.51

Load Factor (Mean/Max) 25.39 16.24 12.24 7.66 2.47

Electrolyser Energy/Tidal Energy 61.50

Tidal Electrolyser Time/Total Time 35.12

Electrolyser Support: Fuel Cell/Total Time 4.51

Electrolyser Support: Fuel Cell/Total H2 1.46

Table 5.22: Tidal Lagoon Energy Balance When Generating - Electrolyser 225 MW
Total Size - Ebb and Flow - 1 Year: Flat Demand 12.3MW

Description

(Values in

MWh - Unless

Otherwise

Stated)

Tidal

Made

Fuel

Cell

Made

Used -

Elec-

trol-

yser

Used -

Auxil-

iaries

Used -

to De-

mand

To

Grid

Total Bala-

nce

Bala-

nce

(%)

Energy In 406304.35 5960.79 412265.14

Energy Out 249891.04 31274.45 32972.52 95250.29 409388.30 2876.84 0.70

% of Energy

In

60.61 7.59 8.00 23.10 99.30

Table 5.23: Hydrogen Inventory - Electrolyser 225 MW Total Size - Ebb and Flow - 1
Year: Flat Demand 12.3MW

Description (Values in

Tonnes - Unless Otherwise

Stated)

Level

Change

Made Used -

Auxil-

iaries

Used -

Fuel

Cell

Total Balance Balance

(%)

Hydrogen In 4559.76 4559.76

Hydrogen Out 29.73 67.19 4476.38 4573.30 -13.54 -0.30

% of Hydrogen In 0.65 1.47 98.17 100.29

In comparison to the 285 MW total electrolyser size given in Table 5.18 all cases for
the 225 MW electrolyser size standard utilisation, and the utilisation when compared to
tidal generation time of the electrolysers rose as shown by Table 5.21. The same tables
also show increase in load factor for the electrolysers that make up the total 225 MW
electrolyser size compared to 285 MW case. The smaller size of the five electrolysers
has allowed them all to stay on for longer, and at a higher output than the larger
electrolysers. That included the use of the fifth electrolyser which was unused for the
285 MW case.
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To meet the 12.3 MW flat demand pattern during the tidal generation period, more
of the tidal energy is used to meet the flat demand with electrolysers of a total size
of 225 MW than with a total size of 285 MW. This is because ˚Lcond is used in the
calculation of the tidally generated power (Eq. (5.42) and Eq.(5.40)), and it switches
off based on the PD_gross and elmin. As a reminder these are the gross demand pattern,
and the minimum electrolyser turn-down size respectively as configured in Eq.(3.57)
- both of which are less when the electrolyser size is less. The former is less because
the auxiliary power required for the electrolysers is less, and the latter because the
minimum turn-down drops with the electrolyser size. This means the tidal energy
supply to the flat demand is on for longer each tidal period so it supplies more of the
demand, but the energy supplied by the tidal lagoon to the electrolyser auxiliaries falls
because the overall size of the electrolyser system is smaller.

The hydrogen inventory for the 225 MW total electrolyser size in Table 5.23 reveals
that despite less hydrogen being produced than in the 285 MW total electrolyser size
the hydrogen storage builds over the year. This is explained by the 225 MW electrolyser
auxiliaries being smaller than the 285 MW electrolyser system, use less fuel cell power,
and so consume less hydrogen until the tidal power takes over supporting the gross
demand pattern. Hence less hydrogen is used overall, while there is more direct use of
tidal lagoon power to support the base demand pattern and the electrolyser auxiliary
power. This demonstrates that electrolyser system size relative to the tidal lagoon
maximum generation power is dependent on the combination of these factors not just
size. Both observations mean less hydrogen is used by the fuel cell during the tidal
generation periods for demand pattern and electrolysers auxiliary support. Despite the
reduced hydrogen production in the 225 MW electrolyser total size case compared to
the 285 MW case the hydrogen storage increases in level.

That hydrogen inventory in Table 5.23 is also shown in the plot of hydrogen storage
level over the years run of 12.3 MW base demand pattern as shown in Fig. 5.23.
Compared to the graphs in Fig. 5.22 it can be seen in the lower graphs that the
hydrogen storage level builds gradually over the first 12 weeks of the year for the 225
MW size electrolyser system. It then stays between the ˚H2_unset switch setting value
and the s̊H2_lv2 level switch value most of the time. Whereas in the case of the 285
MW electrolyser system the level is more variable around the ˚H2_unset switch setting
value.

The 225 MW electrolyser size case appears to benefit from a double saving. Smaller
electrolyser total size results in more tidal lagoon power made available for the flat
demand pattern to be met directly because that facilitates a longer time period for the
tidal lagoon to provide the power, and at the same time less of its power is need to
support smaller electrolyser auxiliaries. This in turn reduces the fuel cells requirement
to support the electrolysers.
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Figure 5.23: Ebb and Flow Generation - Electrolyser 225 MW Total - 1 Year
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Total Electrolyser Size of 180 MW
For ebb and flow tidal lagoon power generation, and the smaller total electrolyser

size of 180 MW the electrolyser data is in Table 5.24, the energy balance is in Table
5.25 and the hydrogen inventory in 5.26.

Table 5.24: Electrolyser 180 MW Total Size - Ebb and Flow- 1 Year: Flat Demand
12.3 MW

Description (Values in %) Total Electrolyser Number

1 2 3 4 5

Utilisation (Tidal Time) 89.02 57.57 46.41 37.79 23.25

Utilisation (Total Time) 32.07 20.74 16.72 13.62 8.38

Load Factor (Mean/Max) 25.74 18.28 14.72 11.63 6.98

Electrolyser Energy/Tidal Energy 59.48

Tidal Electrolyser Time/Total Time 32.07

Electrolyser Support: Fuel Cell/Total Time 0.72

Electrolyser Support: Fuel Cell/Total H2 0.57

Table 5.25: Tidal Lagoon Energy Balance When Generating - Electrolyser 180 MW
Total Size - Ebb and Flow - 1 Year: Flat Demand 12.3MW

Description

(Values in

MWh - Unless

Otherwise

Stated)

Tidal

Made

Fuel

Cell

Made

Used -

Elec-

trol-

yser

Used -

Auxil-

iaries

Used -

to De-

mand

To

Grid

Total Bala-

nce

Bala-

nce

(%)

Energy In 406304.35 1193.42 407497.77

Energy Out 241659.15 30793.25 33777.61 101763.65 407993.65 -495.88 -0.12

% of Energy

In

59.30 7.56 8.29 24.97 100.12

Table 5.26: Hydrogen Inventory - Electrolyser 180 MW Total Size - Ebb and Flow - 1
Year: Flat Demand 12.3MW

Description (Values in

Tonnes - Unless Otherwise

Stated)

Level

Change

Made Used -

Auxil-

iaries

Used -

Fuel

Cell

Total Balance Balance

(%)

Hydrogen In 4409.55 4409.55

Hydrogen Out -2.30 25.54 4399.29 4422.53 -12.97 -0.29

% of Hydrogen In -0.05 0.58 99.77 100.30

In comparison to the 285 MW and 225 MW total electrolyser sizes given in Table
5.18 and Table 5.21 for all cases for the 180 MW electrolyser the utilisation of electrol-
ysers was more evenly spread. This is illustrated in Table 5.24, shown with the more
evenly spread load factor. The smaller size of the five electrolysers allowed all except
the first one to be used at a higher output than the larger electrolysers for a longer
time; including greater use of the fifth electrolyser. The 225 MW total electrolyser
size ‘Tidal Electrolyser Time/Total Time’ increased slightly from to 34.44 % of the
time as shown in Table 5.18 for the 285 MW electrolyser system size to 35.12 % of the
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time as shown in Table 5.21. Similarly, the 180 MW total electrolyser case shown in
Table 5.24 has decreased to 32.07 %. This is explained because the H2-MLD-MPC-SC
and other controllers use ˚ELCond to give the total time the tidal lagoon is generating
enough power to run the electrolysers. This alters the end time of the generation as it
depends on all the parameters in Eq.(4.57), Eq.(4.47) and Eq.(4.2).

To meet the 12.3 MW flat demand pattern during the tidal generation period, more
of the tidal energy is used to meet the flat demand with electrolysers of a total size of
180 MW than both a total size of 285 MW and 225 MW. The reasoning for this is the
same as given for the same effect being seen on the change from 285 MW to 225 MW
total electrolyser size.

As might be expected, with a total electrolyser size more than 100 MW less than
the largest of 285 MW the hydrogen inventory for the 180 MW size in Table 5.26
reveals it just manages to maintain the hydrogen level while supplying the 12.3 MW
flat demand over the year. It is interesting to observe it is assisted by the reduction in
use of hydrogen for the electrolyser auxiliary power as given in ‘Used - Auxiliaries’ in
Table 5.26. This is because the minimum turn-down is much smaller for the 180 MW
total electrolyser case ((180/5) x 0.3) = 10.8 MW, versus 17.1 MW for 285 MW total
electrolyser size and so uses less power to support its cell stack and therefore for its
auxiliary power as well.

That hydrogen inventory in Table 5.26 is also shown in the plot of hydrogen storage
level over the years run of 12.3 MW base demand pattern as shown in Fig. 5.24. The
hydrogen storage level stays most of the time in a band of control below or just above
s̊H2_lv1, so all the electrolysers or at least four were enabled to run all the time; and
Table 5.24 confirms their use when examining the utilisation and load factors. Like the
225 MW electrolyser size, the 180 MW case appears to benefit from the same double
saving as mentioned when discussing that case.

Figure 5.24: Ebb and Flow Generation - Electrolyser 180 MW Total - 1 Year
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5.3.3.3 Ebb and Flow Pumped Tidal Lagoon Power Generation Cases

The prediction for the flat average yearly power demand that could be supported by
the tidal lagoon by ebb and flow pumped tidal lagoon power generation was 15.9 MW
given in Section 5.3.3. A run of one year was made with a flat demand of 15.9 MW
to compare with that prediction. The data for the electrolysers, energy and hydrogen
inventory are given in Tables 5.27, 5.28 and 5.29 respectively.

Table 5.27: Electrolyser 285 MW Total Size - Ebb and Flow Pumped - 1 Year: Flat
Demand 15.9 MW

Description (Values in %) Total Electrolyser Number

1 2 3 4 5

Utilisation (Tidal Time) 97.47 50.46 10.12 1.75 0.00

Utilisation (Total Time) 43.69 22.62 4.53 0.78 0.00

Load Factor (Mean/Max) 33.95 19.99 3.79 0.54 0.00

Electrolyser Energy/Tidal Energy 44.61

Tidal Electrolyser Time/Total Time 43.69

Electrolyser Support: Fuel Cell/Total Time 4.21

Electrolyser Support: Fuel Cell/Total H2 1.52

Table 5.28: Tidal Lagoon Energy Balance When Generating - Electrolyser 285 MW
Total Size - Ebb and Flow Pumped - 1 Year: Flat Demand 15.9 MW

Description

(Values in

MWh - Unless

Otherwise

Stated)

Tidal

Made

Fuel

Cell

Made

Used -

Elec-

trol-

yser

Used -

Auxil-

iaries

Used -

to De-

mand

To

Grid

Total Bala-

nce

Bala-

nce

(%)

Energy In 644015.57 7152.89 651168.46

Energy Out 287307.82 35585.16 54988.32 271280.85 649162.15 2006.31 0.31

% of Energy

In

44.12 5.46 8.44 41.66 99.68

Table 5.29: Hydrogen Inventory - Electrolyser 285 MW Total Size - Ebb and Flow
Pumped - 1 Year: Flat Demand 15.9MW

Description (Values in

Tonnes - Unless Otherwise

Stated)

Level

Change

Made Used -

Auxil-

iaries

Used -

Fuel

Cell

Total Balance Balance

(%)

Hydrogen In 5242.51 5242.51

Hydrogen Out 117.69 78.76 5061.00 5257.45 -14.94 -0.28

% of Hydrogen In 2.24 1.50 96.54 100.28

The figures for the electrolysers shows that the tidal electrolyser time is increased
from the ebb and flow case - increasing from the 34.44 % (Table 5.18) to 43.69 % of the
time as shown in Table 5.27. The standard utilisation of the electrolysers for the ebb
and flow pumped generation case compared to the ebb and flow case is a somewhat
complex story. The first and second electrolysers have an increase in both utilisation
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compared to total time and compared to the time the tidal power generation was
running; accompanied by an increase in load factor. The third and fourth electrolysers
have a decrease in all three compared to the ebb and flow case. Once again, the fifth
electrolyser was not used. Time and hydrogen support for the electrolysers was similar
to the ebb and flow case. This would be expected as the tidal lagoon power generation
starts and stops the same number of times in both cases; the difference being how fast,
and which electrolysers start in each case.

The energy generated by the tidal lagoon system again increases as shown in Table
5.28. The increase is required to meet the 15.9 MW flat demand pattern, as confirmed
by the energy listed as ‘Used-Electrolyser’ (287307.82 MWh) - a 13.57 % increase on
the amount used by the ebb and flow generation pattern (252975.97 MWh in Table
5.19). As a ‘% of Energy In’ to the system, the proportion of energy required to support
the electrolyser auxiliaries (‘Used - Auxiliaries’) fell from 7.62 % to 5.45 %.

The ‘% of Hydrogen In’ used to support the electrolyser auxiliaries (‘Used - Aux-
iliaries’) dropped from 1.95 % in the ebb and flow case in Table 5.20 to 1.50% in the
ebb and flow pumped case given in Table 5.29. In addition, the ebb and flow pumped
case increased the hydrogen in storage by a significant amount of 117.69 tonnes.

The increase in hydrogen storage level given by the balance in Table 5.29 is also
shown in the graph of the hydrogen storage level over the years run of 15.9 MW base
demand pattern as shown in the lower graph of Fig. 5.25. The hydrogen storage level
rises until there is only one electrolyser running on the high tidal power sections as
indicated by the storage level fluctuating around the level switch s̊H2_lv4 (the line in
purple on the lower graph). As the demand pattern takes hydrogen the level drops
below the switch instructing two electrolysers to run, and as it rises above the switch
one of the two electrolysers switches off. This operational pattern is at first counter
intuitive, because predominately only two electrolysers run and yet of the three tidal
lagoon operating patterns most hydrogen is produced. Examination of the utilisation
(against both Tidal Time and ‘standard’ Total Time), and load factors on electrolysers
one and two (Table 5.27) shows they are high compared to electrolysers three and four.
This indicates that those two electrolysers run at higher capacity and for longer periods
during an ebb and flow pumped running strategy, because the lagoon generates power
at higher power levels for longer than in the ebb only, and ebb and flow cases. That
enables more hydrogen to be produced in the pumped case.

This pattern of operation and the large increase in hydrogen storage level, suggests
that the 15.9 MW flat base demand pattern can be supported by ebb and flow pumped
tidal lagoon power generation using a combined electrolyser size of 285 MW over the
whole year as predicted. Given the increase in storage level it suggests a substantial
increase on the 15.9 MW flat base demand may be possible.
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Figure 5.25: Ebb and Flow Pumped Generation - Electrolyser 285 MW Total - 1 Year

5.3.3.4 Discussion of Flat Demand Cases

Comparison of Tidal Lagoon Generation Patterns

The comparison of tidal lagoon generation patterns is made for ebb only, ebb and
flow, and ebb and flow pumped with a total electrolyser size of 285 MW. The flat
demand in each case was 9.3 MW, 12.3 MW and 15.9 MW respectively as discussed in
Table 5.14.

A comparison of the energy used in the flat demand pattern cases over 365 days
discussed in this section is shown in Fig. 5.26. Each cumulative data set for the three
cases is taken from the same data calculations as given in the left hand graph Fig. 5.19
representing Energy Use using the values from the Energy Balance Tables for each
case. The total energy for each graph is matched by the energy generated by the tidal
lagoon as shown in each table - so is not included here. As might be expected the total
energy increases as the tidal power generation pattern moves from ebb only, to ebb
and flow, to ebb and flow pumped with each constituent of the total energy increasing
as well. The story from the hydrogen used is more informative.
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Figure 5.26: Tidal Lagoon Energy Use Comparison - All Tidal Generation Modes -
365 Day Flat Demand

Fig.5.27 makes a similar comparison for the hydrogen used in each case over the 365
days. Mirroring the energy case, the cumulative data set for the three cases is taken
from the same data calculations as given in the left hand graph Fig. 5.20 representing
Hydrogen Use using the values from the Hydrogen Inventory Tables for each case.
The total hydrogen for each graph is matched by the total hydrogen produced by the
electrolysers - so is not included here. The graphs reinforce the point made in this
section that in order to support the 9.3 MW demand pattern the ebb only generation
case has to use hydrogen from storage as indicated by the negative ‘Hydrogen Storage
Level Change’ (and as seen previously ultimately runs out of hydrogen because the
negative value represented is the initial storage level of 200 Tonnes). In contrast the
ebb and flow case supports the 12.3 MW flat demand pattern with the system almost
exactly in balance (it uses such a small amount of hydrogen that the ‘Hydrogen Storage
Level Change’ is not visible at this scale, but is 6 Tonnes). The ebb and flow pumped
case supports its flat demand pattern of 15.9 MW with substantial spare capacity as
it builds the hydrogen storage by 118 Tonnes.
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Figure 5.27: Tidal Lagoon Hydrogen Use Comparison - All Tidal Generation Modes -
365 Day Flat Demand

Comparison of the operation of the electrolysers for each tidal lagoon generation
pattern is also worth considering. Fig. 5.28 graphs the ‘Cumulative % - Utilisation
c.f. Tidal Time’ which is the numbers for each tidal lagoon generation pattern given
in Tables 5.15, 5.18 and 5.27 as ‘Utilisation (Tidal Time)’ respectively added together.
The scale is 0 - 500 % because if all electrolysers were used all the time five electrolysers
would total 500 %. The tidal time utilisation is high in all cases for Electrolyser 1, is
similar for Electrolyser 2 and deceases for all other electrolysers as more tidal lagoon
power becomes available. This point will be discussed further in combination with
Load Factor.
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Figure 5.28: The Electrolyser Utilisation (Tidal Time) Operation Comparison - All
Tidal Generation Modes - 365 Day Flat Demand
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Returning to Electrolyser Utilisation (Tidal Time); it can be compared to the Elec-
trolyser Utilisation (Total Time) is shown in Fig. 5.29 as ‘Cumulative % - Utilisation
cf Total Time’. The graph scale is retained for a direct visual comparison.

In this case the utilisation is low and is governed completely by the tidal pattern,
so that the Electrolyser Utilisation (Tidal Time) of Electrolyser 1 is the same as the
tidal lagoon utilisation as can be seen in Tables 5.15, 5.18 and 5.27 by comparing it
with the value for ‘Tidal Electrolyser Time/Total Time’. The rest of the electrolysers
operate dependent on the availability of enough power to run them. The ebb and flow
pumped case shows that because it holds generation power higher for longer periods
than the ebb and flow case Electrolysers 1, 2, and 3 dominate and Electrolyser 4 is
hardly used.
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Figure 5.29: The Electrolyser Utilisation (Total Time) Operation Comparison - All
Tidal Generation Modes - 365 Day Flat Demand

Returning to the Load Factor for the electrolysers they are shown in Fig. 5.30,
again with a scale of 0 - 500 as they are shown as cumulative percent, ‘Cumulative
% - Load Factor’. They are small because the peak tidal lagoon power is quite high
and as the difference between the lagoon and sea level reduces the electrolysers are
turned down over a large proportion of the tidal power. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.4
in Chapter 4. Again, Electrolysers 1, 2, and 3 are most loaded as might be expected.
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Figure 5.30: The Electrolyser Load Factor Comparison - All Tidal Generation Modes
- 365 Day Flat Demand

The flat demand pattern cases show that the predicted support levels for ebb only,
ebb and flow, and ebb and flow pumped cases are not met in the first case, are met
in the second, and surpassed in the third. The operation of the system can be any
combination of cases, so ebb only operation could be replaced by ebb and flow pumped
operation to rebuild the hydrogen storage before it caused a failure to supply the
demand pattern required.

The electrolyser operation as measured by ‘standard’ operating values appears
substandard in that both Utilisation (Total Time) and Load Factors are low. However,
these values are dominated by the tidal lagoon operating pattern being used in the
first instance, and the shape of a tidal lagoon operating pattern in the second. When
the electrolyser utilisation is measured against the time power from the tidal lagoon
is available; as in the Electrolyser Utilisation (Tidal Time) the figures appear much
improved.

When using the H2-MLD-MPC-SC to control the hydrogen inventory, using a
common electrolyser size of 285 MW, the utilisation times and load factors for the
electrolysers show that their use is overwhelmingly dependent on the tidal lagoon
generating time length, and the pattern of that generation. To raise the utilisation
and load factors within that restriction would require more smaller electrolysers or a
mixture of electrolyser sizes to make up the total electrolyser size. This is supported by
discussion on electrolyser sizes in the Section ‘Comparison of Total Electrolyser Size’
below. Further work for different electrolyser sizes could provide design criteria based
on specific utilisation figures and load factors for the number of electrolysers to be
connected in TLPG-HSS systems.

The hydrogen inventory shows that excess hydrogen is available to build the storage
level with the two ebb and flow cases. That suggests using an operating procedure for
a three electrolyser system to maintain the hydrogen storage level of swapping between
tidal operating patterns to rebuild the hydrogen storage. Ebb and flow could rebuild
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the level for ebb only, and ebb and flow pumped could rebuild the storage for the other
two generation cases. This could be automated.

The comparison of energy use suggests that the hydrogen inventory control is
releasing a substantial amount of power to go to the power grid that could be used to
make more hydrogen in all cases. In the ebb only case that unused grid power could be
diverted to the electrolysers to prevent the hydrogen storage from going empty. That
could be achieved by adjusting the controller design to relax the requirement for the
last running electrolyser to be close to full load before allowing the next to start. That
would allow the electrolysers to approach the reference more closely reducing the power
to grid and making relatively more hydrogen.

Comparison of Total Electrolyser Size

The comparison of electrolyser size is made with an ebb and flow tidal lagoon power
generation pattern. A flat demand case of 12.3 MW was also used in all cases. The
electrolyser total sizes examined were 285 MW, 225 MW and 180 MW.

Table 5.30 shows the energy balance for the periods when the tidal lagoon system
was generating power during the years run. All cases show very similar energy balances
which reflects the constant power demand and common tidal lagoon generation pattern.
The fact that more energy goes to the power grid as shown in ‘To Grid’ reflects the
ability of each electrolyser size to take maximum power, i.e. as the electrolysers reduce
in size, they can’t take all the power the tidal lagoon maximum generation has to offer.

Table 5.30: Energy Balance Ebb and Flow Tidal Generation - 12.3 MW Demand -
Electrolyser Size Comparison - 1 Year

Description

(Values in MWh -

Unless Otherwise

Stated)

Split Total
Size

285

MW

% Total
Size

225

MW

% Total
Size

180

MW

%

Energy In
Tidal 406304.35 - - 406304.35 - - 406304.35 - -

Fuel Cell 6491.15 - - 5960.79 - - 1193.42 - -

Energy Out

Used - Electrolyser 252795.97 61.24 249891.04 60.61 241659.15 59.30

Used - Auxiliaries 31459.53 7.62 31274.45 7.59 30793.25 7.56

Used - To Demand 32079.50 7.77 32972.52 8.00 33777.61 8.29

To Grid 94135.03 22.80 95250.29 23.10 101763.65 24.97

Total 410470.03 99.43 409388.30 99.30 407993.65 100.12

Table 5.31 shows the hydrogen inventory over the whole years run. This shows very
similar hydrogen made over the year. The hydrogen used on auxiliary power by the
fuel cell ‘Used - Fuel Cell’ reflects the smaller electrolysers decreasing hydrogen use
as an absolute value and percentage of total hydrogen. The ability for the different
total electrolyser sizes to maintain the hydrogen storage level, while supplying the same
constant base demand pattern of 12.3 MW is influenced by the size of the electrolysers -
the total size 285 MW loses 6.17 tonnes in level; the 225 MW size builds by 29.73 tonnes
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and the 180 MW size just about stays level - dropping 2.30 tonnes. This is caused by
the electrolyser auxiliary power which reduces the gross demand as electrolyser size
reduces. Therefore, the power used before the remaining tidal power is made available
to the cell stacks of the electrolysers drops. That means more of the tidal lagoon power
is available for the electrolyser cell stacks as the electrolyser size drops, meaning more
hydrogen can be made as the size of the electrolyser drops - until the absolute size of
the electrolyser gets so small it makes overrides the smaller auxiliary power effect.

Table 5.31: Hydrogen Inventory Ebb and Flow Tidal Generation - 12.3 MW Demand
- Electrolyser Size Comparison - 1 Year

Description

(Values in Tonnes

- Unless

Otherwise Stated)

Split Total
Size

285

MW

% Total
Size

225

MW

% Total
Size

180

MW

%

Hydrogen In Made 4612.77 - - - 4559.76 - - - 4409.55 - - -

Hydrogen Out

Level Change -6.17 -0.13 29.73 0.65 -2.30 -0.05

Used - Auxiliaries 89.75 1.95 67.19 1.47 25.54 0.58

Used - Fuel Cell 4543.31 98.49 4476.38 98.17 4399.29 99.77

Total 4626.89 100.31 4573.30 100.29 4422.53 100.30

That effect is twofold on the ability to build hydrogen storage level. The larger
electrolysers cannot switch on as soon as the smaller ones and have to stop sooner, so
this affects whether they turn on at all for smaller magnitude tides. When they do
switch on, they take more auxiliary power per electrolyser before the cell stacks can take
power. The latter also means more hydrogen is used per electrolyser in supporting them
with the fuel cell as they start. Counter to this, eventually smaller electrolysers are
unable to make enough hydrogen to maintain the base demand pattern. These effects
explain the loss of the level for the largest electrolyser size; the better performance of
the mid-size and the ability of the smallest size to just maintain the hydrogen storage
level.

When using the H2-MLD-MPC-SC to control the hydrogen inventory with common
ebb and flow tidal pattern and flat demand pattern of 12.3 MW, comparisons of
electrolyser sizes shows that the size of the electrolyser affects how soon it can switch
on, and how soon it has to switch off, and how much of the total tidal power can be
used to produce hydrogen. For the three total electrolyser sizes examined in this thesis
the mid-range size of 225 MW is a compromise that produces more hydrogen than the
285 MW size because it can turn on and off sooner and it can run for smaller magnitude
tides. It is better than the 180 MW electrolyser system because it is large enough to
produce enough hydrogen to maintain the hydrogen inventory.

This leads to a design guideline that suggests a mixture of electrolyser sizes would
allow the TLPG-HSS to turn on and use more of each tidal generation period to make
hydrogen, while smaller electrolyser sizes allow hydrogen to be produced for smaller
tides. That would allow the H2-MLD-MPC-SC to optimise control to produce more
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hydrogen per tidal generation period. An additional improvement could be achieved
if the turn-down ratio of each electrolyser could be reduced. This thesis assumes a
minimum turn-down of 30 % of full output for each electrolyser. Reduction of that
value allow all electrolyser sizes to turn on sooner and run longer.

The smaller electrolysers and/or smaller minimum turn-down would, within the
restrictions of the tidal lagoon generation pattern frequency, magnitude, and length
improve the utilisation of the electrolysers.

5.3.4 Continuous Demand Pattern Cases

Once the flat demand pattern cases had been completed the cases when the base case is
fluctuating were examined. The power demand pattern used is the UK power demand
from Gridwatch UK (Gridwatch, 2020) for 2 years from 06:00 on 21st August 2018 to
06:00 on 21st August 2020 as given in Fig. 3.5. In the model 06:00 on 21st August
2018 is time zero as the model starts, and each model run used just the first year of
the data provided. The same period demand pattern was used for each case so the
comparison is how the tidal lagoon power generation hydrogen systems behave when
they have the same demand pattern to support.

5.3.4.1 Ebb Only Lagoon Power Generation Cases

Fig. 5.31 documents the ebb only lagoon power generation case. The upper graph
shows the variable power demand that is satisfied over the year as ‘PD_base Base
Demand from Gridwatch UK’. The lower graph indicates that the hydrogen storage
level is controlled to maintain that base demand. It is noticeable that the control uses
the discrete switching at each of the four storage levels, s̊H2_lv1 to s̊H2_lv4 to enable
the start of different numbers of electrolysers, as well as the continuous references.

Figure 5.31: Ebb Only Generation Variable Demand Pattern- Electrolyser 285 MW
Total - 1 Year
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This is supported by the utilisation data in Table 5.32 in which all five electrolysers
are used, even though use of the fifth electrolyser is very small. The Electrolyser
Utilisation (Tidal Time) for the first four electrolysers is relatively high.

Table 5.32: Electrolyser 285 MW Total Size Variable Demand - Ebb Only - 1 Year
Description (Values in %) Total Electrolyser Number

1 2 3 4 5

Utilisation (Tidal Time) 97.76 65.53 40.52 16.36 1.00

Utilisation (Total Time) 19.26 12.91 7.99 3.22 0.20

Load Factor (Mean/Max) 15.56 11.77 6.98 2.46 0.19

Electrolyser Energy/Tidal Energy 59.85

Tidal Electrolyser Time/Total Time 19.26

Electrolyser Support: Fuel Cell/Total Time 1.08

Electrolyser Support: Fuel Cell/Total H2 0.84

The overall energy balance for the TLPG-HSS when the tidal lagoon power gener-
ation is running in Fig. 5.33 shows that in order for the demand pattern to be met
the majority of the energy produced is used in running the electrolysers to produce
hydrogen. The fuel cell sub-system then uses that hydrogen to run in the gaps between
power generation periods when running in ebb only pattern. This is demonstrated by
the large amount of hydrogen used for that fuel cell support as shown in Fig. 5.33.
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Figure 5.32: Energy Balance During Lagoon Generation - Ebb Only - 365 Day -
Variable Demand
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Figure 5.33: Hydrogen Inventory - Ebb Only - 365 Day - Variable Demand

5.3.4.2 Ebb and Flow Lagoon Power Generation Cases

Fig. 5.34 documents the ebb and flow lagoon power generation case. In this case the
control uses the discrete switching which mainly operates just two of the electrolysers
with the third one in use less frequently, the fourth hardly at all, and the fifth is not
used as indicated by the hydrogen storage level sitting between, s̊H2_lv2 and s̊H2_lv4

for most of the year.

Figure 5.34: Ebb and Flow Generation Variable Demand Pattern - Electrolyser 285
MW Total - 1 Year

The control suggested by the switching pattern is also borne out by the Utilisation
(Tidal Time) and Load Factors (Table 5.33). Once the electrolysers are enabled to run
the first and second electrolysers are used more than the remaining three, and at a
higher level; though they are not used as much as for the ebb only case in Fig. 5.32.
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Table 5.33: Electrolyser 285 MW Total Size - Ebb and Flow - 1 Year
Description (Values in %) Total Electrolyser Number

1 2 3 4 5

Utilisation (Tidal Time) 95.57 20.88 4.96 1.14 0.00

Utilisation (Total Time) 34.43 7.52 1.79 0.41 0.00

Load Factor (Mean/Max) 24.44 6.45 1.42 0.28 0.00

Electrolyser Energy/Tidal Energy 39.50

Tidal Electrolyser Time/Total Time 34.43

Electrolyser Support: Fuel Cell/Total Time 3.47

Electrolyser Support: Fuel Cell/Total H2 2.65

The energy produced in the ebb and flow generation in Fig. 5.35, as might be
expected, is larger than the ebb only case (Fig. 5.32). There is slightly less energy
used by the electrolysers, which is supported by the hydrogen inventory in Fig. 5.36
that show the fuel cells use more hydrogen than the ebb only case (Fig. 5.33).
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Figure 5.35: Tidal Lagoon Energy Balance - Ebb and Flow - 365 Day - Variable
Demand
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Figure 5.36: Hydrogen Inventory - Ebb and Flow - 365 Day - Variable Demand

5.3.4.3 Ebb and Flow Pumped Lagoon Power Generation Case

Finally, in Fig. 5.37 the ebb and flow lagoon power generation case shows a completely
different pattern in the hydrogen storage level to the previous two cases while still
supporting the demand pattern for the year.

Figure 5.37: Ebb and Flow Pumped Generation Variable Demand Pattern - Electrol-
yser 285 MW Total - 1 Year

In this case the energy available for longer periods at a higher tidal lagoon power
generation level to support the base power demand pattern means that less hydrogen
is used between generation patterns to run the fuel cell. This is reflected in the higher
energy supply, and smaller amounts of energy used in the electrolysers shown in Fig.
5.38 compared to Fig. 5.35.
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Figure 5.38: Tidal Lagoon Energy Balance - Ebb and Flow Pumped - 365 Day -
Variable Demand

The discrete switching operates all five electrolysers down to just one using the
switches, s̊H2_lv1 to s̊H2_lv4; and as indicated in Table 5.34 the Utilisation (Tidal
Time) and Load Factors are lower than in the previous cases. Despite this, the hydrogen
storage high level switch s̊H2_set operates on around a monthly basis and allows the
level to drop to the reset level s̊H2_unset before tidal generation power is again taken to
make hydrogen. This is a consequence of the settings for the hydrogen storage high level
switch, which is a safety switch to prevent the hydrogen storage getting completely full.
It normally only acts rarely because the control stops the storage filling completely.
In this case the storage would fill completely because the fuel cell hydrogen use is so
low that one electrolysers production is large enough to supply the fuel cell, and that
electrolyser does not turn down far enough to stop the switch acting. The design for
the system could be adjusted to prevent the hydrogen storage high level switch acting
in this case, though that has not been pursued in this thesis. As a result of this the
‘Tidal Electrolyser Time/Total Time’ is much lower than the equivalent value in Table
5.33 for the ebb and flow case.

Table 5.34: Electrolyser 285 MW Total Size - Ebb and Flow Pumped - 1 Year
Description (Values in %) Total Electrolyser Number

1 2 3 4 5

Utilisation (Tidal Time) 45.74 15.27 7.88 3.62 0.29

Utilisation (Total Time) 20.50 6.85 3.53 1.62 0.13

Load Factor (Mean/Max) 16.93 6.14 3.03 1.07 0.12

Electrolyser Energy/Tidal Energy 20.85

Tidal Electrolyser Time/Total Time 20.50

Electrolyser Support: Fuel Cell/Total Time 1.05

Electrolyser Support: Fuel Cell/Total H2 1.08
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The hydrogen inventory supports this because less hydrogen is made in support
of the fuel cell compared to ebb and flow (Fig. 5.33) generation pattern; as can be
seen by comparing the totals in Fig. 5.39 for the ebb and flow pumped pattern. Ebb
only (Fig. 5.36) uses more hydrogen than both because of the longer gaps between
generation patterns in its case.
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Figure 5.39: Hydrogen Inventory - Ebb and Flow Pumped - 365 Day - Variable Demand

5.3.4.4 Discussion of Cases

In a comparison of the cases by tidal lagoon power generation pattern it can be seen
that as expected the total energy generated increases as the operating pattern moves
from ebb only, through ebb and flow, and on to the Ebb and flow pumped case as
shown in Fig. 5.40 and Table 5.3516. However, the other part of the story is that
because that energy generated is over a longer time period on each tidal generation
pattern the proportion of energy required by the electrolysers decreases because less
fuel cell support is required.

16Check on Totals: Dr Angeloudis’s original data donated for cumulative power from tidal lagoon
power generation from the 0-D data for the full 365 days was given as, for ebb only = 3.0713 x
105MWh, for ebb and flow = 4.0630 x 105MWh, and for ebb and flow pumped = 5.2403 x 105MWh.
The first two figures match the totals in Table 5.35 and therefore Fig. 5.40. The latter value is lower
than shown here, which is explained because Dr. Angeloudis includes as negative power the power
used for pumping the lagoon to a higher level. So, the cases are not directly comparable because the
pumped cases in this thesis just take advantage of the generated power from the tidal lagoon - not
the used power.
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Energy Use: Ebb Only
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Figure 5.40: Tidal Lagoon Energy Use Comparison - All Tidal Generation Modes -
365 Day Variable Demand

Table 5.35: Energy Balance - Tidal Generation Pattern Comparison - 1 Year
Description

(Values in MWh -

Unless Otherwise

Stated)

Split Ebb

Only

% Ebb

and

Flow

% Ebb

and

Flow

Pumped

%

Energy In
Tidal 307133.19 - - 406304.27 - - 644015.54 - -

Fuel Cell 1195.71 - - 3627.56 - - 1156.16 - -

Energy Out

Used - Electrolyser 183830.58 59.62 160490.75 39.15 134268.87 20.81

Used - Auxiliaries 23170.80 7.51 19645.33 4.79 16771.75 2.60

Used - To Demand 12403.33 4.02 20655.67 5.04 13131.69 2.04

To Grid 89986.51 29.19 209688.90 51.15 467727.17 72.50

Total 309391.23 100.34 410480.65 100.13 631899.49 97.95

The hydrogen production balance bears this out. Fig. 5.41 gives the cumulative
data set for the three cases. The graphs show that to support the same variable demand
pattern the ebb only generation uses far more hydrogen that the two ebb and flow cases;
and the detail in Table 5.36 shows that all three cases build the hydrogen level in the
storage, but to different extents.
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Figure 5.41: Tidal Lagoon Hydrogen Use Comparison - All Tidal Generation Modes -
365 Day Variable Demand

Table 5.36: Hydrogen Inventory Variable Demand - Tidal Generation Pattern Com-
parison - 1 Year

Description

(Values in Tonnes

- Unless

Otherwise Stated)

Split Ebb

Only

% Ebb

and

Flow

% Ebb

and

Flow

Pumped

%

Hydrogen In Made 3354.36 - - - 2928.47 - - - 2450.00 - - -

Hydrogen Out

Level Change 56.99 1.70 78.78 2.69 67.58 2.76

Used - Auxiliaries 27.89 0.83 76.32 2.61 25.97 1.06

Used - Fuel Cell 3278.71 97.74 2782.93 95.03 2363.03 96.45

Total 3363.59 100.27 2938.03 100.33 2456.58 100.27

When using the H2-MLD-MPC-SC to control the hydrogen inventory using a com-
mon variable demand pattern for each of the ebb only, ebb and flow, and ebb and flow
pumped tidal lagoon generation patterns all tidal patterns can meet the requirement
to meet the demand pattern, while building the hydrogen storage level over the year.
Very noticeable is that in the ebb and flow pumped case the hydrogen storage fills
and switches the system off on high level throughout the year giving the hydrogen
level pattern shown in Fig. 5.37. The pumped case uses imported power to extend
the tidal lagoon generation time, and so is not a direct comparison with the other
two cases because it introduces energy storage similar to a pumped hydro system like
Dinorwig (Pumped Hydro) Power Station in addition to the TLPG-HSS. There are
cases where the ebb only, and ebb and flow tidal generation cases struggle to meet the
demand as discussed in Section 5.3.3.4. Rather than re-design the H2-MLD-MPC-SC
to stop the high level switch acting as it is in the ebb and flow pumped case, the
suggestion for the H2-MLD-MPC-SC version of the supervisory control is that the
controller should remain the same, and the ebb and flow pumped case should only be
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used for hydrogen balancing to rebuild the hydrogen storage level after a high demand
period depletes the storage. As the H2-MLD-MPC-SC normally balances the system
a depleted hydrogen storage requiring the swap to ebb and flow pumped generation to
rebuild it would be an infrequent occurrence, but the recommendation from this thesis
is an operating procedure to that effect for the TLPG-HSS operator. This procedure
could be automated.

5.3.5 Power to Grid Cases

The Grid-MLD-MPC-SC is a special case set up as a control option in case the TLPG-
HSS operator wants to limit the maximum power sent to the power grid for any lagoon
generation period, but maintain the tidal lagoon generation system at full output for
that period.

Fig. 5.42 shows the response of the system for a 285 MW total electrolyser size
system with references for the maximum power to grid ranging from 0 to 200 MW
in 50 MW steps (the constant value in red on the graphs, as ‘Grid Power Limit
Reference’). The power that goes to the grid is given in blue as ‘Power to Grid xg’;
with the electrolyser reference to achieve that given in green as ‘Electrolysers Reference’
and the resulting power used by the electrolysers as feedback from the subsystems as
‘Electrolysers Sum EL1fdk to EL5fdk’ (the black line). For optimisation to drive the
‘Power to Grid xg’ to meet the ‘Grid Power Limit Reference’ the only way it can do
that is to vary the hydrogen production by adjusting the electrolyser power taken from
the tidal lagoon power being generated (see Eq.(4.58)) in response to the ‘Electrolysers
Reference’ (see Eq.(4.53)).

As can be seen the electrolysers can limit to the ‘Grid Power Limit Reference’ well
in the case of limits of 200, 150 and 100 MW; but begins to struggle at limits of 50
and 0 MW. This is understandable with a total electrolyser size of 285 MW, so that
each electrolyser is 57 MW. Both the 0 MW and 50 MW limits are below the size of
one electrolyser, and Fig. 5.42 top graph and the next down show that the system
struggles to maintain the ‘Grid Power Limit Reference’ later on in the fifteen day run;
especially for the 0 MW reference.
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Figure 5.42: Grid Power Limit Control - 285 MW Total Electrolyser Size - 15 Days

The reason for the difficulty is not immediately obvious until the hydrogen storage
level over the same period is examined in Fig. 5.43. For the two cases in question,
the 0 MW case ‘xg Ref. = 0 MW’ shown in blue, and the 50 MW case ‘xg Ref. = 50
MW’ in red, the hydrogen storage starts to fill up and the control optimisation starts
to factor in the speed of approach of the storage to full, and loads up electrolysers to
slow down the rate of rise. This can be observed in Fig. 5.42 because although the
‘Electrolysers Reference’ (green line) in the top graph and next down remain high to
run the electrolysers at a high output, the actual power taken as ‘Electrolysers Sum
EL1fdk to EL5fdk’ (the black line) begins to decrease from around day 11 of the run
in the 0 MW ‘Grid Power Limit Reference’, and around day 14 in the 50 MW case.

Figure 5.43: Grid Power Control Effect on Hydrogen Storage - Ebb and Flow 285 MW
Total Electrolyser Size - 15 Days
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For the larger ‘Grid Power Limit Reference’ cases the maximum grid power is
generally met as they are less affected by rising hydrogen storage levels, illustrated by
the level changes in the hydrogen storage given in Table 5.37. For the ‘Grid Power
Limit Reference’ 200 MW case the hydrogen storage drops over the period so it is
not affected by the systems requirement to limit hydrogen filling as it approaches full
hydrogen storage. For the reducing cases from 150 MW to 0 MW reference the amount
of hydrogen in storage rises substantially so the limiting affects the Grid-MLD-MPC-SC
ability to limit the power to grid.

Table 5.37: Hydrogen Level Change -Ebb and Flow 285 MW Total Electrolyser Size -
15 Days

Description (Values in Tonnes) xg Ref.

= 0

xg Ref.

= 50

xg Ref.

= 100

xg Ref.

= 150

xg Ref.

= 200

Level Change 81.02 64.23 33.89 6.27 -11.36

It is important to point out that although the Grid-MLD-MPC-SC is designed in
such a way that it does not try to maintain a hydrogen inventory (until the hydrogen
storage is approaching full), the controller independently controls the power demand
pattern required over the period. Fig. 5.44 shows ‘PD_gross Gross Demand’ made
up of ‘PD_base Base Demand’ and ‘Pel_aux Electrolyser Auxiliary’ power for the five
cases of ‘Grid Power Limit Reference’ as 0, 50, 100, 150, and 200 MW from top to
bottom graphs. The demand patterns shown are the same demand pattern (in shape
and magnitude), but each graph is scaled so it’s ‘Grid Power Limit Reference’ can be
shown. The demand pattern is maintained throughout the fifteen day period.

Figure 5.44: Grid-MLD-MPC-SC - Ebb and Flow Demand Pattern Supplied - 15 Days

Returning to the ‘Grid Power Limit Control’ graphs, Fig. 5.45 shows the 0, 50,
100, 150, 200 MW limit references for a total electrolyser size of 225 MW to compare
to Fig. 5.42 and Fig. 5.46 for a total electrolyser size of 180 MW. A visual check shows
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that the 225 MW total electrolyser size is slightly better at limiting the power to grid
than both the 285 MW and 180 MW total sizes especially for the 50, 100, and 150
MW references.

Figure 5.45: Grid Power Limit Control - 225 MW Total Electrolyser Size - 15 Days

Figure 5.46: Grid Power Limit Control - 180 MW Total Electrolyser Size - 15 Days

The Grid-MLD-MPC-SC can maintain the maximum power to grid limit that it
imposes on the system until the hydrogen storage starts to approach being full. As
that happens the optimisation compromises on the control and begins to allow more
power to the grid. Despite that tendency, the long term operation in this mode is not
feasible. This is because the hydrogen storage will either empty so the gross demand
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pattern cannot be met; or fill it such that the electrolysers cannot run, so all the power
goes to grid from the tidal lagoon power generation for a period17. The latter is not
such an issue because it is as the tidal lagoon power generation was originally designed;
however, emptying the hydrogen storage would cause a failure to supply the demand
pattern. That could be mitigated by switching back to the H2-MLD-MPC-SC to regain
the hydrogen storage balance.

In the case of the 0 MW ‘Grid Power Limit Reference’ the TLPG-HSS struggles to
meet the requirement. As it is likely the requirement to send 0 MW to the power grid
would only be caused by a grid fault the tidal lagoon operator would have to shutdown
the turbines.

The Grid-MLD-MPC-SC configuration is set up to limit the maximum power to
the power grid. It achieves this quite well at larger limits and less well at lower limits -
so it performs well at 200 MW, 150 MW and 100 MW ‘Grid Power Limit Reference’s’
tested, but less well at 50 and 0 MW references. The reason for this is that the size of
the individual electrolysers for the 285, 225 and 180 MW electrolysers is 57, 45, and 36
MW which means with their auxiliary power included even the smaller size can be too
large to start as the tidal pattern rises and drops. In addition, the only real difference
between the Grid-MLD-MPC-SC and the H2-MLD-MPC-SC is the weightings in the
optimisation function. So, the hydrogen inventory starts to take effect as the hydrogen
storage level approaches full and limits the number of electrolysers allowed to start.
The closer the reference is to a multiple of individual electrolyser maximum sizes the
better the ‘Grid Power Limit Reference’ is achieved. This could be refined by altering
the size of the electrolysers or combining different electrolyser sizes.

5.3.6 Dispatchable Supply Requirement Cases

The normal power demand that is to be supplied by the TLPG-HSS is continuous.
However, the possible demand patterns to be met include a dispatchable supply re-
quirement. The dispatchable supply pattern cases are a special case in the sense that
the normal continuous power demand cases are initially assumed to be zero, and a
dispatchable supply requirement is set as a reference instead. The cases take the
Dinorwig (Pumped Hydro) Power Station as an example, but limits the demand size
to 500 MW starting over 1 minute rather than 1320 MW in 12 seconds. This is due to
the limitation caused by the fuel start time from standby as described in Section 3.4.3.

In Section 4.4.2 Fig.4.17 shows a thirty day run when the tidal lagoon generation
pattern was ebb only. There was an overall drop in hydrogen storage level over time
as ebb only generation would not, in the long term, be able to sustain the dispatchable
supply pattern at the interval set.

The ebb and flow case is shown in Fig. 5.47 which also shows that there is still
an overall drop in hydrogen storage level‘H2 Level ’ (blue line) and H2_lvl (red line)

17This thesis assumes that the tidal lagoon operator produces the maximum power it can all the
time. In the case where the hydrogen storage fills, the operator could turn the turbines down to limit
the power to grid.
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over time, though it is more gradual than the ebb only case in Fig.4.17. The gross
demand pattern PD_gross (brown line) and auxiliary demand pattern Pel_aux (purple
line) in the upper graph have values showing. This is because although base demand
pattern PD_base (orange-brown line) is zero between dispatchable supply events the
electrolysers must have their auxiliary demand met when they are running to produce
hydrogen.

Figure 5.47: Dispatchable Control over 30 Days - Ebb and flow Tidal Generation

Fig.5.48 shows an extended case to investigate if the pumped case maintains the
hydrogen storage level between dispatchable supply events. The 70 Day case shows that
if ebb and flow pumped tidal lagoon generation is adopted with zero continuous demand
pattern between dispatchable supply events, the hydrogen storage fills and maintains
its level. The high level hydrogen storage setting is reached. The electrolysers are
switched off by the high level setting and stay that way when tidal lagoon power
is available because no hydrogen is being used until the dispatchable supply event
- so it could potentially support a continuous demand pattern between dispatchable
supply requirements. During the periods where the electrolysers are switched off the
tidal lagoon generated power goes to the grid as it would if the TLPG-HSS were not
integrated with the turbine system.
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Figure 5.48: Dispatchable Control over 70 Days - Ebb and Flow Pumped Tidal
Generation

That scenario using an ebb and flow pumped tidal lagoon generation pattern is
demonstrated in Fig.5.49 where a dispatchable supply pattern is run on top of the
Gridwatch variable continuous demand pattern for a 45 day run of the model. The
additional base demand is evident because the PD_gross demand (upper graph, orange-
brown) continues throughout the whole run, where as it is falls to zero in Fig.5.48
when the electrolysers are not running. As can be seen the hydrogen storage falls lower
than the case in Fig.5.48 but depending on the level of demand and the tidal lagoon
power generating pattern it can recover to high levels in the storage ready for another
dispatchable power demand.

Figure 5.49: Dispatchable Control over 45 Days - Ebb and Flow Pumped Tidal
Generation with a Base Variable Demand
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It is possible for the TLPG-HSS to meet a dispatchable supply event with the size
examined in this section - 500 MW over 5 hours; which is a similar time period to that
which Dinorwig (Pumped Hydro) Power Station is asked to run at maximum capacity.
However, a 12 day interval dispatchable supply pattern can only be met by the ebb and
flow pumped tidal power generation pattern which can maintain the hydrogen storage.
This does not compare favourably with Dinorwig (Pumped Hydro) Power Station being
able to refill its upper reservoir every night and so be available every day.

This is still a useful system for the power grid operator because fast reserve requires
the capability to respond “within 2 minutes of instruction at rates equal to or greater
than 25 MW per minute” for a minimum period of 15 minutes(NationalGrid, 2019,
p. 14). If the online time were substantially less than the 5 hours runs used in
these examples the hydrogen storage replenishment would be faster for all tidal lagoon
generation patterns, and the capability would potentially be much more frequent than
the four periods in any day implied by the appendices in NationalGrid (2019).

If as in the case of the ebb and flow pumped tidal power generation pattern
where there is excess tidal lagoon generation capacity a base demand pattern between
dispatchable supply events can be supported. The option to use the system for this
mode of operation whenever the hydrogen storage is full is available, and can be used
in the management of the power to grid and the hydrogen storage levels.

5.4 Electrolyser Support

This thesis includes the claim that the TLPG-HSS system can be independent from
power supplies other than the tidal lagoon generated power by allowing the fuel cell
to support the electrolyser systems on start-stop when the tidal lagoon power. This
section first examines the fuel cell use and therefore hydrogen use for that support, and
then explores the apparent import of power from the grid to support the electrolyser
systems for very short periods.

5.4.1 From the Fuel Cell

The fuel cell support for the electrolysers is examined in this section for a total
electrolyser size of 365 MW over one year, although the 9.3 MW flat demand pattern
case (see Section 5.3.3) finished after approximately 303.4 days due to an empty
hydrogen storage system. This was because the electrolysers could not support the
full year’s run with the available storage starting at 50% level. The H2-MLD-MPC-SC
is used in all cases.

The fuel cell numbers are shown as hydrogen use in Table 5.38. For the flat demand
cases where there is a higher flat demand for each tidal lagoon power generation pattern,
the hydrogen made increases with increasing demand, and the hydrogen used (both as
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a value and a percentage of the hydrogen made) is lowest for the ebb only generation
pattern, peaks for the ebb and flow generation pattern, and falls a little for the ebb and
flow pumped generation pattern. The percentage numbers may be a better comparison
number, because as noted the ebb only case finished early.

In the case of the same, but variable demand pattern the ebb only, and ebb and flow
generation pattern hydrogen use and percentages follow the same pattern as the fixed
demand pattern case. The ebb and flow pumped case hydrogen use and percentages
drop as in the flat demand case. It is unclear how affected the numbers are by the
electrolysers being switched off for long periods of time in this case (because they are
not needed to maintain the hydrogen balance).

The range of hydrogen use for electrolyser support in these cases is from 24.49 to
78.76 tonnes or 0.78 to 2.61 % of the hydrogen made. It should be noted the mass
and percent numbers are not necessarily correlated because the denominator changes
in each case.

Table 5.38: Hydrogen Support for Electrolysers- 1 Year

Demand

Pattern Type

Description

(Values in Tonnes

- Unless

Otherwise Stated)

Ebb

Only

% of

Made

Ebb

and

Flow

% of

Made

Ebb

and

Flow

Pumped

% of

Made

Flat - 9.3, 12.3,

15.9 MW

Hydrogen

Made
3151.42 - - - 4612.77 - - - 5242.51 - - -

Hydrogen

Used -

Electrolyser

Auxiliaries

24.49 0.78 89.75 1.95 78.76 1.50

Variable -

Gridwatch

Hydrogen

Made
3354.36 - - - 2928.47 - - - 2450.00 - - -

Hydrogen

Used -

Electrolyser

Auxiliaries

56.99 1.70 76.32 2.61 25.97 1.06

The time used to support the electrolysers by the fuel cell system is given in Fig.
5.39 as percent of total time as in Eq. (5.35). The electrolyser support percentage time
values for each tidal generation pattern follow the same trend as the percentage values
for hydrogen used for flat demand pattern cases. In the flat demand pattern cases the
time percentage for the ebb and flow cases seems high compared to the percentage
of hydrogen used. This is partially explained by the fact that in the ebb and flow
cases there are twice as many tidal lagoon generation events as in the ebb only case.
The remaining apparent discrepancy may be a direct consequence of the interaction of
switching for the fuel cell to tidal lagoon power to supply the demand, the electrolysers
starting, and tidal lagoon power used before the remaining tidal power is made available
to the cell stacks. It could be investigated by running further cases.
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For the variable demand pattern case the required support time the ebb only and
ebb and flow generation patterns increase from first to second as might be expected.
The value of time percent for the ebb and flow pumped case with a variable demand
pattern seems like an anomaly at only 1.05 % until it is noted that the electrolysers are
switched off for around 2 weeks in every month by the hydrogen storage reaching its
high level limit. That pattern means that the electrolysers run far less in this scenario
than would be expected if they were required to run for longer to maintain the hydrogen
inventory.

Table 5.39: Fuel Cell Support for Electrolysers as Percent of Time - 1 Year
Description (Values in % of

Time Eq. 5.35 )

Demand

Pattern Type

Ebb Only - %

of Time

Ebb and Flow -

% of Time

Ebb and Flow

Pumped - % of

Time

Fuel Cell Time % -

Electrolyser Auxiliaries

Flat - 9.3, 12.3,

15.9 MW

1.23 4.67 4.21

Variable -

Gridwatch

1.08 3.47 1.05

There is another point to note about the use of the fuel cell to support the elec-
trolysers linked to a tidal lagoon generation system so the hydrogen storage can be
used instead of an alternative form of energy storage or imported power. It is that
in the case of a supporting a continuous demand pattern the numbers of start-stop
operations of the fuel cell does not change compared to if it were not being used for
this purpose. This is because the fuel cell has to start-stop based on the tidal lagoon
generating pattern whether it is supporting the electrolysers or not. In addition, for the
fuel cell system there is a benefit of less operational wear and tear if the change to an
alternative form of energy storage or imported power is not required. This is because
there are less stops and starts if the fuel cell system swaps only with a tidal lagoon
system than if it has additional stops and starts for the change to the alternative form
of energy storage or imported power.

In the case of a variable but predictable renewable energy supply like a tidal lagoon
power generation system the support of the electrolyser system by the fuel cell system is
considered. The amount of hydrogen used as a percentage of the total produced is less
than 3 %. It varies from around 1 % depending on the tidal generation pattern being
used by the lagoon operator and the demand pattern being supported. That hydrogen
usage is also reflected in the time the fuel cell spends supporting the electrolysers.

The percent of hydrogen produced by the TLPG-HSS used to support the electrol-
yser system using the fuel cell is small for all types of tidal lagoon power generation.
The percentage of hydrogen used varies between 1% and 2% of hydrogen produced for
the ebb only cases run in this thesis, and 2 % and 3 % for the ebb and flow case - which
are likely to be the most common operating modes. The ebb and flow pumped case
is less certain as it switched off hydrogen generation regularly in the variable demand
pattern case, but it was still below 2 %. This implies that the fuel cell support for the
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electrolysers is a viable option to allow the tidal lagoon system to be independent of
any other power supply should that be required.

5.4.2 Electrolyser Support - Quantifying Apparent Energy
Import

A novel aspect of the allowable operational constraints in the MLD-MPC-SC system is
that the fuel cell can support the first electrolyser in the system (auxiliary power
and cell stack power when starting to pressurise the electrolyser before hydrogen
flows to the compressor) until there is sufficient power from a tidal lagoon generation
system to do that. This examines the operation of that aspect in detail by looking
at the apparent energy imported from the grid seen in the model runs when the first
electrolyser starts, i.e. it appears that energy is taken from the power grid for very
short periods. Included in the analysis is the effect of providing what would be real
equipment process parameters read into the controllers as feedback from the model
subsystems as described in Chapter 3, and the effect of the three second delay given
by the three off one second delays introduced into the model as unit delays to prevent
algebraic loops.

Data for case runs from Sections 5.3.3, 5.3.4, and 5.3.5 have been examined to
document the observation that the model appears to take energy from the power grid for
short periods in the start up cycle of the electrolysers. Two cases have been compared
in two different ways as shown in Table 5.40 which is based on the figures for one
year’s worth of the H2-MLD-MPC-SC operating with a demand pattern using data
from Gridwatch UK (Gridwatch, 2020). The first calculation for each case examines
energy the model appears to take from the power grid by examining the raw data
from the model for the grid power xg going negative, and the second calculation does
the same for a data set adjusted for the three second delay due to the unit delays
introduced into the model to prevent algebraic loops.

The ‘Grid Energy (Sub_System)’ is power to grid as given in Eq.(4.57) when
˚ELcond = 1 totalised - which becomes energy to the power grid as Eq.(5.43). Eq.(4.57)

is also used in the ‘Grid Energy (Sub_System - 3s Delay)’ calculation. ‘Total Time’
is the total time the MLD MPC is controlling the sub-systems. The ‘Grid Energy
(Sub_System)’ ‘Time Import’ is given by Eq.(5.50)18 which is a sum of the time (in
seconds) for which xg ≤ −0.01.

{xg_on}bT=a =

xg_on + 1 if xg ≤ −0.01

0 if xg > −0.01
(5.50)

where a is the start of the model run being analysed and b is the total time the model
runs.

18xg_on + 1 is the counter that is summed to give how long the value is negative in seconds
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Similarly, ‘Grid Energy (Sub_System - 3s Delay)’ ‘Time Import’ is given by Eq.(5.51)
which is a sum of the time (in seconds) for which xg(a + 3) ≤ −0.01. This gives the
apparent energy import taking into account the three second delay given by the three
off one second delays introduced into the model to prevent algebraic loops causing issues
in the model. These delays are required because in the model values for references for
the electrolyser, fuel cell and tidal power used to satisfy the gross demand (e.g. the
auxiliary power calculated as required by the electrolyser) have to use values calculated
once the MLD-MPC-SC has acted. SimulinkTM regards that calculation as an algebraic
loop which can cause issues for the model. In the real world those values would be a
reading from a piece of equipment into the controller so the three second delay would
not occur.

if xg ≤ −0.01

{
xg3s_Delay_on

}b
T=a

=

xg3s_Delay_on + 1 if xg(a+ 3) ≤ −0.01

0 if xg(a+ 3) > −0.01
(5.51)

In Table 5.40 values for ‘% of Total Time’ for line ‘Grid Energy (Sub_System)’
and line ‘Grid Energy (Sub_System - 3s Delay)’ are the times from xg_on_sum and
xg3s_Delay_on_sum divided by the ‘Total Time’ and given as a percentage.

Similarly, for ‘Grid Energy (Sub_System)’ ‘Import’ is summed as Eq.(5.52).

{xg_sum}bT=a =

xg_sum + xg(a) if xg ≤ −0.01

0 if xg > −0.01
(5.52)

xg_energy =
{xg_sum}bT=a

3600 (5.53)

For ‘Grid Energy (Sub_System - 3s Delay)’ ‘Import’ is summed as Eq.(5.54).

if xg ≤ −0.01

{
xg3s_Delay_sum

}b
T=a

=


(
xg3s_Delay_sum + xg(a+ 3)

)
if xg(a+ 3) ≤ −0.01

0 if xg(a+ 3) > −0.01
(5.54)

xg3s_Delay_energy =

{
xg3s_Delay_sum

}b
T=a

3600 (5.55)

Table 5.40 presents the calculation results for comparison of the raw data as row
‘Grid Energy (Sub-System)’ and the data adjusted for the delay due to three off unit
delays as row ‘Grid Energy (Sub-System - 3s Delay)’. For each line, negative grid power
time is shown as ‘Time Import (s)’, as is negative energy for that period as ‘Import’;
with percentage values also given.
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Table 5.40: Other Support Energy
Description (Values in MWh - Unless

Otherwise Stated)

Totals Time

Import

(s)

% of

Total

Time

Import % of

Total

Energy

Grid Energy (Sub-System)

Equation Used

209688.90 10116.00

(5.50)

0.03 -20.29

(5.53)

-0.0097

Grid Energy (Sub-System - 3s delay)

Equation Used

209688.90 4375.00

(5.51)

0.01 -0.86

(5.55)

-0.0004

Time (s) 31536004

The data for all cases in this section is taken for a system with 285 MW electrolyser
size. The data in Table 5.41 is from the planned 365 day run of the H2-MLD-MPC-SC
with a flat demand pattern of 9.3 MW for the ebb only tidal lagoon power generation
case.

Table 5.41: Other Support Power - Ebb Only Tidal Power Generation 303.44 Days -
9.3 MW Base Demand Pattern

Description (Values in MWh - Unless

Otherwise Stated)

Totals Time

Import

(s)

% of

Total

Time

Import % of

Total

Energy

Grid Energy (Sub-System) 46730.57 3095.00 0.01 -8.70 -0.0186

Grid Energy (Sub-System - 3s delay) 46730.57 721.00 0.00 -0.59 -0.0013

Time (s) 26217459

In fact, the flat demand pattern of 9.3 MW ran for 303.44 days because the hydrogen
production was not able to maintain the run for 365 days with the size and start
value for the hydrogen storage level chosen for the run. For this case, ‘Grid Energy
(Sub_System)’ ‘Import’ is a value of 8.70 MWh for the whole year, made up of a
few seconds at the start of each tidal lagoon generation period and is 0.0186 % of
the energy to the power grid over the year. However, if the inherent three second
delay in the model described in this section is removed from the data at the start of
each tidal lagoon generation period those numbers drop to 0.59 MWh and 0.0013 %
respectively. This implies that even with the time delays due to the three off unit
delays, the apparent imported power grid energy it is a very small amount compared
to the energy to grid such that it does not affect the case that the fuel cell system can
support the electrolyser system. Adjusting the apparent import for the three second
delay reduces the import further to the point where it is essentially a rounding error.

In addition, the minimum power value sampled over the year for the raw data19 is
-17.10 MW for a 1 second sample which means the absolute value of any alternative
energy storage would have to be around 20 MW to provide that power for that one
second. This value of apparent import is so small that it supports the case that the
fuel cell system can support the electrolyser system.

19Examining the data used for the ‘Grid Energy (Sub_System) ’ line
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The data in Table 5.42 is from the planned 365 day run of the H2-MLD-MPC-SC
with a flat demand pattern of 12.3 MW for the ebb and flow tidal lagoon power
generation case.

Table 5.42: Other Support Power - Ebb and Flow Tidal Power Generation 365 Days -
12.3 MW Base Demand Pattern

Description (Values in MWh - Unless

Otherwise Stated)

Totals Time

Import

(s)

% of

Total

Time

Import % of

Total

Energy

Grid Energy (Sub-System) 94135.03 7134.00 0.02 -20.33 -0.0216

Grid Energy (Sub-System - 3s delay) 94135.03 1468.00 0.00 -0.88 -0.0009

Time (s) 31536005

For this case, which did run 365 days ‘Grid Energy (Sub_System)’ ‘Import’ is a
value of 20.33 MWh for the whole year, and is 0.0216 % of the energy to the power
grid over the year. If the inherent three second delay in the model is removed from the
data at the start of each tidal lagoon generation period those numbers drop to 0.88
MWh and 0.0009 % respectively.

The minimum power value sampled over the year for this ebb and flow tidal lagoon
generation pattern for the raw data is -17.11 MW for a 1 second sample which is very
similar to the value for the ebb only case, and again means the absolute value of any
alternative storage would have to be around 20 MW to provide that power for that
one second.

For the ebb and flow pumped tidal lagoon power generation case in Table 5.43 the
365 day run of the H2-MLD-MPC-SC with a flat demand pattern of 15.9 MW has a
‘Grid Energy (Sub_System)’ ‘Import’ is a value of 20.71 MWh for the whole year, and
is 0.0076 % of the total power to grid over the year. When the three second delay in
the model is removed from the data at the start of each tidal lagoon generation period
those numbers drop to 1.22 MWh and 0.0005 % respectively.

The minimum power value sampled over the year for this ebb and flow tidal lagoon
generation pattern for the raw data is -17.11 MW for a 1 second sample as in the ebb
and flow case. Again, all the values of apparent import in both Table 5.42 and Table
5.43 for the ebb and flow and ebb and flow pumped cases with a flat demand are so
small that they support the case that the fuel cell system can support the electrolyser
system.

Table 5.43: Other Support Power - Ebb and Flow Pumped Tidal Power Generation
365 Days - 15.9 MW Base Demand Pattern

Description (Values in MWh - Unless

Otherwise Stated)

Totals Time

Import

(s)

% of

Total

Time

Import % of

Total

Energy

Grid Energy (Sub-System) 271280.85 7230.00 0.02 -20.71 -0.0076

Grid Energy (Sub-System - 3s delay) 271280.85 1560.00 0.00 -1.22 -0.0005

Time (s) 31536006
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The data in the paragraphs below is for cases with a variable demand pattern being
satisfied by the system rather than a specific flat demand pattern.

The 365 day run of the H2-MLD-MPC-SC for the ebb only tidal lagoon power
generation case is shown in Table 5.44.

Table 5.44: Other Support Power - Ebb Only Tidal Power Generation 365 Days -
Variable Base Demand Pattern

Description (Values in MWh - Unless

Otherwise Stated)

Totals Time

Import

(s)

% of

Total

Time

Import % of

Total

Energy

Grid Energy (Sub-System) 89986.51 7840.00 0.02 -10.32 -0.0115

Grid Energy (Sub-System - 3s delay) 89986.51 4898.0 0.02 -0.58 -0.0006

Time (s) 31536004

For this case, ‘Grid Energy (Sub_System)’ ‘Import’ is a value of 10.32 MWh and
is 0.0115 % of the total power to grid over the year. With the three second delay in
the model described in this section removed from the data at the start of each tidal
lagoon generation period those numbers drop to 0.58 MWh and 0.0006 % respectively.

The minimum power value sampled over the year is for the raw data is -27.02 MW
for a 1 second sample which means the absolute value of any alternative storage would
have to be around 30 MW to provide that power for that one second.

The data in Table 5.45 for the ebb and flow tidal lagoon power generation case the
Grid Energy (Sub_System)’ ‘Import’ is a value of 20.29 MWh for the whole year, and
is 0.0097 % of the total power to grid over the year. If the inherent three second delay
in the model is removed from the data at the start of each tidal lagoon generation
period those numbers drop to 0.86 MWh and 0.0004 % respectively.

The minimum power value sampled over the year for this ebb and flow tidal lagoon
generation pattern for the raw data is -27.53 MW for a 1 second sample which again
means the absolute value of any alternative storage would have to be around 30 MW
to provide that power for that one second.

Table 5.45: Other Support Power - Ebb and Flow Tidal Power Generation 365 Days -
Variable Base Demand Pattern

Description (Values in MWh - Unless

Otherwise Stated)

Totals Time

Import

(s)

% of

Total

Time

Import % of

Total

Energy

Grid Energy (Sub-System) 209688.90 10116.00 0.03 -20.29 -0.0097

Grid Energy (Sub-System - 3s delay) 209688.90 4375.00 0.01 -0.86 -0.0004

Time (s) 31536004

Finally, the ebb and flow pumped tidal lagoon power generation case in Table 5.46
the 365 day run of the H2-MLD-MPC-SC has a ‘Grid Energy (Sub_System)’ ‘Import’
is a value of 9.61 MWh for the whole year, and is 0.0021 % of the total power to grid
over the year. For the case of the three second delay in the model removed from the
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data at the start of each tidal lagoon generation period those numbers drop to 0.70
MWh and 0.0002 % respectively.

The minimum power value sampled over the year for this ebb and flow tidal lagoon
generation pattern for the raw data is -27.61 MW for a 1 second sample.

Table 5.46: Other Support Power - Ebb and Flow Pumped Tidal Power Generation
365 Days - Variable Base Demand Pattern

Description (Values in MWh - Unless

Otherwise Stated)

Totals Time

Import

(s)

% of

Total

Time

Import % of

Total

Energy

Grid Energy (Sub-System) 467727.17 6343.00 0.02 -9.61 -0.0021

Grid Energy (Sub-System - 3s delay) 467727.17 3672.00 0.01 -0.70 -0.0002

Time (s) 31536004

All the values of apparent import in for the cases with a variable demand pattern
in Table 5.44 to Table 5.46 are so small that they support the case that the fuel cell
system can support the electrolyser system alone, as do the minimum power values
sampled over the year for the raw data for a 1 second sample in each case.

The raw data from the model shows an apparent energy import from the power
grid for a very few seconds to support the system on start up of the electrolysers as
the tidal lagoon power generation starts.

Even if the 3 second delay data due to the three off unit delays required to prevent
algebraic loops is dismissed, the requirement for additional alternative energy storage
in addition to the TLPG-HSS is not made as the apparent energy import is very small
in all cases. If the 3 second delay data is accepted as a realistic case for the situation
were real process variables measurements available as feedback to the MLD-MPC-SC
the potential for that requirement for alternative storage is removed.

In a real system, the three second delay is removed because of real data being
collected, so additional alternative energy storage or import is not required. The delay
has to be used in the model because of algebraic loops, but the actual amounts of
energy used are insignificant, so do not affect the overall conclusion that the fuel cell
system can support the electrolyser system alone.

5.5 Summary

The hydrogen controller H2-MLD-MPC-SC does work to balance the hydrogen storage
so that it can meet a continuous demand. Additionally, it supports the electrolysers
with the fuel cell system as the tidal lagoon turbines combined with the TLPG-HSS
swaps over from tidal power generation supporting the demand to the fuel cell and vice
versa. The ebb and flow, and ebb and flow pumped tidal lagoon power generation cases
can support the predicted flat demand predicted as possible for a whole year - 12.3
MW and 15.9 MW respectively. The ebb only case struggled to supply for the whole
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year, running empty of hydrogen after 303 days. For a variable demand pattern, which
was less than the previously examined flat demand cases the controller can balance the
hydrogen to maintain the supply. In the case of ebb and flow pumped there was excess
hydrogen that meant for around 50 % of the time all the power generated could go
to the power grid because the electrolysers were not required. This is because of two
effects - the power available during power generation periods is at a higher level for
longer than in the ebb and flow case without pumping, and the demand is supported
for longer by the tidal lagoon power. As a result of that less hydrogen is needed overall
for the support of the demand pattern because more power is used from the tidal
power generation (though the overall power used to the demand is less than the ebb
and flow case because there is far less support required for the electrolyser auxiliaries
- see Table 5.35 ‘Used - To Demand’). In this thesis the H2-MLD-MPC-SC design
could be modified to relax the requirement for the last running electrolyser to be close
to full load before allowing the next to start. That would allow the electrolysers to
approach the reference more closely reducing the power to grid and making relatively
more hydrogen.

When comparing different electrolyser sizes there is an effect, for a constant base
demand pattern on the electrolysers ability to build or hold hydrogen storage level.
That effect is two fold. Larger electrolysers switch on later than smaller ones and stop
sooner because relatively more power has to be supplied to their auxiliary systems
before their cell stacks can take power. This reduces their ability to switch on for smaller
magnitude tides. In addition, larger electrolysers use more hydrogen per electrolyser
in supporting them with the fuel cell as they start. However, smaller electrolysers are
eventually unable to make enough hydrogen to maintain the base demand pattern.
This results in a choice based on the main system operator requirement. These effects
suggest that a mixture of electrolyser sizes would allow the electrolysers system to
optimisation to work more effectively; using smaller sizes for quick start up when tidal
power becomes available and longer runs as the tidal power generated decays, and
larger electrolysers to provide the size to build or maintain the hydrogen storage level.

The hydrogen inventory shows that excess power to grid is available to make
hydrogen to build the storage level with the two ebb and flow cases. This leads to an
operating procedure that could be implemented with the existing H2-MLD-MPC-SC
to swap tidal lagoon pattern of operation if required to rebuild the hydrogen storage
level after a high demand, or a steady drop in level over a long period. Ebb and flow
generation could be run to rebuild the level after a period of ebb only generation.
Similarly ebb and flow pumped generation could be used if either ebb only, or ebb
and flow generation are struggling to maintain the hydrogen storage level. However,
because it uses imported power to extend the tidal generation period ebb and flow
pumped generation should only be used for recovering the hydrogen storage level
infrequently. As the H2-MLD-MPC-SC normally balances the system a depleted
hydrogen storage requiring a swap in the tidal lagoon generation pattern to rebuild
it would be an infrequent occurrence. However, the recommendation from this thesis
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is an operating procedure to that effect for the TLPG-HSS operator. The procedure
could be automated.

The grid power controller Grid-MLD-MPC-SC is able to control the power sent
to the grid to a maximum value for all generation patterns and with different total
electrolyser sizes. It is affected by the size of the electrolysers because if the sum of the
electrolysers is close to the reference set as the maximum power it can control more
tightly that if it is not. The other major effect is for the smaller power to grid references
the operation of the controller becomes dominated by the hydrogen inventory being
the basis of the controller because that acts to switch off electrolysers. Although the
controller does work it is not possible to operate it as configured in this thesis for
prolonged periods. This is because in the case of large power to grid references it will
eventually cause the hydrogen storage to empty, and in the case of small references
the hydrogen inventory control will start to take effect, the hydrogen storage will fill,
and the power to grid will go over the reference maximum value. In the case where
the hydrogen storage fills the tidal lagoon operator could turn the turbines down to
limit the power to grid. Where the hydrogen storage tends to empty because the
maximum power limit is so high all tidal lagoon generated power goes to the grid
there is effectively no longer a maximum power limit. In this scenario control could
be changed back the H2-MLD-MPC-SC to return to hydrogen inventory control, and
increase the hydrogen storage level.

The dispatchable controller Dispatch-MLD-MPC-SC is capable of meeting a dis-
patchable supply requirement, though it cannot do it anywhere near as frequently as
the Dinorwig (Pumped Hydro) Power Station; or with the current configuration as
quickly and for as large a power output. This does not rule out this mode of control.
It could be used as an option whenever the hydrogen storage is close to or full; or
deliberately managed with the ebb and flow pumped case to fill the storage ready for
operation as a dispatchable power supply. This is still a useful as an option because
fast reserve requiring a response within two minutes of instruction to supply, for a
minimum period of 15 minutes each event, for up to four periods in any day, at a
rate of 25 MW per minute could potentially be met. The system response meets the
requirement, and if duration is close to the 15 minutes the storage would be depleted
far less than in the examples used in this chapter allowing the frequency to be met.

The tidal lagoon power generation system combined with hydrogen storage can be
operated in at least three modes, without limiting the total power generated by the
lagoon system. The combination of the controllers gives the tidal lagoon tidal power
system operators options on how to manage the lagoons power generation to support
a continuous demand, including a dispatchable supply event or limit the power to the
grid. This control is achieved using the fuel cell system alone to support the auxiliary
systems, and first electrolyser to run on start up.

However, equipment design and sizing optimisation could improve the situation even
further. The electrolysers running time and output are dependent on the tidal lagoon
generating time length, and the pattern of that generation. To raise the utilisation and
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load factors within that restriction would require smaller electrolysers, or a mixture of
electrolyser sizes to make up the total electrolyser size. An additional positive effect
would be achieved if the turn-down ratio of each electrolyser could be reduced. It
would allow all electrolyser sizes to turn on sooner and run longer.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

The inability for power generated by intermittent renewable sources to meet a contin-
uous demand is a common barrier to the adoption of those technologies. Renewable
energy from tidal power generation is variable but predictable; it has long periods of no
power production building to large power input into the grid, then falling to zero again.
For all renewables, energy storage can provide the ability to meet a continuous demand
pattern. The power grid connection infrastructure required for large intermittent power
supply may need a costly upgrade for a connection with a low utilisation rate. Again,
energy storage can be used to reduce the magnitude of the power to grid fluctuations
which would alleviate the need for such an upgrade.

The operators of the proposed tidal lagoon power installation at Swansea Bay had
two options for supplying their power. First, find contracts so they could sell the power
to users in a pattern to match their generation so that it did not disrupt the power
grid. Second, supply directly individual industrial sites such as a local waste water
treatment plant or university campus. Alternatively, they could employ energy storage
to allow them to manage the power output from the tidal lagoon.

Many proposed energy storage systems use combined storage types, requiring dif-
ferent technologies to be interlinked, and include electro-chemical (battery), hydraulic,
mechanical, heat or chemical energy including conversion to hydrogen. With the
variable, but more predictable nature of the tides this thesis explores the novel idea
that hydrogen storage alone could be used to support a tidal lagoon generation system
by the use of a supervisory control system that can optimise both the start-stop signals
and continuous references for the integrated TLPG-HSS. This innovation enables the
tidal lagoon operator to use the TLPG-HSS to make the combined system independent
of any other power supplies or energy storage devices.

The main motivation is providing an ability for the tidal lagoon system operator to
provide for a continuous demand pattern, while managing the power to grid from the
tidal lagoon, and generating the maximum power from the tidal lagoon turbines. This
is enabled by providing three controllers which can balance the hydrogen storage, limit
the maximum power to the grid, and provide a dispatchable supply requirement. The
three controllers used together can optimise and manage each aspect as it becomes a
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priority. In this thesis the focus is the control of a TLPG-HSS to meet the power and
hydrogen inventory requirements.

6.1 Choice of Control and Optimisation Method

For multiple input-output continuous systems PID loops can work together. Fuzzy
logic uses logic gained from operating experience to control multiple continuous outputs
once defuzzified, and standard MPC can be used to provide multiple inputs into an
integrated system using its optimisation function. These methods work as designed
for continuous variables and can work with external logic to turn equipment on and
off. However, they do not allow the continuous control and logical variables required
to start-stop equipment to be included in the same optimisation function.

The development of MPC called MLD MPC (mixed logical dynamical MPC) allows
combined logical and continuous variable optimisation to take place. It enables this by
taking logical conditions that allow the equipment to start-stop, and converting them to
combinations of inequalities which can be included in the optimisation function. This
conversion also allows constraints on the system to be included in the optimisation.
The constraints can be limits on inputs such as minimum turn-down, or conditions that
must be met by the system; for instance, that the fuel cell or tidal power must provide
the demand power. The logic values are represented by integers in the controller such
that the optimisation function is then in the form of continuous and integer values;
so that mixed integer linear programming or mixed integer quadratic programming
is used, with an appropriate solver. The use of this control method for supervisory
control of a TLPG-HSS is a new approach as far as the author can ascertain.

6.2 Control Development

The development of a supervisory controller for the combined TLPG-HSS assumed
that the tidal lagoon operator wished to generate the maximum power possible for all
operating modes: ebb only, ebb and flow, and ebb and flow pumped. In this thesis the
supervisory controller optimises within that assumption.

The supervisory controller, MLD-MPC-SC was developed to give references to the
equipment within the TLPG-HSS, in the model represented by the sub-systems. In the
real world they would be the actual electrolysers (and its compression) and fuel cells
attached to the hydrogen storage and any power to grid. The sub-systems then feedback
to the controller their running status and continuous control levels. dispatchable supply
requirement can be met, as long as th

Chapters 3 and 4 develop the detail of the MLD-MPC-SC for the demand pattern
control, and electrolyser control with the hydrogen storage, respectively. The con-
troller includes logical instructions to allow start-stop references for the electrolyser
sub-systems and fuel cell sub-systems, with a separate logical input signal to enable
a smooth change-over to grid power from fuel cell power. The model inside the
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MLD-MPC-SC has continuous state space models for the combined electrolysers and
fuel cell. The MLD-MPC-SC configuration includes a power balance, and a mass
balance of hydrogen used and produced so the hydrogen inventory can be calculated.
The controller model includes feedback from the equipment subsystems that allow
timings of the system response to be included, with the continuous values returned via
Kalman filters to estimate the states in a similar fashion to those within the controllers.
In addition, integral values introduce error minimisation for the sub-system control
around the references provided by the MLD-MPC-SC, in a similar way that integral
control in a PI controller for fills that function.

This model includes the novel ability for the fuel cell to provide power for the
electrolysers auxiliary power on changeover with grid power, as well as to meet the base
demand power. This enables the ability for the control to demonstrate independence
of other power supplies as required for a private wire system, or an islanded micro-grid.

The developed MLD-MPC-SC is well suited to provide supervisory signals that
allow the tidal lagoon operation and the TLPG-HSS system to be optimised because
of its ability to start-stop equipment as well as provide continuous references. As it
can directly start-stop equipment it is inherently better able to optimise the whole
operation compared to separate continuous control with connected but separate logic.

Chapter 5 describes the optimisation function, method and solver used for the
MLD-MPC-SC, and then moves on to the cases run. The MLD-MPC-SC developed in
Chapters 3 and 4 is processed through the optimisation function which then provides
the discrete inputs to the equipment sub-systems to start-stop as required, and also
provides the inputs as continuous references for the equipment sub-systems to follow.
The optimisation function uses MILP which is good for optimal control that includes
reference tracking; used to assist the controller to give accurate continuous references
to the equipment sub-systems. Additionally, the MILP optimisation sets the start-stop
inputs for the equipment as they are required to run, or be switched off and released.

The switching that drives the start-stop inputs does not require a reference as it is
driven by the optimisation acting on the logic to change the inputs, and that releases
the continuous inputs to provide references to the equipment to be managed by the
MLD-MPC-SC. As far as the author can ascertain that is a novel approach for control
of a TLPG-HSS.

The model simulation shows that the MILP optimisation used for the MLD-MPC-
SC does track a continuous reference closely as required by the demand pattern control
particularly. It also tracks the electrolyser reference and sets the equipment in the
TLPG-HSS to start or stop as needed. The supervisory control works to manage the
whole system, and is stable throughout all scenarios tested in this thesis.

The three controllers developed are all based on the hydrogen inventory controller
H2-MLD-MPC-SC, and the differences within them for the Grid-MLD-MPC-SC and
Dispatch-MLD-MPC-SC are mainly based on different optimisation function weight-
ings. However, the latter controller does have different settings on its level switches.
Additionally, Dispatch-MLD-MPC-SC has a couple of extra switches to warn the
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controller of an impending dispatchable supply requirement, and a switch that ensures
the fuel cell can run to provide the dispatchable supply; even if the tidal lagoon power
generation is running or starts while a dispatchable supply event is in progress.

All the MLD-MPC-SC work very well to meet a continuous demand pattern both
when the tidal lagoon is running and supplying the demand, or when the fuel cell is
providing the power. That includes the ability to change smoothly from one to the
other. There is one issue with the Dispatch-MLD-MPC-SC caused by the equipment
being used rather than the controller. The start time for the fuel cell before it can start
to ramp up to the dispatchable supply magnitude limits its start up time compared to
a pumped hydro system. That will not limit the controller’s ability to be used for a
fast reserve power system. On the hydrogen supply side all three controllers build the
level in the same way. The H2-MLD-MPC-SC and Dispatch-MLD-MPC-SC require
the hydrogen inventory to be met and achieve that aim. The Grid-MLD-MPC-SC
deliberately seeks to set a maximum power to the grid and eventually starts to lose
that ability as the underlying hydrogen inventory starts to act. That could be adjusted
by raising the hydrogen storage level switches compared to the configuration in this
thesis.

The controllers developed allow the TLPG-HSS to control the system to provide a
continuous base demand by balancing the hydrogen storage, minimise the power to grid
or meet a dispatchable supply requirement (the latter with or without a continuous base
demand). This would allow management of the proposed Swansea Bay tidal lagoon or
similar installations with hydrogen storage attached.

That is all achieved using the fuel cell to support the systems when tidal lagoon
system power is not available to use.

6.3 Operation of the Tidal Lagoon with Hydrogen
Storage

The control developed in this thesis was prompted by the Hendry Report into the
proposed tidal lagoon power generation at Swansea Bay; and would enable the tidal
lagoon operators plan to directly supply individual industrial sites such as a local
waste water treatment plant or university campus by providing a continuous power
supply, and potentially limit maximum power provided to the grid. Chapter 5 contains
the cases that demonstrate this capability. Commercially available control packages
Gallestey et al. (2009) that include MLD MPC could be used by a tidal lagoon operator
to implement the control developed in this thesis on a tidal lagoon power generation
system such as the one proposed at Swansea Bay.

In order to operate to supply a continuous demand pattern, and be able to support
the electrolysers and fuel cell independently of other power supplies the TLPG-HSS
requires a ‘seed’ of hydrogen in the storage between 50 kg and 150 kg of hydrogen. From
that point it can produce hydrogen to give a first fill of the storage on commissioning.
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A fill to 50 % (200 tonnes) of the hydrogen storage capacity provides a starting point
for the hydrogen inventory to meet the continuous demand pattern. With no demand
pattern to support, that fill time varies from around 2.7 and 8.2 days for both a 285
MW total size electrolyser system and 225 MW; and between 3.2 and 12.6 days for
the 180 MW sized system. Once the electrolyser total size and hydrogen storage size
is fixed the fill time is dependent solely on the tidal lagoon operating pattern. In the
case of the larger electrolysers the fill time is single figure days.

Once at 50 % full the three controllers can be used to control the combined tidal
lagoon power generation hydrogen system as required by the tidal lagoon system
operator. A continuous variable demand pattern based on the UK demand pattern
from Gridwatch UK can be supplied by each tidal lagoon operation pattern - ebb only,
ebb and flow, and ebb and flow pumped using the 200 tonne storage. This takes into
account power required for the electrolyser and fuel cell auxiliaries, and the electrolysers
cell stacks on start-stop. The demand can vary greatly above the average for the year
within that year. A higher demand than the average can be supplied over a shorter time
period as long as the hydrogen storage level can build again once a higher demand has
receded. The combined MLD MPC optimisation in the H2-MLD-MPC-SC maintains
the hydrogen storage level while ensuring the demand pattern is tracked, and met when
supplied from the fuel cell sub-system or the tidal lagoon power, and crucially, during
change over from one to the other. If the main goal is to supply the continuous power
demand the maximum average base demand pattern over a year, is below 9.3 MW, or
at or above 12.3 MW and 15.9 MW for the ebb only, ebb and flow, and ebb and flow
pumped modes respectively.

The H2-MLD-MPC-SC controller works well to optimise the hydrogen inventory for
the TLPG-HSS so a variable demand pattern can be met. It works well for all three
tidal lagoon generation patterns, including the ability to deal with a very high hydrogen
storage level. In its current form it would be used with the different tidal lagoon
operating patterns to rebuild the hydrogen storage level after a high demand, or a
steady drop in level over a long period. Ebb and flow generation could be run to rebuild
the level after a period of ebb only generation; and similarly ebb and flow pumped
generation could be used to rebuild for both ebb only, or ebb and flow generation if
they are struggling to maintain the hydrogen storage level. Because it uses imported
power to extend the tidal generation period ebb and flow pumped generation should
only be used for recovering the hydrogen storage level infrequently. The procedure could
be automated as an action to take in the event of low storage hydrogen storage level
to avoid emptying the hydrogen storage. The potential automation of the procedure
is not covered in this thesis.

The H2-MLD-MPC performance could be improved by modifying the design to
relax the requirement for the last running electrolyser to be close to full load before
allowing the next to start. That would allow the electrolysers to approach the reference
more closely reducing the power to grid and making relatively more hydrogen.
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The Grid-MLD-MPC-SC configuration is set up to limit the maximum power to the
power grid. It achieves this well at larger limits and less well at lower limits. The limit
is achieved by the electrolysers starting to take tidal power and so limit power exported
to the grid. The start conditions for the electrolysers require that the tidal power has
to exceed the power required for minimum turn-down and power for auxiliaries. The
ability for the system to control power to the grid to lower limits therefore needs smaller
electrolysers in the system than modelled in this thesis. This controller would benefit
from mixed electrolyser sizes, so that the effect of ‘granularity’ of the electrolyser size
is reduced, and limits down to and including 0 MW power to grid could be achieved.

The dispatchable controller Dispatch-MLD-MPC-SC demonstrates that a dispatch-
able supply requirement can be met, as long as there is enough hydrogen in the storage
and it can be built up between events. This is achievable with or without a base
demand pattern, again given enough hydrogen. The frequency with which the system
can meet this sort of large demand is much lower than that achievable by a pumped
hydro system, but it is an option both for the operator of the tidal lagoon power
generation company to manage their system, and the power grid to use the facility if
required.

The fuel cell system can be used to support the electrolyser systems and make
the tidal lagoon power system independent of other power supplies. The percent of
hydrogen produced by the TLPG-HSS used to support the auxiliaries and electrolyser
system from the fuel cell is small for all types of tidal lagoon power generation. The
percentage of hydrogen used varies between 1% and 3% of hydrogen produced.

An apparent energy import from the grid for a very few seconds to support the
system on start up of the electrolysers as the tidal lagoon power generation starts
has been shown to be very small. In a real system real process variables measurements
would be available as feedback, but in the model there are three off unit delays required
to prevent algebraic loops that may stop it working correctly. If that delay is accounted
for the apparent import is negligible. In both cases actual amounts of energy used are
insignificant, so do not affect the overall conclusion that additional alternative storage
is not required because the fuel cell system can support the electrolyser system alone.

The utilisation and load factors for the electrolysers is not high in absolute terms.
The first is a direct consequence of the ebb only, ebb and flow, and ebb and flow
pumped tidal lagoon power generation patterns, because the electrolysers can only run
when that power is available. The utilisation improves when compared to the time the
tidal system is producing power to use. Even then, the number falls off quite quickly
beyond the third electrolyser out of the five used in this thesis. In terms of load factor,
the shape of the tidal lagoon pattern generation means it is quite low, i.e. there is a
quick rise to a high power level, a variable length short run at or close to that high
power level, and a long ‘tail’ as the generation drops. It would be possible to improve
utilisation and load factors with alternative electrolyser sizing, and/or lower turn-down
ratios on the electrolysers. This thesis does not address economics, but the utilisation
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and load factors suggest that may be an appropriate approach to assist in the sizing
decisions for the electrolysers.

6.4 Future Work

The investigations presented in this thesis has examined the operation of a TLPG-HSS
attached to a tidal lagoon power generation system based on that proposed for the
Swansea Bay, in Wales, UK. The integrated system can use three controllers developed
to optimise for different aims. All meet a demand pattern, while either managing the
hydrogen storage level, limiting the maximum power to the grid, or meeting a much
higher short term ‘dispatchable’ supply requirement. Used together they can maintain
the hydrogen storage to meet one or all of the controller aims.

However, the work has raised a number of questions whose investigation could
improve the ability of the system to do its job more effectively. A list of suggestions
follow that could assist in that endeavour.

1. In the case of this thesis, it is assumed the tidal lagoon generation must always
be maximised, and is exactly as predicted.

(a) The system control may be improved by the tidal lagoon power being
regulated to assist in the hydrogen inventory management by including the
turbine levels operating references in the supervisory control. Including
the tidal lagoon turbine operation in this controller would make the whole
system more integrated and is worth investigation. This could include an
option to disable the additional control to return to the maximum power
generation operation assumed in this thesis.

(b) The tidal lagoon generation may not be exactly as predicted so integration
of the type described in 1(a) could give MLD-MPC-SC direct feedback of
the lagoon turbine power output to adjust for that prediction uncertainty.
This is also worth investigation.

2. The control has no specific action if the hydrogen storage falls towards zero.
There are a pair of options that merit investigation:

(a) The TLPG-HSS operator has to choose between the three controllers to
maintain the hydrogen storage level. Investigation of including a condition
in each controller to switch to a controller that makes more hydrogen. The
switch could allow automated change of operating controller.

(b) Alternatively, if as in (1) the tidal lagoon system is integrated into the
supervisory control more directly the switches in (2)(a) could the control the
swap from ebb only, to ebb and flow, to ebb and flow pumped generation
which would gradually increase the amount of hydrogen produced and may
prevent the storage from emptying.
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(c) Options (2) (a) and (2) (b) could be combined.

3. The control system developed in this thesis assumes that the electrolysers and
fuel cells are always ready to run. Shutdown or maintenance is not considered
and would need manual intervention locally to re-start. There are however, some
conditions that once risk assessed could use remote control to recover from a trip
to instigate a nitrogen purge and hydrogen purge to reach purity, prior to use.

(a) For the electrolysers, the main tidal lagoon power control would send a
signal to the MLD-MPC-SC so that the fuel cell would be started earlier to
support an electrolyser purge. (There is no cell stack power required for the
nitrogen purge - only auxiliary power. In addition to the auxiliary power,
minimum cell stack power is needed for hydrogen purge).

(b) In the case of the fuel cell, these purges could take place during a tidal lagoon
is generating power event, i.e. a time when it would normally be expected
to stop. That instruction to remain switched off could be overridden in the
case of a purge requirement.

4. There is one very specific aspect of the MLD MPC controller that could be
approached differently and is worth investigation. The existing control uses the
hydrogen inventory as its main control such that the state for the electrolysers
is one state space model with five inputs, one for each controller. That has the
advantage that it allows tracking of one reference by the total electrolyser output
when the tidal power generation is operating. So, a single reference for the power
available to the electrolyser(s) cell stacks converted to hydrogen equivalent can be
used to control all the electrolysers. However, this is also a disadvantage because
it does not allow a separate tuning weighting for each electrolyser. To prevent
hunting in this model the switching as to when electrolysers are allowed to switch
on and off has quite narrow bands.

(a) If each electrolyser could have its own tuning weighting the electrolysers
could be switched on and enabled at much lower outputs of the already-
operating electrolysers and the tuning could be used to ensure the reference
is tracked more closely than in the current control implementation.

(b) With (a) in place the option of allowing already-operating electrolysers to
modulate to accommodate the pre-start load of the next electrolyser to be
brought online could be investigated. This would smooth the ramp profile
of the combined electrolysers to more closely track the control reference on
start-up as well as throughout the run as in 4(a). This option could be
investigated by a re-configuration of the MLD MPC controllers, the state
space models, the hydrogen inventory control, and the switching strategy.

(c) This approach would also allow investigation of automatically evening up
run time for each electrolyser. In the current system to even up run time
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requires manual intervention to designate which electrolysers use input from
the MLD-MPC-SC because the order of use is fixed in the configuration.
Allowing the electrolysers to start unlimited by a condition on the output
of the previous electrolyser would allow flexibility. The tuning of each
electrolyser could be altered within a selection of controllers so that different
inputs are prioritised in the starting order in each controller.

5. The fuel cell sub-system is set up for non-dispatchable cases which use a fuel cell
less than 20 MW in size and so is only one used. In addition, the start time of
the current control for a dispatchable cases, which is 60 seconds compared to the
12 seconds claimed by Dinorwig (Pumped Hydro) Power Station could possibly
be improved.

(a) This subsystem would benefit from development of a multi-fuel cell sys-
tem and matching configuration in the MLD-MPC-SC to allow them to
start-stop and track a common reference for larger demand cases, and allow
investigation of a system to match Dinorwig (Pumped Hydro) Power Station
1320 MW.

(b) Further investigate a fuel cell system of more than one fuel cell to include a
start time of 12 seconds to match Dinorwig (Pumped Hydro) Power Station.

6. This thesis only investigated one case of dispatchable power generation or demand
- a mirror of supply as given by the Dinorwig Power Station. Three other cases
could be investigated:

(a) The fast reserve power generation case.

(b) The demand management case of dispatchable demand in which demand
can be switched off at the electricity system operators request.

(c) The special case of a black start (or restoration) power supply to assist the
restart of the power grid system in the case of a partial or total power grid
failure.

7. The ability to limit the rate of change of inputs would assist in the control of the
systems. This is function available in standard MPC. It may not be so simple to
implement in MLD MPC as it would have to allow no limit on the discrete values
used as inputs. This would require a change in the current implementation of
MLD MPC.

The work within the thesis also suggests investigation of equipment sizes, which this
thesis was not specifically investigating.

1. The hydrogen storage size in this thesis has been set to allow the average flat
demand pattern for each tidal power generation pattern, ebb, ebb and flow, ebb
and flow pumped maintain that demand pattern for a whole year. No attempt has
been made to quantify the hydrogen storage size for either a variable generation
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pattern, or for a different period of time to maintain the demand pattern. Both
these are worth investigation.

2. The work suggests that the electrolysers should vary in size rather than being the
same size so that the effect of ‘granularity’ can be used in favour of better hy-
drogen recovery and electrolyser utilisation. This could be tested by configuring
the system for a graded size set of electrolysers.

3. The utilisation and load factors for the electrolysers is inherently low due to
the nature of the tidal lagoon generation pattern. Utilisation could be improved
within that constraint using mixture of electrolyser sizes. A mixture of sizes has a
twofold effect on the ability to build level. The larger electrolysers cannot switch
on as soon as the smaller ones and have to stop sooner, so this affects whether they
turn on at all for smaller magnitude tides. When they do switch on, they take
more auxiliary power per electrolyser before the cell stacks can take power. The
latter also means more hydrogen is used per electrolyser in supporting them with
the fuel cell as they start. Counter to this, eventually smaller electrolysers are
unable to make enough hydrogen to maintain the base demand pattern. These
effects explain the loss of the level for the largest electrolyser size the better
performance of the mid-size and the ability of the smallest size to just maintain
the hydrogen storage level.

Though this thesis has a focus on the control aspects of the TLPG-HSS the electrolysers
sizes utilisation and load factors provided by the work suggest a techno-economic
analysis of the system would be appropriate.

1. An economic assessment used in parallel with a control system model such as the
one developed in this thesis configured for different electrolyser sizes, including
mixed sizes, could be used to size appropriate electrolysers.

2. The techno-economic assessment could be extended to the whole TLPG-HSS to
include the fuel cell subsystem and the hydrogen storage.

3. The focus in this thesis on local supervisory control and use of the power output
of the tidal lagoon. An investigation of possibility of using the power grid import
and export trading mechanisms to absorb the effects of the rise to 320 MW
nominal output and fall to zero MW could be carried out. This would require
removal of the assumption made in the thesis that the tidal lagoon operator does
not want to produce power at maximum output when generating.
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Appendix

The configuration file for the hydrogen balance supervisory H2-MLD-MPC-SC is given
in the pages below.
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/* Plant model of hydrogen storage from electrolyser and fuel cell 
   (closed-loop) with integral action

   2021 by A. Procter, 12th March 2021   

   This code has comments added to show states equivalent tag in thesis. The configuration
   is the same as in the controllers

   NOTE: ALL BOOL VARIABLES IN THESIS HAVE CIRCLES ABOVE THEM TO DENOTE
 DISCRETE - it is not possible to replicate that in this text format
 so for example in the thesis EL_1fdk is the REAL value EL_1fdk for BOOL
 has a circle above it.
 Similarly subscripts cannot be shown here

   */

SYSTEM a195_mld_mpc_model_hyb_integral_action_h2_Storage {

INTERFACE {
PARAMETER { 

/* From model */
REAL Ts_Supv_MLD, a11fc, b11fc, c11fc, a11e_ref, b11e_ref, c11e_ref, a11dem, 
b11dem, c11dem;  
REAL tidal_pwr_rising, tidal_pwr_falling, elect_size, Controller_FC_Size;
REAL h2_store_full, h2_storage_high_level, percent1, percent2, percent3, 
percent4, initial_h2_in_storage_kg; 
REAL high_h2_store_unlatch_factor, number_elect, elect_overlap, elect_min, 
elect_allow_on; 

}
STATE { /* Basic States from State Space Model or Outside Model 

   NOTE: If all conditions in states are internal to .Hys do not need external 
version - can use Grounds
     If need external values such as reading in tidal pattern need an 

external version */

REAL x1_elect [-1e8, 1e8]; /* x_el */
REAL x2_dmn_ptn_fc [-1e8, 1e8]; /* x_fc */
REAL x3_tidal_pwr [-320,320]; /* P_l */
REAL x4_dmn_ptn [-1e8, 1e8]; /* x_l */

REAL x5_dmn_ptn_bal[-1e8, 1e8]; /* P_D_bal_h2 */
REAL x6_elect1_strt_uref [-1,Controller_FC_Size]; /* EL_1st_g */

REAL x7_grid_pwr [-640, 640]; /* x_g */
REAL x12_h2_store [-1, 1e300]; /* H_2_lvl */
REAL x13_h2_made [-1, 1e300]; /* H_2_made */
REAL x14_h2_used [-1, 1e300]; /* H_2_used */

REAL x16_elect_aux_pwr_ref [-1, 1e300]; /* P_el_aux */

REAL x42_base_dmn_ptn [-1,1e8]; /* P_D_base */
REAL x43_dmn_plus_elect_aux_pwr [0, 1e8]; /* P_D_gross */

/* Enhanced States for Feedback Control */
REAL x1_elect_epsilon [-1e100, 1e100]; /* x_el_int} */
REAL x1_elect_ref  [-1e100, 1e100]; /* EL_ref */
REAL x2_dmn_ptn_fc_epsilon [-1e100, 1e100]; /* x_fc_int */
REAL x2_dmn_ptn_fc_ref [-1e100, 1e100]; /* P_D_gross_h2 */

REAL x4_dmn_ptn_epsilon [-1e100, 1e100]; /* x_l_int */
REAL x4_dmn_ptn_ref [-1e100, 1e100]; /* P_D_gross_h2 */

REAL x5_dmn_ptn_bal_epsilon [-1e100, 1e100]; /* P_D_balh2_int */
REAL x5_dmn_ptn_bal_ref [-1e100, 1e100]; /* P_D_balh2_ref */

/* Continuous Feedback from Subsystems */ 

REAL x70_u11_elect_cont_fdk [-1,(elect_size/number_elect)]; /* EL_1fdk */
REAL x70_u12_elect_cont_fdk [-1,(elect_size/number_elect)]; /* EL_2dk  */
REAL x70_u13_elect_cont_fdk [-1,(elect_size/number_elect)]; /* EL_3fdk */
REAL x70_u14_elect_cont_fdk [-1,(elect_size/number_elect)]; /* EL_4fdk */
REAL x70_u15_elect_cont_fdk [-1,(elect_size/number_elect)]; /* EL_5fdk  */
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/* BOOL MUST BE LAST IN LIST - as placed there by Default in Compiling
NOTE: If all conditions in states are internal to .Hys do not need external 
version - can use Grounds

  If need external values such as reading in tidal pattern need an external 
version */

BOOL x50_high_h2_store_latch; /* H_2_cond */
BOOL x51_high_h2_store_unlatch; /* H_2_unset */
BOOL x52_high_h2_store; /* H_2_set */

BOOL x60_elect_start_status; /* EL_start */

BOOL x100_elect_switch_latch; /* EL_cond */ 
BOOL x101_elect_switch_unlatch; /* EL_unset */ 
BOOL x102_aux1_elect_switch; /* EL_set */ 

BOOL x105_dmn_ptn_switch_latch; /* L_cond */
BOOL x106_dmn_ptn_switch_unlatch; /* L_unset */
BOOL x107_dmn_ptn_switch; /* L_set */

BOOL x200_fc_switch_latch; /* FC_cond */
BOOL x201_fc_switch_unlatch; /* FC_unset */
BOOL x202_aux1_fc_switch; /* FC_set */

BOOL x_BOOL_State_Spare; /* BOOL State Spare 
*/ 
BOOL x_BOOL_State_Spare2; /* BOOL State Spare 
*/

BOOL x600_u51_elect_start_logic_fdk; /* EL_1fdk */
BOOL x600_u52_elect_start_logic_fdk; /* EL_2fdk */
BOOL x600_u53_elect_start_logic_fdk; /* EL_3fdk */
BOOL x600_u54_elect_start_logic_fdk; /* EL_4fdk */
BOOL x600_u55_elect_start_logic_fdk; /* EL_5fdk */

}
INPUT { 

REAL u11_elect [-1,(elect_size/number_elect)]; /* EL_1 */
REAL u12_elect [-1,(elect_size/number_elect)]; /* EL_2 */
REAL u13_elect [-1,(elect_size/number_elect)]; /* EL_3 */
REAL u14_elect [-1,(elect_size/number_elect)]; /* EL_4 */
REAL u15_elect [-1,(elect_size/number_elect)]; /* EL_5 */

REAL u2_dmn_ptn_fc [-1,Controller_FC_Size]; /* u_fc */
REAL u4_dmn_ptn  [-1,Controller_FC_Size]; /* u_l */

/* BOOL MUST BE LAST IN LIST - as placed there by Default in Compiling */

BOOL u51_elect_start_logic; /* EL_1 */
BOOL u52_elect_start_logic; /* EL_2 */
BOOL u53_elect_start_logic; /* EL_3 */
BOOL u54_elect_start_logic; /* EL_4 */
BOOL u55_elect_start_logic; /* EL_5 */
BOOL u6_fc_start_logic; /* FC */

}

OUTPUT{ REAL y1_elect; /* y_el 
*/

REAL y2_dmn_ptn_fc; /* y_el */
REAL y4_dmn_ptn; /* y_el */
REAL y7_grid_pwr;  /* y_el */

/* BOOL MUST BE LAST IN LIST - as placed there by Default in Compiling */

}
}

IMPLEMENTATION {
AUX { 

  REAL z1_elect; /* z_el */
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  REAL z_u11_elect_order; /* zel1 */
  REAL z_u15_elect_order; /* zel2 */
  REAL z_u12_elect_order; /* zel3 */
  REAL z_u13_elect_order; /* zel4 */

      REAL z_u14_elect_order; /* zel4 */

      REAL z2_dmn_ptn_fc; /* z_fc */
      REAL z4_dmn_ptn; /* z_l */

      REAL z7_grid_pwr; /* z_g */

      REAL z_12_initial_h2_in_storage_kg; /* z_H_2_init */

      REAL z13_h2_made; /* z_H_2_made */
      REAL z13_1_h2_made; /* z_H_2_el1  */
      REAL z13_2_h2_made; /* z_H_2_el2  */
      REAL z13_3_h2_made; /* z_H_2_el3  */
      REAL z13_4_h2_made; /* z_H_2_el4  */
      REAL z13_5_h2_made; /* z_H_2_el5  */

      REAL z14_h2_used; /* z_H_2_used */

  REAL z1_elect_epsilon; /* z_el_int */
  REAL z2_dmn_ptn_fc_epsilon; /* z_fc_int */
  REAL z4_dmn_ptn_epsilon; /* z_l_int */

      BOOL aux1_elect_switch_unlatch; /* sP_l_unset */
      BOOL aux1_h2_store_high; /* sH_2_set */
      BOOL aux1_h2_store_high_unlatch; /* sH_2_unset */

      BOOL aux1_fc_switch; /* sFC_set */
      BOOL aux1_fc_switch_unlatch; /* sFC_unset */
      BOOL aux1_dmn_ptn_switch; /* sP_l_set */
      BOOL aux1_dmn_ptn_switch_unlatch; /* sP_l_unset */

      BOOL low_lvl_elect_select; /* sH_2_clv1  */
      BOOL mdl_lvl_elect_select;   /* sH_2_clv2  */
      BOOL lrg_lvl_elect_select; /* sH_2_clv3  */
      BOOL lrgst_lvl_elect_select; /* sH_2_clv4  */

      BOOL s_elect2_allow; /* sEL_2_next */
      BOOL s_elect3_allow; /* sEL_3_next */
      BOOL s_elect4_allow; /* sEL_4_next */
      BOOL s_elect5_allow; /* sEL_5_next */

      BOOL low_lvl_elect_strt; /* sH_2_lv1 */
      BOOL mdl_lvl_elect_strt; /* sH_2_lv2 */
      BOOL lrg_lvl_elect_strt; /* sH_2_lv3 */
      BOOL lrgst_lvl_elect_strt; /* sH_2_lv4 */

      BOOL s_elect2_select_cont; /* sEL_2ok */
      BOOL s_elect3_select_cont; /* sEL_3ok  */
      BOOL s_elect4_select_cont; /* sEL_4ok  */
      BOOL s_elect5_select_cont; /* sEL_5ok  */

      }

LOGIC { /* NOT USED */ }
LINEAR { /* NOT USED */ }

AD  {
/*  Electrolyser Switches */
  /* aux1_elect_switch replaced by electrolyser start state flags 

x60_elect_start_status */
  aux1_elect_switch_unlatch = x7_grid_pwr <= tidal_pwr_falling; 
  /* When comparing x7_grid_pwr, the value of tidal_pwr_falling MUST be above 0 

else x100 & the system becomes unstable */

      aux1_h2_store_high = x12_h2_store >= h2_storage_high_level;
      aux1_h2_store_high_unlatch = x12_h2_store <= 

high_h2_store_unlatch_factor*h2_store_full; 
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      low_lvl_elect_select = x12_h2_store >= percent1*h2_store_full; /* Smallest 
Percentage */

      mdl_lvl_elect_select = x12_h2_store >= percent2*h2_store_full; /* Middle 
Percentage */

      lrg_lvl_elect_select = x12_h2_store >= percent3*h2_store_full; /* Large 
Percentage */

      lrgst_lvl_elect_select = x12_h2_store >= percent4*h2_store_full; /* Largest 
Percentage */

      /* Release next Electrolyser when previous is full range */

      s_elect2_select_cont = u11_elect >= ((elect_size/number_elect) - 
1*elect_overlap);  

      s_elect3_select_cont = u12_elect >= ((elect_size/number_elect) - 
1*elect_overlap);  

      s_elect4_select_cont = u13_elect >= ((elect_size/number_elect) - 
1*elect_overlap);  

      s_elect5_select_cont = u14_elect >= ((elect_size/number_elect) - 
1*elect_overlap); 

      /* Set/Release electrolysers from being full range
         Set Using Electrolyser Logic Off Switch */

      /* Electrolyser Logic On */

  s_elect2_allow = x3_tidal_pwr >= x42_base_dmn_ptn + 
1*(elect_size/number_elect) + elect_allow_on*(elect_size/number_elect);  

      s_elect3_allow = x3_tidal_pwr >= x42_base_dmn_ptn + 
2*(elect_size/number_elect) + elect_allow_on*(elect_size/number_elect);  

      s_elect4_allow = x3_tidal_pwr >= x42_base_dmn_ptn + 
3*(elect_size/number_elect) + elect_allow_on*(elect_size/number_elect);  

      s_elect5_allow = x3_tidal_pwr >= x42_base_dmn_ptn + 
4*(elect_size/number_elect) + elect_allow_on*(elect_size/number_elect);  

      low_lvl_elect_strt = x12_h2_store >= percent1*h2_store_full; /* Smallest 
Percentage */

      mdl_lvl_elect_strt = x12_h2_store >= percent2*h2_store_full; /* Middle 
Percentage */

      lrg_lvl_elect_strt = x12_h2_store >= percent3*h2_store_full; /* Large 
Percentage */

      lrgst_lvl_elect_strt = x12_h2_store >= percent4*h2_store_full; /* Largest 
Percentage */

      /* Electrolyser Logic Off */
  /* %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% NOTE: A -> B; if A is true B is true; if A is false 

nothing said about B %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% */

/*  Demand Pattern & FC Switches */
      aux1_fc_switch = x3_tidal_pwr <= 1.20*x2_dmn_ptn_fc_ref*(1/60.0600) + 

(elect_size/number_elect)*elect_min;  
      aux1_fc_switch_unlatch = x3_tidal_pwr >= 1.19*x2_dmn_ptn_fc_ref*(1/60.0600) + 

(elect_size/number_elect)*elect_min; 

      aux1_dmn_ptn_switch = x3_tidal_pwr >= tidal_pwr_rising;  
      aux1_dmn_ptn_switch_unlatch = x3_tidal_pwr <= x43_dmn_plus_elect_aux_pwr + 

(elect_size/number_elect)*elect_min;

/*  Miscellaneous Switches - NOT USED */

 } 
DA  {  
    /* Electrolyser Auxiliary Variables */
    /* Switching Order of electrolysers - so combined controller forced in to an 

order */

    /* Switching due to Electrolyser discrete input Feedback and Previous 
electrolyser continuous input value */

    z_u11_elect_order = {IF x600_u51_elect_start_logic_fdk THEN u11_elect ELSE 0};
    z_u12_elect_order = {IF x600_u52_elect_start_logic_fdk & s_elect2_select_cont 

& ~lrgst_lvl_elect_select
THEN u12_elect ELSE 0};
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    z_u13_elect_order = {IF x600_u53_elect_start_logic_fdk & s_elect2_select_cont & 
s_elect3_select_cont 

& ~lrg_lvl_elect_select  
THEN u13_elect ELSE 0};

    z_u14_elect_order = {IF x600_u54_elect_start_logic_fdk & s_elect2_select_cont & 
s_elect3_select_cont & s_elect4_select_cont 

& ~mdl_lvl_elect_select
THEN u14_elect ELSE 0};

    z_u15_elect_order = {IF x600_u55_elect_start_logic_fdk & s_elect2_select_cont & 
s_elect3_select_cont & s_elect4_select_cont & s_elect5_select_cont

& ~low_lvl_elect_select
THEN u15_elect ELSE 0};

    /* Switching due to Hydrogen Storage Level - included in Instructions for 
u51_elect_start_logic etc so included in this as x600_u51_elect_start_logic_fdk 
above */

    z1_elect = {IF x100_elect_switch_latch
THEN 
a11e_ref*x1_elect + b11e_ref*z_u11_elect_order + 
b11e_ref*z_u12_elect_order + b11e_ref*z_u13_elect_order + 
b11e_ref*z_u14_elect_order + b11e_ref*z_u15_elect_order ELSE 0};  

    /* Demand Pattern & FC Auxiliary Variables */                  
z2_dmn_ptn_fc = {IF ~x105_dmn_ptn_switch_latch THEN a11fc*x2_dmn_ptn_fc + 
b11fc*u2_dmn_ptn_fc ELSE 0};     

z4_dmn_ptn = {IF x105_dmn_ptn_switch_latch THEN a11dem*x4_dmn_ptn + 
b11dem*u4_dmn_ptn ELSE 0}; 

/* z5_dmn_ptn_bal = {IF x105_dmn_ptn_switch_latch THEN x5_dmn_ptn_bal_ref - 
c11fc*x2_dmn_ptn_fc - c11dem*x4_dmn_ptn ELSE 0}; */

    /* Grid & Hydrogen Auxiliary Variables */  
    /* Grid Power */
    /* NOTE: This is not correct when it goes to zero but is needed to allow the 

electrolysers to
shut off tidal generation because of aux1_elect_switch_unlatch = x7_grid_pwr <= 
tidal_pwr_falling */ 

    /* The correct Power to Grid is Given by the model Subsystem calculation of x7 */
    z7_grid_pwr = {IF x100_elect_switch_latch THEN 

   x3_tidal_pwr + u2_dmn_ptn_fc - x70_u11_elect_cont_fdk - 
x70_u12_elect_cont_fdk - x70_u13_elect_cont_fdk - 

   x70_u14_elect_cont_fdk - x70_u15_elect_cont_fdk - 
x43_dmn_plus_elect_aux_pwr + x6_elect1_strt_uref ELSE 0}; 

   /* x6_elect1_strt_uref is extra start minimum turndown that is 
required for controller to 'see' electrolyser reference so it 
starts  */

/* Hydrogen Balance */

/* Starting Hyrogen Value used all time - but z value so can be used in 
x12_h2_store */
z_12_initial_h2_in_storage_kg = {IF x100_elect_switch_latch THEN 
initial_h2_in_storage_kg ELSE initial_h2_in_storage_kg}; 

/* Hydrogen Make per Electrolyser */
z13_h2_made = {IF x600_u51_elect_start_logic_fdk & ~x50_high_h2_store_latch THEN
x13_h2_made +(Ts_Supv_MLD*(1/3600)*(c11e_ref*(a11e_ref*x1_elect + z13_1_h2_made 
+ z13_2_h2_made + z13_3_h2_made + z13_4_h2_made + z13_5_h2_made))) ELSE 
x13_h2_made}; /* NOTE initial_h2_in_storage_kg +  was in the THEN statement for 
this z13_h2_made */
z13_1_h2_made = {IF x600_u51_elect_start_logic_fdk & ~x50_high_h2_store_latch & 
x600_u51_elect_start_logic_fdk THEN b11e_ref*z_u11_elect_order ELSE 0}; 
z13_2_h2_made = {IF x600_u51_elect_start_logic_fdk & ~x50_high_h2_store_latch & 
x600_u52_elect_start_logic_fdk THEN b11e_ref*z_u12_elect_order ELSE 0}; 
z13_3_h2_made = {IF x600_u51_elect_start_logic_fdk & ~x50_high_h2_store_latch & 
x600_u53_elect_start_logic_fdk THEN b11e_ref*z_u13_elect_order ELSE 0}; 
z13_4_h2_made = {IF x600_u51_elect_start_logic_fdk & ~x50_high_h2_store_latch & 
x600_u54_elect_start_logic_fdk THEN b11e_ref*z_u14_elect_order ELSE 0}; 
z13_5_h2_made = {IF x600_u51_elect_start_logic_fdk & ~x50_high_h2_store_latch & 
x600_u55_elect_start_logic_fdk THEN b11e_ref*z_u15_elect_order ELSE 0}; 
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/* (1/3600) required because U is in MW & gives y = C*x in kg/hr and totalising 
in kg/s */

/* Hydrogen Use per FC */
z14_h2_used = {IF x200_fc_switch_latch THEN x14_h2_used + 
(Ts_Supv_MLD*(1/3600)*(c11fc*x2_dmn_ptn_fc)) ELSE x14_h2_used};
/* (1/3600) required because U is in MW & gives y = C*x in kg/hr and totalising 
in kg/s */

/* Miscellaneous Auxiliary Variables */  
/* None required */ 

/* Integral Control Auxiliary Variables */   
z1_elect_epsilon = {IF x100_elect_switch_latch THEN x1_elect_epsilon + 
Ts_Supv_MLD*(x1_elect_ref  - (c11e_ref*x1_elect)) ELSE 0 }; 
/* Set zero when not running to stop saturation */

    z2_dmn_ptn_fc_epsilon = {IF ~x105_dmn_ptn_switch_latch THEN 
x2_dmn_ptn_fc_epsilon + Ts_Supv_MLD*(x2_dmn_ptn_fc_ref - c11fc*x2_dmn_ptn_fc) 
ELSE 0}; 
/* Set zero when not running to stop saturation */

    z4_dmn_ptn_epsilon = {IF x105_dmn_ptn_switch_latch THEN x4_dmn_ptn_epsilon + 
Ts_Supv_MLD*(x4_dmn_ptn_ref - c11dem*x4_dmn_ptn) ELSE 0}; 
/* Set zero when not running to stop saturation */

            }  

    CONTINUOUS { 
/* Enhanced States for Feedback Control */

x1_elect = z1_elect; /* Total electrolyser state so can use common 
control and reference from Tidal Lagoon Power */

    x2_dmn_ptn_fc = z2_dmn_ptn_fc; /* FC state */

    x3_tidal_pwr = x3_tidal_pwr; /* Tidal Power from External Source - 'read 
in' state */

x4_dmn_ptn = z4_dmn_ptn; /* Demand from Tidal Power state 
*/ 

x5_dmn_ptn_bal = x5_dmn_ptn_bal_ref - c11fc*x2_dmn_ptn_fc - 
c11dem*x4_dmn_ptn; /* Demand Pattern Power Balance state as Hydrogen */

x70_u11_elect_cont_fdk = x70_u11_elect_cont_fdk; /* Continuous feedback 
from Elect 1 Subsystem - 'read in' state */
x70_u12_elect_cont_fdk = x70_u12_elect_cont_fdk; /* Continuous feedback 
from Elect 2 Subsystem - 'read in' state */
x70_u13_elect_cont_fdk = x70_u13_elect_cont_fdk; /* Continuous feedback 
from Elect 3 Subsystem - 'read in' state */
x70_u14_elect_cont_fdk = x70_u14_elect_cont_fdk; /* Continuous feedback 
from Elect 4 Subsystem - 'read in' state*/
x70_u15_elect_cont_fdk = x70_u15_elect_cont_fdk; /* Continuous feedback 
from Elect 5 Subsystem - 'read in' state */

x6_elect1_strt_uref = x6_elect1_strt_uref;  /* Continuous feedback from 
Fuel cell Subsystem - 'read in' state */

x7_grid_pwr = z7_grid_pwr; /* Calculated Grid Power from other states */

x12_h2_store = z_12_initial_h2_in_storage_kg + x13_h2_made - 
x14_h2_used; /* Hydrogen storage level in kg */
x13_h2_made = z13_h2_made; /* Hydrogen make in electrolysers as kg */
x14_h2_used = z14_h2_used; /* Hydrogen use in FC as kg */

x16_elect_aux_pwr_ref = x16_elect_aux_pwr_ref; /* Electrolyser Auxiliary 
Power Reference */

x42_base_dmn_ptn = x42_base_dmn_ptn; /* Base external demand pattern in 
MW */
x43_dmn_plus_elect_aux_pwr = x43_dmn_plus_elect_aux_pwr; /* External 
value for Deamnd Base + Auxillary Power taken by electrolysers */
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/* Electrolyser Integral Feedback */
x1_elect_epsilon = z1_elect_epsilon;
x1_elect_ref  = x1_elect_ref;

/* Fuel Cell Integral Feedback */
x2_dmn_ptn_fc_epsilon = z2_dmn_ptn_fc_epsilon;
x2_dmn_ptn_fc_ref = x2_dmn_ptn_fc_ref; /* FC x2: reference for y2 
(Demand Pattern) */

/* Demand Pattern Integral Feedback from Tidal Power */
x4_dmn_ptn_epsilon = z4_dmn_ptn_epsilon;
x4_dmn_ptn_ref = x4_dmn_ptn_ref; /* Demand from Tidal Lagoon x4: 
reference for y4 (Demand Pattern) */

/* Demand Pattern - Combined y2, y4 Balance Integral Feedback DO NOT 
NEED INTEGRAL RESET AS THIS CONTROLLING CONTINUOUSLY */
x5_dmn_ptn_bal_epsilon = x5_dmn_ptn_bal_epsilon + 
Ts_Supv_MLD*(x5_dmn_ptn_bal_ref - c11fc*x2_dmn_ptn_fc - 
c11dem*x4_dmn_ptn);
x5_dmn_ptn_bal_ref = x5_dmn_ptn_bal_ref; /* Reference for x5 Demand 
Pattern Balance */

}

    OUTPUT { y1_elect = c11e_ref*x1_elect; 
 y2_dmn_ptn_fc = c11fc*x2_dmn_ptn_fc;

     y4_dmn_ptn = c11dem*x4_dmn_ptn + 0*x5_dmn_ptn_bal; 
 /* 0*x5_dmn_ptn_bal to allow compile. It is used - but just as a state 
which is included in optimisation */

     y7_grid_pwr = x7_grid_pwr;

    /* BOOL MUST BE LAST IN LIST - as placed there by Default in Compiling */
}

    AUTOMATA {/* Structure is standard 'fail safe' on/off switch latch / unlatch for 
motor 

 start type as sig1 = (sig2 | sig1) & ~sig3 where sig1 latches itself & 
sig3 is unlatch;   */

  /* High Hydrogen Storage Level States */
  x50_high_h2_store_latch = (x52_high_h2_store | x50_high_h2_store_latch) & 

~x51_high_h2_store_unlatch;
  x51_high_h2_store_unlatch = aux1_h2_store_high_unlatch ; /* Place holder 

for when needed */
  x52_high_h2_store = aux1_h2_store_high;  

  x60_elect_start_status = x60_elect_start_status; /* Pass through of 
Electrolyser start time required due to its purge status. 

  This is a proxy for the value that would come from a real electrolyser 
system */

   /* Tidal Power Available to Electrolyser States */
  x100_elect_switch_latch = (x102_aux1_elect_switch | 

~aux1_elect_switch_unlatch) & ~x101_elect_switch_unlatch; 
  x101_elect_switch_unlatch = x50_high_h2_store_latch; 
  x102_aux1_elect_switch = x60_elect_start_status; 
  /* x60_elect_start_status is start type required for electrolyser from 

external signal - 
  so needed to prempt tidal start as 'mirror' of real world signal  */

   /* Tidal Power Available to Demand Pattern States */
  x105_dmn_ptn_switch_latch = (x107_dmn_ptn_switch | 

x105_dmn_ptn_switch_latch) & ~x106_dmn_ptn_switch_unlatch; 
  x106_dmn_ptn_switch_unlatch = aux1_dmn_ptn_switch_unlatch; 
  x107_dmn_ptn_switch = aux1_dmn_ptn_switch;

   /* FC Start / Stop States */
  x200_fc_switch_latch = (x202_aux1_fc_switch | x200_fc_switch_latch) & 

~x201_fc_switch_unlatch;
  x201_fc_switch_unlatch = aux1_fc_switch_unlatch ; /* Place holder for when 

needed */
  x202_aux1_fc_switch = aux1_fc_switch;

  x_BOOL_State_Spare = x_BOOL_State_Spare; /* Spare BOOL State */
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  x_BOOL_State_Spare2 = x_BOOL_State_Spare2; /* Spare BOOL State */

  x600_u51_elect_start_logic_fdk = x600_u51_elect_start_logic_fdk; 
  x600_u52_elect_start_logic_fdk = x600_u52_elect_start_logic_fdk; 
  x600_u53_elect_start_logic_fdk = x600_u53_elect_start_logic_fdk; 
  x600_u54_elect_start_logic_fdk = x600_u54_elect_start_logic_fdk; 
  x600_u55_elect_start_logic_fdk = x600_u55_elect_start_logic_fdk; 
  }

MUST {  /* %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% NOTE: A -> B; if A is true B is true; if A is false 
nothing said about B  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% */

/* Electrolyser */

/* Start / Stop Electrolyser */

/* Start */
/* Elect 5 */
 x100_elect_switch_latch & s_elect5_allow & ~low_lvl_elect_strt ->  
u55_elect_start_logic; 

/* Elect 4 */ 
 x100_elect_switch_latch & s_elect4_allow & ~mdl_lvl_elect_strt ->  
u54_elect_start_logic;

/* Elect 3  */ 
 x100_elect_switch_latch & s_elect3_allow & ~lrg_lvl_elect_strt ->  
u53_elect_start_logic;

/* Elect 2 */
 x100_elect_switch_latch & s_elect2_allow & ~lrgst_lvl_elect_strt ->  
u52_elect_start_logic;

/* Elect 1 */
x100_elect_switch_latch ->  u51_elect_start_logic; 

/* Stop */
/* SEE NOTE ABOVE ABOUT A -> B INSTRUCTION */

/* Cases not Allowed - NOT USED */

 /* Fuel Cell */

 /* Start / Stop Fuel Cell */
            x200_fc_switch_latch -> u6_fc_start_logic;      

            /* Constraints */

            u2_dmn_ptn_fc + u4_dmn_ptn  <= 1.0*x5_dmn_ptn_bal_ref*(1/60.0600);  /* Fuel 
cell or tidal power must be meeting demand pattern */

            u4_dmn_ptn <= 1.0*x3_tidal_pwr;  /* Tidal Power cannot provide more power 
than it generates */

            u4_dmn_ptn <= 1.0*x5_dmn_ptn_bal_ref*(1/60.0600);  /* Limit Tidal Power for 
Demand to Demand pattern */

            u2_dmn_ptn_fc <= 1.0*x5_dmn_ptn_bal_ref*(1/60.0600);  /* Limit FC to Demand 
pattern */

            }  
  }

}
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